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Annual reports on Mines Branch investigations are now issued in 
four parts, as follows:— 

Investigations of Mineral Resources a:nd the Mining Industry. 
Investigations in Ore Dressing and 1VIetallurgy (Testing and Research 

Laboratories). 
Investigations of Fuels and Fuel Testing (Testing and Research 

Laboratories). 
Investigations in Ceramics and Road Materials (Testing and Research 

Laboratories). 
Other reports on Special Investigations are issued as completed. 



MINES BRANCH INVESTIGATIONS OF 

FUELS AND FUEL TESTING, 1930 AND 1931 

GENERAL REVIEW OF INVESTIGATIONS 
B. F. Haanel, Chief of Division of Fuels and Fuel Testing 
R. E. Gilmore, Superintendent of Fuel Testing Laboratories 

During 1930 and 1931 both laboratory and field investigations were 
conducted as in former years. The field work comprised an investigation 
relating to the natural gas and naphtha in the Turner Valley, Alberta; the 
further sampling of oil-shale outcrops and the inspection of oil-shale develop-
ments in Nova Scotia and Quebec; and the observing of plant-scale coking 
tests on Canadian coals at Winnipeg and Montreal. Samples of natural 
gas, naphtha, oil shale, etc., taken in the field, were submitted to a detailed 
examination in the laboratory in Ottawa. The principal plant-scale 
investigations carried out in the Fuel Research Laboratories were tests in 
the experimental pulverized fuel fired boiler installation and in the two-ton 
by-product coke oven. Detailed results of these tests, which were confined 
to coals from British Columbia, Alberta, and Nova Scotia, and which 
extended over the period of two years covered by this report, have already 
been supplied to the parties especially interested, and will be published at 
a later date in separate bulletin form. The scope of the more important of 
these investigations and the results obtained are, however, reviewed here, 
in addition to a review of the different reports and papers which are pre-
sented as Investigations of Fuels and Fuel Testing for 1930 and 1931. 

Acknowledgments. The carlot shipinents of coals from Western 
Canada, on which the coking tests reviewed below were made, were sup-
plied gratis by the coal mining companies producing the respective coals, 
and were transported free of charge by special arrangements with the 
two Canadian railway companies. To the colliery officials concerned, to 
Mr. J. M. Horn, Assistant Freight Agent, and H. A. Plow, General Freight 
Agent of the Canadian National and Canadian Pacific Railways at Win-
nipeg, respectively, grateful acknowledgment is herewith tendered on 
behalf of the Department of Mines, and also to Professor E. Stansfield, 
A. Millar, and the provincial Government mining inspectors, who co-oper-
ated in the selection and shipping of the Alberta coals. In respect to the 
testing of Onakawana lignite, special reference and appreciation is to be 
made to the co-operative arrangement between the Ontario Department 
of Mines for supplying the lignite. Thanks are also due to the officials of 
the Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation who supplied the carlot of 
Princess coal for the tests at Ottawa, and who specially prepared the coal 
for and witnessed the tests at Montreal, and to Mr. Donald Munro and 
Mr. J. D. Price, Manager and Superintendent, respectively, of the Mon-
treal Coke and Manufacturing Company, Who not only made possible the 
large-scale coking tests at their LaSalle plant, but co-operated to the fullest 
extent to make the combined coking and storage tests on Nova Scotia coal 
a complete success. 
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Coking, Washing, and Storage Tests on Canadian Coals. During 1930 
and 1931, series of coking, washing, and storage tests on Canadian coals 
were carried out in the Fuel Research Laboratories at Ottawa, and at 
commercial plants, the objective of which was to show how the use of 
Canadian bituminous coals could be increased for the manufacture of city 
gas and by-product oven coke. The coke oven installation at the Fuel 
Research Laboratories employed for these tests was a horizontal by-product 
oven with vertical flues, equipped with a gas producer burning coke as 
fuel, charging hoPpers mounted on tracks, an electrically driven coke 
discharging ram, and a Shallcross automatic signal pressure regulator. 
A stiitable gas scrubbing train consisting of a steam driven exhauster, a 
tar extractor of the P & A type, a bubble washer, a naphtha scrubber, gas 
meters and Thomas recording calorimeter, completed the installation in 
the order as connected to the oven. The oven has a capacity of 4,500 
pounds or slightly over two tons, and although small in comparison with 
most industrial by-product ovens, is in reality a unit of a battery of hori-
zontal by-product ovens in commercial use, and was found to be capable 
d yielding coke, gas, and other products comparable in yield and quality 
to thoÉe from regular commercial oVens. The tests reviewed here were in 
the immediate charge of R. A. Strong, who was assisted by Messrs. E. J. 
Burrough, G. P. Connell, and E. Swartzman, and a staff of observers and 
operators. 

Tests on British Columbia Coals at Ottawa during October and November, 
1930. These tests were on a series of coals supplied by coal mining com-
panies at the instigation of the British Columbia Department of -  Mines. 
Despite the fact that they were selected primarily for tests in the experi-
mental pulverized fuel fired boiler installation, they were also submitted 
to tests in the two-ton by-product oven. The individual coals were first 
coked alone and then in admixture or blended with one another, the main 
objective being to determine their suitability for the production of metal-
lurgical coke. Certain of the lower ash coals as mined in the eastern part 
of the province were specially examined as to their suitability for the 
production of city gas; as well as coke for the domestic fuel market in 
Winnipeg. The coals tested, listed according to area or district, were: 

Crowsnest Pass area—Michel and Coal Creek coals. 
Nicola area—Coalmont and Middlesboro coals. 
Vancouver Island—Cassidy, Reserve, and Comox coals. 
Inland (north)—Telkwa coal. 

It was found that by blending Crowsnest Pass coals with Island 
coals, blast furnace cokes grading from suitable to good could be produced, 
and fair to good coke was produced in the Telkwa-Coal Creek mixture. 
Blends of Coal Creek coal from Fernie with Coalmont and Middlesboro 
coals from the Nicola area failed to produce a coke that could be graded 
better than poor to fair, while what may be termed a "suitable coke 
resulted from a mixture of Middlesboro, Comox, and Coal Creek coals in 
equal proportions. Of the four coals coked alone Comox, coal_produced a 

\ fair to good  metallurgicaLcoke,_Coal_Creek_coal g -dTalid IVInliér an  
éfallén`t grided—coke. -Cassidy coal, artGotigh it  'fa-fled to produCe a 
eatisfatory Co-ke wliOn coked alone, did, when blended with Michel coal, 
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produce a coke that may be graded good for general metallurgical purposes. 
Michel coal proved to be the most suitable of all the British Columbia 
coals tested for blending purposes and also when coked alone for the pro-, 
duction of blast furnace, foundry, or 'domestic coke. — 

Special Tests on Michel and Allison Coals. Experimental coking tests 
on these two coals were carried out in the coke oven at the Fuel Research 
Laboratories, and were followed by practical plant tests in the by-product 
coke ovens of the Winnipeg Electric Company, in December, 1930. The 
objective of these tests was to determine on a full-size plant scale the 
comparative merits of Michel and Allison coals for the production of city 
gas and domestic coke. The ovens employed at Winnipeg were typical 
Koppers horizontal by-product recovery coke ovens, each of seven-ton 
capacity, and were operated with a view to meeting the local gas demand; 
coke quality, although important, was of secondary significance. In the 
experimental runs on the two-ton oven at Ottawa, over 20 tons of each coal 
were coked, and in the tests at Winnipeg, the results from 1,000 tons 
of the Michel coal were compared with those from the regular Allison slack 
coal. The Michel coal was from B seam of the Michel mine of the Crow's 
Nest Pass Coal Company, British Columbia, and the Allison was Pittsburgh 
seam coal from the Allison mine, Fayette county, Pennsylvania. The 
analysis of the Michel coal on the dry basis was: 6.5 per cent ash, 26.9 
per cent volatile matter, 0.7 per cent sulphur, and F.P.A. of 2,235° F. in 
comparison with 8.2 per cent ash, 33.8 per cent volatile matter, 1.3 per 
cent sulphur, and F.P.A. over 2,700° F. for the Allison coal. The coking 
period in the 14-inch ovens at Winnipeg varied from 20 to over 22 hours in 
comparison, or rather in contrast, with the 12-hour coking period in the 
12-inch oven at Ottawa. The following is a summary of the yields of gas, 
coke, and other by-products. 

The coke yields shown above are not strictly comparable, in that the 
two-ton oven yields were on a dry coke to dry coal basis, whereas the other 
results were on a wet coke to coal as-charged basis. The tabulated results do, 
however, show that the yield of saleable stove and nut sizes of coke from 
Michel coal was appreciably higher than that from the .Allison coal. The 
gas from the former coal, it will be observed, had only about one third 
as much hydrogen sulphide content, thus allowing of a considerably 
lower sulphur purifying cost. Also, Michel coal with 27 per cent vola-
tile matter according to laboratory analysis, gave in terms of gas with 
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equal B.T.U. per cubic foot, a commercial yield closely approaching that 
from Allison, with nearly 34 per cent volatile matter. This is significant 
and most remarkable. An expla nation of this is that the tar and other 
volatile constituents in the two coals are different and are decomposed in 
one coal in a different manner than in the other, which shows the necessity 
of actual coking tests to determine comparative data on the quantity and 
quality of the gas to be expected. As for coke quality, the Michel coke 
was large and blocky with a straight fracture, indicating a low breeze yield 
when crushed, in comparison with the harder, more dense, triangular shaped 
coke from the Allison coal, which tended to produce more breeze on crushing. 
The average ash content for the sizes above one inch for the Michel coke 
was 8 per cent as compared with 12 per cent for the Allison coke and the 
respective fusion point of ash (F.P.A.) temperatures were 2,1700  and 
2,700° F. Burning tests conducted on sized Michel coke showed it to 
be a very satisfactory domestic household fuel. The net result of these 
comparative tests may, therefore, be summed up in remarking that, whereas 
the good features of ,Allison coal for coking alone in by-product ovens 
were confirmed, it was demonstrated that Michel coal had in several respects, 
as just outlined, superior merits. 

Coking and Storage Tests on Nova Scotia Coal at Montreal. In July 
and August, 1930, commercial scale coking and storage tests were made 
on Nova Scotia coal at the LaSalle plant of the Montreal Coke and Manu-
facturing Company. The coal selected was "New Waterford" coal as 
supplied by the Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation, and the purpose of 
the tests was to determine in what proportion Nova Scotia coal could be 
used in the manufacture of domestic coke suitable for the Montreal market. 
The mixture of imported stock coals used at that time was 41 .5 per cent 
high volatile "gas" coal from Pennsylvania,  47.5  per cent medium vola-
tile bituminous coal from the same state, and 11 per cent semi-bituminous 
(Pocahontas type) coal from West Virginia. This, their regular blend, 
had been selected after many trial mixtures to produce a domestic coke 
having the physical and general burning qualities suitable for the Mon-
treal market. A special requirement was that the fusion point of ash 
(F.P.A.) of the coke was to be not lower than 2,500° F., and the problem, 
therefore, was to determine to what extent either of the imported bitu-
minous coals could be replaced by the Nova Scotia coal so as to produce 
a domestic coke as suitable in all respects as that produced from the 
regular blend. 

The New Waterford (or Dominion coal, as it was termed) as supplied 
by the Dominion Coal Corporation, was slack coal freshly mined from their 
collieries No. 12 and No. 14. A total of 10,000 tons of this coal was 
shipped to the coke plant, of which 6,000 tons were used in the tests 
reviewed here, and the remaining 4,000 tons were put in the stock pile 
for observations on its storage properties. The average of several analyses 
of this coal was 3 .9 per cent moisture,  6.8 per cent ash, 35.6 per cent 
volatile matter,  57•6  per cent fixed carbon, 2•67 per cent sulphur, and 
F.P.A. 2,025° F., all the results except the xnoisture being on the dry 
basis. Tests were made using the Dominion coal alone, that is, 100 per 
cent of Nova Scotia coal, and then for comparative purposes on 100 per 
cent of the medium volatile coal. These were followed by four coal mixes 
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or blends in which portions of this medium volatile coal were displaced 
by the Nova Scotia coal, in which blends the respective contents of the 
Dominion coal were 20 per cent, 15 per cent, and 10 per cent. Tests on 
these blends were carried out in addition to test runs on their regular 
three-coal mix mentioned above. Special care was taken in sampling 
and analysing both the coal and coke and attention was also given to the 
examination of the physical properties as well as the chemical properties, 
the former mainly in respect to ash fusion temperature. 

The blend in which 20 per cent of the Dominion coal was used pro-
duced egg, stove, and nut coke with ash fusion tenaperatures closely ap-
proaching 2,500° F., the limit specified, but the F.P.A. of the pea size 
and breeze fell appreciably below this figure. The ash fusion results of 
the coke from the 15 per cent Dominion blend, as well as from the 10 
per cent blend, were satisfactorily above 2,500° F. for all coke sizes, so 
that it was decided that the maximum amount of the New Waterford 
coal allowable was 15 per cent. All the domestic coke sizes produced 
with the blends using the Nova Scotia coal—including the 20 per cent 
blend—contained less than 10 per cent ash as required, and as judged 
by the shatter index and breeze produced by crushing and sizing, the 
quality of the coke produced in both the 15 per cent and 10 per cent 
Dominion blends was not reduced below the standard set. The results of 
the storage test on the portion of the 10,000-ton shipment not used in 
the coking test were not satisfactory. 

Washing, Coking, and Storage Tests on New Waterford and Princess 
Coals. The combined coking and storage tests on the freshly mined New 
Waterford slack coal may be briefly summed up in remarking that the 
results of the coking tests were encouragingly positive, whereas the results 
of the storage test were negative. On the theory that the heating of the 
Nova Scotia slack coal is largely due to fines contained in it, in which 
fines the percentage of natural mineral charcoal or "fusain," as it is termed, 
is high, washing and sizing were considered advisable to accomplish the 
double purpose of (1) improving storage properties and (2) reducing the 
ash content, in order to permit a larger proportion to be used in blends 
with imported coal and still comply with the ash fusion specification. 
With this in view, preliminary washing experiments were made at the 
Fuel Research Laboratories on a sample of New Waterford coal supplied 
by the Dominion Coal Corporation in May, 1931, and synthetic blends were 
made with the washed product and one of the high fusion point ash coals 
as used at Montreal. "Floats" with 2.6 per cent ash and a F.P.A. of 
2,010° F. prepared from the sample of the new Waterford coal, were 
mixed in the laboratory in percentages of 20, 40, 60, and 80, respectively, 
with the standard high volatile Pennsylvania bituminous coal with a 
F.P.A. of 2,740° F. From a curve drawn after plotting ash fusion tem-
peratures against percentages of coals used in the mixtures, it was evident 
that for the blends containing up to 40 per cent of the washed "float" 
coal the F.P.A. remained above 2,500° F. This indicated that by using 
washed Dominion coal with an ash content of 3 per cent or lower, per-
centages as high as 30 to 35 per cent could be employed at the Montreal 
coke plant, and still comply with the ash fusion specification. 
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At this stage of the investigation it was decided by the coal company 
to wash, size, and prepare for shipment one of their best coals for large-
scale coking and storage tests. The coal selected and specially prepared 
was Victoria seam coal from their Princess colliery at Sydney Mines, and 
this was later used in quantity at Montreal. As indicated by washing 
experiments made at the Fuel Research Laboratories, the coal company 
found that this coal could be washed in commercial quantities to slightly 
less than 3 per cent ash with a substantial reduction in sulphur content, and 
accordingly, a carlot of the washed coal was shipped to Ottawa for coking 
tests there

' 
 as a preliminary to full-size tests on selected blends at Montreal. 

The tests on washed Princess in the two-ton oven at Ottawa were 
made in September, 1931, in conjunction with tests on the Alberta coals 
reviewed below, and comprised a series of runs on blends of Princess coal 
with the standard medium and high volatile Pennsylvania coals and the 
standard Pocahontas as employed at that time by the coke company at 
Montreal. Twelve different blends were coked, in which the proportion 
of Princess coal varied from 30 to 60 per cent, in admixture with 55 to 30 
per cent of either the medium or high volatile Pennsylvania coals, and 
with variations of 10 to 35 per cent Pocahontas. As a standard, and for 
the purpose of comparing the coke in respect to physical properties as 
produced in the two-ton oven with that in the commercial ovens, test runs 
were made on the blends used regularly at Montreal, which blended mixture 
was shipped direct from the coke plant. Charges of 100 per cent of the 
Pennsylvania gas coal were also coked and results recorded. Blends that 
showed good results were those in which the proportion of Princess varied 
between 30 and 35 per cent with 57 to 52 per cent of the medium volatile 
Pennsylvania • coal and the remainder Pocahontas. Cokes made from 
coal blends in these proportions possessed physical properties which com-
pared favourably with the standard "LaSalle" coke, and as shown by 
comparative burning tests in a standard domestic hot-water boiler, afforded 
in this respect equal satisfaction. The results of the coking test on Princess 
coal at Ottawa indicated it to be quite suitable for blending with the im-
ported coals to produce a domestic coke satisfactory for the Montreal market. 

In the subsequent tests conducted in November, 1931, at the LaSalle 
plant of the Montreal Coke (S5 Manufacturing Company, 8,000 tons of the 
washed Princess coal was used, and an additional 35,000 tons was put in 
the stock pile for a storage test, as described below. The analysis of the 
Princess coal coked was 2.8 per cent ash, 40.3 per cent volatile matter and 
1.25 per cent sulphur, all on the dry basis, the moisture content being 4.6 
per cent and the F.P.A. 2,000° F. The blend selected was 35 per cent 
Princess 50 per cent medium volatile Pennsylvania coal, and 15 per cent 
Pocahontas. It will be noticed that the high volatile Nova Scotia coal 
replaced the Pennsylvania "gas" coal instead of the cheaper ,  medium 
volatile imported coal as in the former tests on unwashed New 'Waterford 
coal. The run of oven coke produced had an F.P.A. of 2,400°F., but on 
account of the low-ash content, namely, 7 per cent, it showed up as well in 
the burning tests as the higher ash, 2,500° F. ash fusion temperature coke 
from the regular mix. In general, the results of the plant-scale tests were 
considered satisfactory, and although the maximum of the Princess allow-
able in order to maintain coke quality in respect .to structure and ash 
fusion temperature would probably have to be slightly lowered, .it was 
demonstrated that at least twice as much of washed Nova :Zen-tip. eoal_ .. çould 
be used as w—asermiSSible-withllie rW unwaSh-éd' co' al as mined. _   . 	_ 	... 	..... 
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The storage test on 35,000 tons of specially prepared washed Princess 
coal was conducted during and immediately after the coking tests outlined 
above, and lasted during the winter and following spring months. In the 
preparation of this coal at the washing plant of the Dominion Steel and Coal 
Company at Sydney, special care was taken to eliminate fines, which, with 
their high content of mineral charcoal or "flisain", were considered to be 
the main cause of spontaneous combustion. The coal used in the coking 
tests, containing nearly 70 per cent through a one-eighth screen, was 
found, on account of its moisture-holding capacity, to be not entirely suit-
able for blending purposes in that it was found mechanically difficult to 
maintain a uniform mixture. Hence, for the double purpose of eliminating 
blending difficulties and improving storage properties, it was decided to 
remove as large a portion of the fines that were likely to cause heating as 
was economically possible. The coal put into the storage pile contained 
apprwdmately 5 per cent over one inch in size, 61 per cent through one 
inch and on one-half inch size, 32 per cent of sizes between one-half and one-
eighth, and only 2 per cent through a one-eighth inch screen. The coal 
to be stored was put in a specially prepared location and piled to a height 
of 40 feet according to the standard practice at the plant. For the purpose 
of recording the temperatures at the bottom and throughout the pile, both 
vertically and horizontally, 20 1-inch pipes were placed vertically at 
regular intervals in which copper-constantan wires 40 feet long were 
placed. These wires served both as thermocouples and lead wire. Read-
ings on a standardized, potentiometer-type, indicating pyrometer were 
made, starting November 6th and continuing to February 12, 1932. 
At no time nor place did these readings indicate temperatures above 88° F. 
and after December. 1 the average for the whole pile ranged from 65' to 
40° F. These results were remarkable in that it was the first time on 
record, according to the writers' knowledge, that so large a quantity of 
Nova Scotia coal piled so high at a coke plant showed so little tendency to 
heat and possessed such excellent storage properties. 

Coking Tests on Alberta Coals. During September and October, 
1931, coking tests on a series of six Alberta coals were carried out in the 
two-ton oven at Ottawa. These coals were coked alone and in admixture 
with one another, primarily for the purpose of judging their suitability for 
the production of domestic coke, rather than for blast furnace coke, as with 
the tests on British Columbia coals tested during 1930 and reviewed above. 
The Alberta coals tested, carlots of each of which were received, were: 

Mountain Park area—Cadongin, Mountain Park, and Luscar coals. 
"trowsnest Pass area—dreenhill,  International, and McGillivray 

Creek coals. 
Hillcrest coal was received too late to be included in the above 

series, hence the coking tests on this coal as published in Investiga-
tions of Fuels and Fuel Testing, 1927, may be accepted for purposes of 
comparison. The dry-basis volatile matter contents of the coals for the 
three Crowsnest Pass coals tested ranged from 24 to 25 per cent, with 
Cadomin at 26 per cent, and the two lots of Mountain Park coal from the 
Michelean and Kennedy seams roughly 28 and 29 per cent respectively. 
Hillcrest coal, just referred to, contains 29 to 30 per cent volatile matter, 
depending on the ash content, so that in this respect it resembles the coals 
from the Mountain Park area more closely than those of the Crowsnest 
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Pass area. For the purposes of blending, four other coals were tested in 
this series, namely, the high volatile Pennsylvania bituminous coal, the 
washed Princess coal from Nova Scotia, both as gas cods; the medium vola-
tile content Michel coal from British Columbia and Luscar coal, the latter 
to serve as a low volatile semi-bituminous coal in place of Pocahontas. 
A fifth extra coal, an Alberta (non-coking) sub-bituminous, was used for 
blending purposes in order to determine if its use would increase the gas 
yield obtained normally from a medium volatile bituminous coal without 
seriously affecting coke quality. 

The gas yield from the three coals from the Crowsnest Pass area, in 
terms of 510 B.T.T.T. per cubic foot gas, varied from 9,500 to 10,400 cubic 
feet per ton, with corresponding dry coke yields of 77 to 79 per cent of the 
(dry) coal charged. The yield of gas on the same basis from the coals 
from the Mountain Park area varied from 11,000 to 13,000 cubic feet per 
ton and the coke yield from 75 to 79 per cent. In accordance with the 
findings in the comparative tests on Michel and Allison coals reviewed 
above, these gas yields, based on equal heating value per cubic foot, did 
not bear a direct relation to the respective volatile matter contents. In 

(

respect to coke structure, all six of the Alberta coals tested appear to be 
suitable, in varying degrees, for blast furnace. pùrposes, but for domestic 
(hoiis'ehold) purP6seà only the cokes Made' from the Cadomin, Mountain 

%Park, and Greenhill coals were judged satisfactory. The ash contents in the 
cokes from these coals, ranging from 13.5 to 15.5 per cent in the domestic 
coke sizes, were, however, excessive, and until a substantial reduction 
in ash content is effected by washing, their respective cokes, when coked 
alone, would have difficulty in competing on the market, e.g. in Winnipeg. 

Luscar coal, with a volatile matter content of 20 per cent, proved 
to have the blending properties peculiar to the Pocahontas coal, despite 
the fact that it produced a coke of poor structure when coked alone. 
Blending washed Princess as the high volatile gas coal, Michel as a stand-
ard medium volatile bituminous, and Luscar as the low volatile semi-
bituminous coal, in proportions of 40-40-20 respectively, produced a coke 
of high quality in respect to appearance and physical properties. Hence, 

, this Lusçar_ coal, especially after washing to reduce its ash content, can 
be re'édrnMended to the coking industry of Western Canada for blending , _. ,. 
imposes. The non-coking sub-bituminous coal from the Saudders area 

I in Alberta,  when coked first with 75 per cent Greenhill coal and then with 
40 per cent Greenhill and 40 per cent Michel coals, failed to produce -
a favourable coke in respect to structure. In fact, in the proportions 
used it appeared to impair the appearance and structure of the cokes 
from the other strongly coking coals blended with it, consequently, the 
use of a non-coking, high volatile content, sub-bituminous coal (without 
pretreatment) cannot be recommended for blending purposes. 

Blends of the six different Alberta coals with equal quantities 
of the standard Pennsylvania gas coal low in ash content, had in 
every case the double effect of improving the structure and general 
quality of the coke and of substantially increasing the gas yield. Still 
better results in respect to coke quality were obtained in each case by the 
blending of 40 per cent of the Alberta coal with 30 per cent of the Penn. 
sylvania gas coal and 30 per cent of Michel coal from British Columbia. 
Michel coal, the ash content of which was comparatively low, had the 
effect when blended in equal proportions with the Alberta coals, of improv- 
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ing coke structure, but the ash in the cokes was not sufficiently low, and 
the respective gas yields were not so high as with the 40-30-30 mixtures 
using the standard gas coal. The use of two coal blends of Michel coal 
with certain of the higher volatile Alberta coals in which the ash content 
has been substantially reduced by washing, is, however, promising and 
indicates the possibility of using 100 per cent native coal for the manu-
facture of domestic coke and city gas. 

The detailed results of coking tests on British Columbia and Alberta 
coals will appear in a separate Mines Branch bulletin now in the course 
of preparation, under the title "Coking Tests on Bituminous Coals from 
Western Canada." Likewise, the results of the coking, washing, and 
storage tests on Princess and New Waterford coals are to be published 
in separate bulletin form, under the title of "Investigations on Coals from 
Cape Breton, Nova Scotia." In this report it is planned to report some-
what in detail the results to date of the physical and chemical survey 
of the Phalen seam, as referred to in former Investigations of Fuels and 
Fuel Testing and annual reports of the Department of Mines. 

Carbonization and Briguetting Tests on Ontario Lignite. Carbonization 
tests on Onakawana lignite supplied by the Ontario Department of Mines 
were made in the two-ton coke oven during the cooling-down periods 
incident to the operation of the oven during the autumns of 1930 and 
1931, and subsequent briquetting tests on the char produced were con-
ducted. The lignite charged to the oven wa,s that remaining from the 
first carlot shipment after the pulverized fuel and special boiler tests 
reviewed below were made, and did not represent the best grade of Ona-
kawan a lignite produced. The purpose of these tests was to indicate the amen-
ability of this lignite to combined carbonization and briquetting treat-
ment for the production of a domestic fuel rather than to demonstrate 
a suitable carbonization process. The lignite is non-coking and does 
not form a coherent mass when heated, hence, in order to carbonize it 
in this type of oven the discharge end of the oven was fitted with a small 
sliding cast iron door in the bricked-up wall used in the cooling-
down period. Through this door, the lower edge of which was on 
the level of the oven floor, the hot carbonized residue or char, as it is 
called, was raked into the coke wharf and quenched. Char withdrawn at 
the end of six hours showed from 29 per cent volatile matter in the lumps 
larger than half-inch to as low as 20 per cent in the material through 
i-inch screen, whereas the volatile matter in the char after remaining in 
the oven 72 hours, varied from 6 to 8 per cent. The calorific value of the 
char containing the lowest ash and volatile matter contents, was 11,500 
B.T.U. per pound, showing that the effect of carbonizing was more 
than to double the calorific value of the wet, slightly air-dried lignite 
charged to the oven. 

In the briquetting tests on the char three different binders were 
tried, namely: petroleum pitch, sulphite liquor, and a mixture of flour 
and petroleum pitch. In tests on fifty-pound lots of char using a small, steam-
heated (bread) mixer and a four roll Mashek press with pillow-shaped 
pockets, satisfactory briquettes in respect to appearance and physical proper-
ties were made with all three binders. The last shipment of Onakawana lignite 
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received at the Fuel Research Laboratories representing the better grade as 
available from the lower seam, contained 11 per cent ash on the dry basis, from 
which, by selective screening, lump material may be obtained averaging 7 to 9 
per cent ash. On the assumption that it requires three tons of the lignite 
as mined or 11- tons of the dry lignite to produce a ton of char, the 
ash content of such a char will not be less than say 11 to 13 per cent, 
the calorific value of which will range from 11,700 to 12,000 B.T.U. per 
pound. The use of petroleum pitch as a binder, approximately 12 per 
cent of which is required, would tend to enhance this dry basis heating 
value, due both to the relatively high calorific value of the pitch and to a 
reduction in ash content of the briquette, but after allowing three to 
five per cent moisture in the finished briquette, the calorific value range 
of the briquettes to be marketed would apparently not exceed the maxi-
mum 12,000 B.T.U. figure. Eight per cent asphalt pitch and 2 per cent 
flour produced a satisfactory briquette, the flour being added dry to the char, 
then steamed and followed by the melted pitch; and 12 per cent sulphite 
liquor solids were required to produce an equally satisfactory briquette. 
Noticeable reductions in the dry basis calorific value of the finished bri-
quette were effected by the use of the flour-pitch mixture and more so with 
the sulphite liquor, as compared to that using asphalt pitch alone. The 
respective difference was 600 and 1,600 B.T.U. per pound. As for the 
general burning qualities, in respect to smokiness, the briquettes are to 
be graded with those made from sulphite liquor, first; flour and pitch, 
second; and asphalt pitch, third; but the waterproof grading is the reverse 
of this order. 

The carbonization and briquetting tests conducted at the Fuel Re-
search Laboratories on Onakawana lignite during 1930 and 1931 are, 
however, to be considered of a preliminary nature, and while the results 
obtained are by .no means directly interpretable into commercial practice, 
they do indicate that the lignite from northern Ontario is amenable to 
the combined carbonization and briquetting treatments similar to that 
found suitable for Souris lignite from Saskatchewan. However, due 
to the different nature of the Ontario lignite, mainly in respect to 
the production of fines in the drying and carbonization process, the 
carbonization treatment on a large scale may involve considerable 
difficulties, mechanical and otherwise, as may also the selection of a 
suitable commercial carbonizer. The overall cost of the carbonization 
and briquetting treatment for this lignite, which contains up to 50 per 
cent moisture as mined, as compared with 33 to 35 per cent in the Saskat-
chewan lignite, is an important factor in its commercial development. 
Approximately a ton of the char produced in the coke oven is on hand, 
on which large-scale briquetting tests are planned. These tests will be 
in the immediate charge of R. A. Strong, who, with his assistants in the 
carbonization and briquetting section of these laboratories, conducted the 
tests on the Ontario lignite reviewed above. 

Pulverized Fuel and Special Boiler Tests. Comprehensive tests in the 
pulverized fuel fired boiler installation at the Fuel Research Laboratories 
were conducted on the same series of canot  shipments of British Columbia 
and Alberta coals used in the coking tests. These tests were under the 
supervision of E. S. Malloch with C. E. Baltzer in immediate charge, 
assisted by J. R. Kirkconnell and a staff of observers and operators. 
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Twenty-seven coals were tested in the experimental pulverized fuel boiler, 
including 12 from British Columbia, 11 from Alberta, and three different 
lots of Onakawana lignite from northern Ontario. On each of the British 
Columbia coals three test runs were made at low, medium, and high rates of 
coal feed. The boiler had been previously standardized at three rates of feed 
on what has been termed the "operating coal" which was a standard low 
ash bituminous coal and which had both a high ash fusion temperature and 
high calorific value. A considerable quantity of this coal, which was 
readily available in Ottawa, was used in operating the boiler during the 
preliminary trial runs and in between the tests on the British Columbia 
coals and Ontario lignite, the supply of which coals was not sufficient for 
both the preheat period and actual tests at the different rates. In addition 
to obtaining comparative data on the different Canadian coals tested, the 
results of the individual coals were compared with those from the standard 
operating coal, hence, in the advance preliminary reports supplied to the 
different coal operators concerned, the results of the individual tests 
were compared with those from the operating coal. In the summary of 
the tests on British Columbia coals by E. S. Malloch, in addition to show-
ing the comparison with the operating coal, Michel coal has been chosen 
more or less as a standard, and the other coals compared with it as well as 
with one another. 

All the coals tested, it will be noticed, were found satisfactory for use 
as pulverized fuel, and in discussing the results, the adaptability in relation 
to ffldsting power plant installations, as well as the general merits of each 
coal, is stressed. In order that a basis of comparison of the results obtained 
may be made with other methods of burning, for example in boilers equipped 
with mechanical stokers, an appendix—"Notes on Pulverized Fuel Fired 
Steam Generators, versus Other Types"—by B. F. Haanel, has been added. 
Advance publication of this combined report including the "Summary of 
Tests on British Columbia Coals When Used as Pulverized Fuel" with the 
appendix, has been made as Mines Branch Memorandum Series No. 56. 
The detailed results of the tests on British Columbia coals and on Ontario 
lignite will be published at a later date in a separate Mines Branch bulletin, 
in which the results of tests on the 11 Alberta coals, which were not 
completed until the end of the fiscal year ending March 31st, 1932, will be 
included. In addition to the three different  canot  samples of Onakawana 
lignite from northern Ontario, the following is a complete list of the British 
Columbia and Alberta coals on which pulverized fuel fired boiler tests have 
been made: 

British Columbia Coals 

Pleasant Valley 
Tulameen 
Coalmont 
Middlesboro 
Michel 
Corbin—"birdseye" and "washed 

steam" sizes 
Cassidy 
Reserve 
Wellington 
Comox 
Telkwa 

Alberta Coals 

McGillivray Creek 
International (Denison) 
Greenhill (two lots) 
Hillerest 
Canmore 
Brazeau 
Luscar 
Mountain Park (Michelean) 

(Kennedy) 
Cadomin 
Saunders 
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Steaming Tests on Ontario lignite, and on a series of miscellaneous fuels 
including Welsh buckwheat, Dominion slack coal from Nova Scotia, coke 
breeze and peat, were made in a forced draught boiler, temporarily installed, 
and equipped with patented grates. The boiler was also equipped with a 
mechanical stoker of the sprinkler type, so arranged that its operation 
could be discontinued in order to permit hand firing when desired. This 
permitted a comparison to be made of the general burning qualities of the 
fuels tested when hand fired and when stoker fired. From the tabulated 
results and the comments thereon, it is to be noted that the patented grates 
used did perform satisfactorily in permitting sufficient air to pass to maintain 
uniform combustion without allowing an undue amount of combustible 
matter to fall through into the ash pit. This indeed .is a result worth 
while, since it shows that the Onakawana lignite and other fuels with a 
high percentage of fines can be successfully burned on this type of grate. 
Success also marked the attempts to burn the lignite with nearly 50 per 
cent moisture content, but of course the overall efficiency of the boiler was 
comparatively low. In comparison with an average of 8.0 pounds for the 
standard bituminous operating coal, an equivalent evaporation figure of 
3 • 5 pounds was obtained for the lower seam lignite when air-dried to 34 
per cent moisture content, and as high as 4.2 pounds for the mechani-
cally dried lignite with 24 per cent moisture. Averages of the equivalent 
evaporation per pound of fuel fired for the other fuels tested were : 2.7 
pounds for peat with 45 per cent moisture; 4.7 pounds for gas coke 
breeze with 10 per cent moisture and 13.6 per cent ash; 5.5 pounds for 
dry by-product coke breeze with 10.7 per cent ash; 8.1 pounds for the 
Welsh buckwheat; and 7.8 pounds for the Nova Scotia bituminous slack 
coal. 

Coal Classification and Analyses. The contents of the paper by E. J. 
Burrough, E. Swartzman, and R. A. Strong, given in detail below, were 
announced and reviewed in Mines Branch Memorandum Series No. 55 
(March, 1932) and do not require further extensive review here. As 
shown by the respective titles, the special feature of the classification 
scheme proposed is the use of what has been termed the "Specific Volatile 
Index" and it is a classification of coals primarily for "use in the by-product 
coking industry". The authors, however, have presented it in the hope 
that it will serve also as a classification for general scientific purposes. 
The specific volatile index is in reality the heat value expressed in B.T.U., 
per one per cent volatile matter content of the coal as determined in the 
laboratory. This volatile matter contains both the uncondensable gas 
and the tar oils, so that the heat units per unit volatile matter content is 
an index of the richness of the gas to be expected commercially when the 
coal is distilled destructively as in the coking industry. The classes or 
sections into which the whole range of coals, peat, and wood are arranged 
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according to areas delimited by their respective percentage volatile matter 
contents and S.V.I. values (that is, their specific volatile indices) are: 

Volatile Matter Range 
Non-coking lower rank coals— 	 Unit Coal Basis 

Section A—woods 	 Above 60 per cent S.V.I. under 50 
" B—pente 	 45 to 75 " 	" 	50 to 82 
" C—brown lignites (lignitie) 	 40 to 70 " 	" 	82 to 09 
" 	D—black lignites (ortho-lignitious) 	36 to 55 " 	" 	99 to 125 
" E—sub-bituminous (meta-lignitious) 	35 to 50 " 	" 125 to 160 

Coking bituminous coats- 
Section F—biturninous (para-bituminous) 	 28 to 45 " 	" 160 to 175 

" G— " 	(ortho-bituminous) 	21 to 35 " 	" 175 to 190 
" H— " 	(meta-bituminous) 	 21 to 28 " 	" 190 to 210 
" I —semi- (or super-) bituminous 	 14 to 24 " 	" 210 to 230 

Non-coking high rank coals- 
Section J —semi- (or sub-) anthracite 	  9 to 16 " 	" 230 to 255 

" K—anthracites 	  3 to 10 " 	" 255 to 300 

A classification such as this is valuable, in that from the location of a 
coal or coals plotted on the chart, it is permissible to judge general chemical 
characteristics in respect to coking properties and to predict within certain 
limits the yield and quality of the coke and other products. It also serves 
to compare, or rather to differentiate between, those bituminous coals that 
show by the laboratory test different volatile matter contents, yet when 
coked in a by-product oven yield approximately the same number of therms 
in the gas. In other words, the special value of this classification scheme 
employing prœdmate analysis and calorific value is to evaluate coals in 
respect to their amenability for use in coke ovens, and may serve equally 
well to indicate the general coking properties of coals with varying volatile 
matter contents, and their blending capabilities. 

Analyses of Coals and Other Solid Fuels—compiled by J. H. H. 
Nicolls and C. B. Mohr, is the fourth and last paper in Part I, and is 
similar to that included in Investigations of Fuels and Fuel Testing for 
1925 and since. However, instead of containing the analyses for a single 
year, as formerly, it contains the analyses of coals and other solid fuels 
examined in the Fuel Research Laboratories during 1930 and 1931. The 
results of analyses are tabulated under three group headings, viz.: 

(1) Coal, peat, etc., occurring in Canada. 
(2) Coal samples submitted by Department of Pensions and National 

Health, incident to their coal purchasing according to penalty 
and bonus specifications. 

(3) Miscellaneous coals, cokes, briquettes, etc., including imported 
anthracites, semi-bituminous and bituminous coal, and also foreign 
sub-bituminous and lignite coals. 

Field Work on Natural Gas, Naphtha, and Oil Shales. The two reports 
by P. V. Rosewarne, in collaboration with R. J. Offord and W. P. Campbell, 
respectively, pertain mainly to field work on natural gas and naphtha 
in the Turner Valley field in Alberta during 1930 and 1931. The fraction-
ation results obtained on the Turner Valley natural gas by the use of the 
Podbielniak apparatus are similar to, and confirm, generally, the results 
previously reported—see Investigations of Fuels and Fuel Testing, 1929, 
page 109. The methane plus content, that is, the methane, oxygen, nitro- 
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gen  and helium, continued to remain in the range of 87 to 92 per cent by 
volume of the gas, and in several cases went as high as 98 to 99.8 per cent. 
With the exception of these high methane gases, the average composition 
of the Turner Valley gas was 88.5 per cent methane, 6.0 per cent ethane, 
3.3 per cent propane, 1.5 per cent butane, and .0.7 per cent pentanes and 
higher. The analyses of five samples from Ontario and one sample each 
from Quebec and New Brunswick are included in the report. As for helium 
content, it will be noticed that none of the samples of gas from Alberta 
showed higher than 0.380 per cent helium, the average of the lower content 
gases represented by fifty samples out of a total of sixty-three examined 
being 0.017 per cent only. The two samples from Quebec and New 
Brunswick were likewise low in helium content, and the five Ontario samples 
showed only 0.1 to 0.226 per cent helium. 

The tests on Turner Valley crude naphtha reported below by Messrs. 
Rosewarne and Campbell, represent the culmination of an investigation 
of the effect of weathering, started in 1929 and continued during 1930 and 
1931. This weathering treatment to,remove certain of the more volatile 
constituents is necessary in order that it may be more safely and economic-
ally handled as treated or "stabilized" naphtha. Separators are used to 
separate the naphtha from the gas as it comes from the well, and the 
separated naphtha is also known as crude condensate. This crude con-
densate is the raw product to be stabilized and since its composition 
varies considerably at wells in different parts of the field, it is to be 
expected that the loss by weathering will also vary considerably. In the 
weathering process sufficient of the more volatile constituents are removed 
by boiling or fractionation, so that the residue will not have a vapour 
pressure of more than 10 pounds per square inch at 100° F. Generally 
speaking, the greater the proportion of the lower boiling point (more vola-
tile) fractions in the condensate, and the lower the vapour pressure of the 
stabilized product, the greater will be the total reduction. In the 1931 field 
work a separator was specially equipped at a certain well to make the tests, 
in which separator measurements of naphtha before and after weathering 
down to the required vapour pressure were made directly. Analyses of 
samples of crude condensate and stabilized naphtha were also made, 
from the results of which it was found that the loss in the weathering 
operation could be calculated, and that the calculated result agreed closely 
with that determined by actual measurement. This indeed is most 
significant, in that from the results of analyses of crude condensate and 
stabilized naphtha from different parts of the field, it is possible to calculate 
with a fair degree of accuracy the loss due to weathering. The losses by 
weathering two lots of condensate, in which the results obtained by actual 
measurement were checked closely by calculation, were 12.0 and 12.4 
respectively. Based on the analyses of a number of samples of crude con-
densate, however, the calCulated results indicated that the weathering loss 
for naphthas in different parts of the field ranged as high as 35 per cent. 
The composition of the gas given off and lost in the *weathering treatment 
will vary considerably according to the variations in the crude condensate 
and to variations in operating conditions. The content of pentanes and 
higher hydrocarbons, which are liquid at ordinary temperatures, in the gas 
lost by weathering, amounted to about 8 per cent where rectifying columns 
were used, to as high as 17.5 per cent where the weathering process was 
conducted in tanks. The corresponding butane content figures did not 
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show such a wide variation, being slightly over 15 per cent in the stabilizer 
gas and 23 per cent in the gas from the tanks, and according to the average 
for several analyses a similar ratio existed for the propane content. By 
improvement in the efficiency of the stabilizing equipment, the loss of the 
pentanes could no doubt be materially cut down, but to what extent this 
could be economically accomplished the writers cannot say. On the 
assumption that all the hydrocarbons with boiling points of the pentanes 
and higher could be completely recovered, Mr. Rosewarne estimates that 
two to four per cent of the total production could be recovered. On the 
basis of a million barrels yearly production, this amounts to an increase 
in output of from twenty to forty thousand barrels per year. Similar 
recoveries of butanes and pentanes may be made, but their recovery has 
not been seriously considered since more elaborate equipment is required 
and a market must first be established for them in the form of compressed 
gas in cylinders before it would be commercially profitable. 

Oil-shale Investigations. The results of oil-shale field work conducted 
in 1929 in Pictou county, Nova Scotia, and a new outcrop sampling pro-
gram in the same year in Bonaventure county, Port Daniel district, 
Quebec, are given in detail below in the report by A. A. Swinnerton. 
As summarized on the first page of his report, three of the six beds examined 
in Pictou cœmty, which vary in thickness from  4  to 5 feet, showed average 
crude shale oil contents for the whole bed of over 20 Imperial gallons, 
and one of which averaged over 25, and another over 30. The results 
from the Port Daniel shales were negative, since only traces of oil were 
found and therefore, the shale of this district is to be classified as non-
oil bearing. In Mr. Swinnerton's report the results of the examination 
of six drill core samples of oil shales from the New Glasgow area are given 
and short descriptions of the experimental plants of the Torbanite Pro-
ducts, Limited, and of the Canadian Torbanite and Oil Products, Limited, 
both near New Glasgow, are included. 

Hydrogenation Experiments on Alberta Bitumen. The third and last papers 
of Part II comprise the results of hydrogenation experiments and of gasoline 
analyses surveys conducted during 1930 and 1931. The paper entitled 
"Experiments on the Hydrogenation of Alberta Bitumen," etc., by T. E. 
Warren, contains, it will be noticed, a preface in which is reviewed the 
salient results obtained and the history of previous pressure-cracking and 
hydrogenation experiments on Alberta bitumen. Yields ranging from 30 
to 40 per cent by weight of gasoline by ordinary cracking processes, 
without the use of hydrogen, had been reported, but the results of further 
experiments indicated that yields of 65 to 75 per cent by weight, equal 
to 90 to 100 per cent by volume, are possible by continuous recycling 
hydrogenation treatment. The second section of Dr. Warren's paper 
reports the results of his experiments on the effect of pressure on the 
pyrolysis of methane. Contrary to what was hoped, it was proved that 
for natural gas consisting wholly of methane, high pressure is not service-
able for the production therefrom of motor fuel or other liquid products. 

Gasoline Surveys. The makeup of the "Gasoline Surveys for 1930 and 
1931" by H. McD. Chantler, is different from previous surveys, in that it 
contains the results for two years instead of one, and comprises the sum- 

54720-2 
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marized results or averages for the different cities rather than the analyses 
of individual samples. The analytical data for each sample collected are 
given in survey reports published in the Mines Branch Memorandum 
Series. Beginning with the 1931 survey report, a radical change was made 
by omitting the trade names of the separate samples, thus making com-
parative quality the main feature of the survey, as reported, rather than 
affording comparisons or contrasts of the gasolines as marketed under the 
different trade names. The main conclusions of the combined 1930 and 
1931 surveys were: (1) that while the variation in quality during 1930 was 
greater than in the four previous years, that for 1931 was less than in any 
previous year, thus indicating a tendency towards a uniform grade of 
gasoline; and (2) that during the last five years the number of artificially 
coloured gasolines had progressively increased. As indicated by distillation 
range and other criteria, the gasoline sold during the two years under 
review was uniformly good, and knock ratings of the samples collected 
in the city of Ottawa showed relatively high anti-knock values. This 
determination of the knock ratings in a standard knock testing engine 
and the reporting of the results in terms of Octane numbers is a new feature 
of the annual gasoline surveys, and for the 1932 survey will be extended to 
gasolines from all the cities. The hearty co-operation of the officials and 
inspectors of the Department of Pensions and National Health, in the 
collection of the samples, is again acknowledged. 
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DETAILED DATA AND RESULTS OF HAND AND STOKER FIRED BOILER TRIALS MADE WITH VARIOUS FUELS ON A PATENTED GRATE 
NAME 	 STANDARD OPERATING CoAt 	 Obrrxipio LIGNITE 	 DOMESTIC PEAT 	 GAS COKE Brume 	BYPRODUCT COKE BREEZE 	WELSH BUCKWHEAT MIXED 	EASTERN CANADA FUEL 	 No. 162 	 BITUMINOUS SLACK No. 	 9-31 	9-31 	9-31 	1 	9-31 	10-31 	10-31 	10-31 	10-31 	1-31 	1-31 	1-31 	1-31 	11-30 	14 & 15-30 14 &13O 8-31 	8-31 	4-31 	4-31 	4 & 5-31 	6-31 	6-31 	6-31 	7-31 	7-31 	7-31 	5-31 	5-31 

METHOD  OF  FIRING (HAND OR STOKER) 	Stoker 	Stoker 	Hand 	Hand 	Hand 	Stoker 	Stoker 	Stoker 	Stoker 	Stoker 	Hand 	Hand 	Stoker 	Stoker 	Hand 	Stoker 	Hand 	Stoker 	Hand 	Stoker 	S & Htt 	Stoker 	Hand 	S & Htt 	Stoker 	Hand 	Stoker 	Hand PREHEATED AIR (Yes or No) 	Yes 	No 	Yes 	No 	Yes 	Yes 	Yes 	Yes 	No 	Yes 	Yes 	YOB 	Yes 	Yes 	Yes 	Yes 	Yes 	No 	Yes 	No 	Yes 	No 	No 	No 	No 	No 	No 	No 	- 	 
I. Trial number 	PG 21 	PG 19 	PG 20 	PG 18 	PG 26 	PG 27 	PG 29 	PG 28 	PG 1 	PG 2 	PG 12 	PG 15 	PG 3 	PG 5 	PG 6 	PG 7 	PG 9 	PG 4 	PG 8 	PG 22 	PG 10 	PG 23 	PG 17 	PG 11 	PG 24 	PG 16 	PG 14 	PG 25 2. Date conducted 	19/6/31 	17/6/31 	18/6/31 	16/6/31 	4/8/31 	5/8/31 	7/8/31 	6/8/31 	6/5/31 	7/5/31 3. Time of starting trial 

	

	 3/6/31 	10/6/31 	8/5/31 	15/5/31 	26/5/31 	27/5/31 	29/5/31 	14/5/31 	28/5/31 	23/6/31 	1/8/31 	7/7/31 	15/6/31 	2/3/31 	8/7/31 	11/6/31 	5/6/31 	9/7/31 8.31 A.M. 8.49 A.M. 8.46 A.M. 9.00 A.M. 8.97 A.M. 8.48 A.M. 8.51 A.M. 8.50 A.M. 9.03 A.M. 9•05 A.M. 8.38 A.M. 8.49 A.M. 8.59 A.M. 9.09 A.M. 9.11 A.M.8.58 A.M. 9.08 A.M. 9.53 A.M. 0.44 A.M.  1038A,51. 9-32 A.M. 0.15 A.M. 8.50 A.M. 8.49 A.M. 8.40 A.M. 8.40 A.M. 9.10 A.M. 8.41 A.M. 4. Time of stopping trial 	  6 • 13 P.M. 4.50 P.M. 4.46 P.M. 5.02 P.M. 4.47 P.M. 4.46 P.M. 4.51 P.M. 4.47 P.M. 4.56 P.M. 5.09 P.M. 4.36 P.M. 4.49 P.M. 4.57 P.M. 5.09 P.M. 5.11 P.M.9.59 P.M. 5•05 P.M. 5.53 P.M. 5.45 P.M. 4.41 P.M.  5.30 P.M. 5.13 P.M. 4.50 P.M. 4.45 P.M. 4.40 P.M.4.40 P.M.  SOS 1' M.  4.41 P.M. 5. Duration of trial in hours 	9.70 	8.02 	8.00 	8.03 	8.00 	8.00 	8.00 	7.95 	7.88 	8.07 	7.97 	8-00 	7.97 	8.00 	8.00 	8.02 	7.95 	8.00 	8.02 	6.05 	7.97 	7.97 	8 4 0 	7.93 	8.00 	8.00 	7.97 	8.00 RAW FUEL AS FIRED 
8. Screen analyais (al 	retained on 	l'sq.npestisieve% 	4.4 	4.4 	5.0 	4-8 	11.6 	17.1 	23.8 	27.6 	10.0 	11.7 	12.1 	37.3 	18.4 	11-9 	7.5 	17.0 	16-0 	3.0 	1.3 	1.8 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	Ø. 	0.0 	0.0 	13-4 	11.3 (b) Passing l' 	" 	8 	 10 • 8 	11 • 0 	13-2 	12.4 	17.0 	17.5 	13.3 	14.6 	12.5 	18.4 	9.4 	6.0 	11.4 	14.6 	9.7 	27.9 	25.9 	3.4 	1.8 	1-8 	0.0 	0.4 	0.0 	0.0 	0.6 	0.9 	23.7 	21-9 4.0, 	 II 	 II (d)

(c) • 

•  eq.nleshaM3V0 

et 1 
• 
' 

" 23.5 24.2 25.8 20.2 27.2 24.1 19.3 19.8 28.2 30.8 25.7 13.7 22.7 29.3 29.8 29.0 27.3 38-6 18.5 13.2 4.3 4.1 5.h 45.0 37.2 38.9 40-8 45.8 
19.9 20.1 19-0 18.6 10.3 14.4 13.3 13.0 16.3 24-0 18.9 11.0 12.7 19.5 21.0 11.2 11.9 29.4 16.3 17.4 15.6 17.1 18.8 42.5 44.5 45.0 15.9 15.6 

(e) i 41.4 40.3 36.4 38.0 27.9 26.9 30.3 25.0 35.0 17.1 33.9 32.0 34.8 24.7 32.0 14.9 18.9 25.6 02.1 65.8 80.1 78.4 75.7 12-5 17.7 15.7 8.2 5.8 7. Proximate analysis (a) Moisture 	 2.8 	3.1 	2.7 	1.9 	35.4 	35.6 	33 • 2 	55.0 	481 	48.6 	45-9 	32.5 	43.8 	24.4 	23.9 	45.8 	44.8 	11-0 	9.8 	9.0 	0.7 	0.7 	1.0 	3.9 	3.0 	4.4 	1.9 	1.9 (b)Ash 	6.2 	6.1 	6.1 	8.2 	7.9 	7. 9 	7.9 	8.8 	8.6 	9.8 	9.8 	9.1 	9.0 	8.8 	0.1 	2.9 	2.9 	14.5 	13.6 	12.8 	10.7 	10.6 	10.9 	5.5 	5.3 	5-4 	6.2 	6.1 (c)Vohstile matter 	 32.8 	33.1 	33.2 	33.7 	27 • 8 	27.7 	28.8 	26.8 	20.5 	19.3 	20.2 	27.3 	23-4 	33.1 	32.5 	34.0 	34.4 	2.2 	2.9 	6.1 	1.6 	1.6 	1-2 	7.6 	6.9 	8.4 	34.5 	33.5 (d)Fixed carbon (by difference) 	 ep 	58.2 	57.7 	58.0 	58.i 	28 • 9 	28.8 	30.1 	29.4 	22.8 	22.3 	24.1 	30.5 	23.8 	33-7 	34.5 	17.3 	17.9 	72.3 	73.7 	72.1 	87.0 	87.1 	86.9 	83.0 	84.8 	81.8 	57.4 	58.5 8. Ultimate Analyais r)Carboe 	78.6 	78.4 	78.7 	79.3 	40.1 	40.1 	41.8 	39.7 	31.7 	30 • 7 	32.6 	42.4 	34.3 	97-4 	47.4 	30.8 	31.4 	70.7 	73.2 	73.6 	86.1 	86.3 	85.6 	81.5 	82.0 	81.2 	77.4 	77.5 b)HydWogen 	5.7 	5.7 	5-7 	5.6 	6.7 	6.7 	8.5 	6.6 	7-4 	7.3 	7.2 	6.3 	7.1 	5.6 	5.6 	8 • 1 	8.1 	2.1 	2.0 	2.3 	0.9 	0.9 	0.9 	3.9 	3.8 	3.9 	5.5 	5.5 rc) Ash 
9  6.2 6.1 6.1 6.2 7.9 7.9 7.9 8.8 8.6 9.8 9.8 9.7 9.7 8.8 9.1 2.9 2.9 14.5 13.6 12.8 10-7 10.6 10-9 5-5 5.3 5.4 6.2 0.1 

e
) Sulphur  % 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.9 1.1 0.9 1.1 0-1 0.1 0.5 1.1 1.3 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.0 0.9 2.9 3.0 ) Nitrogen  90 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 0-5 0.6 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.1 0.8 0-8 0.8 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.4 1-4 ()Oxygen (by difference)  % 7.1 7.3 7.0 6.4 44.0 44.1 42.6 43.5 51.3 51.4 49.6 40.3 48.2 36-8 30.2 56.9 50-3 10.8 9.1 8-9 0.6 0-6 0.9 7.0 6.2 7.4 6.0 0.5 9. Calorific value (a) As fired, gross value  E T  0./te. 13,900 13,880 13,970 14,130 0,710 6,600 0,850 6,540 5,190 4,830 5,150 6,930 5,590 7,690 7.700 5,290 5,330 10,490 10,890 11,210 12,350 12,370 12,41 0  13,770 14,170 13.810 14,060 14,060 fb)/Iii fired,net value BTU/LB. 13,919 13,330 13,429 13,598 6,074 6,024 6,233 5,913 4,487 4,137 4,466 6,332 4,910 7,1.58 7,168 4,471 4,661 10,291 10,700 10,992 11,495 12,285 12,325 13,400 13,809 13,440 13,538 13,538 (e) Dry,grosa value 	 9 	 T u /Le. 	14,362 	14,329 	14,358 	11,404 	10,387 	10,342 	10,254 	10,062 	10,000 	9,397 	9,519 	10,207 	9,947 	10,172 	10,118 	9,808 	9,656 	11,787 	12,073 	12,319 	12,437 	12,457 	12,535 	14,329 	14,608 	14,446 	14,332 	14.332 (d) Corribustible,gross value 	B T  U./LE 	15.341 	15,286 	15,318 	15,375 	11,834 	11,788 	11,630 	11,637 	11,937 	11,611 	11,625 	11,866 	11,843 	11,512 	11,493 	10,214 	10.191 	14,081 	14,217 	14,335 	13,039 	13,946 	14,086 	15,199 	15,453 	15,310 	15.229 	15,283 10. Fuelratio, fixed carbon, volatile matter 	1.80 	1.75 	1-75 	1.70 	1.05 	1.05 	1.05 	1.10 	1.10 	1.15 	1.20 	1.10 	1.00 	1.00 	1.05 	0.51 	0.52  	 10.9 	12.25 	9.80 	1.65 	1.75 11. Carbon-hydrogen ratio 	13.9 	13.8 	13.9 	14.1 	6.0 	6.0 	6.4 	8.0 	4.3 	4.2 	4.5 	8.7 	4.9 	8.4 	8.4 	3.8 	3.9  	 21.2 	21.8 	20.9 	14.1 	14.2 12. Coking properties 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Non- 	Non- 	Non- 	Non- 	Non- 	Non- 	Non- 	Non- 	Non- 	Non- 	Non- 	Non- 	Non- 	 Non- 	Non- 	Non- Good 	Good coking 	coking 	coking 	coking 	coking 	coking 	coking 	coking 	coking 	coking 	coking 	coking 	coking 	"" 	-- 	 coking 	coking 	coking 13. Ashfusibility (a) Initial deformation temperature 	 °r 	2,485 	2,395 	2,440 	2.415 	2,030) 	2,030) 	2,030t 	2.030t 	2,035 	2,030 	2,025 	2,110 	2,050 	2,115 	2,045 	2,340 	2,380 	2,180 	2,140 	2,050 	2,130t 	2,130 	2,190 	2,275 	2,275 	2,210 	1,970 	1,970 

	

(b) Softening point or fusion teniperature 	 °I, 	2,730 	2,670 	2,7202,750 	2,210 	2,210t 	2,2101 	2,210t 	2,100 	2,090 	2,060 	2,170 	2,125 	2.215 	2,155 	2,375 	2.430 	2,500 	2,430 	2,460 	2.550 	2,5501 	2.500 	2,410 	2,405 	2,445 	2.020 	2,020 

	

(e) Fluid tenaperature or melting point 	 °r 	2.775+ 	2800+ 	2.775+ 	2,800+ 	2,2351 	2,235t 	2,235t 	2.235t 	2,140 	2,220 	2,135 	2,210 	2,150 	2,280 	2,230 	2,390 	2,470 	2,730 	2,590 	2,595 	2.735f 	2,7351 	2,775+ 	2.715 	2,715 	2.770+ 	2,230 	2,200 14. Apparent specific gravity 	1.23t 	1.23t 	1.24 	1.231 	1.04t 	1.04t 	1.04t 	1.04t 	1.19t 	1.19t 	119) 	1.19)  	 1.281  	1.28t 	1.281 	1.261 	1.38t 	1.30 	1-30 	1.26f 	1 . 26t 15. Weight per cubic foot 	 LB. 	52.2) 	62.2f 	52.2t 	52.2t 	41.1t 	41.11 	41.1t 	41.1t 	48.6t 	48-0 	48.0 	48.6t  	 33.8t  	441) 	44.11 	44-11 	48.0 	48.0t 	48.0 	44.4t 	44 . 4t 16. Volume per ton of 2,000 pounds 	  CII.FT 	38.3t 	38.3t 	38.3t 	38.3t 	48.71 	98.7t 	48.7t 	48.7t 	41.2t 	41.21 	41.2t 	41.21  	 59.2t  	95.3t 	45.3t 	45.3i 	41.71 	41.7t 	41.7t 	45.0t 	45.0t 

	

17. Temperature sarne as average temperature ofboiler room °r 	101 	92 	92 	90 	95 	102 	95 	110 	85 	80 	92 	87 	81 	76 	86 	93 	101 	75 	98 	84 	87 	93 	88 	89 	97 	97 	88 	97 18. Weight fired(a) Total for trial 	 LB. 	1,636 	1,559 	1,201 	1,332 	2,557 	2,869 	3,594 	6,047 	8,109 	5,809 	4,256 	3,043 	5,020 	2,348 	2,358 	3,498 	4,112 	2,395 	1,920 	2,617 	1,607 	2,738 	1,556 	1,369 	1,295 	1,274 	1,468 	1,594 (b) Per hour 	 LB. 	169 	194 	150 	166 	320 	357 	449 	701 	775 	720 	534 	380 	031 	294 	295 	436 	517 	299 	239 	433 	202 	344 	191 	173 	162 	159 	184 	199 (c) I%rert.ft.oflive grate area per hour 	te. 	10-7 	19.2 	14.9 	16.4 	31.7 	35.3 	44.5 	75.3 	76-7 	71.3 	52.9 	37.0 	62-5 	29.1 	29.2 	43-2 	51.2 	296 	42.9 	20.0 	34.1 	19.2 	17.1 	16.0 	15.7 	18.2 	19.7 (d)Per1,0001be.ofequive1entevaporation 	xs. 	122 	124 	124 	129 	282 	272 	270 	33 	457 	427 	407 	318 	376 	238 	261 	367 	389 	202 	203 	232 	172 	216 	106 	123 	129 	121 	120 	138 

	

19. Heat liberatedpermft.furnacevoluineperhp,urnr.pp.93,831 	27,199 	21,167 	23,693 	21,089 	24,018 	31,087 	50,212 	49,629 	35,127 	27,770 	20,600 	35,829 	22,837 	22,949 	23,077 	27,834 	31,682 	26,290 	49,030 	25,199 	42,983 	24,319 	24,063 	23,187 	22,180 	28,132 	28,262 22. 1)sinperature (a) Air in ash pit 	  °r 	389 	272 	389 	286 	285 	341 	3961- 	345 	180 	253 	370 	337 	288 	360 	288 	366 	380 	244 	353 	157 	323 	148 	212 	357 	316 	363+ 	301 	320 

	

(h) Piaheated air. at WI blast gate 	 °r 	265 	85 	264 	80 	261 	267 	263 	247 	82 	253 	267 	264 	252 	258 	256 	265 	270 	76 	256 	76 	256 	88 	79 	79 	88 	91 	77 	86 
24. 	POWER USED BY AUXILIARIES (FAN AND STOKER) 

(e) Total power used during trial 	 KWH. 	4.7 	4.2 	1.5 	1.7 	1.5 	4.8 	4.5 	4.7 	4.1 	4.1 	1.6 	1.3 	4.6 	3.2 	1.5 	3.0 	1.3 	5.5 	1.7 	3.9 	2.9 	5.5 	1.9 	4.0 	4.4 	1.6 	4.3 	1-7 (0 Power used perhour 	 KWH. 	0.48 	0.52 	0.19 	0.21 	0.19 	0.60 	0.56 	0.59 	0.51 	0.51 	0.20 	0.16 	0.68 	0.40 	0.18 	0.37 	0.16 	069 	0.21 	0.64 	0.36 	0.69 	0.24 	0.50 	0.55 	0.20 	0.54 	0.21 19) Nwer used per ton offuel fired 	 KWH. 	5.7 	5.4 	2-5 	2.6 	1.2 	3.4 	2.5 	1.6 	1.3 	1.4 	0.8 	1.1 	1.8 	2.7 	1.2 	1.7 	0.6 	46 	3.0 	3.0 	4.0 	2.5 	5.8 	6.8 	2.5 	5.9 	2.1 
REFUSE, ASH AND CARBON *  

2.5. Dry refuse f rona over fire (a) Total weight removed* 	ta. 	70 	48 	47 	0 	43 	73 	50 	147 	151 	241 	192 	109 	20 	27 	50 	 0 	71 	248 	32 	96 	151 	73 	10 	24 	7 	27 	13 pe) Ash content*  % 68.1 81.9 78.8 0 99.3 93.7 99.3 87.5 99-0 98.3 93.2 96.4 97.7 97.0 84-3 0 72.5 59.0 55.8 03.1 02.9 90.0 73.5 75.6 73.2 80.6 33.3 )  LB. 48 39 37 0 43 68 50 129 199 237 170 105 20 26 42 0 6 146 18 61 95 66 7 26 5 22 4 d) Combustible content*  51 31 •9 18.1 21.2 0 0.9 6.3 0.7 12.5 1.0 1.7 6.8 3.6 2.3 3.0 15.7 0  275  44.2 20.9 37-1 10.0 26.5 24.4 26.8 10-4 86-7 (e)  • LB. 22 9 10 0 0 5 0 18 2 4 13 4 0 1 8 0  20 102 14 35 58 7 3 8 2 5 9 (I) Calorific value (estimated) •  

	

B.T.13./LE. 	4,589 	2,738 	3,106 	0 	0 	1,000 	0 	1,788 	193 	242 	989 	536 	0 	541 	2,336 	 0 	4,11 	6,005 	0,388 	5,323 	5,415 	1,400 	4,380 	3,435 	4,171 	2.704 	10,108 

	

26. Dryrefusefrom underfire (a)Totalweight removed"... . A.B. 	5 	6 	5 	04 	33 	10 	77 	48 	100 	87 	33 	50 	158 	122 	98 	5 	57 	408 	60 	187 	95 	28 	33 	108 	12 	68 	8 	56 b) Ash content* 	  % 
c) 	 LB. 	 3 	4 	4 	50 	27 	6 	59 	40 	84 	72 	27 	44 	140 	78 	76 	4 	50 	19 	20 	115 	35 	17 	16 	19 	I 	23 	3 	46 
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88.4 	03.9 	77.7 	79. 

	

1 	

87.8 	47 

	

215 	

32.6 

	

45 	

84-0 

	

2 	

81-8 
(d) Combustible  content.-- % 

	

17 	

17.8 

()Calorific value (estimate.") 	• 	

67.9 

	

40 	

61.4 

	

60 	

01.0 

	

11 	

48.1 

	

72 	

36.0 

	

89 	

11.6 

	

Il 	

34.1 

	

32.1 	28.3 	13.0 	21.4 	17.4 	35.2 	23.3 	17.5 	20.5 	18.7 	18.2 	25.4 	11.6 	36.1 	22.3 	20. 	12.4 	52. 	67.4 	38.6 	03.1 	39.0 	51.9 	82.2 	88.4 	65.9 	36.0 	18. e) 	 " 	te 	 18 	44 	22 	 7 	

- 	

15 

	

B.T.U 	 /LB. 	5,840 	4,867 	2,920 	3,194 	2,655 	5,840 	3,413 	2,433 	3,030 	2,517 	2,655 	3,712 	1,603 	5,206 	3,278 	3,07 	1.793 	7,694 	9,733 	6,633 	9,221 	5,730 	7,521 	12,031 	13,383 	9.662 	5,840 	2,607 27. Dry refusefromsmokebox a)Toltalvveightremoved 	te 
* 	 b) Ash content 	 % 	17.4 	173 	342 	250 	748 	657 	481 	359 	442 	512 	000 	577 	500 	495 	407 	80- 	674 	18 	155 	118 	141 	135 	152 	9.8 	310 	197 	298 	482 - c) • 	 LB. 

e) 	 • 	LB. 	
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3 	

16 
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5 	
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5 	 36 	 31 	 3 	3 

	

9 	
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3 	
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283 

	

397 	
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47 

	

250 	

232 

	

199 	

459 

	

5 	

19 

d) exumbustiblecontent*.... 	5',, 	82.6 	82.7 	65.8 	75.0 	25.2 	34.3 	53-9 	04.1 	55-8 	48.8 	40.0 	42.3 	50.0 	50.5 	59-3 	19. 	

8 	

84.5 

	

32-0 	81. 	 88.2 	86.9 	86.5 	84.8 	90.2 	60.0 	80.3 	70.2 	51.8 

	

36 	

5 	

20 	 3 

	

6 	

6 

(f) Calorific value (estinpated) 	 42 	

7 	

15 	

9 

	

e.r.u./te. 	12,001 	12,223 	8,760 	10.050 	3,478 	5,153 	7,862 	9,331 	8.190 	7.174 	5,744 	6,083 	7,300 	7,300 	8,588 	3,24 	6,475 	11,820 	12,344 	12,898 	12,523 	12,628 	12,370 	13,047 	10,929 	11,526 	9,733 	7,300 

	

28. Dryrefusefrornbaseofehinaney (a) TotalweightremovechAa 	7 	10 	1 	9 	10 	2 	12 	03 	60 	52 	20 	2 	41 	2 	2 	 6 	34 	27 	135 	3 	23 	 2 	13 	1 	3 	24 (b) Ash content* 	9,', 	27.0 	24.6 	32.3 	22.6 	38-5 	52-9 	48.7 	36.8 	67.7 	66.3 	39.2 	42.2 	47-7 	35.8 	34.8 	54. 	33.4 	20.7 	20.8 	13.9 	22.6 	13.8 	23-11 	17.6 	17.4 	48.0 	24-2 	18.1 c) 	" 	• 	LB. 	 2 	2 	0 	2 	4 	5 	6 	34 	41 	34 	8 	1 	20 	1 	1 	 2 	7 	6 	19 	1 	3 	I 	0 	2 	0 	1 	4 cl)Coripbustiblecontent 	% 	73.0 	75 • 4 	67.7 	77.4 	61.5 	47.1 	51.3 	83.2 	32.3 	33.7 	60.8 	57.8 	62-3 	04.2 	85.2 	457 	79-3 	79.2 	86.1 	77.4 	86.2 	70.7 	82.4 	82.8 	54.0 	75.8 	83-9 e) 	1.8. 	 6 	8 	1 	7 	6 	4 	6 	59 	19 	18 	12 	1 	21 	1 	1 	3 	4 	27 	21 	116 	2 	20 	2 	2 	11 	1 	2 	20 (f)Calorific value 	B.T.U 	/LB. 	10,429 	11,880 	19,600 	11,356 	8,700 	6,489 	7,300 	9,262 	4,623 	5.054 	8,760 	7,300 	7,478 	7,300 	7,300 	7,300 	9,733 	11,594 	11,356 	12,545 	9,733 	12,696 	9,733 	14,600 	12,354 	14,600 	9,733 	12,167 (estimated)* 
29. Total weight ofash  in fuel  fired (calculated) 	 LB 	 101 	95 	73 	83 	202 	226 	284 	532 	525 	569 	417 	277 	452 	207 	215 	101 	119 	347 	261 	335 	172 	290 	169 	75 	69 	09 	DI 	07 
30. Total ash accounted  for 	 LB. 	 61 	52 	43 	56 	90 	101 	145 	251 	346 	402 	251 	164 	228 	113 	133 	55 	57 	274 	208 	185 	130 	177 	114 	31 	31 	32 	29 	67 
31. Totalash unaccounted  for 	 LB 	 40 	43 	30 	27 	112 	125 	139 	281 	179 	167 	186 	113 	224 	94 	82 	46 	62 	73 	53 	150 	42 	113 	55 	44 	38 	37 	02 	40 
32.  Distribution of  ash asa percentage ofash infuelfired - 

(a)From over fire* 	47.5 	41.1 	50.6 	0.0 	21.3 	30.1 	17.6 	24.2 	28.4 	41.7 	42.9 	37.9 	4.4 	12.0 	19.5 	0 	0 	14.7 	55.9 	5.4 	35.5 	32.8 	39.1 	9.3 	37.7 	7.2 	24.2 	4 •1 
(b)Froni under fire* 	3.0 	4.2 	5.5 	80.2 	13.4 	2.7 	20.8 	7-5 	18.0 	12.7 	6.5 	15.9 	31.0 	37-7 	35.3 	44.6 	42.0 	55.6 	7.7 	34.3 	20.3 	5.0 	9.5 	25.3 	1.4 	33.3 	3.3 	47.4 
e) From smoke box* 	7.9 	7.4 	2.7 	4.8 	7.9 	9.7 	10.6 	9.0 	13.7 	10.4 	8.9 	6-1 	10.0 	3.9 	6.5 	6.9 	4.2 	6.6 	13.8 	9.9 	19.2 	21.4 	18.3 	8.7 	2.9 	5.8 	3.3 	3.1 d) From baseofehinaney. 	

e 	
20 

e) Unacoountolfor• 	l9i 

	

58 	

2.4 

	

39.6 	 55.4 

	

128 	

2.1 

	

10; 	

0.0 

	

107 	

2.2 

	

89 	

2.0 

	

41.2 	32.8 	 55.3 

	

306 	

0.4 	4.4 
46.' 

	

126 	

2.1 

	

461 	

6.0 

	

496 	

1.9 

	

421 	

7.8 

	

204 	

8.4 
52.9 

	

215 	

0.6 

	

48.9 	 34.1 	29.2 	 49.6 

	

167 	

0.5 

	

44 	

4.1 

	

40.7 	 45.3 

	

95 	

1.1 

	

39.8 	 68.1 	413 

	

86 	

0.0 

	

167 	

2.9 

	

189 	

3.0 

	

72 	

1.7 

	

38.2 	 55.1 	53.7 

	

601 	

0.0 

	

312 	

0.0 

	

71 	

2.0 

	

45.5 	52.1 	21.1 	 32.5 	58.7 

	

426 	

1.0 

	

634 	

2.3 	6.7 

	

837 	

0.8 

33. Tota refuse aceountedfor* 	 1 . B. 	

. 	
20.3 	44-7 	24.4 	38.9 

	

194 	 568 	 09 
34.  Combustible in unncrountedforrefusejassurned) 	 ^' 
35. 	LB. 	111a8MUCII as difficulty.  was experienced in retool/ ng the true quantities of refuse chargeable to any test., as noted under items 25, 26, 27 and 28, it was practical y impassible to obtain true samples and consequently true analyses of 	hese quan ities. 	T1 erefore va une  for items under the 110EC10% 
36. Total refuse unaccounted for 	 LB, 	"Refuse Ash and Carbon ', w iich are marked with an asterisk may be below or above the true value and should therefore be used with discretion as ehould also values for items marked with a double asterisk, which for absolute  accuracy are dependent on a true value being obtained for "Unburned 
37. Calculated total refuse 	 LB, 	Carbon' . 	Although not strictly correct his value was arrived at by neglecting unburned carbon in the unaccounted for refuse as this procedure was found to give  lie  most consistent and comparable results. 
38. Total weight of carbon hred 	 LB. 	1,280 	1.222 	945 	1,056 	1,025 	1.140 	1.502 	2,401 	1,037 	1,783 	1,387 	1,290 	1,724 	1,113, 	1,118 	1,077 	1,29 	1,693 	1,405 	1,925 	1,384 	2,363 	1,32 	1,116 	1,070 	1,034 	1,136 	1,235 
39. Calculated total unburned carbon* 	 LB. 	 67 	55 	15 	33 	17 	25 	69 	170 	135 	94 	55 	30 	87 	641 	51 	17 	14 	360 	300 	452 	296 	484 	198 	136 	35 	03 	16 	42 
40. Total weight ofearbon consumed** 	 te 	1,219 	1.167 	930 	1,023 	1,008 	1,121 	1,443 	2.231 	1,802 	1,689 	1,332 	1,260 	1,037 	1,059 	1,067 	1,080 	1,277 	1,333 	1,045 	1,474 	1,088 	1,879 	1,129 	980 	1,035 	971 	1,121 	1,193 
41. Carbon consumed per lb.offuel fired" 	 LB 	0.745 	0.749 	0.774 	0.768 	0.394 	0 	0. 

	

.392 	402 	0.369 	0.295 	0.291 	0.313 	0.414 	0.326 	0.451 	0.453 	0.303 	0.31 	0.557 	0.644 	0.563 	0.677 	0.886 	0.728 	0.718 	0.779 	0.762 	0-764 	0.748 
42. 	 carbon fi. 	 LB 	0.948 	0.955 	0.984 	0.989 	0.983 	0.978 	0.961 	0.929 	0.930 	0.917 	0.900 	0.977 	0.950 	0.951 	0.954 	0.984 	0.989 	0.78- 	0.744 	0.705 	0.786 	0.79r 	0.851 	0.878 	0.907 	0.939 	0.987 	0.986 

FEED WATER AND STEAM 

43. Average temperature offeed water Uifeed tank 	 °r 	120 	119 	118 	126 	128 	126 	123 	127 	127 	123 	125 	128 	123 	123 	127 	125 	120 	123 	124 	123 	125 	125 	118 	128 	125 	126 	127 	129 
44. Viaterfed to boiler (a)rotalfor trial 	 la. 	11,980 	11,200 	8,810 	9,270 	8,150 	9,420 	11,870 	16,230 	11,980 	12,100 	9,350 	8,590 	11,870 	8,800 	8,10 	8,520 	9,470 	10,530 	8,430 	10,090 	8,370 	11.30( 	8,280 	9,980 	8,970 	9,445 	10,980 	10,410 

(b) Per hour 	 LB. 	1,235 	1.397 	1.076 	1,154 	1,019 	1,178 	1,484 	2,042 	1,520 	1,499 	1,173 	1,074 	1,489 	1,100 	1.013 	1,062 	1.191 	1.316 	1.051 	1,668 	1,050 	1,418 	1.035 	1,259 	1,121 	1,181 	1,378 	1,301 
(e) I n-pouncloffuelas fired 	LB. 	7.32 	7.18 	7-17 	8.96 	3 •19 	3.29 	3-30 	2-68 	1.96 	2.08 	2.20 	2.82 	2.38 	3.75 	3.44 	2.44 	2.30 	4.90 	4.39 	3.86 	5-21 	4.13 	5.34 	7.29 	6.93 	7.41 	7.48 	6.53 

45. Barometric pressure (a) Average 	  IN. 11 U 	29.67 	29.80 	29.90 	29.86 	2051. 	29.84 	29.95 	29.72 	29.82 	29.86 	29.90 	29.94 	29.78 	29.56 	29.86 	30.07 	29.82 	29.59 	20-98 	29.99 	29.84 	29-83 	2083. 	29.92 	29.85 	30.01 	29.72 	30.00 
(b) 	 ta 	/444p.m. 	14.5 	14.6 	14.7 	14.6 	14.6 	14.6 	14.7 	14.6 	14.0 	14-6 	14.7 	14.7 	14.6 	14.5 	14.6 	14.7 	14.6 	14.5 	14.7 	14.7 	14.6 	14.0 	14.6 	14-7 	14.6 	14-7 	14-0 	14-7 

48. Boilerstearn pressure (a) Average bp' gauge 	LE./11Q. IN. 	100.0 	102.4 	101.4 	103.2 	100.7 	101-1 	101.3 	99.8 	03.4 	98.0 	101.4 	102.4 	96.8 	98.9 	95.3 	98.7 	101.0 	97.5 	98.6 	94.7 	98.1 	101.3 	103.7 	100.0 	101.9 	104.8 	97.4 	101.3 
(b) Absolute 	 LE./8Q.IN 	114.5 	117.0 	118.0 	117-8 	115.3 	115.7 	118.0 	114-4 	108.0 	112.8 	116.1 	117.1 	111.4 	113.4 	109.9 	113.9 	115.6 	112.0 	113.3 	109.4 	112.7 	115.9 	118.3 	114.7 	116.5 	119.5 	112.0 	116.0 

47.Calorimetersteampressure(a)Average by gauge 	IN.I10. 	3.1 	3.2 	3.0 	3.3 	3.3 	3-3 	3.2 	3.1 	2.9 	3.1 	3-3 	3.4 	3.0 	3.0 	2.9 	3.2 	3.4 	3.1 	3.3 	2-9 	3.2 	3.3 	3.4 	3.3 	3-3 	3.5 	3 •1 	3.2 
(5) AJosolute 	LE./SCLIN 	18.0 	16.2 	16-2 	16.2 	16-2 	16.2 	18.3 	18.1 	18.0 	18.1 	16.3 	18.4 	18.1 	16.0 	10.1 	16.3 	16.3 	16.0 	16.3 	18.1 	16.2 	16.2 	16.3 	16.3 	18.2 	16.4 	16.1 	16.3 

48.Calorimetersteam teinperature average 	  °v 	271 	273 	272 	270 	267 	270 	273 	277 	278 	278 	275 	289 	278 	275 	273 	273 	274 	278 	275 	270 	275 	274 	273 	275 	270 	271 	271 	271 
49.Average temperature ofstearn in main steam line 	 °r 	330 	332 	332 	332 	331 	331 	332 	330 	326 	330 	331 	332 	329 	329 	327 	329 	331 	328 	329 	327 	329 	331 	333 	330 	332 	333 	329 	332 
SO. Moisture content ofsteam 	,0 	1.3 	1.2 	1.3 	1.4 	1.5 	1.3 	1.2 	0.9 	0.8 	0.9 	1.1 	1.4 	0.8 	1.0 	1.1 	1.1 	1.1 	0.8 	1.1 	1.2 	1.0 	1.1 	1.2 	1.1 	1.4 	1.4 	1.2 	1.3 
51. Iletorofcorreetkmfor qpudity of steam 	0.990 	0.990 	0.990 	0.989 	0.988 	0.990 	0.990 	0-992 	0.994 	0.993 	0.991 	0.989 	0.994 	0.992 	0.991 	0.901 	0.991 	0.994 	0.991 	0.990 	0.992 	0.991 	0.990 	0.991 	0.989 	0-989 	0.990 	0•090 
52. Waterevaporated correermd for quality ofeteana-- 

((
b
)Total 	 LB 	11,860 	11.088 	8,524 	9,168 	8,052 	9,326 	11.751 	18,116 	11,908 	12,015 	9,266 	8,496 	11,799 	8,730 	8,027 	8,443 	9,385 	10,467 	8,354 	9,989 	8,303 	11,198 	8,197 	9,890 	8,871 	9,341 	10,870 	10,305 
) Per hour 	 LB 	1.223 	1,383 	1.006 	1,142 	1,007 	1,166 	1,469 	2,027 	1,511 	1,489 	1,163 	1,062 	1,480 	1,091 	1,003 	1,053 	1,181 	1.308 	1,042 	1,651 	1.042 	1,503 	1,025 	1,247 	1.109 	1.168 	1.364 	1,288 

e) Per pound offuel as fired 	 te 	7.25 	7 •11 	7.10 	6.88 	3.15 	3.26 	3.27 	2.67 	1.9' 	2.07 	2.18 	2.79 	2.35 	3.72 	3.40 	2.41 	2.28 	4.37 	4.35 	3.82 	5.17 	4.09 	5.29 	7.22 	6.85 	7.33 	7.40 	6.47 
53. Factor of evaporation 	1.174 	1.136 	1.137 	1.129 	1.129 	1.128 	1-131 	1.127 	1-128 	1-131 	1.129 	1.126 	1.131 	1.131 	1.126 	1.129 	1.128 	1.131 	1.130 	1.130 	1-129 	1-129 	1.137 	1.128 	1-130 	1 •129 	1.127 	1.125 
54. Equivalent evaporation (a) Total for trial 	 LB 	13,449 	12,596 	9.892 	10,351 	9,067 	10.520 	13,290 	18,163 	13,408 	13,589 	10,461 	9,588 	13,345 	0,874 	9.041 	9,532 	10,580 	11,838 	9,440 	11.288 	9,374 	12,643 	9,320 	11,158 	10.021F 	10,546 	12,250 	11.594 

(b) Per hour 	 LB 	1,388 	1,571 	1,212 	1,289 	1,133 	1,315 	1,681 	2,285 	1,702 	1,684 	1,313 	1,196 	1,674 	1,234 	1,130 	1,189 	1,332 	1,480 	1,177 	1,860 	1,176 	1,586 	1,185 	1,407 	1.253 	1,318 	1,537 	1.449 
(e) Ihesq.B.heatingsurfaosper 

Impur 	 LB 	3.97 	4.50 	3.47 	3.09 	3.25 	3.77 	4.76 	6.55 	4.88 	4.83 	3.78 	3-43 	4.80 	3.54 	3.24 	3.41 	3.82 	4.24 	3.37 	5.35 	3.37 	4.54 	3.34 	4.03 	3.59 	3.78 	4-40 	4.15 
cl) Perlta offuel as firm" 	LB 

	

ce)Perlta ofdryfuel fi red 	LB 	 8.66 	8.51 	741 

	

9-18 	

8.34 

	

4.74 	5.87 

	

8-44 	

8.28 

	

5.49 	 4.72 	5.56 	5.04 	5.03 	4.66 	5.55 	5.45 	 4.65 	6.07 	8-48 	7.98 

	

8.85 	

7.77 

	

8.29 	7-92 	 5.71 	 4.66 

	

9.03 	

8.08 

	

8.90 	

8.07 

	

8-48 	8.34 	 5.54 	4.62 	4.23 	4.55 	4-54 

	

9-69 	10.86 	10.93 	

7.27 

	

9.03 	

4.31 	5.83 

	

8.62 	

4.62 	6.01 	8-15 

	

8.26 	11-38 	

7.74 

	

8.29 	

4.94 	4.92 

	

8.47 	

2.72 

	

8.99 	

2.57 

	

8.15 	

4.21 

	

11.03 	10.79 	10.42 	10.12 	

3.55 

	

8) Perlb. ofearbon eonsuroe&e.tu 	

8.22 

	

7.50 	

2.60 

	

9.32 	

3.83 

	

9.00 	

3.68 

	

9.21 	

3.00 

	

9.38 	

3.70 

	

8.14 	

2.19 

	

7.85 	

3.14 

	

7-44 	

2.34 

	

80.5 	

2.46 

	

f) Perlb.of combustible fired _Le 	 8.46 	6.25 	6.51 	6.28 	5.35 	5.07 	5.62 	5.55 	5.38 	5.63 	6.30 	5.72 	5.31 	4.9 	6.64 	8.42 	5.52 	6.58 	5.21 	6-82 	9.00 	 9.08 	7.91 
1 	 8.88 	 7.68 	 0.73 	 9.72 

MISCELLANEOUS TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE@ 

55. Average air temperature (a) Outside boiler room 	 ''r 	87 	75 	73 	72 	80 	84 	73 	88 	77 	69 	68 	69 	70 	01 	66 	73 	83 	68 	80 	66 	64 	81 	09 	09 	85 	73 	66 	79 
(b)Boilerroorniv,arfan 	 "r 	101 	92 	92 	90 	95 	102 	95 	110 	85 	80 	92 	87 	81 	76 	86 	93 	101 	75 	98 	84 	87 	93 	88 	89 	97 	90 	88 	07 

56. Air humidity a) Relative of boiler room at pulverizer 	 % 	52 	41 	 45 	37 	40 	36 	36 	39 	6 	45 	67 	63 	34 	35 	33 	4 	44 	35 	44 	3 	53 	61 	31 	53 	63 	61 	40 

	

0.93 	
54 

	

0.67 	0.77 	138 	0.59 	0.95 	0.79 	0.63 	1.24 	1.23 	 1.40 	1.35 	1.23 	1.05 b)Water vapour per 1,000 eu. ft. of air 	Le. 	 .23 	.96 	.92 	-21 	.89 	.36 	-72 	.95 	 .31 	1.03 	.48 	 1.64 

	

1.53 	 1 	0 	0 	1 	0 	1 	0 	0 	1.02 	1 	 0 
c) Water vapour per lb. of air 	 xe. 	0.0231 	0.01366 	0.01799 	0.01399 	0.01355 	0.01841 	0•01318 	0.02135 	0.01027 	0.01330 	0-01499 	0.01892 	0.01454 	0.00620 	0.00955 	0.01135 	0.02093 	0.00826 	0.01416 	0.01123 	0.009J4 	0.01824 	0.01781 	000934 	0.02075 	0.01959 	0.01781 	0.91666 

58. Furnace temperature 	a) Start oftrial 	  °r 	2,130 	2,040 	1.810 	2,290 	1,731 	1,610 	1,660 	1,500 	1,610 	1,720 	1,720 	1,860 	1,570 	1,790 	1,820 	1,8110 	1,840 	1,800 	1,970 	1,850 	1,750 	1,610 	1,780 	1,730 	1,790 	1,793 	2.120 	2,080 
b)Midway"   'r 	2.030 	2,080 	2,020 	2,080 	1,740 	1,660 	1.880 	1,780 	1,630 	1.660 	1,790 	1,830 	1,680 	1,810 	1,760 	1,790 	1,010 	1,820 	2,040 	1,980 	1,970 	1,730 	1,870 	1,730 	1,830 	1,890 	2,020 	2,150 
c)End 	"   or 	2.190 	2,130 	2.050 	1,990 	1,760 	1,720 	1,840 	1,730 	1,880 	1,870 	1,740 	1,770 	1,810 	1,760 	1,800 	1,800 	1,910 	1,740 	1,870 	2,040 	2,010 	2.180 	2,010 	2.070 	2,050 	1,940 	1.830 	2.110 

00. Draught (a) Under fire 	  IN W.G. 	0105 	0.172 	0.128 	0.127 	0268 	0.286 	0.237 	0.481 	0.398 	0.394 	0.333 	0.284 	0.229 	0.271 	0204. 	0.143 	0198 	0.251 	0.352 	0.464 	0.57 	0•482 	0.924 	0.722 	0.473 	0400 	0.361 	0.325 
(b) Over fire 	  IN W.G. 	0 • 09 	0.049 	0.019 	0.033 	0.034 	0.037 	0.019 	0.045 	0.029 	0.021 	0.011 	0.011 	0.038 	0.043 	0.013 	0.050 	0022 	0.026 	0.024 	0.040 	0.015 	0.007 	0.002 	0.012 	0.012 	0.008 	0.028 	0.066  

Ans  AND PRODUCTS OF COMBUSTION 

61. Air supplied per lb. of fuel as fired** 	 LB 	16•2 	14.60 	15-65 	10.76 	828 	0.94 	6.22 	5.72 	4.47 	4.89 	5.39 	6.18 	5.41 	8.30 	8.50 	5.82 	4.84 	11.10 	13.64 	10.91 	11•9 	14-90 	12.70 	1207. 	15.02 	1302 	14.20 	10.63 
82. Air theoretically required perlb. offuel as fired 	LB 	1073 	0.70 	10.75 	10.81 	5.09 	5.05 	5.2i 	4.96 	4.01 	3.85 	4.11 	5.35 	4.38 	5.83 	5.87 	3.88 	398 	8-42 	8.76 	8.93 	1022 	10.24 	10.15 	10.45 	10.68 	1040 	10.63 	10.66 
63.Ratio ofair supplied to air theoretically required** 	1.5 	1.38 	1.46 	1.55 	1.64 	1.37 	1.18 	1.15 	1.11 	1.27 	1.31 	1.16 	1.24 	1.42 	1.45 	1.50 	122 	1.32 	1.56 	122 	117 	1.46 	1.25 	1-18 	1.42 	120 	1.34 	1.84 

64.Excess air** 	  :7. 	5 	38 	46 	55 	84 	37 	18 	15 	11 	27 	31 	16 	24 	42 	45 	50 	22 	32 	50 	2 	1 	48 	25 	16 	42 	25 	34 	84 

65.Temperature of products of combustion nt boiler outlet 	e 	54g 	695 	649 	682 	871 	656 	695 	820 	709 	670 	027 	687 	694 	606 	665 	650 	654 	628 	630 	739 	587 	720 	691 	592 	604 	029 	643 	730 

86. Volumetric analysis of dry flue epees at boiler outlet- 	 9.3 11%1034 	% 	112 	12.1 	11.2 	115 	15-3 	14.8 	15.8 	14.3 	14.1 	16.1 	14.5 	13.2 	130 	18.6 	122 	12.5 	137 	13.8 	14.5 	12.0 	14.3 	13.2 
b) Ch 	% 	8.3 	6.8 	7.2 	8.2 	88 	4.2 	4.0 	4.0 	5-8 	5.1 	3.5 	5.5 	0.7 	6.5 	0.8 	3.7 	76 	76 	9-4 	6.8 	4.9 	7.3 	5.1 	5.9 	10.2 

c) CO 	  
viho 	

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0-0 	0.1 	0. 4 	0.9 	0.2 	0.1 	0.1 	0.2 	0.1 	0.0 	0. 0 	0.0 	0.1 	00 	00 	0.0 	00 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0-0 

d) NI (By Differmme) 	89.5 	8J.8 	83.7 	80.6 	79.7 	80.0 	80.1 	80.3 	80.0 	79.8 	80•7 	80.2 	79.9 	80.1 	805 	80.6 	802 	79'9 	79.9 	79.5 	79.4 	80.8 	80-1 	80.6 	80.9 	
80.5 

67.Steam 	a) From moistureincoalperlb.offuelasfired....an. 	0.028 	0.031 	0.027 	0.019 	0.354 	0.358 	0.332 	035(1 	0.481 	0.486 	0.459 	0.325 	0.438 	0.244 	0239 	0.458 	0.448 	0110 	0.098 	0090 	0.007 	0.007 	0.010 	0-039 	0.030 	0.044 	0.019 	0.019 
b) 	" 	IIiin dry 	" 	 II 	 -LB 	0.485 	0.482 	0.486 	0.485 	0.249 	0.247 	0.253 	0.244 	0.185 	0.171 	0.189 	0-242 	0201. 	0-260 	0-265 	0.271 	0.281 	9979 	0.082 	0.11 

d■ 
(1) 	" 	moisturein air 	" 	 0.376 	0.202 	0.2.42 	0.234 	0.112 	0-128 	0.082 	0.122 	0.46 	0.065 	0.081 	0.117 	0.079 	0.051 	0.08 	0.066 	0.101 	0.09 	0.193 	0.12 

68.Dry flue gases (a) Perlb.of carbon 	 I  B 	22.4 	20•3 	20.8 	22.4 	21.9 	18.5 	16-3 	16-2 	18.0 	17.7 	17.9 	15.7 	17.4 	10.2 	194 	16.3 	207 	20.2 

	

.4 	
.108 	(0).M 	giE 	(011115 	 g211) 	1")):115 	(0): 11! 1 	giî 

	

(b) Iholb.offuel as fired.* 	 III. 	18.7 	15.2 	10-1 	17.2 	8.8 	7.3 	6.8 	0.0 	4.7 	5.2 	5.6 	6.5 	5.7 	8-7 	8.8 	6.0 	5.1 	115 	11 	12.5 	15.5 	13.4 	12.5 	15.6 

CAPACITIE8 AND EFFICTENC1E8 

69.Rated boiler horse-power 	  BL. HP. 	 35 	35 	35 	35 	35 	35 	35 	35 	36 	35 	3 5 	35 	35 	35 	35 	35 	35 	35 	35 	35 	35 	35 	35 	35 	35 	35 	35 	35 
70.Rated capacity per hour, equivalent evaporation 	an. 	1,208 	1,208 	1,208 	1,208 	1,208 	1,208 	1,208 	1,2a8 	1,298 	1,238 	1,20 

. Equivalent evaporation per hour 	 LB. 	1,385 	1,87 	1,21 	1,28, 	1,133 	1,315 	1,661 	2,28) 	1,702 	1,684 	1,313 	112 	111g 	"08 	112 	HI 	1,U2 	112 	1:le 	le 	1 : 21(71 	112 	le 	1:11 	Ill 	11:n 	II° 	11 :e  71 	 1,234 
72.Boiler horee,power developed 	  BL. HP. 	40 •2 	.5.5 	35-1 	37.4 	32.8 	38-1 	48.1 	60.2 	49.3 	48.8 	381 	48.5 	35.8 	32-8 	31.5 	38.6 	42.9 	34.1 	54.1 	34•1 	96.0 	33.8 	40.8 	363 	

44.8 	42.0 
73.Percentage ofratedcapacity developed 	  %. 	115 	130 	100 	107 	94 	109 	137 	180 	141 	139 	log 	99 	139 	102 	94 	99 	110 	123 	97 	155 	97 	131 	97 	117 	104 	109 	127 	120 
74.Efficiency ofboderandfurnace- 

(a) Baseclongrossealorific valuefuelas fired 	 ciô 	571 	561 	51.3 	53.6 	52.4 	44.5 	40.9 	47.0 	4.4 	44.0 	46.2 	53.1 	48.3 	504 	45.7 	43.8 	37.3 	45.8 	36.2 	47.0 	57.4 	530 
	578  

(b)13mpeclon netcalorific valuefuelas fired 	 % 	59.4 	58.8 	58.3 	55.4 	56.7 	59.3 	57.8 	49.2 	47.4 	54.9 	53.5 	48.1 	52.5 	57.1 	51-9 	59.0 	54•7 	40.6 	44.0 	38.0 	49.2 	36.5 	47.3 	59.0 	544 
	698  

HEAT BALANCE IN B. T. U. AND PER CENT 

75. Heat absorbed by the boiler 	  11.1.0. 	7977 	7,841 	7,831 	7,540 	3,445 	3,571 	3,590 	2,911 	2,125 	2,271 	2,387 	3,047 	2,681 	4,085 	3,717 	2,630 	2,494 	4,794 	4,774 	4,182 	5,057 	4,483 	5,832 	7,909 	TIll 	
8,035 	8,093 	7,055 

76. L088 due to steam formed-- 
r) From moisture in fuel 	  B.T.U. 	 3 	41 	35 	25 	481 	459 	430 	477 	64 	640 	590 	429 	582 	31 	313 	593 	57 	143 	126 	121 	9 	9 	13 	50 	38 	57 	2 	25 

b) 13y burning 111 in dry fuel 	  B.T.U. 	02 	635 	630 	637 	324 	318 	333 	332 	24 	225 	243 	319 	267 	33 	347 	351 	362 	103 	105 	157 	9 	98 	90 	39 	396 	39' 	01 	033 

e) From npoisture entering with air** 	 B.T.U. 	97 	57 	74 	65 	30 	33 	23 	41 	13 	18 	20 	33 	23 	13 	22 	17 	26 	24 	48 	38 	25 	80 	53 	27 	74 	65 	06 	91 

77.Lossclue to heat carried away in dry fluegases** 	 E.T.U. 	2,198 	2,200 	2,152 	2,444 	1,189 	971 	950 	1,035 	707 	730 	719 	930 	834 	1,106 	1,223 	802 	677 	1,526 	1,788 	1,792 	1,500 	2,332 	1,618 	1,000 	
1,898 	1,759 	1,95 	3.038 

78. L08801110 to unburned carbon nionoxide** 	 B.T.U. 	 0 	0 	0 	O 	29 	104 	215 	37 	21 	22 	52 	23 	0 	0 	0 	20 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 

79. Loss due to carbon in refuse and flue dust  	 59 	515 	182 	362 	97 	128 	240 	410 	323 	230 	189 	144 	253 	330 	316 	71 	56 	2,195 	2,738 	2,522 	2,089 	2,581 	1,865 	1,450 	395 	722 	149 	385 

80.Losedue to radiation erroreand uneccountedfor** 	 B.T.U. 	2,43 	2,501 	3,066 	3,057 	1,164 	1,16 	1,174 	1,119 	1,099 	68. 	980 	1,970 	1,027 	1,409 	1,702 	767 	1,123 	1,705 	1,311 	2,398 	2,37 	2,78 	2,939 	2,42 	3,858 	2,776 	3,152 	2,833 

81.Totalealorifievalueofl lb.offuelasfired,grossvdue 	 B.T.U. 	13,960 	13,880 	13.970 	14,130 	6,71 	8.660 	6.850 	6.540 	5.190 	4,830 	5,180 	8,930 	5.590 	7.69 	7.701  
82.Ifeat absorbed by the bailer (thermal efficieney) 	 % 	57.1 	56.5 	56.1 	53.4 	51.3 	53.8 	52.4 	44.5 	40.9 	470 	44.0 	46.2 	53.1 	48.3 	

55214141 	54351 	104p0 	10e 	11e? 	124356 	121 	lug 	1357774 	145131 	13a1? 	1401 	1451e? 

83.Lossduetosteaniforrned-- 
a) From moisture in fuel 	 4.1 	41 	10.8 	14 	1.1 	01 	0.1 	0.4 	0.3 	0.4 	0.2 	0.2 

	

4. 	 0.5 	
4.5 

	

0.5 	

10.4 

	

4.7 	 4 0 	44 	4.5 	67 

	

0.5 	

0.2 
4.5 

0.0 	

12.4 	13 

	

0.4 	

0.3 
b) By burning Hi in dry fuel 	 4.5 	 5.1 

	

0. 	

11.4 	O 

	

0.5 	

6.9 

e) From moisture entering with  air" 	07 

 0.3 

0.3 	

7-3 
4 •5 

0.5 	

6.4 

0.4 	

0.9 

0.7 	

0.3 
4.8 

	

0.3 	
6.8 	1 	10 	14 	O 	0 	07 	29 	28 	29 	44 4.5 	 4.8 	 4.9 	 4.7 	 0-5 	

. 	
0.7 

	

0. 	
. 	

0.5 	
. 

	

O. 	
. 	

0.2 	
- 

	

0.2 	 0. 	
. 	

0.2 	
. 	

0.4 	
. 

	

0-3 	

. 	

0.4 	

. 	

0.4 	
. 	

0.3 	
. 	

0.5 	
. 	

0.4 	
. 

84.Lon due to heat carried away in dry flue  gases*. 	 g 	1 5• 7 	158 	17.3 	17.7 	14.6 	13.0 	15.8 	13.6 	152 	13.5 	14.9 	14.4 	159 	12.7 	145 	100 	18. 	13.1 	11.0 	13.4 	12.7 	13.9 	21.6 

85.Loons due to unburned carbon monoxide** 	  "7 	0.0 	0O 	0.0 	0.0 	0.4 	1.5 	3.3 	0.7 	0• 	0.4 	07 	0.0 	0000 	0.4 	0•0 	O. 	00 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

86.'menthe:, M3 carbonin refuse and flue dust" 	4.3 	3.7 	1.3 	2.5 	1.4 	1.9 	3.5 	6.3 	6.2 	4.0 	3.7 	2.1 	4.5 	4.3 	40 	0.9 	
'i).9 	25.1 	225 	209150 	10.5 	2.8 	5.2 	1.0 	

2.7 

87.Lose due JO radiation,errorstuid unacoounted for** 	17-4 	187 	21.6 	17.5 	17-3 	17.1 	17.1 	21.2 	14.1 	19.0 	284 	19.5 	229 	21.1 	163 	12.1 	214 	225 	17.8 	
27.2 	20.1 	22.4 	20.1 

88.Fhpreentage, equivalent to total calorific  value  of I Rand 	 100.0 	100. 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 fuel as  fired, ammo value 	100.0 	100. 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 	l000 	100.0 	100. 	100.0 	100.0 	1000 	100. 

tValuee for items 13, 14, 15 and 16, so marked (t) wore obtained on the  hulk sample of this particular fuel ae it was received in  ek,rage  and not on the mama e taken from the actual quantitY of hail used for this Particular trial. 

11Triail No. P.O. 10 and 11 are designated  as  being both stoker and hand fired because the belt on Reeves variable speed dri ve  failed 81 and 7} hours respectively after trials were started and as sPare belt was not available theee trials were finished by hand firing. 
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Part I: Solid Fuels 

SUMMARY OF TESTS ON BRITISH COLUMBIA COALS WHEN 
USED AS PULVERIZED FUEL 

E. S. Malloch 

During 1930, 1931, and 1932, a series of tests was made in the Fuel 
Research Laboratories of the Department of Mines at Ottawa on twelve 
coals from British Columbia, with a view to obtaining data concerning 
these coals when burned in the pulverized state for the generation of steam 
and also with a view to correlating them one with another and with a 
so-called operating coal. 

The investigation was made at the request of the British Columbia 
Government, the officials of which selected the coals to be tested. These 
were as follows: Pleasant Valley, Tulameen, Coalmont, Middlesboro, 
Wellington, Reserve, Comox, Cassidy, Telkwa, Michel, Corbin "Birdseye", 
and Corbin "Washed Steam". Three complete tests were made on each of 
the above coals, as well as three on the operating coal—one test at high 
rate, one at medium rate, and one at low rate of coal feed, approximating 
to 20, 40, and 60 per cent of the rated capacity of the pulverizer, in order to 
gather sufficient and reliable data necessary to the making of a fair com-
parison with each other and with the operating coal. This operating coal 
was selected as being a high grade of bituminous coal eminently suited for 
this method of burning in this type of equipment. The test boiler consists 
of a B. & W. marine type, water-tube boiler mounted over a solid refractory 
wall furnace having a hollow air-cooled floor. The pulverizer was an Aero 
size B, high-speed, paddle-type mill rated at 1,000 pounds per hour which 
prepares and mixes the fuel with the primary air and transmits the air-
floated coal to the furnace. 

Full reports of the tests have been prepared; these are very compre-
hensive and comprise 84 items of information regarding each test of each 
coal, as well as numerous notes and comments. These reports have been 
sent to the coal operators who supplied the coal samples. The detailed 
results of the tests will be published at a later date in a separate Mines 
Branch bulletin, in which will be included results on coals from Alberta 
and on Ontario lignite. 

Table I, which follows, shows the more salient results of the tests on 
each fuel at the high rate of coal feed. It will be noted that at this rate of 
coal feed the pulverizer was operated at approximately 60 per cent of its 
rated capacity. 

The first four items of the table refer to the fuel as it is delivered to the 
pulverizer and give an indication of its inherent qualities. The next three 
items show: first, the fineness to which the coal was ground in the pul-
verizer, second, the power required to attain that degree of fineness; these 

54728-2f 
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two items together may be taken as a measure of the so-called grindability 
of the fuel; and, third, the rate of grinding in per cent of rated capacity. 
The next two items following set forth the economic possibilities of the fuel 
when burned in this manner; the first of the two, viz ,  water evaporated 
per pound of fuel fired, is, perhaps, of more interest to the operating engin- 
eers, and the second, viz ,  fuel fired per 1,000 pounds of steam generated, 
to the power plant owner. The last two items in the table deal solely 
with the performance of the boiler and the rated boiler capacity developed. 

The following is a brief résumé of results of the tests for each coal. 

Michel Coal 

This coal was the best coal tested in the series. It had the lowest 
moisture content, the lowest ash content, .and the highest calorific value-
(see items 7a, 7b, and 9a). Besides these merits it was the most economical 
fuel when burned under the B. & W. boiler at the Fuel Research Labora-
tories, Ottawa, for the high rate of coal feed. This is shown by items 54d, 
18d, and 82. Although the percentage of fines passing through a 200-mesh 
sieve, after pulverizing, was greater for Michel coal than for any of the 
other fuels tested, with the exception of the Corbin coals, slightly more 
power was required, and no difficulty was experienced in maintaining a 
high rated load on the boiler. Item 73 shows that the average load carried 
was 222 per cent of its rated capacity. The one demerit of Michel coal as 
tested in this series was the low temperature at which the ash fused (see 
item 13b). This fault is offset, partly or wholly, by the low ash content 
of the coal, as is shown by the fact that no trouble was experienced from 
this characteristic during the tests. 

Operating Coal 

This coal was entirely satisfactory and might be listed in this series 
second to Michel. It has low moisture and ash contents, a high calorific 
value, and a very high ash fusion temperature. The grindability of this 
fuel was very low; a fairly large quantity passed through a 200-mesh 
sieve, and the power required was low. The evaporation per pound of coal 
was high, and the average load developed during the test was 223 per cent 
of the rated capacity of the boiler. 

Cassidy Coal 

Cassidy coal was distinctly of lower class than either of the two coals 
described above. It contained, as fired, nearly twice as much moisture, 
considerably more ash, and the calorific value was about 9 per cent lower 
than that of Michel coal. Also, the ash fusion temperature was slightly 
lower than the average for the fuels tested in this series. The fineness of 
this coal after pulverization was very satisfactory, and the power required 
to pulverize it was lower than the average for these fuels. From an 
economic viewpoint, Cassidy was an excellent coal, and this 'is shown by 
items 54d and 18d; both of which are better than the average. A load of 
209 per cent of the rated capacity of the boiler  was  carried without difficulty 
and it inay be stated that the Cassidy coal, as tested, is a very satisfactory 
fuel to burn in the Pulverized state for steam raising. 



TABLE I 

Item Number 	 7a 	n 	9a 	13b 	20f 	24g 	241 	54d 	18d 	73 	82 

Rate 	 Fuel 

	

Calor- 	Pulver- K.W.H. 	of 	Water 	4.,.

e d 

	Per cent Ther- 

	

Mois- 	Ash  in 	ific 	Fusion 	ized fuel requir- 	grind- 	evapor- 	-"' l000 	of 	mal  
Fuel 	 ture in 	 value 	temper- passed 	ed to 	ing 	ated 

	per 	rated 	effici- 
fuel as Num- 	 Name of Item 	 fuel as 	A 	of fuel 	ature 	through pulver- per cent per lb.  	"' 	boiler 	ency 

ber 	 fired, 	fire"' 	as fired 	of ash 	200 	ize 	of 	of fuel 	steam 	calms_ 	of 
% 	/.9 	B .T.11 	. 	(  F.) 	mesh, 	1 ton 	rated 	fired, getael- 	ity de- 	boiler, 

	

(gross) 	 % 	fuel 	capac- 	lb. 	all ' 	veloped 	% 
ity 

5-29 	Pleasant Valley 	22-9 	13-3 	8,110 	2093 	41.9 	32-7 	59-8 	5.34 	187-3 	137 	63.9 
4-29 	Tulameen 	19-7 	9-5 	9,360 	2118 	40.4 	33-4 	59-5 	6-29 	159.0 	160 	65-2 
8-30 	Coalmont 	7-9 	10-3 	11,450 	2239 	53-0 	33.3 	59-6 	7-60 	131-6 	194 	64 •4 
6-29 	Middlesboro 	9.3 	11.3 	11,230 	2588 	54.3 	32-3 	59.5 	7-48 	133-7 	191 	64-6 

10-30 	Wellington 	5-3 	17-2 	11,330 	2145 	67-9 	34-2 	59-7 	7-51 	133-2 	192 	64-3 
9-30 	Reserve 	3 •9 	13-5 	12,140 	2223 	61-6 	31-7 	59-9 	7•96 	125.6 	204 	63.6 

19-30 	Comox 	3 •9 	14-6 	12,250 	2459 	65-0 	30-8 	59.8 	8.05 	124.1 	206 	63.8 
17-30 	Cassidy 	3-0 	11.6 	12,630 	2307 	67-1 	31-5 	59-5 	8-21 	121-8 	209 	63.1 
13-30 	Telkwa 	3.2 	12-8 	12,820 	2170 	66.1 	32-4 	59.5 	8-49 	117-8 	216 	64-3 
20-30 	Michel 	1-7 	7.7 	13,950 	2032 	78-6 	31-6 	54-8 	9.46 	105-7 	222 	65-8 
3-31 	Corbin Bh.dseye 	4.9 	16.9 	11,680 	2700 	78-7 	48-7 	58.8 	7-99 	125-2 	201 	66.4 
2-31 	Corbin Washed Stearn 	° 3-9 	12-7 	12,540 	2490 	80-9 	46-1 	60-0 	8-54 	117-1 	219 	664 
7-30 	Operating Coal 	1-8 	8-3 	13,700 	2593 	69-5 	30-9 	59.8 	8.69 	115-1 	223 	61.6 
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Telkwa Coal 

This coal was very similar to Cassidy coal. It was a little higher in 
both moisture and ash, and on the other hand its calorific value was 
slightly higher, but the ash fusion temperature was lower by 130° F. The 
grindability was rather poor in comparison with Cassidy coal—one per cent 
less passed through a 200-mesh sieve, after pulverization, and the power 
required was higher. Items 54d and 18d in the table show the economic 
value of this fuel to be above the average for the series. No difficulty was 
experienced in carrying a load of 216 per cent of the rated boiler capacity. 
From the above it may be noted that this coal is an excellent fuel when 
prepared and burned in this manner. 

Comox Coal 

Comox coal, although low in moisture, was high in ash. However, 
this was offset by the high ash fusion temperature, and in consequence, the 
ash did not slag on the walls and bottom of the furnace. The calorific 
value was well above the average for the thirteen coals tested. This coal 
was easily ground, the power requirements were the lowest for the series, 
and the percentage passing through a 200-mesh sieve was just a little above 
the average. Its so-called economic value was very good in comparison 
with the other fuels (see items 54d and 18d). The average load carried by 
the boiler for this test was 206 per cent of its rated capacity and was easily 
maintained. Comox coal proved itself to be a good fuel for this method of 
steam raising, and was particularly economical as regards the power 
required for pulverization. 

Middlesboro Coal 

This coal was high in moisture; the ash content was moderate, being 
a little lower than the average for all the coals in this series of tests. and the 
calorific value was a little lower than the average. When burninithis coal 
in the pulverized state no troubles should arise due to the ash fusing, as the 
ash fusion temperature was'high, higher than for any of the other fuels, 
with the exception of the."operating coal" and Corbin Birdseye. Items 
20f and 24g show that only 54.3 per cent of the pulverized coal would pass 
through a 200-mesh sieve, which is below the average, while 32.3 k.w. 
hours were required to pulverize one ton of coal—this figure is a little lower 
than the average for the fuels in the series when tested at the high rate of 
coal feed. The figure given in the table for pounds of steam per pound of 
fuel is low, while the thermal efficiency of the boiler when fired with this 
coal was good, being just a little higher than the average at this rate of coal 
feed. Although this coal was of a distinctly lower grade than the average, 
no difficulty was encountered in operating at 191 per cent of the rated boiler 
capacity. 

Coalnzont Coal 

Coalmont coal had a slightly higher moisture content than the average. 
The ash content was quite low-2 per cent lower than the average—the 
calorific value was also low, and the ash fusion temperature was a little 
lower than the average for this series of coals. This coal did not pulverize 
easily: only 53 per cent of the coal, as fired, passed through a 200-mesh 
sieve, and the power required was a little lower than the average. The 
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economic values—(items 54d and 18d)—for Coalmont were not quite up 
to the average for the series at high rate of coal feed. The load carried on 
the boiler was 194 per cent of the rated boiler capacity. After considering 
all the points noted above, Coalmont coal may be classed as a fairly satis-
factory fuel to burn under a steam boiler in the pulverized state. 

Reserve Coal 
This coal was-low;-in- moisture and;.high in ash-3.8 and 13.5 per cent 

respectively. While the calorific  value  was quite high, the ash fusion 
temperature was slightly lower than the average value for the series of 
tests. This latter factor, coupled with the high ash content, caused a little 
trouble in the removal of the refuse from the bottom and walls of the 
furnace. On the other hand, the grindability was"!very good and more 
than an average amount of coal passed through e200-mesh sieve after 
pulverization, and the power required4was low. Thefipounds of steam 
per pound of fuel was fairly high, and the average load canied by the 
boiler was 204 per cent of its rated capacity. This coal proved itself to be 
an excellent fuel for this purpose, even when its comparatively high ash 
content is considered. 

Wellington Coal 
The moisture content of this fuel was nearly 2 per cent lower than the 

average for the coals in the series, but the ash content was very high and 
the calorific value, as well as the ash fusion temperature, was lower than 
the average. After pulverization, 67.9 per cent passed through a 200-mesh 
sieve, which is high for these fuels, but the power required was high-
34.2 k.w.h. Item 54d, viz. (7.51 lb. of water per lb. of fuel) is a little 
below the average. Although the refuse was hard to remove at this rate 
of coal feed, no apparent difficulty was found in maintaining 192 per cent 
of the rated capacity of the boiler. 

Tulameen Coal 
Tulameen fuel, as supplied for these tests, was very high in moisture, 

19.7 per cent and low in ash, 9.5 per cent; the average values for these 
two items were 7 per cent and 12.3 per cent respectively. The calorific 
value was very low, as was also the ash fusion temperature. The grind-
ability was poor, only 40.4 per cent passed through a 200-mesh sieve, 
after pulverization, and the power required was 33 •4 k.w.h. per ton. 
This coal, when fired under the boiler used for these tests, only evaporated 
6.29 pounds of water per pound of fuel, which figure is much lower than 
the average for the series. Although the efficiency of the boiler was high, 
only 160 per cent of the rated capacity of the boiler developed. This 
coal is undoubtedly of low grade in comparison with the other fuels in the 
series. However, no difficulties were encountered in burning this fuel 
in the installation used, and on one especially designed for Tulameen 
coal it might prove to be an admirable fuel. 

Pleasant Valley Coal 
This fuel was of a markedly lower grade than the other coals tested 

in the series. The moisture content and the ash content were 22.9 per 
cent and 13.3 per cent respectively, the former being exceedingly high. 
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The calorific value was only 8,110 B.T.U. per pound, whereas the average 
for the series was 11,950 B.T.U. per pound. The ash fusion temperature 
was very low also, but, fortunately, this characteristic caused no trouble 
in the furnace. The grindability was poor only 41.9 per cent passed 
through a 200-mesh sieve after pulverization, and the power required 
was 32.9 k.w. hours per ton of fuel ground. From an economic consider-
ation, disregarding fuel costs, Pleasant Valley coal, as tested, was of a 
very low grade in comparison with the other fuels tested, as indicated by 
item Md, which shows that only 5.34 pounds of water was evaporated 
per pound of fuel fired, whereas  9.46  pounds were evaporated per pound 
of the highest grade of coal tested in the series. Providing Pleasant Valley 
coal could be purchased at a low price it may in certain installations 
prove to be an economic fuel to use. 

Corbin ,Birdseye Coal 
This coal sample was one of two sent by the Corbin Collieries, Limited, 

and upon test proved to be a fairly good fuel when burned in the pulverized 
state. The moisture was lower and the ash content higher than the aver-
ages for this series of fuels. The ash fusion temperature was higher than 
for any other coal in the series and in consequence even with the high ash 
content no slagging of the ash was observed in the furnace. A higher 
degree of pulverization was obtained than any other of the fuels, with the 
exception of Corbin Washed Steam coal, but at a cost of the highest 
power consumption per ton of coal pulverized for the series. The economic 
features of this coal as shown by items 54d and 18d class it as being just 
a little ahove the average; while the thermal efficiency of the boiler when 
testing it was the highest of the series. After considering all the items in 
the table, Corbin Birdseye coal may be said to be a fairly good fuel to burn 
in the pulverized state in any equipment similar to that installed at the 
Fuel Research Laboratories at Ottawa. 

Corbin 'Washed Steam Coal 
This sample of coal from the Corbin Collieries was decidedly better 

than the other sample shipped at the same time, viz.: Corbin Birdseye. 
It was 1 per cent lower in moisture; 4.2 per cent lower in ash and its calorific 
value was higher. When compared with other coals of the series Corbin 
Washed Steam ranked as being the second best of the British Columbia 
coals and third best when the operating coal is included. It had a high 
ash fusion temperature, thus, even with a fairly high ash content, no trouble 
was experienced due to ash slagging in the furnace. The highest degree 
of pulverization was obtained with this coal but the power required was 
very great. Item 54d gives the water evaporated per pound of fuel fired 
and for this fuel is 8 .54 pounds, a figure which is well above the average 
for this series of coals. No trouble was experienced in developing 219 
per cent of the rated boiler capacity. The thermal efficiency of the boiler 
when burning this coal sample was 66.1 per cent, the highest efficiency 
for the series of British Columbia coals with the single exception of the 
other coal sample shipped from the Corbin Collieries, Ltd. From the 
tests made at the Fuel Research Laboratories on Corbin washed steam 
it may be said that it is a very good fuel when utilized in the pulverized 
4tate and in such equipment as is installed in those laboratories. 
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NOTES ON PULVERIZED FUEL FIRED STEAM GENERATORS 
VS. OTHER TYPES 

B. F. Haanel 

The results obtained in the tests on British Columbia Coals and sum-
marized by E. S. Malloch under the title "Tests on British Columbia 
Coals When Used as Pulverized Fuel," are largely comparative and will 
enable the steam engineer to evaluate the different coals for burning in 
the pulverized state in a steam boiler. The factors determined do not 
afford a basis of comparison of this method of burning coal with other 
methods. For such a comparison, results of the burning of all the coals 
in a boiler or boilers equipped with mechanical stokers of different types 
would have been required. 

In making such comparisons the fact that the cost of generating 
steam depends on size of boiler plant, heat-saving appliances, and other 
factors, in addition to quality and cost of coal used, must be kept in mind, 
and also that the ultimate consideration in the generation of steam is the 
cost of the steam which is sold for industrial, power, or heating purposes-
consequently, the method selected for burning coal, and the coal itself, 
will be so chosen that the lowest cost of steam will result. 

The Pulverized Fuel Fired Steam Generator has made spectacular pro-
gress in the last decade, especially in the field of very large central station 
plants, and also for marine purposes. The tendency to-day, when electrical 
energy is generated in a steam turbine electric generator plant, is to con-
struct the steam generators and steam turbines on an almost gigantic 
scale in order that the fullest advantage of the economies made possible 
through the most efficient use of the fuel, reduction in heat losses, and 
reduced cost per unit of power installed, may be realized. 

A single steam generator unit supplying an 80,000 k.w. steam turbine 
is not uncommon to-day, and it is possible to design and install even larger 
units. For units of this character the pulverized fuel fired generator appears 
to possess distinct advantages over other types. When high peak loads 
must be provided for, a steam generator which will rapidly respond to 
increased steam demand and operate without difficulty over long periods 
at high ratings, will naturally be given serious consideration when the 
design and installation of a steam power plant is contemplated, and a 
boiler installation which is capable of burning the largest possible quantity 
of coal per cubic foot of combustion space, or per square foot of grate area, 
will naturally be selected on account of the lower capital cost and smaller 
floor space required for generator and prime mover. 

The marked success achieved by a pulverized fuel fired steam plant 
in the United States in 1920, proved to be the turning point for this type of 
plant. From 1920 to 1924 several plants were designed and erection 
begun, and in 1928 most of these new plants were placed in operation. 
But from that time to the present new installations have fallen off, prin-
cipally on account of the marked improvements in mechanical stokers 
by manufacturers of this type of plant who were stimulated to action by 
the success of the pulverized fuel fired boiler, which resulted in a decrease 
in the sales of their product. As a consequence of the activity displayed 
by the manufacturers of mechanical stokers, manufacturers of boiler 
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plants are in a position to offer either type. Mechanical stokers for the 
efficient burning of almost every rank and grade of coal are now available 
and many of the largest central station power plants are equipped with 
this type of stoker, and the efficiencies obtained are not inferior to those 
which can be obtained with the former method. It is not possible to refer 
to either of the two methods for burning coal under boilers as being superior; 
each has its special advantages and the choice of plant will depend on local 
conditions, class and cost of fuel available, its suitability for the particular 
purpose for which it must be used, and character of load. The attendance 
required to operate either of the plants is practically the same but the cost 
of pulverizing plant and the cost of operating and maintaining it in repair 
must not be disregarded, since this represents an item of capital expendi-
ture, upkeep and cost of operation, which is not present in the mechanical 
stoker plant. 

Insofar as the application of pulverized fuel firing to locomotive boilers 
is concerned, the progress made to date is not sufficient to warrant special 
consideration. It is doubtful whether this special application of pulver-
ized fuel firing has passed the experimental stage, although reports are 
issued from time to time in the technical press which would lead one to 
believe that this method of burning a solid fuel in a locomotive boiler 
has been developed to a point commensurate with that achieved in marine 
steam plants. 

The application of pulverized fuel firing to marine plants is not in a 
similar position. Ships equipped with this type of boiler plant are regu-
larly making long voyages without mishap, and it appears that the reduced 
fuel costs, together with the higher speeds made possible, have justified the 
introduction of such installations in certain ships, but nevertheless, its 
application to marine service is as yet very limited. 

Size of Steam Plants 

According to opinions of prominent combustion engineers, the mini-
mum size pulverized boiler unit which can be economically and efficiently 
operated is 1,000 h.p., although there are others who hold the opinion 
that smaller units can be operated to advantage. Pulverized fuel 
fired boiler installations, however, show to the greatest advantage when 
the individual units are of large capacity and the steam load demand is 
several times the normal boiler rating. This, of course, applies also to 
properly designed mechanical stoker plants equipped with a type of stoker 
suited for burning the fuel it is found most economical to use, but in the 
case of the mechanical stoker plant smaller boiler units can be economically 
operated than obtains in the case of the pulverized fuel fired plant. 

Fuels 
Al ranks and grades of coals can be efficiently burned in a modern 

pulverized fuel fired boiler plant, but the grade which can be most econo-
mically burned depends not only on the relative costs per one million B.T.U. 
of high- and low-grade coals, but also on the per cent of the boiler rating 
at which the plant is to be operated and on the rank and grade of coal the 
plant is designed to burn. For example, if a steam plant is designed to 
operate at 300 per cent rating when burning a high-grade coal, such a rating 
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cannot be maintained if the grade of coal is seriously lowered by high ash 
content. In order to produce the desired quantity of steam in this case, 
certain of the dimensions of the boiler, pulverizer, and coal and ash handling 
plant would have to be increased. This also applies to a mechanically 
stokered plant. It is evident, therefore, that given a steam plant of a 
definite capacity, when operating at high ratings and burning a high-grade 
coal, a low-grade coal cannot be economically burned, even though its cost 
per unit of heat energy is considerably less than that of the high-grade coal, 
since additional boiler capacity would have to be installed to maintain the 
steam load. 

Power Situation in Canada 

Unlike Great Britain and the European continent, Canada is endowed 
with great waterpower resources, located in industrial and more thickly 
populated areas, and during the past two decades many of these have been 
developed on an extensive scale. Industrial centres are, consequently, 
served with hydro-electric energy instead of steam-generated electrical 
energy, as obtains in Great Britain, parts of Europe, and to a very large 
extent in the United States, even though that country is possessed of very 
large waterpower resources. Since these hydro-electric developments are 
capable of supplying most of the requirements for power, Canada does not 
possess super-steam electric central stations. The largest industrial user 
of steam in Canada is the pulp and paper industry, and it is in this field 
that the pulverized fuel fired steam boiler has found its widest application. 
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RESULTS OF TWENTY-EIGHT HAND AND STOKER FIRED 
BOILER TRIALS MADE WITH VARIOUS FUELS ON . A 
PATENTED GRATE 

E. S. Malloch and C. E. Baltzer 

The object of this investigation was to determine the efficacy of a 
patented grate and a mechanical stoker of the sprinkler type when burning 
several different fuels, and also to secure information regarding the economic 
value of these fuels for steam raising in comparison with a good grade of 
bituminous steam coal. The fuels tested were as follows: A bituminous-
steam coal designated as "standard operating coal"; Ontario lignite; 
domestic peat; gas coke breeze; by-product coke breeze; Welsh buck-
wheat; and an Eastern Canada bituminous slack coal. All of these fuels 
with the exception of the lignite and peat may be readily obtained in the 
Ontario market. The tests were made in co-operation with a Canadian 
engineering equipment company. The Onakawana lignite used in the tests 
was supplied by the Ontario Department of Mines. 

The appended table which is the basis of this report gives the detailed 
"Data and Results" of the tests. It will be noted that 28 trials were 
made, in all, on 7 different fuels. Several tests were made on each fuel, 
more or less approximating the same boiler rating, but with varying con-
ditions of firing in respect to hand or stoker operation with and without 
preheated air, details of which will be found at the head of the main table 
appended. In making a comparison for any one test on any one fuel with 
the "standard operating coal' the reader is requested to make the com-
parison between the two tests with similar operating characteristics; that 
is, if for instance a test on lignite, stoker fired with preheated air is under 
consideration it should logically be compared with the test on the standard 
operating coal fired under similar conditions. 

Certain data, respecting the fuels themselves, appearing in the main 
table with this sign—t—appended, were not obtained on the actual quantity 
of fuel used for each individual trial but were obtained on the bulk sample 
of that fuel as it was received in storage to be used for all the tests on that 
particular fuel. 

COALS TESTED 

The following gives detailed data on each of the 7 coals tested and the 
tests run on each: 
1. (a) Fuel name: "Standard operating coal". 

(b) Shipment or receiving No.: 9-31. 
(c) Date shipped: May 23, 1931. Date received in storage:—June 3, 

1931. 
(d) Procured from or supplied by: Mines Branch Fuel Research Labora-

tories. 
(e) Preparation at the mine: 4-inch mechanically cleaned run-of-mine. 
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(f) Approximate size as received: (square mesh screens)— 
on 2 inch 	  4.8 per cent 
on 	" 	  12.0 " 
on 1   7.6 " 
on 	" 	  10.0 " 
on 	" 	  8.5 " 
on I " 	  14.8 	" 
on 	" 	  16.0 " 
through t inch 	  26.6 " 

(g) Number of tests made: 4, viz.: PG-21, stoker fired with pre-
heated air; PG-19 stoker fired without preheated air; PG-20 
hand fired with preheated air; and PG-18 hand fired without 
preheated air. 

2. Lignite-4 shipments designated respectively as A, B, C, and D. 

A. (a) Fuel name: Lignite.—Lower seam—Shaft W. 
(b) Shipment or receiving No.: 10-31 viz.: fourth and last shipment 

July, 1931. 
(c) Date shipped: July 22, 1931. Date received in storage:— 

July 29, 1931. 
(d) Procured from or supplied by: Ontario Department of Mines. 

(e) Preparation: Run-of-mine lignite shipped directly from the 
development. Noticeably dry and dusty as it had been 
stored in the open during dry hot weather for a considerable 
period before shipment and tended to heat in storage. 

(f) Approximate size as received: (square mesh screens)— 
on 3 inch 	  20.2 per cent 
on 2 	" 	  8.8 	" 
on 	" 	  80  " 
on 1 	" 	  7.4 " 
on t " 	  7.4 " 
on ta  " 	  9•9 	" 
on 	" 	  12.5 	" 
on 	" 	  9.4 " 
through t inch 	  20.4 " 

(g) Number of tests made: 4, viz.: PG-26 hand fired with pre-
heated air; PG-27 stoker fired with preheated air; PG-29 
stoker fired with preheated air; and PG-28 stoker fired 
with preheated air. These tests are arranged in the order 
of increasing capacity. 

B. (a) Fuel name: Lignite.—Upper seam—Shaft W. 
(b) Shipment or receiving No.: 1-31 viz.: third shipment of April 

1931. 

(c) Date shipped: April 1, 1931. Date received in storage:— 
April 11, 1931. 

(d) Procured from or supplied by: Ontario Department of Mines. 
(e) Preparation: Run-of-mine lignite shipped directly from the 

development. Noticeably very wet as received in a frozen 
condition. 
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(f) Approximate size as received—(square mesh screens)— 
on 1 inch 	  23.2 per cent 
on 	" 	  20.7 " 
on 	" 	  17.4 " 
on * " 	  12.3 " 
through inch 	  26.4 " 

Number of tests made: 4, viz.: PG-1 stoker fired without pre-
heated air; PG-2 stoker fired with preheated air; PG-12 
hand fired with preheated air; and PG-15 hand fired with 
preheated air. The first 3 tests were made on the fuel as 
it was drawn from storage while the last test was made on 
fuel which had been air-dried under covered storage for 5 
weeks. 

C. (a) Fuel name: Lignite.—Shaft No. 1. 
(b) Shipment or receiving No.: 11-30 viz.: first shipment of March 

1930. 
(c) Date shipped: March 1, 1930. Date received in storage: 

March 8, 1930. 
(d) Procured from or supplied by: Ontario Department of Mines. 
(e) Preparation: Run-of-mine lignite shipped directly from the 

development. Noticeably wet as received in a semi-frozen 
condition. 

(f) Approximate size as received: 60 per cent lumps up to 12-inch 
diameter; 40 per cent slack. 

(g) No. of tests made: one, viz.: PG-3 stoker fired with preheated 
air. This test was made on fuel which had been in covered 
storage for 14 months. 

D. (a) Fuel name: Mechanically dried lignite. 
(b) Shipment or receiving No.: 14 and 15-30, viz.: second shipment 

of April, 1930. 
(c) Date shipped: April 25, 1930. Date received in storage:— 

April 30, 1930. 
(d) Procured from or supplied by: Ontario Department of Mines. 
(e) Preparation: A carload of wet run-of-mine lignite was shipped 

directly from the development as mined to an experi-
mental coal dryer plant located in eastern Ontario where 
the fuel was mechanically dried in a "Harmour dryer" 
in two lots, viz.: lot No. 14-30 passed through the dryer 
once and lot No. 15-30 passed through the dryer twice. 
The dried fuel was then shipped to the Fuel Research 
Laboratories and on receipt was noticeably very dry and 
dusty, and tended to heat in storage. The once dried 
lignite, viz.: No. 14-30 contained 33 • 7 per cent moisture as 
received and the twice dried lignite, viz.: No. 15-30 con-
tained 25.9 per cent moisture. 

(g) 
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(f) Approximate size as received: 50 per cent lumps up to 6-inch 
diameter; 50 per cent slack. 

(g) Number of tests made: 2, viz: PG-5 stoker fired with preheated 
air; and PG-6 hand fired with preheated air. Both tests were 
made on a mixture of equal parts of the once and twice dried 
lignites. 

3. (a) Fuel name: Air-dried machine peat. 
(b) Shipment or receiving No.: 8-31. 
(c) Date shipped: 	Date received in storage: December, 1929. 
(d) Procured from or supplied by: Department of Mines—Alfred peat 

plant. 
(e) Approximate size as received: mostly fairly uniformly sized, in brick 

form, with some breakage. 
(f) Number of tests made: 2, viz: PG-7 stoker fired with preheated 

air; and PG-9 hand fired with preheated air. These tests were 
made on fuel which had been in open exposed storage for about 17 
months and consequently had disintegrated to small sized lumps. 

4. (a) Fuel name: Gas coke breeze. 
(b) Shipment or receiving No.: 4-31. 
(c) Date shipped: Date received in storage: May 11, 1931. 
(d) Procured from or supplied by: The Ottawa Gas Company, Ottawa, 

Ontario. 
(e) Rank or trade name of fuel: Gas coke breeze. 
(f) Preparation: wet as supplied from a large exposed storage pile. 

Refuse product under 	screen size resulting from coke manu- 
facture for the domestic market. 

(g) Approximate size as received: (square mesh screens)— 
on 1 inch 	  0.4 per cent 
on * " 	  0 •9 " 
on * " 	  1.8 " 
on * " 	  18.5 " 
on * " 	  16.3 	" 
through * inch 	  62.1 " 

(h) Number of tests made: 3, viz.: PG-4 stoker fired without pre-
heated air; PG-8 hand fired with preheated air; and PG-22 
stoker fired without preheated air. The first of these tests was 
made on screened fuel, i.e. fuel which remained on a *-inch  screen. 
Due, however

' 
 to the wet condition of the fuel the screening was 

only about 50 per cent effective. The second test was made on 
fuel as received and the third test was made on a mixture of 90 per 
cent of this fuel as received and 10 per cent of Eastern Canada 
bituminous slack coal. 

5. (a) Fuel name: By-product coke breeze. 
(b) Shipment or receiving No.: 6-31. 
(c) Date shipped: May 13, 1931. Date received in storage: May 16, 

1931. 
(d) Procured from or supplied by: Montreal Coke & IVianufacturing 

Company, Montreal, Quebec. 
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(e) Rank or trade name of fuel: "La Salle" by-product coke breeze. 
(f) Preparation: dry and dusty—refuse product under i-inch screen size 

resulting from coke manufacture for the domestic market. 
(g) Approximate size as received: (square mesh screens)— 

on / inch 	  0.4 per cent 
on 	" 	  4.1 	" 

• 	 on 	" 	  17.1 	" 
through / inch 	  78 •4 " 

(h) Number of tests made: 3, viz.: PG-10, 61,  hours stoker and 11 
hours hand fired with preheated air; PG-23 stoker fired without 
preheated air; and PG-17 hand fired without preheated air. 
The first test was started as a stoker fired trial but was finished by 
hand firing because the belt on Reeves variable speed drive failed 
after n hours of test. 

6. (a) Fuel name: Welsh buckwheat mixed Nos. 1 and 2. 
(b) Shipment or receiving No.: 7-31. 
(c) Date shipped: Date received in storage: May 21, 1931 
(d) Procured or supplied by: an Ottawa fuel dealer. 
(e) Rank or trade name of fuel: Welsh anthracite buckwheat. 
(f) Preparation: Rescreened screenings obtained from preparation of 

larger sizes of Welsh anthracite for the domestic market. 
(g) Approximate size as received: (square mesh screens)— 

on 12  inch 	  0.4 per cent 
on 	" 	  38.9 	" 
on / " 	  45.0 " 
through / inch 	  18 • 7 " 

(h) Number of tests made: 3, viz.: PG-11, 71 hours stoker and hour 
hand fired without preheated air; PG-24 stoker fired without pre-
heated air; and PG-16 hand fired without preheated air. The 
first test was started as a stoker fired trial but was finished by hand 
firing because the belt on Reeves variable speed drive failed after 
71- hours of test. 

7. (a) Fuel name: Eastern Canada bituminous slack coal. 
(b) Shipment or receiving No.: 5-31. 
(c) Date shipped: Date received in storage: May 14, 1931. 
(d) Rank or trade name of fuel: Bituminous steam coal. 
(e) Preparation: screened slack. 	 • 
(j) Approximate size as received: (square mesh screens)— 

on 1 inch 	  0.6 per cent 
on î " 	  10.7 " 
on 	" 	  21.9 	" 
on 	" 	  45.6 " 
on / <‘ 	  19•6 	" 
through / inch 	  9•6 " 

(g) Number of tests made: 2, viz.: PG-14 stoker fired without pre-
heated air; PG-25 hand fired without preheated air. 
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The special equipment required for this investigation was installed by 
the co-operating engineering equipment company previously mentioned 
whose representative also witnessed the tests. A detailed description of 
the equipment used for these tests follows:— 

The installation in which these tests were made consisted of a small 
stationary boiler of the horizontal locomotive type rated at 35 boiler h.p. 
and mounted over a brick combustion chamber containing 10 sq. ft. of a 
patented grate and 3 sq. ft. of dead plate. A special furnace front con-
taining fire- and ash-pit clean out doors on which was mounted an electric-
ally driven mechanical coal feeder—(sprinkler type stoker)—permitted 
either hand or stoker firing of the fuel. Under grate air—(forced.draught) 
—was supplied to the ash-pit of the furnace by the conventional type of 
electrically driven blower supplied with this type of grate. A steam 
heated unit heater was mounted on the blower inlet so that either cool-
(room temperature)—or preheated air could be used as desired. Suffi-
cient over-fire air for ordinary operation was obtained by leakage through 
the furnace front but when more was required it was supplied by means 
of an air duct leading from the ash-pit of the furnace to a 4-inch perforated 
pipe lying across the back wall of the combustion chamber in such a way 
as to spray air down on and over the fire. The main damper was auto-
matically manipulated by means of a patented damper regulator which 
was controlled by the over-fire draught. Steam jets from a small perfor-
ated pipe, lying across the top of the fire-door opening more or less success-
fully kept the fine fuel which fell from the mechanical coal feeder, off the 
dead plate. General information and dimensional data regarding the 
equipment are as follows: 

1. Boiler: 
(a) type—horizontal, through tube, locomotive type. 
(b) manufacturer's rating-35 boiler horse-power. 
(c) water heating surface on tubes—(50-3" tubes 7' 6r long)-275 

sq. ft. 
(d) total water heating surface-349 sq. ft. 
(e) minimum draught area—(50 tubes-3" dia.)-297 sq. in. 

2. Furnace: 
(a) kind—combination built-up brick and internally fired type. 
(b) volume between grate and heating surface (crown sheet)-99 

eu.  ft. 
(c) volume per sq. ft. of heating surface-0.284  eu.  ft. 
(d) volume per rated boiler horse-power-2. 83 sq. ft. 

3. Grates: 
(a) type—patented—hand dumping. 
(b) size—(live grate surface)—width 31", length 47", area 10.1 sq. ft. 
(c) size—(total grate exclusive of dead plate)—width 36", length 48", 

area 12.0 sq. ft. 
(d) size—(dead plate)—average width 30", length 14", area 2.9 sq. ft. 
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(e) percentage of area of air opening to live grate surface-30 per cent. 
) ratio total heating surface to live grate surface-34.5 to 1. 

(g) ratio minimum draught area to live grate surface-29.4 to 1. 
(h) vertical distance centre of grate to nearest heating surface—(crown 

sheet) 7 ft. 11 in. 
4. Stoker: 

(a) make, size and type—patented-20-inch—mech.anical coal feeder 
—(sprinkler type stoker). 

(b) drive—electrically driven by h.p. motor, addition speed control 
by Reeves drive. 

5. Air Preheater: 
(a) type—steam heated unit heater. 
(b ) location—on inlet to forced draught fan. 

6. Draught: 
(a) fan—No. 2 blower capacity 1,660 c.f.m. 	S.P. electrically 

driven by -1 h.p. motor. 
(b) damper regulator—patented controlling over-fire draught. 
(e) breeching and chimney-24" diameter steel plate breeching con-

nected to a 28 x 28 inch brick chimney 35 feet high. 
Plate I gives a general view of the experimental installation as used 

for these tests. The instrument and control panel will be noted at 
the extreme left of the photograph. The water weighing tanks, forced 
draught, air preheater, draught regulator and flue gas sampling and Orsat 
analysing equipment are in the rear—(not showing). 

TEST CONDITIONS AND METHODS OF MEASUREMENT 
(a):Condition of boiler plant unit at time of trial—in good order for all 28 

trials except for minor trouble during two tests, viz.: PG-10 and 11 
when belt on Reeves variable speed drive failed towards end of these 
tests necessitating their completion by hand firing. 

(b) Trials made at an average output of 1,259 lb. of water evaporated 
per hour, 1,419 lb. of equivalent evaporation per hour, or 118 per cent 
of normal rating. 

(c) Nature of load—steady exhausting direct to atmosphere. 
(d) Average rate of coal feed-348 lb. per hour. 
(e) Average boiler pressure-99.8 lb. gauge. 
(f) Method of measuring feed water and coal consumption—by weighing 

on standard platform scales. 
(g) Method of sampling and analysing fuel and refuse—Standard Fuel 

Research Laboratory .Methods. 
(h) Method of sampling and analysing flue gases—Standard Fuel Research 

Laboratory Methods. 
(i) Method of measuring temperatures—thermometers and pyrometers, 

calibrations checked. 
(j) Method of measuring draught and pressures—inclined water gauges. 
(le) Method of measuring steam and .power taken by auxiliaries—the electric 

power taken by draught fan and stoker was measured by means of an 
integrating kilowatt hour meter. 
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It should be particularly noted that the installation used for these 
tests was of a temporary nature only, therefore, no effort was made to 
insulate the boiler and furnace, in consequence the radiation losses were 
much higher than they otherwise would be. This, however, should not 
detract from the value of these trials as all tests were made in the same 
installation in identically the same way so that the results should be 
relative for the various fuels used. 

The tests were conducted under the direct supervision of C. E. Baltzer 
who, in addition, with the assistance of J. R. Kirkconnell and a staff of three 
observers made the calculations and compiled the data and results for this 
report. 

A few of the important items, from the appended table, representative 
of the more salient results for seven of the stoker fired tests, one on each of 
the seven fuels tested, are summarized in Table I. It will be noted that 
these tests were all made without the use of preheated air, with the 
exception of those on domestic peat and lignite. 

From Table I it may be noted that although the water evaporated 
per pound of fuel fired (item 54d) was low for the lignite and peat, the 
overall efficiencies (item 82) were not unduly so when the moisture content 
(item 7a) of these fuels is considered in comparison with the "standard 
operating coal". In contrast to the above the values for item 54d for both 
gas and by-product breeze were higher than for both the lignite and peat, 
but still considerably lower than for the operating coal, whereas, the over-
all efficiencies (item 82) for the coke breeze were the lowest of any of the 
fuels tested. The low efficiency values for both gas and by-product breeze 
are accounted for by the high "carbon loss" (item 86, also see items 25 to 28 
inclusive) associated with these two fuels because of their fineness—(see 
screen analysis items 6a to 6e inclusive, appended table). The relative 
efficacy of the patented grate may be judged froxn items 25 and 26 (a) and 
(d). The values for these items definitely indicate that the grates were 
well suited for efficiently burning all seven of the fuels tested and were 
especially efficient on operating coal, peat, Welsh buckwheat, and Eastern 
Canada bituminous slack and to a lesser degree on the finer gas and by-
product breeze and lignite. In explanation of the lower grate efficiency 
with gas and by-product breeze it may be said that for any fuel high in ash 
(item 7b) the ash-pit loss (items 26 (a) and (d)) is, generally speaking, 
higher than for lower ash fuels and more especially so because of the many 
fines, especially in the breeze fuels. 

Welsh buckwheat was the highest rank of fuel tested—low in moisture 
(item 7a)—low in ash (item 7b) and high in calorific value (item 9a). It 
was an anthracite and, when burned under a boiler in a setting designed 
to utilize a flaming fuel, very high thermal efficiencies could not be obtained. 
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Name of Fuel 

By-
product 

coke 
breeze 

Eastern 
Canada 

bitu-
minous 
slack 

No. Item Standard 
operating 

coal 

Domestic 
peat 

Ontario 
lignite 

Gas coke 
breeze 

Welsh 
buck-
wheat 
mixed 
Nos. 1 
and 2 

Trial number  	
• 	 Moisture in fuel as fired 	 % 

Ash in fuel as fired 	  % 
Calorific value—fuel as fired, gross value 	B.T.Lf./lb. 
Weight of fuel fired per 1,000 lb. of equiv. evap 	 lb. 
Dry refuse hooked out fire-door (a) weight 	  lb. 

(d) combustible content % 
Dry refuse removed from ash pit (a) weight 	  lb. 

(d) combustible content % 
Dry refuse removed from smokebox- 

(a) weight 	  lb. 
(d) combustile content 	 % 

Dry refuse removed from chimney base— 
(a) weight 	  lb. 
(d) combustible content 	 % 

Equivalent evaporation per lb. of fuel as fired 	 lb. 
Temperature of products of combustion at boiler outlet 	 °F 
Heat absorbed by the boiler (thermal efficiency) 	 % 
Loss due to heat carried away in dry flue gases 	 % 
Loss due to carbon in refuse and flue dust 	  % 
Loss due to radiation, errors, and unaccounted for 	 % 

PG-19 
3-1 
6.1 

13,880 
124 
48 

18.1 
6 

28-3 

43 
82-7 

10 
75-4 
8.08 

695 
56-5 
15.8 
3.7 

18.7 

PG-4 
11-0 
14-5 

10,490 
202 

71 
27-5 

408 
52.6 

121 
81-2 

34 
79-3 
4.91 

628 
45-7 
14.5 
20-9 
16-3 

1 
7 (a) 
7 (h) 
9 (a) 

18 (d) 
25 

26 

27 

28 

54 (d) 
65 
82 
84 
86 
87 

PG-7 
45-8 
2-9 

5,240 
367 

o 
o 

57 
20.5. 

9 
19-3 

6 
45-7 
2-72 

650 
50-4 
15-3 
1-4 

14.6 

PG- 29 
33-2 
7-9 

6,850 
270 

50 
0-7 
77 

23.3 

65 
53-9 

12 
51.3 
3-70 

695 
52.4 
13-9 
3-5 

17.1 

PG-23 
0-7 

10-6 
12,370 

216 
151 

37.1 
28 

39-0 

459 
86-5 

23 
86.2 
4-62 

720 
36-2 
18-9 
20-9 
22.5 

PG-24 
3.0 
5-3 

14,170 
129 
34 

24-4 
12 

88.4 

7 
69-0 

13 
82.6 
7-74 

604 
53.0 
13.4 
2-8 

27.2 

PG-14 
1-9 
6-2 

14,060 
120 

27 
19.4 

5 
36-0 

9 
70-2 

3 
75-8 
8-34 

643 
57.6 
13-9 
1-0 

22-4 

TABLE I 

Sum/nary of the More Salient Results for Seven of the Stoker Fireck,-Tests 

Nom :—The item numbers correspond with similar numbering of appended table which gives the data and results of all twenty-eight trials in 
detail. Trials P.G. 7 and 29 were made with preheated air whereas all the other trials reported above were without preheated air. Trial 
P.G. 29 was on Onakawana lignite from the lower seam after air-drying to 33% moisture content. The results of other tests on Ontario 
lignite and the conditions under which they were made are shown on appended table opposite page 34. 
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PLATE I 

General view of experimental locomotive type boiler installation fitted with enlarged solid 

refractory wall furnace, forced draught and air preheater equipment, sprinkler type 

stoker and pyramid grates for special test of peat, low-grade lignite, and coal 

screenings. 
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III 

CLASSIFICATION OF COALS USING SPECIFIC VOLATILE 
INDEX* 

B. J. Burrough, E. Swartzman, and R. A. Strong 

Classification of coal both for scientific and for use purposes has 
occupied the attention of coal technologists since coal first came into 
common use. During the last few years interest in the subject in Canada 
and the United States has increased owing to the activities of the Sectional 
Committee on the Classification of Coal under the sponsorship of the 
American Society for Testing Materials, and also due to the activities 
of the Canadian Associate Committee on Coal Classification and Analysis. 
Having become interested in the subject from a practical viewpoint, the 
authors wish to present a scheme or method of classifying coals using 
what is termed the "Specific Volatile Index." This method, although 
designed for coals for use in the by-product coking industry and originally 
considered applicable only to bituminous coals, appears to offer a means 
of classifying all coals, and may therefore be employed as a basis for a 
general scientific classification. 

During 1930 and 1931, a large number of coking tests on coals varying 
widely in nature were made in an experimental by-product coke oven of 
two-ton capacity at the Fuel Research Laboratories of the Department 
of Mines at Ottawa. In this oven, which is a duplicate of certain com-
mercial units used in the industry, the different bituminous coals tested 
were coked alone and in admixture with one another, standard imported 
coals being used for blending purposes. On certain individual coals and 
coal mixtures, subsequent tests were made in commercial plants and the 
comparative reàults recorded. A study of the data thus obtained led to 
an attempt to classify bituminous coals using by-product data. The 
resultant graph is shown in Chart 1. In this graph the intention was to 
classify coals from their ,  behaviour on carbonization, and it was prepared 
by plotting the tar yield in allons per ton against a calculated value termed 
Specific Value Index). This value represents the B.T.U's in the gas per 
pound of coal, per one per cent of volatile matter, the latter being deter-
mined in the laboratory or plant by subtracting the dry coke yield from 
100. The resultant grouping of the coals appeared to be a satisfactory 
method of classifying bituminous coals, as they arranged themselves in 
an order conforming with the accepted rank of the coals, according to 
rnethods of classification based on ultimate analyses. As the volatile 
matter obtained by proximate analysis has always been considered to be 
an index of the gas-making properties of a coal, it would appear that coals 
may be classified from the data obtained by a simple proximate analysis, 
together with calorific value. Several methods have been proposed on 
this basis, the best known being that of Parr2  in which the volatile matter 
- 

*This paper is the full account of the development and details of the coal classification soheme announced in 
Mines Branch Memorandum Series No. 6,5, March, 1932, namely: "A classification of coals for use in the by-product 
coking industry" as proposed by E. 3. Burrough and E. Swartzman, and reviewed by R. E. Gilmore. 
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and calorific value on a unit-coal basis are plotted on a two dimensional 
diagram. Rose', in making use of Parr's proposed classification, finds 
that it agrees remarkably well with that using ultimate analysis on a 
triaxial graph as proposed by Ralston, 4  but he concludes that insofar as 
the classification of coking coals is concerned, both methods fail to differ-
entiate distinctly between the various classes of these coals, overlapping 
being quite marked. 

PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION 

It is a well established fact that coals of the same volatile matter 
content may have the most widely divergent calorific values. Assuming 
that the fixed carbon of coal has a constant calorific value, the conclusion 
must be that the calorific value of the volatile material will vary, and on 
a 1 per cent volatile matter basis will serve as an index of comparison for 
coals. This index may be referred to as the Specific Volatile Index, 
which is the special feature of the coal classification scheme presented here-
with, and for sake of brevity this term is hereafter referred to as the S. V. I. 
In  order to develop a formula for the calculation of this index it is first 
necessary to select a calorific value for "Fixed Carbon." As this material 
is neither wholly graphitic nor amorphous it is safe to assume that its heat 
value will fall between the accepted values of the two, hence the figure 
of 14,500 B.T.U. per pound was chosen after several analyses of this type 
of carbon, which is the residue from the standard volatile matter deter-
mination. If this value for carbon is used as a basis for determining the 
heat value of the fixed carbon in a given coal, and the resultant subtracted 
from the determined calorific value of the coal, the difference will be the 
heat value of the volatile material, which if divided by the percentage of 
volatile matter in the coal will give the specific volatile index. This 
calculation may be expressed by the following formula:— 

Determined B.T.U. in coal— (14,500 x weight of F.C.) 

Per cent of Volatile Matter 

An example of the application of the above formula is as follows :— 
B.T.U. in coal =15,100 (dry ash-free basis) 
Volatile Matter = 37.6 per cent (dry ash-free basis) 
Fixed Carbon = 62.4 per cent (dry ash-free basis) 

15,100—(14,500  x • 624) 
S.V.I. is 	  — 160.9 

37 • 6 

This index arranges coals in increasing value from peats to anthracites, 
according to their rank, and when the index is plotted against the volatile 
matter or fixed carbon of the coal, a continuous band of varying width is 
obtained. The straightening out of the band of plotted coals avoids the 
difficulty of overlapping in the whole bituminous series which is present 
in certain other proposed methods that use calorific value for the hori-
zontal axis. This fact, in the opinion of the authors, is the justification 
for the present attempt to establish a classification of coals from their 
proximate analysis and calorific value. 

— S.V.I. 
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APPLICATION OF THE SPECIFIC VOLATILE INDEX FOR USE 
CLASSIFICATION 

It is generally accepted that the classification of coals for any particular 
use is necessarily limited owing to factors which are independent of the 
coal material proper. Some of these factors are the relative quantity of 
ash and its fusion temperature, the sulphur content, and the competitive 
price. It must be recognized, however, that, with respect to these factors, 
different standards exist under varying market conditions, and they should 
therefore be neglected in a .general classification scheme applied to any one 
industry. 

The application of the proposed classification scheme to the by-product 
coke industry is presented in Chart 2. The data used in the compilation 
of this chart shown in Table II, were obtained from analyses and tests of 
coals of diversified origin, compiled by the Fuel Research Laboratories of 
the Department of Mines and from such other publications as were avail-
able, all data being converted to the dry ash-free basis. Further refine-
ments in ash correction were not considered necessary, although the cor-
rection due to hydrated silicates, carbonates, and sulphur compounds, was 
found from previous work to approximate very closely to a constant 
value of 1/10 of the determined ash for coals of normal ash and sulphur 
content. The advisability of making such a correction is under con-
sideration by the Technical Committee of Scientific Classification of 
North American coals, and, as Fieldner5  intimates, there are the "practical 
difficulties of getting commercial laboratories to adopt the more compli-
cated procedures." In a later paper by Fieldner and Selvie on the same 
subject, they conclude that "it is a question whether any classification can 
be devised which will draw such fine distinctions as to require a cœTected 
ash value." However, the authors found this refinement necessary for 
high-sulphur (over 2 per cent) and high-ash coals, and present it in Chart 
3 which is referred to later. 

For the construction of Chart 2 the Specific Volatile Index is 
plotted on the horizontal axis, while the volatile matter is plotted on the 
vertical axis. The vertical line at the Index of 154 appears to be the 
natural division between coking and non-coking coals, on the low-rank 
side, insofar as standard by-product coking practice is concerned; whereas 
the Index of 215 is the division on the high-rank sicle. The path of the 
plotted coals is a band of varying width passing through the lettered 
sections. 

These sections, with the average carbonization yields, which are 
described below, have been defined to indicate the natural divisions into 
which the various types of coals should fall, and also to give a fair indication 
of their value to the by-product carbonization industry. Index limits 
have been indicated for the various ranks of coal, and as these are in close 
agreement with the well-known classification of Seyler7  the major divisions 
have been designated, with slight departures, by the terminology of his 
classification for purposes of comparison. The modifications in terminology 
are in the cases of semi-bituminous and semi-anthracite or "carbonaceous 
coals where the nomenclature suggested by David Whites, i.e. super-
bituminous and sub-anthracite, is also used. 
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Section A—with S.V .1. limits of 100 to 120—comprises the low-rank, 
lignite coals that produce chars rather than coke, with fairly large yields 
of gas, high in carbon dioxide, and low in calorific value. The volatile 
matter range indicated for this group is above 40 per cent on the dry 
ash-free basis. 

Section B—with S.V.I. limits of 120 to 145—includes the non-agglom-
erating sub-bituminous* coals that also produce a char rather than a coke 
but show an improvement in gas quality over those of Section A. The 
volatile matter content of coaLs in this group ranges from 37 to 60 per cent 
on the dry ash-free basis. 

Section C—with S.V.I. limits of 145 to 154, and with the same volatile-
matter range as immediately above—comprises a relatively small group 
of "sub-bituminous" coals which slightly agglomerate or show incipient 
caking or coking. Although these coals are not highly desirable for standard 
by-product use, the researches of Parr 9 . 11." on medium-temperature carbon-
ization have shown

' 
 that they are satisfactory in this type of process, 

making a coke with 4 to 5 per cent of volatile matter, which is a very 
desirable domestic fuel, being smokeless, having a low ignition temperature 
and high physical strength. Parr's process is a quick carbonization in the 
mid-temperature range, the coal being preheated to about 300°C, and 
charged hot into the coke oven with a temperature range from 750° to 
900°C. Fieldner" and his associates in their study of the gas, coke and 
by-product making properties of American coals show that cokes made at 
carbonization temperatures ranging from 500° to 900° C. are considerably 
stronger than those made at higher temperatures. The gas yields from 
coals of this class when carbonized at high temperatures are approximately 
the same as from those in Section B, but their tar yield is appreciably 
higher. 

Section D—with S.V.I. limits of 154 to 160—contains the so-called 
"pseudo" gas coals, the volatile matter range of which is from 35 to 45 per 
cent. These are the high-oxygen coking coals of the para-bituminous 
rank. When these coals are carbonized they tend to give a porous, friable, 
fingery coke, the structure of which is greatly improved when blended with 
coals in Sections F to I inclusive. The tar yield is roughly the same as 
from those coals in Section C, and, although the yield of gas on the dry 
ash-free basis is slightly lower, there is a noticeable increase of therms. 

Section E—with S.V.I. limits of 160 to 170 and volatile matter content 
on the dry ash-free basis ranging from 30 to 43 per cent—comprises the 
true gas coals of the para-bituminous rank having high yields of rich gas 
preferred for use in gas retorts. They are aiso suitable for use in by-product 
coke ovens where they are used, either alone or blended with a low volatile 
coal, to improve coke quality. 

Section F—with S.V.I. limits of 170 to 185 and with volatile matter 
contents on the dry ash-free basis ranging from 30 to 36 per cent—contains 
the medium volatile coking coals of the higher volatile ortho-bituminous 
class. These coals are seemingly most suitable for by-product oven coking 
and for this reason they are termed "natural by-product coking coals. 
Although the gas from these coals is slightly lower in therms than the gas 
from those in Section E, they produce, when coked alone, a high quality 
coke with respect to structure. 

*This nomenclature has been preferred to that of lignitous, as used by Seyler. 
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Section G—with S.V.I. limits of 170 to 185 which are the saine as in 
Section F, but with a lower volatile matter range, namely 23 to 30 per 
cent on the dry ash-free basis—contains the lower volatile ortho-bituminous 
coals belonging to the medium volatile coking type. When coked alone 
these coals exhibit noticeably non-shrinking or even slightly expanding 
properties that, under certain operating conditions, make it difficult to 
push the coke from the oven. The coke is much harder and denser than 
that from coals in Section F, but the gas is appreciably lower in therms. 

Section H—with S.V .I. limits of 185 to 200—contains coals that 
resemble Seyler's "meta-bituminous" class. Although in the same vola-
tile matter range and somewhat similar to the coals in Section G, they are 
higher in rank and are considered more suitable for blending purposes. 

Section /—with S.V.I. limits of 200 to 215, and a volatile matter 
range of 14 to 25 per cent—contains the semi- or "super-" bituminous coals, 
of which the well-known Pocahontas coal is typical. These coals are most 
serviceable for blending with high volatile (gas) coals for improving coke 
quality. They are quite unsuited for coking alone, as it is practically 
impossible to push their coke from the oven due to swelling. The therms 
in the gas and the tar yield are both appreciably lower than from coals in 
Sections G and H. 

Section J—with S.V.I. limits from 215 to 230 and volatile matter 
contents ranging from approximately 9 to 16 per cent on the dry ash-free 
basis—contains the semi- or "sub-" anthracites. 

Section K—with S.V.I. limits from 230 to 250 and volatile matter less 
than 10 per cent on the dry ash-free basis—contains the true anthracites. 

It is well known that the rank of a coal has considerable bearing on its 
'characteristic reactions in high-temperature carbonization. Therefore, 
on fixing the rank and volatile limits, predictions as to yields and behaviour 
may be made with fair accuracy, using only proximate analysis and the 
chart described above. The practical application of this classification for 
the by-product coke industry is best seen when new types of coals are to be 
investigated, new blends prepared, or one coal substituted for another of the 
same type. It is suggested that a satisfactory blend of coals should fall 
in Section F, and the best proportions of coals for a blend may be found 
from plotting the individual coals and calculating their proportions from 
their relative positions on the chart, the ideal by-product coal or blend 
falling in the ortho-bituminous class with volatile matter ranging from 
30 to 35 per cent on the dry ash-free basis. This is in agreement with the 
later work of Seyler", who on plotting the softening points of a series of 
coals on his classification chart, came to the following conclusions :—"It 
will be seen that my three bituminous species (para, ortho, and meta) 
contain only commercially coking coals with one or two borderline excep-
tions. A few are found in the semi-bituminous species but the non-coking 
coals are otherwise outside the bituminous groups. Further, it is possible 
to draw approximately, lines of equal softening points, which may be pro-
visionally called isotectic lines. They centre around the ortho-bituminous 
species, which forms a eutectic area of minimum softening point". 
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As the chart is traversed frora left to right, certain outstanding char-
acteristics may be noted, namely: 

1. The coke yield increases, and a decided improvement in quality is 
noted which is indicated by a higher shatter index and a greater density; 

2. The quality of the gas, as indicated by the therms, 
B.T.U.  X cubic feet of gas),  

100 000 	
increases to a maximum at the para-bitu- 

, 
minous gas coals (Section E on the chart) then decreases with a further 
increase in coke yield; and 

3. The ammonium sulphate, carbon dioxide and water of decora-
position decrease. It may also be noted that weathering of a coal depresses 
its rank, this being shown by an increase in the ammonium sulphate, carbon 
dioxide, and water of decomposition. 

APPLICATION OF SPECIFIC VOLATILE INDEX FOR SCIENTIFIC 
CLASSIFICATION 

As previously stated, this method of classification lends itself to the 
scientific classification of all carbonaceous material from wood to anthra-
cites, but for this purpose it is advisable to reduce the substance to its pure 
form as recommended by Parr 11  and referred to as the "Unit Coal" basis. 
This correction is obtained by the following formulae: 

Unit Coal =  1.00  — (1.08 ash + 22/40 S) 
Indicated B.T.U.  — 5000 S)  Unit Coal B.T.U. = 

1.00 — (1.08 Ash + 22/400 S) 
Per cent of Fixed Carbon  Unit Coal Fixed Carbon := 1.00 — (1.08 Ash + 22/40 S) 

Unit Volatile IVIatter = 100 — Unit Coal Fixed Carbon 
In Chart 3, on which has been plotted a series of coals from the data 
shown in Table I, these corrections have been applied. The advisability 
of correcting to the Unit Coal basis is indicated by these data which contain 
the S.V.I. calculated to both the ash-free basis and the unit coal basis. 
It will be noted that very little difference exists in these values except 
where the ash and sulphur are excessive. 

In comparing this system of classification with that of the Seyler 
classification by ultimate analysis, they are found to be in remarkably 
close agreement. It was, therefore, considered desirable to use the termi-
nology, and be guided by the limiting values for the groups, as prepared by 
Seyler. This is shown in Table III which presents the relationships of the 
Specific Volatile Index limits to the carbon limits as used by Seyler; it 
also shows Parr's terminology and the calorific value limits as suggested 
by him for each group. From these tables a comparison may be made of 
the basis of each method of classification. In the case of plotting volatile 
matter and calorific value as proposed by Parr, it is evident that overlap-
ping will occur on both axes, and very little effective delimiting can be 
made in the important groups of the subdivisions of the bituminous coals. 
When the calculated value for the Specific Volatile Index is used, how-
ever, a uniform progression is maintained parallelling that of the total 
carbon content by ultimate analysis. Plotting this value against volatile 
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matter gives overlapping on one axis only, thereby presenting no difficulty 
in grouping coals in a manner comparable with that of ulthriate analysis 
classifications. 

It will be noted that the distinctive type of coals known as cannels 
plotted on Chart 3, occur in the same position as allotted to them by 
ultimate analysis, i.e. immediately above the ortho- and meta-bituminous 
groups. These have been indicated under two divisions using Parr's 
terminology, namely: 

1. Sub-Cannels—with a volatile matter content of over 40 per cent on 
the unit coal basis, which fall immediately above the para-bituminous coals, 
and which in Seyler's classification are termed per-para-bituminous; and 

2. Cannels--with a volatile matter content of 35 per cent on the unit 
coal basis which fall above the ortho-bituminous coals, and which in 
Seyler's classification are called per-ortho-bituminous. 

While only two classes of cannels have been indicated, owing to a 
lack of data for this type of carbonaceous material, in all probability 
each class of common coal will be found to have its respective cannel coun-
terpart. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

In the classification scheme proposed and outlined above, a distinct 
demarcation is indicated between the coking and non-coking coals. The 
coking coals when plotted on the unit coal basis have a specific volatile 
index range of 160 to 230. The justification for these limits may be seen 
on Chart 4, which shows that the rate of increase in the richness of the 
volatile matter is not ,  uniform, and by plotting the Specific Volatile Index 

(S.V.I.)  against S.V.I. divided by the Volatile Matter 	or against the V.M. 
B.T.U. in the Volatile Matter divided by the Volatile Matter squared 
(B.T.U. in V.IVI.),.it  will be noted that, at the index values 160 and 230 

V. M .2  
there are sharp  changes  which indicate a natural separation of the coking 
from the non-coking coals and show a rate of change in the calorific value 
of the volatile matter in this class of coal differing from that of the other 
types. 

In the section below the Index value of 160 which delimits the lower 
rank coals, the curve has been extrapolated to the zero point, passing 
through the values obtainable for peats, wood and other low rank carbon-
aceous materials. The zero point indicates a material which would on 
distillation yield only products of no calorific value, such as water, carbon 
dioxide, and nitrogen, giving a Specific Volatile Index of zero. The 
index values for anthracite (above 230) show a very rapid increase of 
calorific value per unit of volatile, and for practical purposes a maximum 
Index value of approximately 290 may be considered the upper limit 
for anthracites exclusive of super anthracites, graphites, etc. This graph 
indicates that these types of coals will give increasing index values for 
increases in rank, which is measured by the increase of calorific value 
of the volatile matter, although the quantity of the volatile matter de-
creases. The fact that the volatile material of coals of different ranks 
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differs so widely in calorific value points to the impossibility of calculating 
calorific value by a simple formula from proximate analysis. 

While it appears t'hat there is a distinct division between the coking 
and non-coking coals, no such claim can be made for the subdivisions of 
the other types of coals and the lines drawn are somewhat arbitrary. 

The section limits for peats have been indicated with due regard to 
other classifications, although opinions are divergent in this grouping as 
also in that of lignites and very little agreement can be claimed. In the 
meta-lignitous or sub-bituminous coals, a subdivision has been indicated 
for those coals which agglomerate and under certain favourable conditions 
may be coked. The para-bituminous class has also been subdivided for 
the purpose of grouping these coals into two classes, namely, gas coals 
and "pseudo" gas coals. It was also considered of interest to divide the 
coals of the ortho-bituminous class into those of high and low volatile 
matter, considering the high volatile matter group the preferred by-product 
coking coals. 

Discussion of the merits of the classification proposed, as outlined above, 
must consider the reliability of the volatile matter determination on which 
the specific volatile index is based. The apparatus for making the volatile 
matter determination of the many coals on which this proposed classifi-
cation is based, consists of either a Chaddock gas burner or a Fieldner 
electric furnace. This furnace and its method of operation are in accord-
ance with the A.S.T.M. D.271-30, viz., "Standard Methods of Laboratory 
Sampling and .Analysis of Coal and Coke." Many tests on coals differing 
widely in rank were made in platinum crucibles of two different sizes, 
first in the Chaddock burner by the alternative gas burner method as in 
D271-30, and then by the electric furnace method. These comparative 
tests indicate that for practical purposes the results by these two methods 
agree quite closely. Care, of course, is taken to see that the temperature 
during the determination is maintained as near as possible to the 950° C. 
specified, and those coals (mainly the non-coking low rank coals) that 
are liable to spark, are given a short preheating before the final period as 
specified. In general, it is considered that with reasonable care duplicate 
and consistent results are obtainable by the employrnent of the standard 
volatile matter deterrnination as outlined above. This has been confirmed 
by the exchange of standard samples between different government labor-
atories in Canada and the United States. It is to be noted that for purposes 
of plotting coals on the S.V.I. chart (No. 2), changes of plus or minus 0.5 
per cent in volatile rnatter cause variations in the S.V.I. figures ranging 
from zero for the low rank lignites, to as high as 5 to 7 for the anthra-
cites. The variation for a typical bituminous coal near the intersection of 
F,G, and H, is less than 1, and a change in the volatile matter percentage 
of plus or minus one, along the line suggested by A. C. Fieldner for border-
line coals, would double this variation. 

SUMMARY 
The charts and the classification illustrated are equally serviceable 

when either the volatile rnatter or the fixed carbon is used as the ordinate, 
since on the dry ash-free and "unit coal" bases the one is the reciprocal 
of the other. The value of 14,500 B.T.U. per pound as the calorific value 
of ash-free fixed carbon was chosen after finding it to be the average of a 
large number of actual determinations. 
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While similar to Parr's two-dimensional diagram, where calorific 
values are plotted against volatile matter, the S.V.I. classification scheme 
avoids overlapping of classes along the main axis. 

The classification herewith presented has the feature of simplicity, 
requiring only the generally available data of proximate analysis and 
calorific value of the coal or coals under consideration, and while comparable 
to other systems of classification based on ultimate analysis, avoids the 
necessity of this costly and difficult determination. 

By plotting a coal on the chart according to its S.V.I. and volatile 
matter, and noting its position, it is seemingly possible to predict with a 
fair degree of accuracy, the characteristics of that coal with respect to its 
behaviour in a by-product oven, and the apprœdmate yield of by-products 
to be expected. 

The chart is also serviceable for determining what mixtures or blends 
of coals may be suitable for obtaining certain yields of coke, gas, and other 
products, and for indicating the physical quality of the coke. Certain 
tests, such as can be conducted in the laboratory, are, however, desirable, 
and in some cases necessary, to ensure that these predictions are correct. 
A small-scale coke button test has been developed in the Fuel Research 
Laboratories, and by the use of this method large-scale tests of an experi-
mental nature may be avoided. 

The classification scheme employing the Specific Volatile Index plotted 
against either the volatile matter or fixed carbon on a two-dimension chart, 
may serve either for a purely scientific classification of coals or for a "use" 
classification, especially for the carbonization industry. For this purpose, 
that is, as a scientific classification, the calculation of all values to the 
Unit Coal basis before plotting is recommended. 



TABTiR I 

Analyses of Coals Plotted on Chart 3 

	

Vola- 	Calorific 	Specific 

	

Proximate Analysis 	 Ultimate analysis 

	

(dry ash-free basis) 	 tile 	value 

	

matter 	(B.T.U.) 	
volatile 

index 	 (dry ash and sulphur free) 

	

Coal 	  
No. 

	

Vo. la- Fix- ed 	Calorific 	 "Unit 	"Unit 	Dry 	‘, -unit 

	

,, 	and ash- 	 Nitro- 
tile 	 values 	Sulphur 	coal" 	coal 	f 	coal" 	Carbon HYdre.  Oxygen 

	

matter carbon 	
03.1,..u.) 	

basis 	basis 	re? 	basis 	 gen 	 gen 
basis 

	

1 	67.4 	32.6 	8,320 	0-5 	66.8 	8,490 	53-4 	55.0 

	

2 	50-5 	49 • 5 	9,995 	0.7 	49-8 	10,090 	55.6 	56-5 	64-0 	4.2 	30-5 	1-3 

	

3 	66-7 	33-3 	8,810 	0-6 	66-1 	8,920 	59.7 	60-5 

	

4 	49.9 	50-1 	10,562 	0-6 	49-4 	10,630 	64-5 	66-6 	66-8 	4-1 	27-7 	1.4 

	

5 	70-0 	30-0 	9,180 	0-3 	69-9 	9,200 	69-0 	69-1 	 Peats; C under 70-0 

	

6 	70-0 	30-0 	9,430 	0-5 	69-6 	9,540 	72-5 	73.8 

	

7 	66-8 	33-2 	10,090 	0.2 	66-7 	10,150 	79.0 	79-8 	59-5 	5-6 	32.6 	2.3 

	

8 	70-4 	29-6 	9,980 	0-2 	70-2 	10,000 	80-8 	80-9 	57.2 	5-5 	36-0 	1-3 

	

82 	64-0 	36.0 	10,330 	4-8 	62-6 	10,520 	79-9 	81.4 	63-9 	5-4 	29-3 	2-4 

	

9 	68-5 	31-5 	10,390 	0-8 	68-0 	10,580 	84-9 	87.2 

	

10 	43-8 	56-2 	12,030 	0-6 	42-9 	12,180 	88-6 	00-9 	72.2 	4.4 	22-1 	1-3 	C=70.0 to 75.0 Lignitic 

	

11 	51-3 	48-7 	11,734 	1.0 	50.5 	11,880 	91-1 	93-1 	 (brown lignites) 

	

12 	45-1 	54-9 	12,130 	0-8 	44-3 	12,430 	96.4 	98-2 	73-2 	1.9 	20-1 	1-8 

	

13 	40.9 	59-1 	12,550 	0.7 	40-3 	12,650 	97-8 	99-2 	75.0 	4.6 	19-0 	1-4 

	

14 	40.7 	59-3 	12,680 	0-6 	40.0 	12,780 	100.0 	101-7 	76.2 	4-9 	17-3 	1-6 

	

15 	46-7 	53-3 	12,500 	0-6 	45-5 	12,660 	102-1 	104-5 

	

16 	42-0 	58-0 	13,070 	0-6 	41-4 	13,170 	111-0 	112-7 	77-5 	5-2 	15-8 	1-5 

	

17 	40-4 	59-6 	13,130 	1-0 	39-6 	13,270 	111-0 	113.8 	 -C=75.0 to 80-0 Ortho- 

	

83 	53-2 	46.8 	12,520 	4-1 	56-7 	12,870 	107-8 	116-2 	 lignitovs 

	

18 	41-1 	58-9 	13,350 	0-5 	40-3 	13,500 	117-1 	120-4 	77-5 	5.2 	15-1 	2.2 	(black lignites) 

	

19 	46-6 	53-4 	13,347 	0-7 	46-2 	13,410 	120-4 	121-3 	77.0 	5-2 	16-3 	1-5 

	

80 	50-2 	49-8 	13,340 	1-7 	49-5 	13,430 	121-8 	123-2 	76-8 	5.4 	16-5 	1-3 

	

20 	42•1 	57-9 	13,570 	0-7 	41-6 	13,650 	123-0 	121.5 	77-7 	5-4 	15.2 	1-7 



TABLE I-Concluded 

Analyses of Coals, Plotted on Chart 3-Concluded 

	

Vola- 	Calorific 	Specific 

	

Proximate Analysis 	 Ultimate analysis 

	

tile 	value 	volatile 

	

(dry ash-free basis) 	matter (B.T.U.) 	index 	 (dry ash and sulphur free) 

Coal 	  
No. 	 - 

	

Vola- Calorific 	 nit 	"Unit 	Dry 	‘‘,--ja t  u i 

	

Fixed 	 Sul 	"U 	 and ash- 	 ,, Nitro- tile 	, 	values 	/, 	coal" 	coal" 	Carbon HYclr°-  Pry 

	

matter ear""n 	(B.T.U.) 	P'`ur 	basis 	basis 	esî's 	b°a,sis 	 gen 	- ge' 	gen 

21 	39-3 	60-7 	13,720  	38-6 	13,850 	125-1 	128-3 
22 	42-8 	57-2 	14,120 	0-4 	41-9 	14,320 	135-8 	140.7 	80-5 	5-5 	12.4 	1-6 
23 	40-3 	59-7 	14,230 	0-5 	39-7 	14,360 	138-2 	141-5 
25 	45-2 	54-8 	14,300 	0-7 	44-4 	14,490 	140-3 	145-5 	80-7 	6-0 	11-1 	2.2  
24 	48-5 	51-5 	14,415 	0-8 	44-6 	14,520 	143-2 	145-3 	81-0 	5-7 	11-6 	1-7 
26 	38-5 	61-5 	14,360 	1-15 	37-4 	14,550 	141-0 	146-3 	82-5 	5-2 	10.5 	1-8 	C=80-0 to 81-0 
27 	40-9 	59-1 	14,540 	1-1 	39-6 	14,830 	145-9 	153-4 	 Meta-lignitous 
28 	43-5 	56-5 	14,710 	1-2 	42-6 	14,920 	150-0 	154-6 	83-5 	6-2 	8-4 	1-9 	 (sub-bituminous) 
29 	45-0 	55-0 	14,760 	1-1 	43-9 	14,980 	150-7 	156-0 	83-4 	6-0 	9-0 	1-6  
30 	45-2 	54-8 	14,790 	1-2 	43-9 	15,080 	153-6 	158-2 	83-4 	5-6 	9-3 	1-7 
78 	41-9 	58-1 	14,528 	1-3 	41-0 	14,700 	145-8 	149-8 	82-9 	5-5 	9-9 	1-7 	 ° 
79 	49-2 	50-8 	14,610 	3-8 	47-6 	14,880  	152-8 	83-5 	5-9 	9-0 	1-6  

31 	41-9 	58-1 	14,900 	0-7 	41-0 	15,120 	154-2 	160-2 	84-3 	6-0 	7-9 	1-8  
32 	40-2 	59-8 	14,950 	2-0 	39-1 	15,100 	156-1 	160-3 	84-9 	5-5 	7-9 	1-7 
33 	47-7 	52-3 	15,190 	0-7 	474 	15,330 	159-5 	162.5 
34 	40-5 	59-5 	15,090 	1-2 	39-8 	15,200 	159.5 	162-5 	85-0 	5-8 	7-4 	1.8 
35 	43 -1 	51-9 	15,280 	0-8 	47-5 	15,420 	161-2 	164-3 	84-5 	6-2 	7-5 	1-8 

36 	37-8 	62-2 	15,200 	0-6 	37-4 	15,250 	163-5 	165.0 	86-0 	5-4 	7-0 	1-6 	C--- 84-0 to 87-0 
37 	37-6 	62-4 	15,100 	2-3 	36-3 	15,260 	160-9 	165-8 	86-5 	5-8 	6-2 	1-5 	Para-bituminous 
38 	35-7 	64-3 	15,200 	0-5 	35-1 	15,320 	16,4-5 	1J8-7  
39 	35-2 	64-8 	15,250 	0-7 	34-8 	15,310 	166-0 	168-4 
40 	36-4 	63-6 	15,120 	1-3 	85-1 	15,340 	162-0 	169 • 2 	86-5 	5-5 	6-9 	1-1 
41 	37-3 	62-7 	15,290 	1-0 	36-6 	15,400 	166-0 	169-0 	85-2 	6-1 	6-9 	1-8 
42 	86-6 	63-4 	15,130 	1-8 	35-0 	15,420 	162 • 0 	171-2 	85-8 	5-9 	6-9 	1-4 
43 	37-2 	62-8 	15,320 	1-3 	36-2 	15,500 	167-0 	172-6 	86-5 	5-8 	6-3 	1-4 



0.7 
0-6 
0-5 
0.6 
0-2 
0.7 
0-8 
7-3 
0.7 
0-7 
0-9 
0-3 
0-8 
1.1 
4-3 
0-6 

4-3 
2.4 
0-7 
0.6 
0-5 
1-3 
0-4 

4-0 
1-0 
0-6 
2-0 
0-9 

0-8 
1-8 

0-6 
1.0 
1-0 
1.0 
1.5 

15,520 
15,600 
15,430 
15,360 
15,370 
15,490 
15,880 
15,750 
15,700 
15,620 
15,570 
15,660 
16,730 
15,720 
15,470 
15,550 

15,800 
15,730 
15,850 
15,780 
15,750 
15,810 
15,880 

15,850 
15,890 
15,830 
15,800 
15,900 

15,680 
15,620 

15,100 
15,440 
15,680 
15,230 
15,010 

33-6 
33-9 
28.7 
26-2 
26-4 
28-8 
39-1 
34.0 
31-4 
29.6 
28-0 
29-3 
56-1 
30-4 
24.2 
25-7 

27-0 
24.8 
25-3 
23-7 
23-0 
24.0 
22-3 

20.6 
21-0 
17.3 
16-9 
17-6 

13-6 
10-6 

5.4 
8.1 

10.0 
5-1 
3.6 

34.2 
34-5 
30-0 
27-2 
27-4 
30.0 
40-6 
37-6 
31-9 
30-3 
29-8 
30-4 
56-8 
31-4 
27-0 
27-3 

29-2 
26.5 
26.4 
24-3 
23-5 
25-0 
23-4 

23-5 
21-7 
18-1 
18-9 
18-5 

14-2 
12-0 

6-2 
9.4 

10-85 
6.5 
4.6 

65.8 
65-5 
70.0 
72-8 
72.6 
70-0 
59.4 
62.4 
68-1 
69-7 
70-2 
69.6 
43-2 
68.6 
73-0 
72.7 

70-8 
73-5 
73-6 
75-7 
76-5 
75-0 
76.6 

76-5 
78.5 
81-9 
81-1 
81.5 

85-8 
88-0 

93-8 
90-6 
89-15 
93-5 
95.4 

44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
81 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 

76 
77 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 

64 
65 
66 
67 
68 

69 
70 

71 
72 
73 
74 
75 

15,410 
15,550 
15,190 
15,210 
15,210 
15,250 
15,550 
15,270 
15,610 
15,500 
15,300 
15,450 
16,480 
15,570 
15,460 
15,280 

15,530 
15,480 
15,680 
15,720 
15,660 
15,678 
15,720 

15,480 
15,800 
15,690 
15,538 
15,770 

15,600 
15,450 

15,044 
15,350 
15,585 
15,080 
14,920 

88-8 

87.4 
88-0 

87-4 

89.2 

88-1 

87-2 

00-2 
89-6 

90-4 
90-7 
89.6 

91.7 
91.8 
92.9 
91.2 

93-7 

94-6 

93.3 

5.2 

5-1 
5-4 

5-2 

6-2 

5.3 

7.5 

5-1 
5.3 

4.9 
4-8 
5-2 

4-9 
4-8 
4-3 
4-6 

4-4 

2-7 

3-8 

171-6 
174-0 
168.0 
171-5 
171.0 
170-0 
171-0 
165-4 
179.5 
178.6 
173-0 
175-8 
179-6 
179-3 
180.6 
173-6 

179-7 
182-0 
189-8 
195-0 
194-0 
192-0 
197-4 

186-5 
204-7 
211-0 
200-0 
214-0 

222-0 
222.5 

234.0 
235-0 
243-8 
234-0 
237-0 

175-2 
177.1 
177.4 
177-8 
178-5 
179-5 
180-3 
181-7 
183-0 
183.0 
183-5 
184-5 
184-6 
184-8 
185-0 
186.5 

193-4 
194-6 
198-4 
199-0 
199.0 
199-6 
207-0 

211.0 
211-5 
222.0 
222-0 
224-5 

232-0 
251-0 

259-0 
260-5 
261.0 
288-0 
288-5 

4-3 

6-5 
4-8 

3-6 

5-2 

4-0 

3-0 
3-5 

3-5 
3.2 
3-8 

1-9 
2-2 
1.5 
2-5 

0-7 

1.7 

1-9 

1-7 

1-0 
1-8 

1-3 

1-0 

1-4 

1-3 

1-7 
1-6 

1-2 
1.3 
1-4 

1-5 
1.2 
1.3 

1-2 

1.0 

1.0 

0 =87-0 to 89-0 
0 rtho-bituminous 

C =89 -0 to 91-2 
Meta-bituminous 

0-91-2 to 93.3 
Semi- (or per-) bituminous 

C over  93-3;  semi- (or sub-) 
anthracite 

C over 93-3; 
H under 4-2; 

anthracite 



TABLE II 
By-product Yields, per 2,000 poun.ds of Dry, Ash-free Coal, for 28 Typical Coals Plotted on Chart 3 

Classification, 
designation 	Vola, 	Specific 	Gas te 	Ammon- 	Tar 	Coke W 

	

and coalnumber 	tile* 	volatile 	  Cafbon , , a 	r ..... 	iura 	  

	

 	matter 	index* 	C.F. 	B:riu. Therms dioxkle ch  “eca';' 	sulphate, 	Gallons 	(or 	S!Iafter 	Apparent 

	

positio , 	pounds 	per ton 	char) 	in ex 	gravity Section 	Sample 	bicoal 	ofcoal 	per 	per 	per 	% ,,,,t. 	
%wt. letter 	number 	 ton 	C.F. 	ton 	 per ton 	Imp. 	U.S. 	9à  WI.  

A 	18 	41.1 	117-1 	13,500 	460 	62-0 	7-8 	8-2 	37-0 	3-3 	4-0 	60-0   	' 
B 	21 	39-3 	125-1 	12,100 	460 	55-9 	5-4 	8-7 	36-0 	1-9 	2-3 	66-2 	 

	

22 	42.8 	135-8 	12,400 	540 	67-0 	4-6 	8-8 	33-0 	5-3 	6-4 	64-1 	 

	

25 	45-2 	140.3 	12,800 	560 	71-7 	4.1 	8-9 	38-0 	6-9 	8-3 	62.4 	 

C 	29 	45-0 	150-7 	12,630 	562 	71-0 	3-7 	8-9 	34-9 	9-8 	11-8 	62.0 	 

	

30 	45-2 	153-6 	12,900 	570 	73-5 	3.8 	8-2 	34-6 	10-2 	12-3 	61-5 	 

I) 	31 	41-9 	154-2 	12,150 	575 	69-9 	2.6 	7.6 	33-4 	11-3 	13.6 	65.0 	30-0 	0-85 

E 	36 	37-8 	163-5 	11,150 	630 	70-2 	1.3 	7-0 	24-1 	10-6 	12.6 	67-2 	 

	

37 	37-6 	160-9 	11,780 	565 	66-6 	1-9 	6-6 	26-0 	10-2 	12-2 	67-3 	53-0 	0-90 

	

38 	35-7 	164-5 	11,720 	597 	70-0 	1.1 	5-0 	23-3 	10-8 	12-9 	70-0 	  

	

39 	35-2 	166-0 	11,120 	635 	70-6 	0-87 	5-4 	22-3 	10-8 	12-9 	70-0 	 

	

40 	36-4 	162-0 	11,180 	556 	68-2 	2-5 	6-3 	18-8 	10-2 	12-2 	69-2 	 

	

42 	36-6 	162-0 	12,100 	567 	68-6 	2.1 	7-0 	21-7 	9-8 	11-7 	68-0 	63-0 	0-95 

	

43 	37-2 	167-0 	11,740 	584 	68-6 	1-2 	5-8 	27-0 	11.3 	13.5 	67.8 	52-0 	1-00 

F 	45 	34-5 	174-0 	11,750 	585 	68-7 	1-2 	4-7 	23-1 	9-5 	11-4 	70-7 	70-0 	0-94 

	

49 	30-0 	170-0 	11,200 	555 	62-1 	1-4 	5.3 	33-0 	10-2 	12.3 	71-1 	71.0 	1-00 

	

51 	37.6 	1165-4 	11,730 	588 	69-0 	1.2 	5-1 	18-7 	9-8 	11-8 	67-6 	 

	

52 	31-9 	179.5 	10,950 	609 	66-7 	0.8 	4-7 	22-6 	9-1 	10-9 	72-4 	 

	

53 	30-3 	178.6 	11,400 	556 	63-4 	2-3 	3.9 	22.4 	8.0 	9-6 	75-0 	70-0 	0-93 

	

54 	30-4 	175.8 	11,270 	558 	62-9 	1-5 	4-5 	22.3 	6-2 	7-4 	73.8 	 

	

- 56 	31-4 	179-3 	11,250 	563 	63-3 	0.8 	4-9 	21-0 	9-4 	11-3 	72-7 	63.0 	0-92 

G 	47 	27-2 	171-5 	10,590 	550 	58.2 	1.0 	4-2 	26-1 	6.9 	8.2 	77-3 	76-0 	1.08 

	

48 	27-4 	171-0 	11,160 	524 	58-5 	1-7 	4.3 	26.3 	6-6 	7-8 	76-0 	68.0 	1.05 

	

58 	27-3 	173-6 	11,070 	540 	59-6 	1-5 	4-7 	25-6 	7-7 	9-2 	74-9 	77-0 	1-10 

	

81 	29-8 	173-0 	11,710 	529 	61-9 	1.5 	4-8 	24-9 	7.8 	9-3 	74-6 	7,3-0 	1-12 

Ir 	59 	26-4 	189.8 	11,400 	560 	63.7 	1.2 	3-6 	21.2 	6-7 	7-9 	77.5 	67-0 	0-95 

	

63 	23-4 	197-4 	11,110 	522 	58-0 	1-1 	2.9 	21.5 	5.0 	6-0 	80-6 	80-0 	1-04 

I 	66 	18-1 	211-0 	9,970 	535 	53-3 	0.6 	2-8 	15-3 	3-1 	3-7 	84-8 	 

*Volatile matt,er and specific volatile index are on the dry and ash-free basis as on Chart 2. 
1  This index is low, because of high  ash and sulphur. On the "Unit Coal" basis the index is 181.7 and places the coal in its correct position. 
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TABLE III 

Specific Volatile Index Classification on the "Unit Coal" Basis 

Sec- 	 S.V.I. 	Volatile 	 Calorific 	Parr's 
Carbon 	value limits; 	terminology 

tion 	Name of predominating group* 	limits 	ma or 	range 	B.T.U. 	of predomina- 

	

range 	 per pound 	ting class 

A 	Woods 	Under 50 	60andabove 	Below 50 	Up t,o 9,000 
B 	Peats 	60— 82 	45-75% 	50-70% 	8,500-11,000 Peat 
C 	Brown lignites (li 	itic) 	82— 09 	40-70 	70-75 	10,500-12,700 Lignites 
D 	Black lignites (on o-lignitous) 	09-125 	36-55 	75-80 	12,500-14,000 Bittuninous D 
E 	Sub-bituminous (meta-ligni- 

tons) 	125-160 	35-50 	80-84 	13,800-15,100 Bituminous C 
F 	Bituminous (para-bituminous) 	160-175 	28-45 	84-87 	15, 000-15, 600 Bituminous B 
G 	Bituminous (ortho-bituminous) 	175-190 	21-35 	87-89 	15,300-15,800 Bituminous B 
H 	Bituminous (meta-bituminous) 	190-210 	21-28 	89-91 	15,700-16,000 Bituminous B 
I 	Semi- or "super" bituminous 	210-230 	14-24 	91-93.3 15,700-16,000 Bituminous A 
3. 	Semi- or "sub-" anthracite 	230-255 	9-16 	Over 93.3 	15,500-15,800 Semi-anthracite 
K 	Anthracites 	255-300 	3-10 	Over 03.3 15,000-15,700 Anthracite 

*Tito nomenclature in brackets in this column are those of Seyler. 

1. DeGoey, H. J. A. and Brender-a-Brandis, G. A., Gas U. Wasserfach, 72, 1237-42 (1929). 
2. Parr, S. W., "The Classification of Coal," Journal of Ind. and Eng. Chern., Vol. 14, 

1922, page 919. 
3. Rose, H. J., "The Selection of Coals for the Manufacture of Coke", presented in 1926 

to the American Institute of Mining & Metallurgical Engineers. 
4. Ralston, O. C., "Graphic Studies of Uldmate Analysis of Coals," Tech. Paper 93, 

Bureau of Mines, 1915. 
5. Fieldner, A.  C. "The Classification of North American Coals," Fuel in Science & 

Practice, Vol. VIII, No. 10, 1929, page 473. 
6. Fieldner, A. C. and Selvig, W. A., "Present Status of Ash Corrections in Coal An-

alysis," Transactions of the Coal Division of A.I.M.E., 1933, pages 597 to 613. 
7. Seyler, C. A., Fuel in Science & Practice, 1924, Vol. 3, pages 15-26, 41-49, 79-83. 
8. White, D., "Outline of a Suggested Classification of Coals," Transactions of the Coal 

Division of A.I.M.E., 1930, pages 512-528. 
9. Parr, S. W., Transactions of the Second International Coal Conference. 

10. Seyler, C. A., "Coal Classification," Colliery Guardian, January 30th, 1931, page 401. 
11. Parr, S. W., "The Classification of Coal," University of Illinois Engineering Experi-

ment Station Bulletin 180, (1928). 
12. Parr, S. W. and Mitchell, D. R., "Friability of Mid-Temperature Cokes," Ind. & Eng. 

Chem., 22-10, page 1134. 
13. Fieldner, Davis, Reynolds and others—Ind. and Eng. Chem., ,  Vol. 22, p. 1113 (Oct. 

1930) and also U. S. Bureau of Mines Technical Paper 511. 
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Iv 

ANALYSES OF SOLID FUELS 

Compiled by 

J. H. H. Nicolls and C. B. Mohr 

The solid fuel analyses compiled here are those of samples of general 
interest received during the past two years, and in most cases only such 
data as were requested by the person submitting the sample are shown. 
They are tabulated under the three following group headings:— 

(1) Solid fuels occurring in Canada. 
(2) Coal samples submitted by the Department of Pensions and 

National Health. 
(3) Miscellaneous solid fuels. 
The first group of fuels (Table I) contains a number of "mine" or 

"prospect" samples, collected largely by technical offi cers of either the 
Federal or Provincial governments. The "mine" samples were procured 
from deposits already under development; the "prospect" samples from 
deposits as yet undeveloped. A number of "commercial" samples occurs 
in the first group; each of these is considered to be indicative of the corre-
sponding product as shipped from the mine. 

As a general rule "mine" and "prospect" samples contain less ash 
and have higher calorific values than would the corresponding "commer-
cial" samples. This is due to the fact that, in ordinary mining practice, 
it is very difficult to exclude impurities as thoroughly as would be done in 
collecting the small "mine" samples. Therefore, in using the tables 
following in connexion with the sale or purchase of coal, care should be 
taken to note whether the samples are mine" or "commercial" (which 
latter term includes "slack", "run-of-mine", and the various sizes of screened 
coal), and to judge therefrom whether any particular coal as shipped from 
the mine could reasonably be expected to have as good an analysis as that 
given in the table. It should also be realized that, generally speaking, 
"slack" coal will contain more moisture and ash and have a lower calorific 
value than the corresponding screened coal, and that "run-of-mine" coal 
will be intermediate between the two. 

The second group of fuels (Table II) consists entirely of bituminous 
coals purchased by the Department of Pensions and National Health for 
use in the heating plants of their various hospitals. These include both 
Canadian and United States coals. They are all "commercial" samples, 
and consist principally of "slack" coal. The samples were collected 
entirely by the engineers at the various heating plants, following instruc-
tions sent out by their headquarters after consultation with the staff of 
the Fuel Research Laboratories. According to the procedure employed 
in reporting these samples to the Department of Pensions and National 
Health, only the moisture contents (which may vary with weather con- 
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ditions) are shown on the "as-received" basis, the remainder of the analyses 
being reported on the "dry" basis in order to simplify comparisons between 
the différent  coal samples. 

The third group of fuels (Table III) consists of imported coals, such 
as are sold by local dealers for heating either private residences or public 
buildings, or for various industrial purposes. In addition, it includes a 
number of cokes recently obtained from manufacturers and dealers, all of 
which were made in Canada, though largely with coals from the United 
States. These are all "commercial" samples. Finally, the third group 
contains some processed fuels, a sample of hardwood charcoal such as is 
used for kindling and samples of fuel from Jamaica and Germany. 

Wherever possible, the exact date of sampling is given, or at least the 
month during which the sample was taken. However, in some few cases 
this information was not available, and the dates upon which the samples 
were received at the laboratory are shown. 

The following notes explain abbreviations in the tables, and may be of 
assistance in studying them. 

(a) Figures in columns "R" refer to fuels as received; in columns 
"AD" to air-dried fuels; and in columns "D" to those dried at 108° C. It 
may be generally accepted that the fuels were analysed as received, except 
in the instances where the "AD" columns are included. In such cases the 
fuels were analysed following air-drying in the standard apparatus.' The 
analyses of the high-moisture "slack" coals do not include the "AD" 
column, since this information was not considered to be of any particular 
interest, although it is obvious that the fuels could not have been ground 
for analyses without previous drying. 

(b) In certain cases more than one sample number will be observed 
at the head of a column. In such cases the analysis shown is the average 
of the analyses of the samples enumerated. 

(c) The "coking properties" described were obtained by heating one-
gramme samples in closed platinum crucibles during the determination of 
volatile matter. The terms "non-coking", "poor", "fair", or "good" are 
used to indicate general coking properties, and serve to differentiate between 
the non-coking or poorly coking coals, and those that will produce coke 
in an oven that will grade as fair or better. They do not necessarily 
predict correctly the grade of coke that can be produced commercially. 

1Report of Scientific and Industrial Research Council of Alberta, 1023, p. 39. 



Slack 

During 
March, 1930 

7634 

R D 

	

3-5 	 

	

7-3 	7-6 

	

32-6 	33-8 

	

56-6 	58-6 

2-6 	2-7 
1-4 	1-4 

7,470 7,740 
13,450 13,930 

1:75 

Good 

1945 

Screened coaL.. 

All commercial. 

About 
May 1,1930 

During 
April, 1930 

W. Kritsch, laboratory assistant, Fuel Research Laboratories 

During 
May, 1930 

During 
November, 1931 

During 
December, 1931 

During 
February, 1932 

TABLE I 

Analyses of Solid Fuels Occurring in Canada 

Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation, Limited, Montreal 
Coal samples from the Sydney area, Nova Scotia, 

Supplied to Fuel Research Laboratories 

By the Coal 
Company 

Through the Department of Public Works 

Sample No 	  

Moisture condition 	 

Proximate Andysis- 
Moisture 	  
Ash 	  
Volatile matter 	 
Fixed carbon 	 

Ultimate Analysis- 
Sulphur 	 per cent 
Nitrogen 	  

Calorific  Value- 
Calories per gramme, gross 	 
B.T.U. per pound, gross 	 

7107 	 9982 	10049 	10529 	 6775 	 6823 	 6961 

It D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	It 	D 	R D 	R 	D 	It 	D 

8-5  	3-2  	3-1  	3.8  	6-9  	6-5  	8-9 	 
13-2 	13-7 	10-4 	10-7 	8.4 	8.7 	8.9 	9-2 	8-4 	9.0 	8.9 	9.6 	8.3 	9-1 
32 •2 	33-4 	32-5 	33.6 	34-7 	35-8 	34-6 	36-0 	30.1 	32-3 	30-3 	32-3 	30-9 	33-9 
514 	52-9 	53-9 	55-7 	53.8 	55-5 	52-7 	54.8 	54-6 	58-7 	54.3 	58-1 	51.9 	57-0 

3-1 	3-2 	2-2 	2-3 	2-6 	2-7  1 	2-8 	2-9 	2-6 	2-8 	2-7 	2-9 	2-6 	2-9 

7,385 7,635 	7,515 7,755 	7,280 7,565 	7,115 7,645 	7,035 7,520 	6,645 7,305 
13,295 13,740 13,530 13,960 13,100 13,620 12,810 13,760 12,660 13,540 11,960 13,150 

percent 

‘‘ 

6,885 7,135 
12,390 12,840 

1-60 

Good 

Run-of-mine 

Fuel ratio 	  

Coking  properties 	  

	

Softenin.  g temperature of ash.... °F 	 

Designation of coal 	  

Kind of sample 	  

Taken by 	  

Date of sampling 	  Supplied to 
F.R.L. storage 
at the end of 

1929, 
and sampled 

dming 
October, 1930 

1-65 	 1-55 	 1-50 	 1-80 	 1-80 	 1-70 

Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 



TABLE I-Continued 
Analyses of Solid Fuels Occurring in Canada-Continued 

Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation, Limited, Montreal 
Coal samples from the Sydney area, Nova Scotia 

	

Supplied to 	S 	1" d t - 	 the Fuel 	wpm 	o 

Supplied to the Fuel Research Laboratories tleoug,la the Department of Public Works 	 Research 	an industrial 
lant at 

	

Laboratories 	do wall, 

	

by the Coal 	ent. Company 

Sample No 	8045 	8107 	8202 	8493 	8588 	8961 	10443 	101312 	9095 	9984 

Moisture condition 	R 	D 	R. 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	11 	D 

Proximate Analysis- 
Moisture 	p.c. 	2-9 	.... 	4-3 	.... 	6-6.. 	8-0 	.... 	6-6 	.... 	6-3 	.... 	7-9 	.... 	6-9 	.... 	1-9 	.... 	1-7 	.... 
Ash 	" 	8-0 	8-2 	7-3 	7-6 	8-6 	9-2 	7-4 	8-1 	7-4 	7 •9 	8-0 	8-5 	8-0 	8-7 	7-8 	8.4 	6-3 	6-4 	7-5 	7-7 
Volatile matter " 	32-4 	33-4 	31-9 	33.4 	30.7 	32-9 	30-0 	32-6 	31-4 	33-6 	31-3 	33.4 	29-9 	32-5 	30-2 	32-4 	34.4 	35-1 	33.9 	34-5 
Fixed earbon 	 " 	56-7 	58-4 	56-5 	59-0 	54-1 	57-9 	54-6 	59-3 	54-6 	58.5 	544 	584 	54-2 	58-8 	554 	59.2 	57-4 	58-5 	56.9 	57-8 .. 

Ultimate Analysis- 
Carbon 	 di 

Hydrogen 	 .. 	.... 	5 -5 	5-3 	.... 	.... 
.. 	. 	. 	. 	.. 	. 	. 	. 	.. 	. 	. 	. 	.. 	. 	. 	. 	 . 	.. 	. Ash 	" 	-: 	...... 	-: 	...... 	-... 	...... 	-: 	...-. 	........ 	........ 	....... 	....... 	....... 	...... 	-. 	-- 	6-3 	6-4 	-- 	-- 

Sulphur 	" 	2.9 	3-0 	2-8 	2-9 	2-6 	2-8 	2-5 	2-7 	2-4 	2-6 	2-4 	2.6 	2-8 	3-0 	2-7 	2-9 	2.9 	3.0 	3-1 	3-1 
Nitrogen 	 it 

Oxygen 	 

Calorific Value- - 
Calories per 

gramme, gross... 	7,495 	7,720 	7,495 	7,830 	7,020 	7,520 	7,050 	7,665 	7,145 	7,650 	7,125 	7,605 	7,025 	7,620 	7,225 	7,760 	7,810 	7,965 	7,600 	7,730 
R.T.U. per lb.,gross 13,490 13,890 	13,490 14,090 	12,640 13,540 	12,690 13,800 	12,860 13,770 	12,830 13,690 	12,640 13,720 	13,010 13,970 	14,060 14,340 	13,680 13,910 

Fuel ratio 	1.75 	1.75 	1-75 	1-80 	1-75 	1-75 	1-80 	1-85 	1-65 	1-70 
en Cssbon-hydrog 	

14-1 	14-8 ratio 	  
Coking properties.  	Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Fair 	Good 	Good 

	.... 	.... 
Good oo G d 

Softeningtemperature 
of ash 	 F. 	 2020 

Screen analysis 	 On r= 0-8, 
(square screen 	 ' to r=12 -6, 
openings) 	p.c. 	 l' to r=23-7, e to r=40-8, 

r to r=15-9, 
Per '1=6-2 

Designation of coal... All slack 	  
Kind of sample 	All commercial 	  
Taken by 	 W. Kristch, laboratory assistant, Fuel Research Laboratories 	  Lab. sample 	Purchaser of 

	

by F.R.L. 	coal 
staff 

Date of sampling..... 	During 	I 	During 	1 	During 	1 	During 	I 	During 	1 	During 	1 	During 	I 	During 	June 6, 1931 	November, 
November, 	December, 	January, 	February, 	March, 1931 	April, 1931 	January, 	March, 1932 	 1931 

1930 	1030 	1931 	1931 	 1932 



TABLE I—Continued 

Analyses of Solid Fuels Occurring, in Canada—Continued 

Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation, Limited, Montreal 
Selected samples from coal pillars taken in the Phalen seam in the Glace Bay district, Nova Scotia 

	

l3rignt coal 	 .utui coal 

SampleNo 	7448 	 7449 	 7597 	 9852 	 7450 	 7451 	 7598 	 9853 

Moisture  condition 	It 	D 	It 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	1/ 	D 	R 	D 	It 	I) 	It 	I) 

Proximale Analysis — 
Moisture 	 per cent 	2-4 	. 	. 	2-2 	.... 	3-1 	. 	2-7 	 1-8 	.... 	1-3 	.... 	2-2 	. 	. 	2-1 
Ash 	 s-o 	S-6 	0-7 	ci-i 	

. 
1-9 	-15 	4-1 	 .4:2 	6-0 	6- 1 	4-2 	4-2 	5-1 	6-2 	7-2 	.i.-i 

Volatile nàatter 	“ 	32-2 	33-0 	31-3 	32-0 	31-0 	32-0 	29-3 	30-1 	34-0 	34-6 	38-3 	38-8 	34-0 	34-8 	32-6 	33-3 
Fixed.carbon 	‘‘ 	62-4 	64-0 	65-8 	67-3 	64-0 	66-0 	63-9 	65-7 	58-2 	59-3 	56.2 	56-9 	58-7 	60-0 	58-1 	59-4 

tiltinzate,inalysis-- 
Carbon 	‘‘ 	.:.. 	.... 	.... 	.... 	80-3 	82-9 	80-0 	82-3 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	75-7 	77-4 	70-1 	77-8 
Hydrogen 	 le 	 5-4 	5-2 	5-0 	4-8 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	5-2 	5-0 	54 	5-0 
Ash 	‘‘. 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 
Sulphur 	

.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	1-9 	2-0 	4-1 	4-2 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	5-1 	5-2 	7.2 	7-3 ‘‘ 	1-3 	1-4 	0-7 	0-8 	1-3 	1-3 	1-3 	1-3 	0-8 	0-8 	5-0 	5-1 	3-5 	3-6 	2-3 	2-3 
Nitrogen 	 1-4 	1-4 	1-4 	1-4 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	1-3 	1-3 	1-5 	1-6 .... 	.... 	.... 	.... 
Oxygen 	If 	

.... 	 .... 	 .... 	 .... 	9-7 	7-2 	8-2 	6-0 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	9-2 	7-5 	7-8 	3-0 

Calcmific naue -- 
Caloriespergramme, gross 	 7,975 	8,230 	7,860 	8,080 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	7,680 	7,850 	7,560 	7,725 
13.1'.II.perlb.,gxoss 	 14,360 	14,810 	14,150 	14,550 	. 	. 	. 	.. 	13,830 	14,130 	13,610 	13,910 

Fuelratio 	1-95 	 2 40 	 2-05 	 2-20 	 140 	 145 	 145 	 140 
Carlàon-llydragenratio 	 14-9 	15-9 	16-0 	17-0 	---------------- 14-7      	15-4 	14-9 	15-7 
Coking properties 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Fair 	Good 	 ood 	Good 	Fair 
Softeningteraperatureofash, °F 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	2145 . 	2000 	---------------- 2020 	 2115 
Specificgravity(apparent),luraps 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	1-27 	------------------------ 1-42 
Spechfie gravity (apparent), fines 

anddust 	 1-26 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	1-23 

Taken by 	 W. Nemerovsky Geological Survey 	  
Date of sampling 	  Pillars taken during the summer and autumn of 1928 	  



TABLE I—Continued 

Analyses of Solid Fuels Occurring in Canada—Continued 

Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation, Limited, Montreal 

. — 	 Coal from. Princess col- Coal samples believed to come 

	

liery of Nova Scotia 	from the Drummond colliery, 

	

Selected samples of Fusain from pillars taken in the 	Steel and Coal  Coin- 	Intercolonial Coal Co., Ltd., 

	

Phalen seam in the Glace Bay district, Nova Scotia 	pany, 	Ltd., 	Main 	Westville, Nova Scotia 
seam, Sydney Mines, 
Nova Scotia 

Sample No 	7452 	7453 	7599 	9854 	 9292 	 9045 	9046 

Moisture condition 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 

Prorirnate Analysis—. 
Moisture 	 per cent 	2-1. 	2•5 	. 	2-7 	. 	1-3 	. 	7-0 
Ash 	‘‘ 10-8 	1.1-9 	11-3 	11-3 	19- 9 	934 	17- 2 	i i-i 	3-1 	3- 3 	12-5 	i.é 	13 -0 	13-i 
Volatile matter 	" 20-7 	21-1 	18-4 	18-9 	23-4 	24-1 	22•5 	22-8 	36 • 3 	39-0 	27-1 	27-9 	27-0 	27-8 
Fixed carbon 	‘‘ 	66-4 	67-9 	67-8 	69-5 	54-0 	55-5 	59-0 	59-8 	53-6 	57-7 	57-5 	59-2 	57-0 	58-8  

Ultimate Analysis- 
Carbon 	 per cent 	... . 	. . . . 	. .. . 	. .. . 	65-8 	67-7 	69-7 	70•7 	76-0 
Hydrogen 	et 	 5-8 	5.3

.... 	. • .. 

Ash 	‘‘ 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	19-9 	20-4 	17-2 	17-4 	3-1 
Suleur 	,,,, 	3-9 	9 -0 	i-ô 	i-i 	1-3 	1-3 	1-1 	1-1 	1-2 	1.3 	0-7 	ô-à 	ô-à 	0 - 8  
Nitrogen 	le 	 1-6 
OxYgen 	tt 

CalorificValue- 
Calories per gramme, grass 	 5,995 	6,155 	6,205 	6,290 	7,610 	8,185 	7,120 	7,330 	7,000 	7,215 
B.T.U., per lb-, gross 	 10,790 	11,080 	11,170 	11,320 	13,700 	14,730 	12,810 	13,190 	12,600 	12,990 

Fuel ratio 	3-20 	3-70 	2-30 	2-60 	 1-50 	 2-10 	2-10 
Carbon-hydrogenratio..  	 20-4 	22-5 	23-1 	24-3 	13-2 
Colrh,g properties 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	 Good 	 ï'oor 	ï'oor 
Softening temperature of ash 	 2505 	2680 	 1995 	 .... 	.... 	.... 	.... 
Specific gravity (apparent) lumps.... . . 	... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	1-48 	.... 	•••• 	•••• 	•••• 	.... 	.... 
Specific gravity (apparent) fines and *dust... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	1-29 	.... 	•••• 	•••• 	•••• 	•••• 	•••• 
Screen Pnolysis (square screen openings) 

ifi to y---2-2, y to r= 
10-6, r to L=19-7, 
per y--65 -2 

Designation of coal 	  Specially washed slack.. Drummond 
coal, i-inch 
bituminous 

Kind of sample 	 Mine 	 Commercial, 43 tons. 	. Commercial 	  
Taken by 	 W. Nemerovsky, Geological Survey 	  Lab ,  sample by F.R.L. Department of National Defence 

staff 
Date of sampling..   Pillars taken during the summer and autumn of 1928 	 August 12,1931 	 May, 1931 	  



TABU', I-Continued 

Analyses of Solid Fuels Occurring in Canada-Continued 

	

Sample 	from 	 Avon Coal Co., Ltd., Minto, New 	 Minto Coal Co., 

	

claims 287 to Q .,..... i „, 	f ,. 	 Brunswick. 	 Ltd., 	Minto. Samples from a location 2 	289 and 331 to 'ri.lif: 	riomcd 	 W. 	Benton 	Probably from 
- 	 miles from Digby, Nova 	336 in 	Coal 	Pa 	 Evans, Roth- northern hold- 

Scotia. 	 creek  d istrict 	block 	44, 	4 

	

" 	miles S.W. of 	Winterport 	New Zion 	well 	mine ' 	ings 	of 	the 
,, 	coal. 	 coal. 	 Minto. 

	

nearChipman, 	
chiPm- 

	

,, 	 company. 

	

New 	Bruns- 
wick. 

Sample No 	9775a 	9775b 	10171 	 9354 	 7040 	 7039 	 7038 	 7037 

Moisture condition 	RD 	RD 	R 	D 	R 	D 	It 	D 	I/ 	AD 	D 	B. 	I) 	It 	I) 

Proximate Analysis- 
Moisture 	percent 	4.3 	.... 	4.0 	.... 	1.1 	.... 	2.1 	.... 	1-5 	.... 	2.6 	1-0 	.... 	1.1 	.... 	1-0 	.... 
Ash 	" 	7.8 	84 	14.6 	15.2 	15-2 	15.4 	8-3 	8.5 	16.9 	17-1 	14-5 	14-7 	14-9 	12-9 	13-1 	13-1 	13-2 
VCIatilematter 	‘‘ 	6-3 	6-6 	28.1 	29.3 	34.2 	34.5 	31.9 	32-5 	31-1 	31.6 	29.9 	30-4 	30.7 	33-1 	33.4 	32-8 	33-2 
Fixecicarbon 	" 	81-6 	85-3 	53-3 	55-5 	49-5 	50-1 	57-7 	59.0 	50.5 	51-3 	53-0 	53.9 	54-4 	52-9 	53.5 	53-1 	53-6 

Ultinzatg Analysis-- 
Carbon 	 percent 	 .... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	71.9 	73-1 	73.8 	71.8 	72-6 	.... 	.... 
Hydrogen 	  ,‘ 	 .... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	4.8 	4.7 	4-6 
Ash 	 .... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	14-5 	14.7 	14.9 	12.9 	13.1 	. 	. 	. 	. 
Sulphur 	 8.4 	8-5 	2-5 	2-6 	.1 	7 •2 	5.7 	5-8 	5.8 	54 	61 	6.2 	61 
Nhrcgen 	 .... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	0-7 	0-7 	0-8 
Oxygen 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	2.4 	1.0 	0.1 

Calorific Value- 
Caloriespergraranae,gross.. 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	7,035 	7,110 	7,445 	7,600 	6,760 	6,885 	6,945 	7,060 	7,135 	7,270 	7,350 	7,285 	7,355 
B.T.U.perlb.,gross 	 12,660 12,800 	13,400 13,680 	12,170 12,360 	12,500 	12,710 	12,840 	13,090 13,230 	13,110 	13,240 

l'uelratio 	13-00 	1-90 	1.45 	 1-80 	 1.65 	 1-75 	 1.60 	 1.60 

Carbon-hydrogenratio 	 15.0 	15.6 	15.9 	14 •8 	15.2 	.... 	.... 
Coking properties 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Good 	Good 	Fair 	 Fair 	 Fair 	 Fair 

Softeadngteraperatureofash °F   	 1975 	 1980 	 1975 	 1950 

Kinclofsample 	 Prospect 	 -  

Talcenby 	  Ekdaraitted 	by 	official 	ofPrivateindividusIs 	 Mine operators 	 - 	- 
CanachannaeificItailway. 

Dateofsampling 	  Sulname-of1931 	  January, 1932...1Suramer of 1931 May, 1930 	  



TABLE I—Continued 
Analyses of Solid Fuels Occurring in Canada—Continued 

Peat from Gov- 
ernment bog, Sample sent in 

	

Alfred, Onta- 	from Sudbury, 

	

Samples from 	Clones 	Settle- Samples reported to come from the island 	rio;dug in 1929, 	Ontario, 	and 
— 	 ment, about 14 miles north of 	of Orleans, in the St. Lawrence river 	andstored out- 	believed to be 

'iVelsford, New Brunswick. 	near Quebec, Quebec, believed to be 	of-doors at the 	"Anthrax- 
"Anthraxolite" . 	 Fuel Research 	olite". 

Laboratories. 

Sample No 	7346 	 7589 	 10034 	 10042 	9047 	 7633 
Moisture condition 	it 	D 	R. 	D 	B. 	AD 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R. 	D 

Proximate A.nalysis- 
Moisture 	 per cent 	1.4 	.... 	1.1 	.... 	6-9 	3.4 	.... 	4-1 	.... 	45-8 	.... 	3.3 	.... 
Ash 	" 11-5 	11-7 	9.3 	9.4 	16-8 	17.4 	18-0 	1.6 	1-6 	2.9 	5.3 	12.2 	12.6 
Volatile matter 	" 31-O 	31.4 	31-3 	31-6 	20-1 	20-9 	21-6 	22.6 	23.6 	34-0 	62.7 	9-7 	10.0 
Fixed carbon 	a 	56-1 	56-9 	58-3 	59-0 	56-2 	58-3 	60.4 	71-7 	74-8 	17-3 	32-0 	74-8 	77-4 

Ultimate Analysis- 
Carbon 	  
Hydrogen 	a 
Ash 	,, 
Sulphur 	‘, 	Ô. à 	Ô.i 	é-à 	à.4 	ô-à 	ô.à 	ô-à 	ô-à 	ô-i 	0.1 	0.2 	Ô-Ô 	Ô-Ô 
Nitrogen 	a 
Oxygen 	a 

Calorific Value— 
Calories per grarame, gross 	 7,690 	7,780 	6,575 	6,820 	7,060 	8,150 	8,500 	2,910 	5,360 	6,800 	7,040  
B.T.U. per lb., gross 	 ... 	13,850 	14,000 	11,840 	12,270 	12,700 	14,670 	15,300 	5,240 	9,650 	12,250 	12,670  

Fuel ratio 	1.80 	 1-85 	 2-80 	 3-15 	 0-51 	 7.75 
Carbon-hydrogen ratio 	 3-8 	10-2 	.... 	.... 
Coking properties 	Good 	Good 	 Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	.... 
Softening temperature of ash. 	°F   	 2220 	 2375 
Screen analysis (square screen open- - 

ings) 	 per cent    On 1' =0-7, 1" to 	  
Y to 

e =27.9, '-." to 
l'' to 

	

*"=112, 	per 
y =14-9. 

Designation of fuel 	  As sent to Fuel Research Washed at F.R. Domestic size 	  

	

Laboratories. 	L. 
Bind of sample 	 Prospect 	 Commercial- 

2 carloads. 
Taken by 	 Submitted by official of Canadian Private individual 	  Lab ,  sample by Private 	indi- 

Pacific Railway. 	 staff of F.R.L. 	vxdual. 
Date of sampling 	 JIIIY, 1930 	(September, 1930 Autumn of 1931 	 December 30, 	May 28, 1931.... October, 1930... 

1931. 



Kind of sample 	 

Location in mine 	 

Taken by 	  

Date of sampling 	 

TABLE I-Continued 

Analyses of Solid Fuels Occurring in Canada-Continued 

Onakawana lignite from the neighbourhood of the Abitibi river, Moose River basin, northern Ontario; from shaft No. 1-Lower seam. 

Sample No 	6983 	 6984 	 6985 	 6986 	 6987 	 6988 	 6989 

Moisture condition 	R 	AD D 	R 	AD 	D 	R AD 	D 	R AD 	D 	R AD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 

Proximate AnaZysis- 
Moisture 	per cent 	51-8 	19-2 	.... 	51-3 	20-1 	.... 	51.7 	18.6 	.... 	52-8 	19-7 	.... 	41-4 	18-4... 	41.9 	19.3 	.... 	45-2 	20-2 	.... 
Ash 	‘‘. 	5-3 	8-9 	11.0 	4-8 	7•9 	9-9 	5-6 	9-5 	11.7 	3•6 	6-0 	7.5 	9-4 	13-1 	16.1 	6-6 	9-2 	11.4 	4.8 	7.0 	8-8 
Volatile matter " 	19.9 	33.3 	41-2 	20-3 	33-3 	41.6 	20.5 	34.5 	424 	20-7 	35-3 	43-9 	22-8 	31.7 	38-9 	23.5 - 32-7 	40-5 	22-4 	32-6 	40.8 
Fixed carbon. 	" 	23.0 	38-6 	47.8 	23-6 	38-7 	48-5 	22-2 	37-4 	45-9 	22-9 	39-0 	48.6 	26-4 	36-3 	45-0 	28.0 	38-8 	484 	27-6 	40-2 	50-4 

Ultimate Analysis- 
Carbon 	per cent 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	30-4 	51-2 	62-9 	30-4 	51-8 	64-5 	34-4 	47.9 	53-7 	35-8 	49.8 	61.6 	34.8 	50-7 	63-5 
Hydro-

-- ------------ -- -- -------- 5-6
en 	" 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	7.8 	5-5 	4-2 	8-0 	5.8 	4.5 	6-9 	5-3 	4-0 	7-0 	5.4 	4-0 	7-2 	5-5 	4.0 

Ash   	9-5 	11-7 	3-6 	6-0 	7.5 	9-4 	13-1 	164 	6.6 	9-2 	11.4 	4-8 	7.0 	8-8 
Sulphur 	 0.5 	0.8 	1-0 	0-4 	0.7 	0-9 	1-0 	1-6 	2-0 	0.3 	0-5 	0-6 	0.2 	0.3 	0.4 	0.3 	0.5 	0-6 	0.2 	0-3 	0-4 
Nitrogen 	.. 	

.. 	..
. 	 ... 	 .... 	0-2 	0-4 	0.5 	0-2 	0-4 	0-5 	0-3 	0-4 	0-4 	0-4 	0.5 	0-7 	0-4 	0-5 	0-6 

Oxygen 	" 	-----------------   . 	.. 	. . 

	

 . ... 	.... 	55-0 	31-8 	18.7 	57.5 	35-5 	22-1 	48•8 	33-0 	20-4 	49-9 	34-6 	21•7 	52-6 	36-0 	22-7 

Calorific Value- 
Calories per gramme 

gross 	 9 , 775 4,675 	5,750 	2,800 4,770 	5,940 	3,110 	4,330 5,310 	3,245 4,510 	5,585 	3,135 4,565 	5,720 
B.T.II. per lb., gross 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	5,000 8,420 10,350 	5,040 8,580 10,690 	5,600 	7,700 9,560 	5,840 8,120 10,050 	5,640 8,210 10,290 

Fuel ratio 	1-15 	 1-15 	 1.10 	 1-10 	 1.15 	 1-20 	 1-25 

Carbon-hydrogen ratio 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	3-9 	9.3 	14.9 	3-8 	8-9 	14-4 	5-0 	9-1 	14-8 	5.1 	9-2 	15-3 	4-8 	9.2 	15-7 

Coking properties..  	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 

Ail mine 	  

2 feet along drift No. 14 feet along drift No.12 feet along drift No.14 feet along drift No.1Main shaft, 3 to 4 ft.r1 to 5 ft. depth 	r  to G ft. depth. 
la; 0 to 2 ft. depth.1 la; 2 to 4 ft. depth. la; 4 to 6 ft. depth.1 la; 6 to 7 ft. depth.' depth. 

Ontario Department of Mines 	  

Spring of 1930 	  



TABLE I—Continued 

Analyses of Solid Fuels Occurring in Canada—Continued 

Onekawana lignite from the neighbourhood of the Abitibi river, Moose River basin, northern Ontario; from shaft No. 1—Lower seam. 

Sample No 	6990 	 6991 	 6992 	 6994 	 6995 	 6996 	 6997 

	

iSioisture conditiom 	R AD 	D 	R AD 	D 	R AD 	D 	R AD 	D 	R AD 	D 	R AD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 

Proximale  Analysis- 
Moisture 	per cent 	43 •4 	19-3 	.... 	37-6 	17•7 	.... 	43-5 	18-1 	.... 	394 	19-0 	.... 	37-8 	18.9 	.... 	38-5 	19.8 	.... 	36.7 	19.6 	. • .. 
Ash 	‘‘ 	6-4 	9-1 	11-3 	7-0 	9•2 	11-2 	4-3 	6.2 	7-5 	5.9 	7.8 	9-6 	6-7 	8.7 	10•7 	5.6 	7.4 	9-2 	7.1 	94 	11-3 
Volatile matter " 	23-3 	33-2 	41-1 	27.2 	35-9 	43.6 	26.9 	39-0 	47-7 	26.0 	34•7 	42-8 	26-2 	34-2 	42-2 	25-9 	33-7 	42.1 	26-8 	34-0 	42-3 
Fixed carbon. 	" 	26-9 	38.4 	47.6 	28-2 	37-2 	45-2 	25-3 	36.7 	44-8 	29-0 	38-5 	47.6 	29.3 	38-2 	47-1 	30.0 	39-1 	48-7 	29.4 	37.3 	46-4 

Ultimate Analysis-

Hydrogen 	‘‘ 
Ash 	if 

Sulphur 	it 	 i) . 	ô-i 	ô-i 	ti-i 	ô-à 	ô-i 	tà-è 	ô-à 	ô-i 	ô-è 	ô-è 	i-i 	0-4 	0-5 	0.7 	Ô•i 	Ô-Ô 	Ô•i 	Ô•à 	i•Ô 	1-3 
Nitrogen 	-- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ 0-4  

Oxygen 	o 

Calorific Value— 
Calories per gramme, 

gross 	 3,640 4,750 	5,850 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 

Fuel ratio 	1-15 	 1-05 	 0-94 	 1-10 	 1-10 	 1-15 	 140 

	

Coking properties..  	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 

Rind of sample 	 

Location in mine 	 

Taken by 	  

Date of sampling 	 

911 mine 	  

6 to 7 ft. depth 17 to 8 ft. depth j8 to 9 ft. depth ao to 11 ft. depth... 411 to 12 ft. depth.....112 to 13 ft. depth....113 to 14 ft. depth.... 

Ontario Department of Yin's 

Spring of 1930  



TABLE I-Continued 

Analyses of Solid Fuels Occurring in Canada-Continued 

Onakawana lignite from the neighbourhood of the Abitibi river, Moose River basin, northern Ontario; from shaft No. 1-Lower seam 

Sample No 	6998 	 6999 	 7000 	 7001 	 7002 	 7003 	 7004 

Moisture condition 	R 	AD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 	B. 	AD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 

Proximete Analysis- 
Moisture 	per cent 	37.7 	19-4 	.... 	37-6 	20-6 	.... 	41.5 	18-5 	.... 	43.2 	19-7 	.... 	41.0 	19-0 	.... 	38.0 	18.8 	.... 	36.4 	18 9 	.... 
Ash 	5•7 	7.4 	9-1 	6.1 	7•8 	9-8 	6-2 	8-7 	10.7 	6.2 	8-8 	10.9 	5-4 	7-4 	94 	9.1 	11-9 	14.7 	8-1 	10-3 	12-7 
Volatile matter 	" 	27-9 	36-1 	44.9 	27.7 	35-2 	44-4 	25.7 	35.8 	43-9 	23.4 	334 	41.3 	25•8 	359 	43-8 	25-8 	33.8 	41.6 	26-6 	34-0 	41.9 
Fixed carbon 	" 	28.7 	37•1 	46.0 	28-6 	36.4 	45-8 	26-6 	37.0 	45.4 	27-2 	38.4 	47.8 	27-8 	38.1 	47•1 	27.1 	35-5 	43-7 	28.9 	36.8 	45-4 

tntimate Analysis-
Carbon 	 
Hydrogen 	it 

Ash 	 
Sulphur 	- 	" 	0.9 	1.2 	1-5 	1-0 	1.3 	F6 	2-0 	2-8 	3.4 	0.9 	F2 	1-5 	0.4 	0.6 	0-7 	F6 	2.2 	29 	1.1. 	El•Ù 	C.' 
Nitrogen 	.". 
Oxygen 	 

CalorificValue- 	 . 
Calories per 

	

gramme, gees 	 3,535 4,855 5,890 	3,440 4,505 5,545 	.... 	.... 	.... 
B.T.U. per lb., gross 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	6,360 8,740 10,780 	6,190 8,110 9,980 	.... 	.... 	.... 

Fuel ratio 	1-05 	 1.05 	 1-05 	 1-15 	 1•10 	 1.05 	 1-10 

Coking properties 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 

.•■■ 

Kind of sample 	 

Location in mine 	 

Taken by 	  

Date of sampling 	 

All mine 	  

14 to 15 ft. depth I 15 to 16 ft. depth 	16 to 17 ft. depth I 17 t,o 18 ft. depth I 18 to 19 ft. depth I 19 to 20 ft. depth I 20 to 21 ft. depth 

Ontario Department of Mines 	  

Spring of 1930 	  



Sample No 	  

Moisture condition 	 
Proximale Ai:ah/sis- 

Moisture 	per cent 
Ash 	  
Volatile matter 	 
Fixed carbon 	 

Analyois-
Carbon 	per cent 
Hydrogen 	 ‘‘. 
Ash 	 
Sulphur 	  
Nitrogen 	 
Oxygen 	  

Calorific Value-
Caloriesper gramme, gross 
B.T.U. per lb., gross 	 

Fuel ratio 	  

Carbon-hydrogen ratio 	 

Cokhig properties 	 
Softening temperature of 

ash 	 'F. 

TABLE I-Continued 
Analyses of Solid Fuels Oecurring in Canada-Continued 

Onakawana lignite from the neighbourhood of the Abitibi river, Moose River basin, northern Ontario; from deposit worked by the 
Ontario Depaztment of Mines 

••■■■ 

Samples selected from carlot 9235 

Tree trunk 
-woody 

Twigs 
-woody Bark 	Hard peatyl Soft peaty Fusain 

6751 	 8843 	 9235 	10004 	10005 	10006 	10007 	10008 	10009 

R AD D RAD D 23 	D 	D 	D 	D 	D 	D 	D 

51-8 	18-3 	.... 	55.8 	18.1 	.... 	36.3. 	 • .. 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 
6-9 	11-7 14.3 	8.3 15-4 18-8 	7-0 	ii.i 	-a 	.5-1 	10.4 	6.9 	9.8 	11-2 

19.6 33.2 40.7 	16-6 30-8 37.6 	27-1 	42-5 	46-1 	47-8 	43-1 	45.6 	41-9 	35.5 
21-7 36-8 45-0 	19-3 35-7 43-6 	29.6 	46.4 	48-3 	47.1 	46.5 	47-5 	48 •3 	53-3 

30-0 50.8 62-1 	26.4 48-8 59-7 	40-2 	63.2 	66.2 	66.0 	64-1 	64-1 	66-3 	65-7 
7-7 	5.4 	4-1 	7.9 	5.1 	3.8 	6-8 	4.3 	4-7 	4.6 	4-1 	4-4 	4-1 	3-5 
6-9 11-7 14.3 	8-3 15-4 18-8 	7-0 	11-1 	5-6 	5.1 	10.4 	6.9 	9.8 	11.2 
1-0 	1-7 	2.1 	0-5 	0.9 	1-0 	0-8 	1.2 	0.7 	0.4 	1.8 	0-6 	1-1 	3-6 
0-3 	0.5 	0.6 	0.3 	0.5 	0-6 	0-4 	0-6 	0.4 	0-5 	0-7 	0-7 	0.6 	0-5 

54-1 29.9 16-8 	56-6 29-3 16-1 	44-8 	19-6 	22.4 	23.4 	18.9 	23-3 	18.1 	15-5 

2,790 4,725 5,785 	2,355 4,365 5,335 	3,685 	5,785 	6,115 	6,170 	5,865 	5,950 	5,905 	5,935 
5,020 8,510 10,410 	4,240 7,860 9,600 	6,630 10,420 	11,010 	11,110 	10,560 	10,710 	10,630 	10,680 

1-10 	 1-15 	 1-10 	1.05 	1-00 	140 	1.05 	1-15 	1.50 

3.9 	9.4 15.2 	3-3 	9.6 15.8 	5.9 	14-8 	14-0 	14-3 	15.6 	14-4 	16-3 	18-7 

Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coki  g  Non-coking Non-coking Non-coking Non-coking Non-coking 

1975 	 2065 	 2210 	2200 	2350 	2270 	2360 	2260 	2125 

Designation of fuel 	 
Irmd of sample 	  
Taken by 	  
Date of sampling 	 

Run-of-mine 	  
Carload 	 learload: 30 tons 	ICarload: 30 tons.. 
Ontario Department of Mines 	  
April, 1930 	lApril, 1931 	 IJuly, 1931 	 

Staff of Fuel Research Laboratories 
Autumn of 1931 	  

Carload shipments as represeated by sample numbers 6751, 8843 and 9235 are the Onakawana lignites on which bolier trials were made, as listed on pages 27 and 28 
and reported in appended table opposite page 35. The last carload, namely, 9235, which was the better grade lower seam lignite, was somewhat air-dried when received, 
whereas samples 6751 and 8813 were noticeably lower grade coal from the upper seam, and were received in the wet frozen condition. The as-received moistm-e figures of 
these two lots are, therefore, abnormally high and should be corrected for superficiel moisture. Recent tests indicate that the actual (inherent) moisture content of the 
freshly mined Onakawana lignite is not in excess of 50 per cent and this is subject to a further loss by air drying during handling. 



TABLE I-Continued 

Analyses of Solid Fuels Occurring in Canada-Continued 

Deloraine Coal E. J. Sinclair's mine, James Marshall's mine, E. E. Byers' mine, No. 
Mines, Ltd., south 	Roche Percée, Sask- 	Big Muddy, Saskat- 	28, Bengough, Saskat- C. H. Waldon's mine, Harptree, Saskatchewan 
of Delorame, Man- 	atchewan; L.S. 16, sec. 	chewan; L.S. 6, sec. 6, 	chewan; L.S. 7, sec. 34, 	L.S. 13, sec. 34, tp. 3, R.  26W. 2 mer. 

- 	 it,oba; N.W. }sec. 	29, tp. 1, R. 6 W. 2 mer. 	tp. 1, R. 21 W. 2 mer. 	tp. 4, R. 23 W. 2 mer. 
11, tp. 2, R. 23 W. 

pria, mer. 

Sample No 	10172 	 7966 	 7961 	 7962 	 7759 	 9094 

Moisture condition 	D 	R 	AD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 

Proximate Analysis- 
Moisture 	per cent.... 	33-3 	25 • 0 	.... 	38• 9 	22-1 	 37-2 	22-3 	.... 	38.3 	22-4 	.... 	45-7 	21-9 	.... 
Ash 	" 	15.5 	6-8 	7-7 	10-2 	10-0 	12.8 	16:i 	6-8 	8.4 	10.9 	10-2 	12.9 	16.6 	8.7 	12.5 	16 •0 
Volatile matter 	" 	38-4 	27.9 	31.3 	41-8 	26-0 	33-2 	42-6 	25-6 	31-7 	40.8 	22-8 	28.6 	36.9 	20-5 	29-4 	37-7 
Fixed carbon 	u 	46.1 	32-0 	36-0 	48.0 	25.1 	31.9 	41.0 	30.4 	37 •6 	48-3 	28.7 	36-1 	46-5 	25.1 	36.2 	46-3 

Ultimate Analysis-- 
Sulphur 	per cent 	0-6 	0.7 	0-7 	1.0 	0-3 	0-4 	0-5 	0-5 	0.7 	0-9 	0-7 	0-8 	14 	0.6 	0.9 	1.1 

Ca/orific Value- 
Calories per gramme, 

gross 	5,725 	4,265 	4,800 	6,395 	3,250 	4,145 	5,320 	3,640 	4,505 	5,800 	3,305 	4,155 	5,355 	2,960 	4,260 	5,450 
B.T.U. per lb, gross 	10,300 	7,680 	8,640 11,510 	5,850 	7,460 	9,570 	6,550 	8,110 10,440 	5,950 	7,480 	9,640 	5,330 	7,660 	9,810 

Fuel ratio 	1-20 	 1.15 	 0-96 	 1-20 	 1-25 	 1.25 

Coking properties 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	 Non-coking 	 Non-coking 	 Non-coking 	 Non-coking 

Softening temperature o 
ash 	 F. 	2050 

Kind of sample 	 Mine 	  
Location of mine 	 Main entry;  Sit. of coal Face of main entry; 6 ft. Room No. 4; upper 4 ft. Face of main entry; 7-ft. 	  

overlain by i-inch clay 	of coal. 	 coal, 8 inches clay, 	6-inch seam with 4-in 
band 	 lower 1 ft. coal 	clay 	parting 	14 	in. 

from floor. 
Taken by 	 Submitted by C Mining Inspector, Federal Department of Interior 	  Submitted by Provin- 

H. 	Freeman, 	 cial Deputy Minister; 
Mines Branch 	 probably taken 	by 

mine operator 
Date of sampling 	Autumn of 1931.. 	Nov. 13, 1930 	1Nov. 10, 1930 	!Nov. 10, 1930 	ijOct. 20, 1930 	 Spring of 1931 

I 	 I 



Kind of sample 	  

Location of mine 	  

Taken by 	  
Date of sampling 	  

TABLE I-Continued 

- Analyses of Siilid Filds trèclihilig  in CànadaContinued 

William Ioluason's 
mine, Harptree, 
Saskatchewan; 

L.S. 15, sec. 29, tp. 3, 
11.26 W. 2 mer. 

Henry Vanden 
Heuval's mine, Hart, 

Saskatchewan; 
L.S. 16, sec. 24, tp. 4, 

R. 27 W.2 mer. 

William Meeker's 
mine, Gye, 

Saskatchewan; 
L.S. 10, sec. 34, tp. 4, 

R. 27 W. 2 mer. 

Charles Sjodin's 
mine, No. 81, Ver-

wood, Saskatchewan; 
L.S. 14, S. sec. 29, 
tp. 6,  11.27 W. 2 mer. 

IL. 0. Birchard's 
mine, Vervrood; 

L.S. 10, sec. 32, tp. 6, 
10.27 W. 2 mer. 

From seam 3 miles 
from Readlyn, 
Saskatchewan; 

sec. 28,tn-7, 11 - 27W- 
2 nier. 

Sample No 	 

Moisture condition 	 

Proximate Analysis-
Moisture 	 
ABh 	  
Volatile matter 	 
Fixed carbon 	 

Ultimate Analysis-
Sulphur 	 per cent 

Calorific Value- 
Calories per gramme, gross. .. 

	

B.T.II. per lb., gross 	 

Fuel ratio 	  

Coking properties 	  

	

Softening temperature of ash.°F 	 

7762 

It AD D 

39-1 	23-2 	.... 
9-7 12-2 15-9 

25-0 31-5 41-0 
26-2 33-1 43-1 

1-2 	1-5 	2-0 

3,395 4,290 5,580 
6,110 7,720 10,050 

1-05 

Non-coking  

7963 

11. AD 	D 

43-4 	21-9 	.... 
9-1 12-6 16-1 

21-7 30-0 38-4 
25-8 35-5 45-5 

2-3 	3-1 	4-0 

3,120 4,310 5,510 
5,620 7,750 9,920 

1-20 

Non-coking 

7763 

AD D 

41-0 	23-1 	.... 
9-4 12-2 15-9 

22-6 29-5 38-3 
27-0 35-2 45-8 

2-2 	2-8 	3-6 

3,315 4,315 5,615 
5,970 7,770 10,110 

1-20 

Non-coking 

8001 

R AD D 

	

41-2 	19-4 	.... 

	

5-6 	7-7 	9-5 
26-3 36-0 44-7 
26-9 36-9 45-8 

1-4 	1-5 	1-9 

3,470 4,755 5,905 
6,250 8,560 10,630 

1-05 

Non-coking 

7764 

R AD D 

404 25-0 .... 
10-0 12-5 16-6 
244 30-2 40-2 
25-8 32-3 43-2 

1-4 	1-7 	2-3 

3,355 4,200 5,600 
6,040 7,560 10,080 

1-05 

Non-coking 

10478 

R AD D 

41-6 	18-7 	.... 
7-6 10-6 13-0 

24-9 34-7 42-7 
25-9 36-0 44-3 

1-0 	1-4 	1-7 

3,430 4,765 5,865 
6,170 8,580 10,560 

1-05 

Non-coking 

2250 

per cet 

Mine 

Face of main entry; Face of main entry; 8-ft seam 	 
across7i-1t. seam across 6-ft. seam 
with 4 in. of "black- 
jack" 14 in. from 
floor 

Mining Inspector, Federal Department of Interior 	  
Oct. 21, 1930 	 Nov. 11, 1930 	 Oct. 22, 1930 	 

New opening 	 

Mine operator.. 
Autumn of 1910 

Room No. 1; across 
3-10 8-in. seam, with 
4-in. clay parting 
4 in. from roof. 

Mining Inspector 
Oct. 22, 1930 	 

Prospect 

Private individual 
February,  1912 



TABLE I-Continued 

Analyses of Solid Fuels Occurring in Canada-Continued 

be  Paulhus' mine, M. B. Midland's mine, Edwin Lund's mine, 
Willow Bunch, 	between Willow Bimeh 	Willows, 

- 	 From seams 3 miles from Readlyn, Saskatchewan; sec. 28, tp. 7, 	S.0.-atehewan; 	and Verwood; 	Saskatchewan; 

	

R.  27W. 2 mer. 	 L.S. 15, sec. 13, tp. 5, 	L.S. 3, see. 12, tp. 6, 	L.S. 2, sec. 24, tp. 7, 
R. 28 W. 2 mer. 	R. 28 W. 2 mer. 	R. 29 W. 2 mer. 

Sample No 	10479 	 10480 	 10481 	 7761 	 7760 	 7965 

Moisture condition 	R 	AD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 

Proximale Arzalysis- 
Moisture 	 per cent 	41-3 	18-7 	.... 	40.0 	16-6 	.... 	40-4 	18•2 	.... 	39 •7 	22-1 	.... 	40-1 	22-3 	.... 	42-3 	22-9 	.... 
Ash 	" 	5-4 	7 •5 	9-2 	7-4 	10-3 	12-3 	5-8 	8-0 	9-8 	8-2 	10-6 	13-7 	7-4 	9-6 	12.4 	5-9 	7•8 	10-1 
Volatile matter 	<.. 	25-6 	35-4 	43•6 	23-5 	32.7 	39-2 	25-5 	34-9 	42-7 	251 	32-5 	41-6 	24-9 	32-3 	41-6 	254 	34-0 	441 
Fixed carbon 	4 t 	 27-7 	38-4 	47-2 	29-1 	40-4 	48-5 	28-3 	38-9 	47-5 	27-0 	34-8 	44•7 	27•6 	35-8 	46-0 	26-4 	35-3 	45-8 

Ultimate Analysis- 
Sulphur 	 per cent 	0-4 	0-5 	0-6 	1-5 	2-1 	2-5 	0-5 	0•7 	0-9 	0-7 	0-9 	1-2 	0-3 	0-4 	0-5 	0-5 	0-7 	0-9 

Calorific. Value- 
Calones per gramme, gross ... 	3,555 	4,920 	6,055 	3,570 	4,965 	5,950 	3,565 	4,900 	5,985 	3,340 	4,315 	5,540 	3,410 	4,425 	5,690 	3,500 	4,675 	6,065 
B.T.U. per lb, gross 	6,400 	8,860 10,900 	6,430 	8,940 10,710 	6,420 	8,820 10,770 	6,010 	7,770 	9,970 	6,130 	7,960 10,240 	6,300 	8,420 10,920 

Fuel ratio 	1-10 	 1-25 	 1-10 	 1-05 	 1-10 	 1-05 

Coking properties 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 

Softening temperature of ash.°F 	2300 	 2280 	 2275 

Kind of sample 	 Prospect 	  Mine 	  

Location in mine 	 Face of main entry;iFace of No. 2 entryeirst room; 16-in ,  coal, 
across 16i-ft. seam I 	across 61-foot seam. I 	4-in. clay, 264n. coal. 

Taken by 	 Private individual 	  "I'Vfining Inspector, Federal Department of Interior 	  

Date of sampling 	 February, 1932 	  October,  1910 	 Oetober 20, 1930 	INovember 12, 1930. 



TABLn I--Continued 

Analyses of Solid Fuels Occurring in Canada-Continued 

Bighorn 	and 	Alberta 	Mohawk 	West Cana- 
Saunders 	Mountain 	Biturakous 	dian Collier- 

	

Blackfoot Indian 	Creek Col- 	Collieries, 	Mines, Ltd., 	ies, Ltd., 	Hillcrest Collieries, Ltd., Hillcrest, Alberta 

	

Reserve mine, 	lieries, Ltd., Ltd., Hinton, 	Maple Leaf 	Blairmore, 
- 	 No. 72, near Gleichen, 	No. 388, 	Prairie Creek mine No. 133, 	Alberta, 

Alberta; sec. 5, tp. 21, 	Saunders, 	area, Alberta; 	Bellevue, 	No. 87, 

	

R.  20W. 4 mer. 	Alberta; 	sec. 10, tp. 51, 	Alberta; 	Bellevue; 	From  s.w Bid 	f 	• 
secs. 19 and 24 	R. 25 W. 5 	W. half of sec. 	ecs. 20 and 29, 	banan. 	on seanactione 

o 
 line be 	Mine No. 40, secs. 18 and 19, 

tp. 40, R. 12 	mer. 	28, tp. 7, R. 3 tp. 7, R. 3 W. 	t 	(3 -- 	, 	- 	tP. 7, R. 3 W. 5 mer. 
W. 5 mer. 	 W. 5 mer. 	5 mer. 	ween 	7 

Sample No 	10461 	 8019 	6690 	9886 	8465 	9888 	9890 	9887 	10052 

Moisture condition 	 R 	AD 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 

Proximate Analysis- 
Moisture 	per cent 	17-7 	15-7 	.... 	9-8 	.... 	6-0 	.... 	2.2 	.... 	0-9 	.... 	13 •3 	.... 	20-1 	.... 	1-4 	.... 	1-2 	.... 
Ash  	" 	7-7 	7•9 	9-3 	9.0 	10-0 	16-3 	17-3 	20•3 	20.7 	104 	10-2 	6.7 	7-8 	13 4 	16-6 	194 	19-4 	16-1 	16•3 
Volatile matter 	" 	304 	31-2 	37-1 	31-9 	35.4 	34•4 	36-6 	24-1 	24-7 	294 	20-5 	28-0 	324 	25-8 	32-3 	274 	27-4 	28-5 	284 
Fixed carbon 	le 	44-1 	45-2 	53-6 	49•3 	544 	43-3 	46-1 	53•4 	54-6 	59-7 	60-3 	52-0 	60-0 	40.8 	81.1 	52.5 	53-2 	54•2 	54-9 

Ultimate Amalysis- 
Carbon 	per cent 	55.6 	57-0 	67-7 	64•5 	71-5 	.... 	.... 	66-6 	68-1 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	68-9 	69-9 	71-6 	72-5 
Hydrogen 	... 
Ash  	"7-7 	7-9 	9 •3 	9-0 	10-0 	.... 	.... 	20-3 	20-7 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	19-1 	19-4 	16-1 	16-3 
Sulphur 	. 	0.4 	0-4 	0-5 	O3 	0-4 	0-3 	0-4 	0-6 	0.6 	0-6 	0-6 	0-5 	0•6 	0-3 	0-4 	0-5 	0-5 	0-9 	04 
Nitrogen 	‘‘  
Oxygen 	" 	29-3 	27-8 	16.5 	20-0 	12-5 	.... 	.... 	7•3 	5-6 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	5-9 	4-7 	5-8 	4-8 

Calorific Value- 
Calories per grararae, gross 5,280 	5,405 	6.410 	6,190 	6,870 6,235 	6,630 	6,405 	6,550 7,615 	7,685 5,615 	6,475 4,600 	5,755 	6,670 	6,765 	6,990 	7,080 
B.T.U. per lb, gross.. .... 	9,500 	9,730 11,540 	11,150 	12,360 11,220 	11,930 11,530 	11,790 13,710 	13,830 10,110 	11,650 	8,280 	10,360 12,010 	12,180  12,580 	12,740 

Fuel ratio 	1-45 	 1-55 	1-25 	2.20 	2-05 	1-85 	1-60 	1-95 	1-90 

Carbon-hydrogen ratio 	9-7 	10-2 	14-9 	12-3 	15-4 	.... 	.... 	15.9 	16-9 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	15-4 	15-9 	5-8 	16•3 

Coking properties 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Poor 	Poor 	Good 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 	Fair 	Fair 

Softening temperature of 
ash 	 F. 	2330 	 2210 	.... 	2700+ 	.... 	.... 	.... 	2700+ 	2635 

Specific gravity (apparent) . 	.... 	 .... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	1442 

Weivht ner cubic foot 	lb. 	.... 	 ... _ 	_ . . 	 A7 



Designation of cool 	 

IGnd of sample 	  

Location in mine 	 

Taken by 	  

Date of sampling 

Mine 	  

Face of main entry 

Commercial-
5 tons. 

Mine 

No. 2 seara; 
No. 13 cross- 
pitch, No. 34 

chute. 

From dump... 

Mining Inspector, Fed-
eral Department of 
Interior. 

Jan. 28, 1932 	 

Mineoperators 

November, 
1930 

Mbeoperators 

January, 1930. 

B. R. Mackay, 
Geological 
Survey. 

Aug. 27, 1931. 

Mineoperators 

Dec. 10, 1931. 

Run-of-mine. 

Commercial- 
40 tons. 

Mine 
operators 

December, 
1931 

On 2'=1. -3, 
to ly=6.o, 

t,o  1'=6-6, 
1' to r —9-3, 
y to r=0-9, 
r to r=20-2, 
r to  4f=14•5, 
Per r=26-2 

Screen analysis (square 
screen openings), per  cent.  

On r=-9 -7, r 
to r=20-5, 

r to  *=344, 
r to  *'=19-4, 
per r=16 • 0 

Prospect 	  Mine 	 

No. 1 seam... No. 3 seam... No. 1 seam; 
face of work-
ings off 860-ft. 

level, 3rd 
room from end 
of workings; 
170 ft. from 
fault zone. 

B. R. Mackay 	  

Aug. 19, 1931 	 1Aug. 21, 1931. 



TABLE I—Continued 

Analyses of Solid Fuels Occurring in Canada—Continued 

	

West 	Canadian 	Collieries, 	Ltd., International Coal and Coke Co., 	McGillivray 
Greenhill mine, No. 396, Blair- 	Ltd., Denison, No. 88, mine, Cole- Creek Coal and 	Canaclian American Collieries, Sentinel, 

	

— 	 more, Alberta; sec. 2, tp. 8, R. 4 	man, Alberta; tps. 7 and 8, R. 4 W. Coke Co, Lt,d., 	 Alberta 
W. 5 mer. 5 mer. Carbondale, No. 

104, mine, Cole-
man; sec. 17, tp. 8, 
R. 4 W. 5 mer. 

Sample No 	7967 	 9588 	 9618 	 9617 	 9619 	 9795 	 9891 

Moisture condition 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	It 	D 	It 	D 	R 	AD 	D 	It 	D 

Proximate Analysis-- 
Moisture 	per cent 	2-4. 	1.3 	. 	1.3 	. 	1-4 	. 	1-7 	.... 	5-0 	3.3 	.... 	3-7 	. 
Ash 	,, 16-5 	iti-9 	10.9 	ii-6 	13-1 	ià- Ù 	13-3 	ii.i 	1 3-3 	13-5 	1 6-8 	17-1 	1 7-7 	26-9 	28-0
Volatile matter 	<‘ 21.4 	22-0 	23-5 	23-8 	24.4 	24-7 	24.8 	254 	23.9 	24.3 	32-5 	33-1 	314 	31-9 	334  
Fixed carbon 	,,, 	59.7 	61-1 	64-3 	65-2 	61-2 	62-0 	60-5 	61-3 	614 	62.2 	45-7 	46-5 	48.1 	37-5 	38.9 

Ultimate Analysis- 
Carbon 	 per cent 	..„ 	.... 	77-6 	784 	73-9 	74-9 	.... 	.... 	73-5 	74.8 	65-2 	664 	68.6 	.... 	.... 
Hydrogen 	« 	- • - • 	• • • • 	4-5 	4-4 	4 •3 	4-2 	• • • • 	• • • • 	4.4 	4-3 	4-9 	4-7 	4-5 	.... 	• • • • 
Ash 	‘‘ 	.... 	... . 	10-9 	11 4 	13 4 	13 4 	.... 	... 	13.3 	13.5 	16 4 	174 	17.7 	.... 	... . 
Sulphur 	 0.4 	0.4 	0-4 	0.5 	0.6 	0.6 	0-7 	0-7 	0.5 	0 4 	1-1 	1.1 	1-2 	2-3 	2-4 
Nitrogen 	,, 	1-0 	1-1 	1-2 	1-2 	14 	1-1 	14 	1-1 	1.2 	1.2 	2.2 	2-3 	2.3 	.... 	.... 
OxYgen 	‘,. 	.... 	.... 	5-4 	4-3 	7-0 	5.9 	.... 	.... 	7-1 	5-7 	9-8 	8.5 	5-7 	.... 	.... 

Calorific Value— 
Calories per gramme, gross... 	6,880 	7,050 	7,505 	7,605 	7,150 , 7,245 	7,220 	7,330 	7,110 	7,230 	6,410 	6,515 	6,740 	5,595 	5,800 
B.T.U. per lb., gross 	12,390 	12,690 	13,510 	13,690 	12,870 	13,040 	13,000 	13,190 	12,800 	13,010 	11,540 	11,730 	12,130 	10,060 	10,440 

Fuel ratio 	2.80 	 2-75 	 2•50 	 2-45 	 2.55 	 1-40 	 1.15 

Carbon-hydrogen ratio 	 17-2 	17•8 	17-2 	17-7 	17.1 	17.8 	18.7 	17-5 	13.5 	14-0 	15-2 	.... 	.... 

Coking properties 	Fair 	 Good 	 Fair 	 Fair 	 Poor 	 Fair 	 Poor 

Softening temperature of ash °F 	2740+ 	2700+ 	2700+ 	2700+ 	2700+ 	 2400 

Weight per cubic foot 	lb 	 531 	 58 	 58 	 59 	 48 

Screen analysis (square screen 
openings) 	per cent On2'=2.8, no li On 1 =0-7, W toOnly= 0.6, w to On 1'=0.9, lr.to On W=2-3, lr to 	  

=3-4, lr to l'= r=3 -6, l' to r= r=2.1, l' to y= 1'=2-1, l' to ; = r=4.7, l' to r= 
3-4, l' to l' —54 114, r to r=12-5 4-0, y to r=3.8, 5.2, r to y=5-6, 9-0, r to r=8.5, 
I'  to r=4•7, per i Y to r=32-8, r to r to r=13 .4, r t,o y tor=15-4, y to y to r=20.0, r to 
80 •6. "=17-5, per l'= r=17.2, per r= r=18-0, per r= l'=--17•0, per r= 

21-8. 	 58-9. 	 52-8. 	 38.5. 



Slack, through 24-inch screen; screen-
ed into 6 sizes, dry-cleaned and re-
mixed, as with No. 9586. 

Commercial: 23 tons in each  case..... 

No. 2 seam; north 
and south sides 
of mine. 

No. 2 seam; north 
side of mine. 

Designation of coal 	  

Kind of sample 	  

Steam coal. 	 

Commercial: 
33 tons 

Slack, C to y; 
screened into 4 

sizes, each of 
which was dry- 

cleaned separ- 
ately and then re- 
mixed with other 

sizes 

Commercial. 
20 tons 

Slack, through 2- 
inch screen; 
screened into 4 
sizes, dry-clean-
ed and re-mixed 
as with No. 
9586. 

Commercial: 
44 tons 

Mine 	  

Location in mine No. 4 seam, No. 8 
level. 

Room on east side near bottom, left cross-
cut, 400 ft. from mouth of slope. 

Whole of 5-ft. 5.-in seami 5-in. canneloid 
bench from 5-ft. 
5-in. seam. 

Taken by 	  

Date of sampling 	  

Mine operators 	  

Aug. 29, 1931 	 jAug. 26, 1931 

B. R. Mackay, Geological Survey..... 

Aug. 8th, 1931. 	  November,  1930. .Sept. 2, 1931 	 



TABLE I—Continued 

Analyses of Solid Fuels Occurriiig in Canada—Continued 

Canmore Coal Brazeau Collier- 	AlountainnuicCollieries,iço.282, 	Cadomin Coal 	Luscar Collier- 
Co.,I,tcl.,No.2, ies, IAcl., No. 	AlountainPark,Alberta;sec.33,tp.45, 	Co.,I,td.,No. 	ies,I,U1., No. 

-- 	 Canmore, 	256, Nordegg, 	 1%.231V.5mer. 	 693,Cadonain, 	905,Luscar, 
Alberta; secs. 	Alberta;see. 	 Alberta; sec. 	Alberta; sec. 
21and22,tp.24, 22,tp.40,1%.15 	 12,tp.47,1t.23 	23,tp.47,1%.24 
It.10W.5raer. 	Vi.5mer. 	 W.5rner. 	W.5mer. 

Sample No 	9990 	9800 	 9614 	 9601 	9602 	9834 

Aroisturecondhion 	It 	I) 	It 	I) 	It 	AD 	11) 	It 	I) 	n. 	D 	It 	D 

Proairnate4inaleis-- 
Moisture 	 percent 	2-7 	.... 	2-1 	.... 	6.6 	1•1 	.... 	1•9. 	1-1 	. 	1-9 	. 
Ash 	" 	11-4 	11-7 	12-3 	12-6 	11-0 	11.7 	11-8 	13-3 	i3.6 	12-1 	i2- 	 14-2 	ii. 
Volatile matter 	" 	13-9 	14-3 	15-2 	15-5 	26-5 	28 1 	28•4 	28-6 	29-2 	25-8 	26-1 	20-1 	20.5 
Fixecicarbon 	" 	72-0 	74 •0 	70•4 	71-9 	55.9 	59.1 	59-8 	56-2 	57-2 	61-0 	61.7 	63-8 	65-0 

trlarnate Analysis-- 
CiuMbon 	 percent 	77-1 	79-3 	78.0 	79.6 	72-2 	76-4 	77-3 	74-0 	75-4 	76.4 	77-3 	75.1 	76-5 
Hydrogen- 	,, 	4-1 	-3-9 	• 	4-2 	4-1 	5.1 	4-7 	4.6 	4.8 	4-7 	4-6 	4-5 	4-3 	4-2 
Ash 	" 	11-4 	11-7 	12-3 	12-6 	11-0 	11-7 	11-8 	13-3 	13-6 	124 	12-2 	14-2 	14-5 
Sulpluir 	"0-7 	0-7 	0-5 	0-5 	0-3 	0-3 	0-4 	0-6 	0-6 	0.3 	0 •3 	0.3 	0.3 
Nitrogen 	‘, 1•6 	1-7 	1-2 	1-2 	1-1 	1-2 	1.2 	1.2 	1-2 	1-1 	1-1 	1-1 	1-1 
Orygen 	. 	54 	2-7 	3.8 	2-0 	10-3 	5-7 	4.7 	6.1 	4.5 	5-5 	4-6 	5.0 	3-4 

Calorific Value— 	 . 
Calories pergramme, gross 	7,355 	7,560 	7,465 	7,625 	7,095 	7,515 	7,600 	7,325 	7,465 	7,500 	7,580 	7,200 	7,420 
Il.T.U.perlb.,gross  	13,240 13,610 	13,440 13,730 	12,770 13,530 13,680 	13,190 13,440 	13,500 13,650 	13,120 13,360 

Fuel ratio 	5-20 	4.60 	 2-10 	 1.95 	2-35 	3-20 

Carbon-hydrogen  ratio 	18.8 	20•3 	18-5 	19-5 	14-2 	16-2 	16-7 	15-4 	16•1 	16-7 	17-1 	17-4 	18-3 

Colchgproperlies 	Poor 	Fair 	 Good 	 Good 	Good 	Good 

Softeningtemperatureorash 	°F. 	2440 	2700i- 	 2380 	 2420 	2460 	2600 

npr rtiihin font 	 lh_ 	g2 	 .n71, 	 4.52Z 	 A91 	 AI 	 .5U. 
- 



Run-of mine; sizes over 2-inch removed, 
hand-picked, and re-mixed with small-
er sizes. 

Run-of-mine; 
treated as with 

No. 9614. 

Run-of-mine.... 

Commercial; 
20 tons. 

Commercial; 
34 tons. 

Commercial; 
34 tons. 

Commercial; 28 tons.... 

Michelean seam, Nos. 1 
and 2 slopes. 

Kennedy seam . No. 4 panel, 
south half of 
sec. 12. 

Screen analysis (square screen open-
ings) 	 per cent. On 1°=0- 8, 1°  to 

L  =3.0, -1" tor = 
6-7, to y =7.4, 
Y to y =21.6, 
per i" =60.5. 

On 2' =1.4, 2° to 
ly  =2-3, 1? toi'  
=2-3, 1° to  Y=  
3.4, y to Y=4.3 

to y =13-7, y 
to  1'=16-8, per 
' =558.  

On 3° =2- 2, 3' to  2'=1.6, 
 2' to  i' =4.6,  iy to r 

4.0, r to y =6.9, Y to 
=7-3, y to y =19.2, y to 
Y =19-3, per y =34-9. 

On  2'=0-9,  2' to 
1'=0.9,  ly to  

=0- 9, I,  to = 
5.5, to  Y =  
20.5, y to y= 
20.5, per 1" =50.8 

On 3'4.8,  3' to 

5.0, n 'toi'=  
3.9, fto?-8-9, 
Y to y =20-7, y 
toi'  =15.7, per 
IV  

On 2'=3.2,  2' to 
=2-8, iy  toi'  

=3.8, 1' to y 
=5-7, L  to  y 
=5-4, to = 
15 • 2, r to ie= 
16.5, per  '= 
=47.4. 

Designation of coal 	  

Kind of sample 	  

Location in mine 	 

Taken by 	  

Date of sampling 	  

All mine operators 	  

November, 19311September, 19311Sept. 1, 1931 	 1 Sept.  4, 1931.... lOctober, 1931... 

1-inch slack 	 Steam coal.. 

Commercial; Commercial; 
33 tons. 	33 tons. 



TABLE I-Continued 

Analyses of Solid Fuels Occurring in Canada-Conuinued 

Corbin Collieries, Ltd., Corbin, British Columbia 

	

No. 4 Mine 	 No. 6 Mine 	 No3.4 and 6
Mines 	 - 

Sample No 	7766 	8150 	7767 	8152 	9796 	7765 	8149 	8148 	8919 

Moisture condition 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 

Proximate Analysis- 
Moisture 	per cent 	2-1. 	1-2 	. 	4.9 	. 	3-1 	. 	1•5 	. 	2-7 	. 	2•2 	. 	1.3 	•. 	4-5 	. 
Ash 	it 	14-2 	1i-3 	16-0 	16- 	15-7 	16-3 	18-5 	 16-1 	21-3 	i1-6 	16-0 	16-3 	12-7 	16.6 	1 1-6 	11-6 	12-8 	13-6 
Volatile matter 	" 	23-3 	23-8 	25-8 	26-1 	21-9 	23-0 	22-5 	23-3 	20.9 	21.2 	22-7 	23-3 	23-5 	24.0 	24-0 	24-3 	23-0 	24-1 
Fixed carbon 	" 	60-4 	61-7 	57-0 	57•7 	57-5 	60-5 	55 •9 - 57•6' 	56-3 	57-2 	58.6 	60-2 	61-6 	63-0 	63•1 	63-9 	59.7 	62-5 

Ultimate Analysis- 
Carb on 	  
Hydrogen 	‘‘ 	•••• 	•-• 	..•• 	- 	•••• 	•-• 	•••• 	.••• 
Ash 	‘‘. 
Sulphur 	le 	0-2 	ô- 	15---

-- --- - --- - --- - --- - - 21-3 

	

o- 	ii-S 	ii-S 	é-i 	él-i 	0.2 	o-s 	o - 	b-S 	o . 	i.)- 	0-2 	0-3 	 0- 3 	0-3 

	

Nitrogen 	“ 

	

.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... " OxYgen 	••-- 	---• 	•••• 	•••- 	•••• 	•••• 	•••• 	•••- 

Calorific Value- 
Calories per gramme, gross 	7,000 	7,150 	6,840 	6,920 	6,600 	6,945 	6,330 	6,535 	6,440 	6,540 	6,790 	6,980 	7,035 	7,195 	7,250 	7,345 	7,020 	7,350 
B.T.U. per lb., gross 	  12,600 12,870 	12,310 12,460 	11,880 12,500 	11,390 11,760 	11,590 11,770 	12,220 12,570 	12,680 12,950 	13,060 13,220 	12,640 13,230 

Fuel ratio 	2-60 	2.20 	2-65 	2-50 	2-70 	2-60 	2.65 	245 	2-60 

Carbon-hydrogen ratio 	  

Coking properties 	Poor 	Poor 	Poor 	Poor 	Poor 	Poor 	Poor 	Poor 	Poor 

Softening temperature of ash 	°F.  	 2700+ 	 2485 

Screen analysis (square screen open- 
ings) 	 per cent.     On 1'=1-5, 1' 

tor=10-8, 
y to r=--. 
14 '8,  y to 
r=40-4, } 
to r=16•3, 
per r= 16-2 



Washed coal.. Designation of coal 

Hind of sample.... 

Location in mine._ 

Mine 

Across coal 
seams,omit-
ting shak 
bands. 

Mine 

Across 138-it. 
seam at Jor-
dan strip-
ping; omit-
ting shale 
over 1/10- 
inch thick. 

Mine 

Mammoth; 
seam; A  le-
uni,  from 
Nos. 1 and 2 
south, and 
through the 
crosscut. 

Average of 

	

day's run 	 

Tipple 	 

Air-cleaned 
coal. 

Washed steam 

Commercial; 
15 tons. 

Taken by 	  B. R. Mac-
Kay, Geol-
ogical Sur-
vey. 

Mineoperators B.R.MacKay Mineoperators B. R. MacKay. 	 Mine operators 

Date of sampling 	  Aug. 29, 1930. Dec. 31, 1930. Aug. 27, 1930. Dec. 31, 1930. August, 1931 iAug. 15, 1930. Dec. 31, 1930 	 lApril, 1931.... 



TABLE I-Continued 

Analyses of Solid Fuels Occurring in Canada-Continued 

	

Corbin Collieries, Ltd., 	 Crow's Nest Pass Coal Co., Ltd., Fernie, British Columbia 
- 	 Corbin, British Columbia 	  

	

Michel colliery 	 Coal Creek colliery 

Sample No 	8147 	8920 	9797 	9798 	7222 	8338 	9342 	9799 	7595 

Moisture condition 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 

Proximate Analysis-- 
Moisture 	 per cent 	3.3. 	5-0 	. 	1-3 	.... 	3-3 	.... 	1-9 	.... 	1-1 	.... 	1.0 	.... 	2-7 	.... 	1.3 	. 
Ash 	" 	17.2 	i i .8 	16.8 	i.i 	7.1 	.2 	7-9 	8.2 	64 é 	 -2 	6-9 	i- 9 	5-3 	-8 	5-7 	 5.9 	10-8 	16.9 
Volatile matter 	" 	23-0 	23-8 	21-4 	22.5 	22.1 	22-4 	20.8 	21-5 	27.9 	28-4 	26.4 	26.7 	27-3 	27-6 	22-4 	23.0 	23.3 	23•6 
Fixed carbon 	" 	56-5 	584 	56-8 	59.8 	69-5 	70 • 4 	68.0 	70-3 	614 	65-4 	65•6 	66-3 	66-4 	67-1 	69.2 	714 	64-6 	65-5 

Ultimate Analysis- 
Carbon 	  
Hydrog  	‘,en 	 .... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 
Ash 	 . . 	64 	6-2 	. . 	. . 	5.3 	5-3 	. 	. 	. 	. 	10.8 	10.9 
Sulphur 	" 	.9:2 	. f.) .-à 	. 9:3 	- 9:8 	. 9.-i 	. 9:8 	. 9.-à 	él-9 	0.7 	0-7 	9- 6 	ii-i 	0•6 	0. 6 	Ô. 	9. 6 	0.5 	0-5 
Nitrogen 	.... 	.... 	1-0 	1.0 	1-4 	1.5 	1-4 	14 	1-3 	1-3 	.... 	.... 	1-5 	1 • 5 	1.2 	1.2 	1-1 	1.1 
()XYgen 	it 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	6.3 	4-7 	.... 	.... 	5-9 	5 4 	.... 	.... 	4-0 	2.9 

Calorific Value- 
Calories per gramme, gross 	6,530 	6,755 	6.480 	6,820 	7,900 	8.010 	7,705 	7,965 	7.925 	8,080 	.... 	.... 	8.050 	8,140 	8,010 	8,235 	7.670 	7,770 
B.T.U. per lb., gross 	  11,760 12,160 	11,660 12,270 	14,220 14,410 	13,870 14,340 	14,260 14,540 	.... 	.... 	11,490 14,650 	14,420 14,820 	13,810 13,990 

Fuel ratio 	2.45 	2•65 	3.15 	3-30 	2-30 	2-50 	2.45 	3-10 	2.75 

Carbon-hydrogen ratio 	 15-7 	16-4 	.... 	.... 	16-6 	174 	.... 	.... 	16-2 	16•7 

Coking properties 	Poor 	Poor 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 

Softening temperature of ash 	°F.  	2700+ 	2700+ 	2650 	2030 	 2060 	2205 

Screen analysis (square screen  open- 
in) 	 per cent 	  On i'=0-3,   On 	3'=14-8, 	  On 1' .. 0-9, 

	

3'to2'..13•6 	 1' to r=4.3, 

	

i'tor=24-5, 	 2'tolr=13.3,  

	

per 	 =7i'3. 	 Wtor =8-1 	 Per i'86.1). 
l' to y =8-5 
i' to i'=4•8, r to if..9.6, 
if to r=7•0 
per i'20-3. 



Birdseye coal, 
in. slack 

Mine operators 

Dec. 31, 1930.IApril, 1931. 

Birdseye 

Commercial; 
15 tons. 

Designation of coal 	  

Kind of sample 	  

Location in mine 	  

Taken by 	  

Date of sampling 	  

Mine 

No. 3 mine; b.o. 3 seara.. 
Face off No. 12 incline 
counter north; west 
level; east side of fault. 
side of fault, 
main west. 

B. R. MacKay, Geological 
Survey. 

August 20, 1931 	  

Run-of-mine.., 

Commercial; 
30 tons. 

B-seam 	 

Mineoperators 

June, 1930..... 

Commercial; 
20 cars. 

Delivered to, 
and sampled 
by Winni-
peg plant. 

January, 1931. 

Commercial; 
41 tons. 

B-seam 

Mineoperators 

August, 1931.. 

Mine 

No. 3 mine; 
No. 2 seara, 
No. 8 elope, 
No. 2 room 
to left. 

B. R MacKay 

Aug. 5, 1931.. 

Slack 

Commercial; 
33 tons. 

Mine operator 

September, 
1930. 



TABLE I—Continued 

Analyses of Solid Fuels Occurring in Canada—Continued 

Crow's Nest Pass Coal Co., Ltd., Fernie, British Columbia 
Blue Flame Collieries, Ltd., No. 1., or 

—  	Lynden, mine, near Princeton, British 
Columbia 

Coal Creek colliery 

Sample No 	8069 	 8070 	 8071 	10031 	10032 	10033 	 10505 	 10564 

Moisture condition 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R AD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 

Proximate Analysie- 
Moisture 	per cent 	0-9 	.... 	1-4 	.... 	1-5 	.... 	1-1 	.... 	1-2 	.... 	1-2 	.... 	15-4 	14.7 	.... 	20-4 	14-7 	.... 
Ash 	" 9-2 	9-3 	10-1 	10-3 	11-3 	11-5 	10-3 	10-4 	8-5 	8-6 	10-6 	10-7 	5-0 	5-1 	5.9 	7-2 	7-8 	94 
Volatile matter.— 	‘« 	24-2 	24-4 	23-9 	24-2 	23-8 	24•1 	23-9 	24-2 	23•8 	24•1 	24•1 	24-4 	32-5 	32-8 	38-4 	29-7 	31-8 	37-3 
Fixed carbon 	a 	65-7 	66-3 	64•6 	65-5 	63-4 	64-4 	64•7 	65-4 	66-5 	67-3 	64•1 	64-9 	474 	47•4 	55-7 	42•7 	45-7 	53-6 

Ultimate Analysis-
Carbon 	 
Hydrogen 	a 
Ah 	,« 
Sulphur 	a 
Nitrogen 	<‘ 
OxYgen 	‘, 

Calorific Value— 
Calories per gramme,gross 	7,855* 	7,930 	7,735* 7,825 	7,615* 	7,730 	-------------------- 5,995 	6,040 	7,085 	5,400 	5,780 	6,780 
B.T.U.  per lb, gross 	14,140 	14,280 	13,920 14,120 	13,710 	13,920 	------------------------- 10,790 10,870 12,750 	9,720 10,410 	12,210 

Fuel ratio 	2-70 	 2-70 	 2-65 	2.70 	2-80 	2-65 	 145 	 1-45 

Carbon-hydegen-ratio 	 10-6 	10-8 	15-2 	.... 	.... 	.... 

Coking properties 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Non-coking 	Non-coking 

Softening temperature of ash 
°F.  	 1950 

Designation of coal 	 Fernie slack 	  1-inch slack 	2-inch slack 	  

K.ind of sample 	 Commercial 	 Commercial—carload in each case 	 Mine 	  

Location in mine 	 Face of first right level 
off main slope. 

Taken by 	  Delivered in Winnipeg 	  Mine operators 	  Provincial 	mine 	in- 
spector. 

Date of sampling 	 December, 1930 	  December, 1931 	 /February, 1932. 	 Feb. 27, 1932 	 

•Calorific value corrected according to the sulphur content of representative Coal Creek coaL 



TABLE I-Concluded 

Analyses of Solid Fuels Occurring in Canada-Concluded 

Granby Consolidated Canadian 	CkIlieriesTdkwa 	CalieriE, 
Blue Flame Ceieries. Ltd, No. 1, or Lynclen,ndne,near 	Mining, 	Smelting 	(Dunsnmdr), 	Itd, 	Ltd, operated by 

-___ 	 Princeton,BritishColumbia. 	 and 	Power 	Co., 	Comoxolliery, 	'Broughton 	and 

	

Ltd, C%-ssidy, Bri- 	Cumberland, 	Bid- 	Meged, 	Telkwa, 

	

• 	
tishColumbia. 	tishOdunibia. 	BritisliCkqurabia. 

Sample/go 	10565 	 10566 	 10567 	 7042 	 7122 	 6768 

Moisture  condition 	R 	fiJD 	D 	It 	AD 	ID 	R 	AD 	I) 	R 	fiOD 	D 	R 	AD 	D 	IL 	AD 	D 

ProzimateAludysis-- 
Moisture 	 percent 	19-1 	14.5 	.... 	17-9 	13-8 	.... 	17.8 	13.7 	.... 	4.9 	1-8 	.... 	5-3 	1-4 	.... 	5-4 	1-1 	.... 

Ash 	:: 	6.3 	6.7 	7-8 	8-0 	8.4 	9-8 	7-2 	7•5 	8.7 	12-3 	12-7 	12-9 	14.2 	14.7 	15-0 	12.4 	13-0 	13.1 
Volatile matter 	29-4 	31-0 	36.3 	30.1 	31.6 	36.6 	31-7 	33-3 	38-6 	36.3 	37-5 	38-2 	29-5 	30-7 	31-1 	29-9 	31-2 	31-6 
Fixedcarbon 	45-2 	47-8 	55-9 	44-0 	46-2 	53-6 	43.3 	45 •5 	52-7 	46.5 	48-0 	48-9 	51.0 	53-2 	53.9 	52.3 	54-7 	55.3 

Ultimate Analysis-- 
Carbon 	 percent 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	69-2 	71-5 	72-8 	67.8 	70.7 	71.6 	70-2 	73-3 	74-2 

,r., Hydrogen 	 5.5 	5.3 	5.2 	5-3 	5.0 	4.9 	5-0 	4-8 	4-7 .... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 
Ash 	‘‘ 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	12-3 	12-7 	12.9 	14.2 	14.7 	15.0 	12.4 	13.0 	13.1 
Sulphur 	‘‘ 	0-7 	0-7 	0.9 	0-9 	1-0 	1.1 	1-1 	1-2 	1-4 	0-5 	0-6 	0-6 	1-4 	1-5 	1-5 	1-1 	1-1 	1.1 
Nitrogen 	et 

.... 	 .... 	 .... 	 .... 	 .... 	 .... 	 .... 	 .... 	 .... 	1-5 	1.5 	1-6 	0-9 	0-9 	0.9 	0.9 	0-9 	0.9 
ll Oxygen 	 ... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	11-0 	8-4 	6-9 	10.4 	7-2 	6 1 	10-4 	6-9 	6-0 

Calorific Value- 
C,alories pergramme, gross... 	5,580 	5,900 	6,900 	5,520 	5,800 	6,720 	5,605 	5,890 	6,820 	6,855 	7,080 	7,210 	6,765 	7,045 	7,145 	6,910 	7,220 	7,300 
13.T.IJ.perlb„gross 	10,040 10,620 12,420 	9,940 10,440 12,100 	10,090 10,600 12,280 	12,340 12,740 12,980 	12,180 12,680 12,860 	12,440 	13,000 13,140 

Fuelratio 	1-55 	 1-45 	 1-35 	 1-30 	 1-75 	 1.75 

C%ripon-laydrogenratio 	 12-6 	134 	14-0 	12.9 	141 	14.6 	13-9 	154 	15.8 

Coking properties 	Non-coking 	/gon-coking 	Non-coking 	 Fair 	 Good 	 Good 

Sceteningtemperatureofash. °F   	2310 	 2460 	 2170 

I/esignationoicoel 	 Washedslack 	Washedpea 	Lump 	  

IIinclofsample . 	  Mine 	 Commercial; 46 tons. Commercial; 43 tons. Commercial; 30 tons. 

Location in  mine 	 Main entry;pillarsec-IFace 	of first northiFirst south off new 	  
tionofraine. 	I 	leveloffnevrslope. I 	slops. 

Takenby 	 Provincialmineinspector 	 Mine operators 	  

I)ateofsampling 	 February27,1932 	  fignil,1930 	 May, 1930 	 Illarch,1930 	 



7,570 
13,620 

7166 

4 •6 

9-3 
33-2 
57.5 

2 •8 

8145 

5-3 

9•9 
32-8 
57.3 

2-6 

7,595 
13,670 

Sample No 	  

Moisture (as received) per cent 
Dry Buis- 

Ash 	 per cent 
Volatile matter 	 

it Fixed carbon 	 

Sulphur 	  

Calories per gramme, gross• 

	

per lb.. gross 	 

6789 7026 

4-5 3-6 

8.8 
33-1 
58-1 

8-2 
33.2 
58-6 

7274 

3-9 

9-5 
34-0 
56-5 

2-7 

7833 

5.9 

8-6 
32-6 
58-8 

2-7 

7,700 
13,860 

7,645 
13,760 

8126 

5-0 

9.3 
32.9 
57-8 

2 •7 

7,660 
13,790 

8258 

4.5 

9-1 
32•7 
58-2 

3•1 

7,695 
13,850 

8516 

3-8 

9•8 
32-6 
57-6 

3-1 

7,625 
13,720 

9939 

4.5 

6-2 
35.2 
58.6 

2-2 

7,860 
14,150 

10001 

6-3 

7-7 
33-4 
58.9 

2-4 

7,720 
13.890 

10059 

5-1 

6.7 
34-7 
58-6 

2-7 

7,860 
14,150 

10468 

8-6 

8.5 
33-6 
57-9 

2-3 

7,685 
13,830 

10548 

4-3 

7-6 
35-2 
57-2 

2-6 

7,785 
14,010 

10610 

4.9 

7.2 
34.5 
58-3 

2-4 

7,835 
14,100 

2.9 

7,750 
13,950 

200 

Dec. 
11 to 31 

88 

Mar. 
ltol6 

162 

Feb. 
2 to 22 

172 

Nov. 
4 to 27 

152 

Nov. 
8 to28 

101 

Oct. 
8 to 27 

88 

May 
6 to 21 

38 

Sept. 
30 

119 

Duriag 
Oct. 

31 

lune 
 14 to 28 

182 

Mar. 
1 to 31 

187 199 

Jan. 
5 to 28, 

1932 

Feb. 
12 to 27 

225 

Jan. 
3 to27 

1931 

124 

Feb. 
1 to 22, 
1930 

TABLE II 

Analyses of Coal Samples Submitted by Department of Pensions and National Health 

Described as "Dominion" or Glace Bay, Nova Scotia, slack coal; dehvered to Camp Hill Hospital, Halifax 

6743 

3.9 

8.0 
33-4 
58.6 

7,7801 
14,0001 

8593 

3.5 

8.9 
33-5 
57-6 

3-2 

7,710 
13,880 

2-8 

7,625 
13,720 

9738 

6-3 

5-3 
35-9 
58-8 

1-9 

8,035 
14,460 

Number of tons represented bY 
sample 	  

Date of delivery 	  

163 

Mar. 
1 to 21 	••••1 

00 

196 

During 
Dec. 

173 

April 
1 to 30 

Described as  'Dominion" or Glace Bay, Nova Scotia, slack coal; delivered to Ste. Anne de Bellevue Hospital 

Sample No 	7167 	7168 	7169 	7170 	7332 	7333 	7429 	7430 	7431 	7432 	7994 	7908 	7909 	7631 	7632 	7812 	7813 

Moisture (as received) per cent 	3.8 	3.5 	35 	3-5 	0-5 	4-5 	5.2 	39 	64 	34 	4.5 	3-2 	4-2 	4-0 	3-7 	4-0 	4.0 
Dry Basis- 

Ash 	 per cent 	8.6 	8-7 	8-9 	8.6 	9.4 	9-3 	12-1 	11-4 	124 	11-6 	11-4 	9-5 	10-0 	94 	9.3 	8-9 	9-3 
Volatile matter 	33-0 	32-8 	33-2 	32-9 	32.2 	324 	30.5 	304 	314 	31•3 	304 	32.4 	32-3 	324 	32-4 	32-8 	32.9 
Fixed carbon 	,, 	58-4 	58.5 	57-9 	58•5 	58-4 	58•2 	57.4 	58-5 	56-6 	57-1 	58-3 	58-1 	57.7 	58-2 	58-3 	58-3 	57•8 

Sulphur 	el 	3.2 	3-2 	3-0 	3-0 	2-9 	2.8 	3.1 	3-1 	2.9 	3.0 	3-0 	3-0 	2-9 	3-2 	34 	2.9 	2.8 

Calories per gramme, g:ross 	7,720 	7,685 	7,690 	7,750 	7,565 	7,615 	7,300 	7,425 	7,230 	7,400 	7,385 	7,700 	7,605 	7,640 	7,650 	7,700 	7,710 
B.T.U. per lb., gross 	13,890 	13,830 	13,840 	13,950 	13,620 	13,710 	13,140 	13,370 	13,190 	13,320 	13,290 	13.860 	13,690 	13,750 	13,770 	13,860 	13,880 

Number of tons represented by sample 	198 	227 	183 	202 	246 	178 	180 	204 	213 	209 	196 	222 	221 	220 	216 	201 	206 

Date of delivery 	May 	May 	May 	May 	July 	July 	July 	Aug. 	Aug. 	Aug. 	Sept. 	Sept. 	Sept. 	Oct. 	Oct. 	Oct. 	Oct. 

	

7 to 12, 14 to 17 22 to 28 28 th 	5 to 15 16 to 24 25 to 31 1 to 8 	9 to 16 26 to 31 1 to 6 15 to 18 20 to 27 1 to 5 	6 to 11 20 to 25 27 to 

	

1930 	 June 6 	 Nov. 1 



9233 	9234 	9501 	9571 	9585 

3-6 	4.0 	3-9 	4-7 	4-6 

	

10.0 	10.4 	10-1 	6-9 	8-0 

	

32.2 	31.4 	32-0 	33-2 	33.5 

	

57-8 	58.2 	57.9 	59.9 	58.5 

3.4 	3.5 	3.3 	3-1 	3-2 

7,625 7,615 7,605 7,790 7,780 
13,730 13,710 13,690 14,020 14,010 

9885 

3-7 

9-1 
33-1 
57.8 

2-6 

9652 

5-0 

8-3 
33-1 
58-6 

3.2 

7,795 
14,030 

9848 

6-9 

11-8 
33-9 
54-3 

2-4 

7,205 
13,080 

9849 

6-5 

10-5 
34-2 
55-3 

2-4 

7,410 
13,340 

9858 

6-4 

10-3 
34-5 
55.2 

2-4 

7,425 
13,370 

9895 

3.7 

9.1 
33-0 
57-9 

2-6 

9935 

4-2 

9.6 
32-5 
57.9 

2-7 

7,615 
13,710 

7,570 
13,630 

9974 

5-4 

8-7 
33.4 
57.9 

3-2 

7,725 
13,900 

9975 	9983 10482 10483 

5.5 	5.4 	5-51 	5- 

	

9-1 	8-6 	8.9 	8-6 

	

33-0 	31-9 	32-5 	32-1 

	

57-9 	59-5 	58.6 	59-3 

3-21 	3.1 	3-01 	3-0 

7,675 7,680 7,610 7,600 
13,810 13,820 13,700 13,680 

10484 

5-8 

8-7 
32.7 
58-6 

3-0 

7,555 
13,600 

2031 	2351 	2101 	1921 	102 

July Aug. Sept. Sept. 
22 to 25 18 to 22 1 to 8 8 to 11 

July 
15 to 22 

1931 

184 231 226 211 237 

Oct. 
11 to 15 10 to 21 

Oct. 
7 to 12 

Sept. 
7 to 13 

Sept. 
30 to 
Oct. 6 

Oct. Oct. 
26 to 30 

211 

Oct. 
22 to 26 

231 246 235 239 

Nov. 
to 14 

Nov. 
14 to 17 

Nov. 
17 to 21 

Dec. 
5 to 12 

Dec. 
12 to 15 

Dec. 
16 to 19 

238 232 238 

TABLE II--Continued 

Analyses of Coal Samples Submitted by Department of Pensions and National Health-Continued 

Described as "Dominion" or Glace Bay, Nova Scotia, slack coal; delivered to Ste. Anne de Bellevue Hospital. ■■■■•■■ 

Sample/go 	  

Moistum(asreceived) 	percent 

pm/Basis-- 
Ash 	 perent 
Volatile matter 	  
Fixecicarbon 	  

Sulphur 	  

Calories per gramme, gross 	 
B.T.U. per lb., gross 	  

7958 	7959 	8017 	8018 	8200 	8201 	8156 	8157 	9082 	9083 	0084 	0206 	0207 	9208 	9232 

2-7 	3.1 	3-7 	3-6 	2-9 	5-4 	6.2 	4.5 	2.9 	2-9 	2.8 	4-7 	4-2 	4.5 	3.7 

	

9.2 	8.6 	9-9 	8.9 	9-5 	9.6 	9-3 	8.7 	9.4 	10.0 	9 •0 	9-7 	9-7 	9-7 	10-1 

	

32.8 	33-0 	32-5 	32-7 	32.7 	31.9 	32.2 	32.4 	32-0 	32-0 	32-5 	34.1 	33.8 	34-0 	32.3 

	

58-0 	58.4 	57-6 	58.4 	57-8 	58-5 	58-5 	58-9 	58-6 	58.0 	58-5 	56-2 	56-5 	56.3 	57-6 

	

3-0 	3-2 	3-2 	3-1 	2-9 	3.1 	2.8 	2-8 	3.3 	3.3 	3-0 	1.8 	2.0 	1-9 	3-3 

	

7,650 	7,705 	7,565 	7,665 -7,640 	7,510 	7,655 	7,570 	7,655 	7,610 	7,690 	7.480 	7 565 	7,450 	7.625 
13,790 13,870 13,620 13,800 13,750 13,520 13,780 13,630 13,780 13,700 13,840 13,460 13,620 13,410 13,730 

Number of tons represented by sample 
Date of delivery 	  

194 
July 	e;)  

5 to 15 

191 	193 	192 	196 	191 	135 	204 	196 	203 	153 	228 	229 	193 	197 
Nov. Nov. Nov. Nov. Dec. Dee. Dec. Dec. May May May J'une June June 

1 to 8, 6 to 12 15 to 21 24 to 30 12 to 18 20 to 30 20 to 27 30,1930 16,1931 	21 	28 	15 to 18 21 to 24 26 to - 
1930 	 to 	 July 3 

Jan. 7, 
1931 

Sample No 	  

Moisture (as received) per cent 

Dry Basis-- 
Ash 	 per cent 
Volatile matter 	 
Fixed carbon 	 

Sulphur 	  

Calories per graroxae, gross. 
B.T.U. per lb., gross 	 

7,610 
13,700 

Number of tons represented by 
sample 	  

Date of delivery 	  



TABLE II-Continued 
Analyses of Coal Samples Submitted by Department of Pensions and National Health-Continued _ 	. 	_ 	_ 	_ . 	_ 

Described as "Bras d'Or " slack from. Sydney Mines Described as run-of-mine coal frora W. BentoniDescribedas run-of-mine coal 

	

district, Nova Scotia 	 Evans' "Bothwell" mine, Minto, New 	from Wei ton and Xenderson, 
- 	 Brunswick 	 Ltd., Mint° 

	

Delivered t,o Camp Hill Hospital, lzfalifax 	 Delivered to Lancaster Hospital, St. John 

Sample No  • 	 7412 	8592 	8995 	9114 	9193 	9242 	9737 	9267 	9896 	10477 	10260 	10489 	10609 	6822 	7334 	7692 	8047 

Moisture (as received) 	Per cent 	7.6 	7-1 	5-8 	6-9 	6-1 	7-7 	7-6 	2-4 	2.3 	2-6 	1-9 	2-8 	3.4 	1.7 	2.2 	1•7 	1.9 

Dry Basis- 
Ash 	" 10-9 	15.3 	14-6 	14.3 	11-4 	13.9 	11-7 	14-2 	13-5 	20.7 	13•3 	17-0 	19-5 	18.8 	20.6 	19.6 	17-8 
Volatileraatter 	.. 	34-4 	35-4 	33.2 	34-9 	34-7 	34.1 	33 •4 	33.2 	33-4 	31-3 	33-8 	31-9 	31-1 	31-2 	30•7 	31.8 	31.8 
Fixed carbon 	‘. 	54-7 	49-3 	522 	50.8 	53-9 	52-0 	54-9 	52-0 	83-1 	48.0 	529 	51.1 	49.4 	50-0 	487 	486 	50.4 

Sulphur 	a 	5-7 	6.5 	7-4 	5-9 	6-2 	6-8 	6.4 	6.6 	6.4 	7-0 	6-5 	7.5 	7-6 	5-8 	5-8 	5-8 	6-1 

Calories per gramme, gross 	7,110 	6,615 	6,860 	6,815 	7,165 	6,790 	7,015 	7,240 	7,245 	6,565 	7,255 	6,955 	6,695 	6,860 	6,710 	6,830 	6,920 
B.T.U. per lb., gross 	12,800 	11,910 	12,350 	12,270 	12,900 	12,220 	12,630 	13,030 13,040 	11,820 	13,000 	12,520 	12,050 	12,350 	12,080 	12,300 	12,460 

Number of ton.s .represénted by sample 	30 . 	101 	171 	120 	28 	42 	46 	43 	45 	44 	43 	44 	43 	47 	46 	47 	34 
Date of delivery 	  Aug.11 Mar.18 April May 17  lune 10 july 24 Sept. 1 Aug.4, Oct. 27 Dec. 9 Jan.20, Feb .9 Mar.19 April July 28 Oct. 21 Dec. 6 

	

to 22, 	to 28, 1 to 24 to 28 	to 22 	to 28 	to 17 	1931 	 1932 	 22, 

	

1930 	1931 	 1930 

Described as coal from International Coal and Coke Co., Ltd., Coleman, Alberta 

	

Described as run-of 	  

	

mine coal from Wel- 	 Run-of-mine 	 i 	 Slack 
- 	 ton and Henderson, 	  

	

Ltd., 	Minto; 	de- Delivered 	to 

	

livered to Lancaster 	Vetcraft 	• 
Hospital, St. John 	shops, 	Win- 	 Delivered to Deer Lodge Hospital, Winnipeg 

nipeg 

Sample No 	8127 	8259 	8572 	6750 	7025 	6788 	7024 	8232 	8557 	9241 	9340 	7625 	8049 	8463 	9936 10259 	10519 

Moisture (as received) 	per cent 	3-2 	2-9 	3-0 	2-3 	2-5 	2-8 	1-6 	4-1 	2.3 	2-0 	1-1 	1.6 	4-2 	2-6 	3-3 	1.4 	1-8 

Dry Baais- 
Ash 	<‘ 	18-2 	17-8 	20-0 	15.6 	15.4 	17-0 	18.4 	14-7 	11.1 	16-6 	12-7 	16-6 	15.9 	15-8 	13-0 	13-6 	13-4 
Volatile matter 	44 	32.1 	31.9 	31-7 	23-9 	25.7 	24.8 	25-0 	25-9 	25-8 	25-7 	25-4 	24.5 	24-5 	25-2 	25-6 	25-6 	24-5 
Fixed carbon 	44 	49-7 	50•3 	48-3 	60-5 	58-9 	58-2 	56-6 	59-4 	63-1 	57-7 	61-9 	58-9 	59-6 	59-0 	61-4 	60.8 	62-1 

• 	  Sulphur 	 a 	6.0 	6-5 	6.0 	0-4 	0-5 	0-5 	0-5 	0-6 	0.5 	0-4 	0-8 	0.5 	0.4 	0.5 	0-7 	0-7 	0.5 

Calories per gramme, gross 	6,930 	6,920 	6,685 	7,105 	7,045 	6,970 	6,790 	7,175 	7,560 	7,005 	7,345 	6,970 	7,085 	7,120 	7,350 	7,330 	7,295 
B.T.H. per lb., gross 	12,480 	12,450 	12,030 	12,790 	12,680 	12,550 	12,220 	12,910 	13,610 	12,610 	13,220 	12,540 	12,750 	12,810 	13,230 	13,190 	13,130 

Number of tons represented by sample 	48 	49 	46 	16 	5 	163 	134 	34 	131 	56 	100 	183 	35 	98 	195 	191 	47 
Date of delivery 	  Jan. 8 	Feb. 4 Mar.26 Feb. 1 April 1 Feb. 1 April 1 Jan. 	1 Mar. 9 Mar.17 Aug. 3 Sept. 1 Nov. 1 Jan. 19 Oct. 1  Tan. 	1 Feb. 1 

	

1931 	 to 28, 	to 30, 	to 	t,o 30 	to 15, 	to 17 	to 	to 6 	to 30, 	to 30 	to 	to 31 	to 16, 	to 20 

	

1930 	Mar.31 	1931 	lune 30 	1930 	Feb. 	1932 

	

1930 	 16, 
1911 



TABLE II-Continued 

Analyses of Coal Samples Subraitted by Department of Pensions and National Health-Continued 

Described as slack from Freeport searn in Westmoreland county, Pennsylvania; from "Rinloch" mine an 
Parnassus; delivered to Westminster Hospital, London 

Sample No 	9343 	9358 	9739 	9850 	9868 	9963 	9969 	9988 	10012 	10184 

Moisture (as received) 	per cent 	1-8 	44 	3.1 	2.9 	4-1 	4-3 	4.3 	4-1 	4.3 	3.9 

Dry Basis- 
Ash 	‘‘ 	11-4 	12-4 	10-8 	11-7 	11.9 	8.9 	8-8 	8.2 	9.1 	11-8 
Volatilematter 	■ C 	 32.8 	32.0 	32.3 	31-7 	31.1 	33-8 	33-8 	34.4 	34-2 	33-1 
Fixed carbon 	‘‘ 	55-8 	55-6 	56-9 	56-6 	57-0 	57.3 	57.4 	57-4 	56-7 	55.1 

Sulphur 	." 	 1-9 	2-0 	1.9 	2-0 	2-0 	2-3 	2-8 	3.0 	3.1 	2 • 

Calories per gramme, gross 	7,460 	7,305 	7,505 	7,380 	7,345 	7,745 	7,700 	7,775 	7,700 	7,520 
B.T.TJ. per lb., gross 	13,430 	13,150 	13,510 	13,280 	13,220 	13,940 	13,860 	13,990 	13,860 	13,530 

Number of tons represented by sample 	323 	338 	491 	476 	278 	480 	486 	463 	631 	329 
Date of delivery 	  Aug. 12 to 	Aug. 18 	Sept. 25 	Oct. 1 	Oct. 9 	Nov. 7 	Nov. 17 	Nov. 24 	Dec. 1 	Dec. 10, 

17,1931 to 22 to 30 to 8 to 17 to 14 to 25 to 30 to 8 1931 to 
Jan. 21, 

1932 

- 	 Described as "Yatesboro," Pennsylvania, slack; delivered to Christie St. Hospital, Toronto 

Sample No 	9813 	99371 	9979 	10037 	10057 	10152 	10455 	10469 	10518 	10590 
99381 

Moisture (as received) 	per cent 	4.2 	4-1 	3.8 	3-0 	3-3 	7-3 	10.5 	10-7 	8.4 	7.2 

DryBasis- “ Ash 	 9.3 	9.8 	9.0 	9-3 	8.5 	8.6 	8 •8 	8-8 	84 	8.1 
‘‘. Volatile matter 	 31.1 	30-1 	31-1 	31.3 	32.2 	32.3 	31-3 	31-6 	29.5 	31-1 
‘‘ Fixed carbon 	 59-6 	60-1 	59-9 	59-4 	59.3 	594 	59.9 	59-6 	624 	60.8 

Ct Sulphur 	 2.5 	2.8 	2.5 	2.3 	2.1 	2-4 	8.1 	24 	1-8 	24 

Calories per gramme, gross 	7,640 	7,510 	7,665 	7,675 	7,725 	7,695 	7,765 	7,775 	7,800 	7,715 
B.T.II. per lb., gross 	13,760 	13,520 	13,800 	13,820 	13,900 	13,850 	13,980 	14,000 	14,040 	13,890 

Number of tons represented by sample 	150 	405 	275 	480 	210 	433 	240 	220 	275 	475 
Date of delivery 	Sept. 28 	Oct. 5 	Nov. 10 	Dec. 4 	Dec. 22 	Jan. 7, 	Jan. 29 	Feb. 3 	Feb. 22 	Mar. 10 

to 29, 	to 21 	 1932 	 and 23 
1931 



TABLE II-Concluded 

Analyses of Coal Samples Submitted by Department of Pensions and National Health-Coneluded 

Described as slash from  Alleghany county, Pennsylvania; from "Wildwood" raine at Wildsvood; delivered to 
Christie St. Hospital, Toronto 

Sample No 	6727 	6744 	6755 	6780 	7214 	72861 	7695 	7907 	7957 	7996 	8050 	8117 	8176 	8266 	84961 	8541 	8571 
7314f 	 84971 

Moisture (as received) per cent 	6 •9 	10-4 	8-7 	8-8 	5-8 	4-3 	4-8 	6-6 	6-0 	4-4 	6-6 	6•9 	8.3 	7-5 	5-9 	3-7 	5-4 

Dry Basis-- 
Ash  	 per cent 	11•1 	13-0 	10.8 	14-3 	11-1 	12.2 	9-8 	9-4 	8-5 	7-2 	8-6 	8.5 	7-4 	8.7 	8-8 	8-5 	6-9 
Volatile raatter 	"34-4 	31-1 	33-2 	31.4 	33-4 	33-2 	35-3 	35.3 	34-7 	35-2 	34-6 	34-8 	34-8 	34.0 	34-1 	34.4 	35-9 
Fixed carbon 	.«.‘ 	54-5 	55-9 	56-0 	54-3 	55.5 	54-6 	54-9 	55-3 	56.8 	57-6 	56-8 	56-7 	57•8 	57-3 	57-1 	57-1 	57-2 

Sulphur 	" 	2-7 	2-4 	2 •2 	2-4 	1.4 	1-8 	1-4 	1-4 	1-3 	1-2 	1-4 	14 	11 	1-1 	1-0 	11 	11 

Calories per gramme, gross 	7,500 	7,280 	7,485 	7,230 	7,490 	7,380 	7,565 	7,530 	7,625 	7,730 	7,575 	7,600 	7,740 	7,595 	7,610 	7,615 	7,790 
B.T.U. per lb., gross 	13,500 	13,100 	13,480 	13,080 	13,490 	13,293 	13,620 	13,550 	13,730 	13,920 	13,630 	13,690 	13,930 	13,670 	13,690 	13,710 	14,020 

Number of tons represented by sample 	230 	200 	250 	400 	200 	470 	230 	350 	330 	320 	350 	250 	300 	280 	700 	220 	238 
Date of delivery 	  Feb. 1 Feb.27 Mar. 5 Mar.19 lune 13 lune 30 Oct. 10 Oct. 27 Nov. 8 Nov.21 Den. 2 Dec.22 Jan. 	5 Ian. 26 Feb. 6 Mar. 3 Mar.16 

	

to 24, 	t,o 28 	to 8 	to 27 	to 26 	to 	to 17 	to 	to 16 	to 27 	to 9 	to 29 	to 16, 	to 31 	to 28 	to 12 	to 23 

	

1930 	 July 9 	Nov. 7 	 1931 

Described as slack from Alleglmay county, Pennsy vania; from "Wildwood" mine at Wildwood 
- 

Delivered to Christie St. Hospital, 
Toronto 	 Delivered to Westminster Hospital, London 

Sample No 	8656 	8880 	8976 	9113 	9188 	7382 	7626 	7906 	7910 	8016 	8104 	8146 	8454 	8498 	8558 

Moisture (as received) 	per cent 	7-3 	7-1 	6-6 	7-1 	7-9 	4.7 	4-8 	5.1 	5-8 	4-3 	5.7 	7-1 	4-5 	5-9 	4-5 

Dry Basis- 
Ash 	... 	8-8 	7-0 	7.1 	81 	9-4 	124 	94 	6-9 	9.6 	8.4 	8-7 	9.7 	9.5 	9-7 	91 
Volatile matter 	" 	34-5 	35.5 	351 	34-9 	34-4 	324 	351 	33-7 	31-5 	334 	32-9 	324 	321 	314 	33-1 
Fixed carbon 	.‘ 	56.7 	57.5 	57-8 	574 	56-2 	55-4 	55.7 	59-4 	58-9 	58-1 	58.4 	58-3 	58.4 	58.5 	574 

Sulphur 	« 	1-1 	1-0 	1-1 	1.0 	1-2 	2-1 	1-4 	0-7 	1-1 	1-1 	1-1 	1.1 	1-1 	1-1 	1-2 

Calories per granuine, gross 	7,530 	7.700 	7,780 	7,640 	7,555 	7,225 	7,565 	7,875 	7,500 	7,635 	7,625 	7,505 	7,445 	7,425 	7,520 
B.T.17. per lb., gross 	13,550 	13,990 	14,000 	13,750 	13,580 	13,010 	13,620 	14,170 	13,500 	13,750 	13,730 	13,510 	13,400 	13,370 	13,540 

Number of tons represented by sample 	400 	320 	250 	300 	350 	396 	383 	746 	600 	344 	315 	454 	450 	452 	273 
Date of delivery 	  Apr. 1 to April 17 April 23 june 	1  lune 10 July 1 Sept. 18 Ont. 27 Nov. 15 Nov. 20 Dec. 17 Dec. 13,  las. 22 Feb. 12 Mar. 4 

	

9, 1931 	to 20 	to 25 	to 4 	to 20 	to Aug. 	to 	to 	to 19 	to 24 	to 24 	1930, to 	t,o 	to 25 	to 11 

	

13, 1930 Oct. 4 	Nov.14 	 Jan. 14, 	Feb. 5 
1931 



TABLEILU 

Analyses of Miscellaneous Solid Fuels 

Welsh anthracitic buckwheat coal 

Sample No 	8163 	8164 	8165 	9070 	9781 	9857 	9957 	9981 	9991 	10024 	10508 

Moisture condition 	RD 	RD 	RD 	R 	DRDRDRDRDRDRD 	R 	D 

Proximate Analysis- 
Moisture 	per cent 	2-3 	.... 	1.6 	.... 	0-9 	.... 	3-9 	.... 	2-5 	.... 	2-7 	.... 	1.3 	.... 	0-6 	.... 	2-1 	.... 	1-5 	.... 	1-2 	.... 
Ash 	" 	5-1 	5.2 	5-4 	5-4 	4-5 	4-5 	5•5 	5-8 	7-0 	7•2 	4-5 	4•6 	5.9 	5.9 	6-3 	6-3 	6.5 	6.6 	6-7 	6•8 	5•8 	5-9 
Volatile matter 	" 	7-6 	7-8 	7.6 	7-7 	7-7 	7.8 	7.6 	7-9 	7-0 	7-1 	7-9 	8-1 	9-2 	9-3 	8-4 	8-5 	8.2 	8•4 	7-4 	7-6 	7.8 	7-9 
Fixed carbon.— 	" 	85-0 	87.0 	85-4 	86-9 	86-9 	874 	83.0 	86-3 	83•5 	85-7 	84-9 	87-3 	83.6 	84•8 	84.7 	85-2 	83-2 	85-0 	84-4 	85-6 	85.2 	86.2 

Ultimate Analysis- 
Carbon 	 
Hydrogen 	 
Ash 	  
Sulphur 	 
Nitrogen 	‘, 	 •••• 	•••• 	•••• 	•••• 
OxYgen 	 

Calorific Value— 

Fuel ratio 	11-15 	11-30 	11-30 	10.90 	11•95 	10-75 	9•10 	10.05 	10.20 	11.35 	10-90 

Softening temperature of 
ash 	 2395 	.... 	2405 	2395 	2295 	2445 	2400 	2355 	2500 	2350 

Screen analysis (square 
screen openings) 

per cent On r=2.3 On r=2-3, On r=26 •2 On 	r=45• 0,     On -371=   On -525= On -525=5-0, 
r 	to r— r to Y= 	Y to i-= 	r to y=42"5 , 	 2 • 0, •371 to 	 0-2, •525 to  •525 to -371= 

	

37-2, y to i 38.6,  r to 	=61-9, per 	per i = 12•5. 	 • 263=10-0, 	 • 371 = 10-0,17•9, 	•371 to 
=51 •2, per 	r=43.2, per r=11-9. 	 •263 t,o •131 	 -371to-263= -263=24-2, 

	

r=15•9. 	 =45 • 2, •131, 	 23-0, -263 to •263 to •131= 

	

to • 065 	 • 131=49-8, 	43-8, 	-131 t,o 

	

214, per 	 •131 to -065 -065=7.3, per 
•065=21,7. 	 =10-4, per 	per 4065=1-8. 

•065= 6-6. 

Designation of coal 	 Nos. 1 and 2 	 Nos.  land  2 No. 1 	  Nos. 1 and 2. 

Kind of sample 	Delivered in Ottawa 	 Delivered to Deliveredin 	Dealer's 	Deliveredin 	Dealer's 	Delivered in Ottawa.. ... Delivered at 
Fuel Research 	Ottawa. 	stock. 	Ottawa. 	stock. 	 NewLiskeard, 

	

Laboratories. 	 Ontario. 

Date 	 January, 1931 	  June, 1931-- Oat. 8, 1931. Oct. 21,1931 	Nov. 17, 	Nov. 30, December, 1 	Dec. 14, 	Feb. 20, 1932. 

	

1931 	1931 	1931 	I 	1931 



8586 

R D 

	

4-9 	5-1 

	

4-0 	4-2 

	

86-4 	90-7 

1-2 	1-3 

7,395 7,755 
13,310 13,960 

21-80 

Onr=8-7, 
y=43-3, r to 
r=23 -2, per 
r=24-8 

7381 

R D 

	

15-2 	15-8 

	

5-4 	5-6 

	

75-7 	78-6 

0-6 	0-7 

6,660 6,915 
11,990 12,450 

13-95 

2750+ 

8166 

R D 

	

9-0 	9-4 

	

4-2 	4-4 

	

82-7 	86-2 

0-7 	0-7 

7,110 7,415 
12,800 13,350 

19-50 

9494 

R D 

	

9.1 • 	9-3 

	

. 5-4 	5-6 

	

82-8 	85-1 

0 •8 	0-9 

7,355 7,560 
13,240 13,610 

15-30 

Designation of coal 	  

Kind of sample 	  

Date 	  

Screenings 	IBuckwheat 

Delivered in Ottawa 	 

Oct. 6, 1930 	1March, 1931 	 

TABLE III—Continued 
Analyses of Miscellaneous Solid Fuels—Continued 

Anthracite Coals 

From Pennsylvania, United States 
From Russia 

Jeddo-Highlfund "Blue Coal" 

From 
Westphalia, 
Germany 

Sample No 	  

Moisture condition 	  

Proximate Analysis-
Moisture 	 per cent,' 
Ash 	  
Volatile matter 	  
Fixed carbon 	  48 

Ultimate Analysis-
Sulphur 	 per cent 

Calorific Value— 
Calories per gramme, gross 	  
B.T.U. per lb., gross 	  

Fuel ratio 	  

Softening temperature of ash 	  

Screen raudysis (square screen openings)....per cent 

9723 	 7624 	 8518 

R D 	R D 	R D 

5-3 	5-4 	57 	8-1 	3-4 	3.5 
7•5 	7-6 	4-5 	4-8 	3-6 	3-7 

85-8 	87-0 	83•8 	89-1 	90-6 	92-8 

1-2 	1-2 I 	1-3 	1-4 I 	1-3 	1-3 

7,940 	8,055 7,200 7,650 
14,290 14,500 12,960 13,770 

11-40 	18-55 	25-00 

2260 	 2050 

On r=58-6, 
per r=41- 4 

No. 1 buck-
wheat 

Dealer's supply 

Oct. 3, 1931 	 

"Coarse screen- 

Dieler's supply 

April 1, 1931.... 

Delivered at 
Camp Borden, 
Ontario 

August, 1930.... 

Stove 	 

Delivered at 
Cooksville, 
Ontario 

January, 1931 	 

Delivered in 
Montreal 

August, 1931 



TABU; III-Continued 

Analyses of Miscellaneous Solid Fuels-Continued 

Semi-bituminous or smokeless coals 

"Faux 
Logan" 

	

- Designated 8 8 " P o c a h o n t a s " 	 "Portage No. 2" from Upper Kittanning 	mine, 

	

seam, Portage, Cambria county, Pennsyl- 	Lloydell, 

	

vania 	 Cambria 
county 

Sample No 	7349 	7426 	7709 	7710 	7723 	9335 	9336 	9670 	9037 

Moisture condition 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 

Proximate Analysis-- 
Moisture 	 per cent 	1-2  	1-1  	1-0  	1-1  	1-2  	1-0  	1-6  	1-8  	2-9 	 
Ash 	" 	10-9 	11-1 	10.2 	10.3 	10-6 	10-8 	104 	10-2 	9 • 9 	10.0 	8-2 	84 	84 	8-6 	8-9 	94 	64 	6-7 
Volatile matter 	" 	21.4 	21-6 	22-3 	22-5 	224 	22-2 	22-0 	22-2 	22-9 	23-2 	17.8 	174 	174 	174  - 17-5 	17-8 	17-2 	17.7 
Fixed carbon 	" 	66-5 	67.3 	66-4 	67-2 	66-4 	67-0 	66.8 	67-6 	66-0 	66 • 8 	73-0 	73-8 	72-6 	73-8 	71-8 	73-2 	73-4 	75-6 

Ultimate Analysis-- 
48 Sulphur 	0-9 	0-9 	1-1 	1-2 	1-4 	1-4 	1 • 1 	1-2 	1-0 	1-0 	0-8 	0.8 	0-8 	0-8 	0•8 	0-8 	0-7 	0-7 

Calorific.  'Value- 
Calones per gramme, gross 	7,625 	7,710 7,715 	7,800 7,710 	7,790 7,730 	7,820 7,750 	7,845 7,880 	7,960 7,800 	7,930 7,775 	7,915 	 
B.T.U. per lb., gross 	  13,720 	13,880 13,880 	14,050 13,880 	14,020 13,920 	14,080 13,950 	14,120 14,180 	14,330 14,040 	14,270 13,990 	14,250 	 

Fuel ratio 	3-10 	3-00 	3-00 	3-05 	2-90 	440 	440 	440 	4-25 

Coking properties 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Poor 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 

Designation of coal 	  Run-of-mine 	  

Kind of sample 	  Delivered to Ottawa Public Schools 	  Dealer's 
supply 

Date 	 Summer and autumn of 1930 	 ISummer and autumn of 1931 	  May, 1931..... 



TABLE III—Continued 

Analyses of Miscellaneous Solid Fuels—Continued 

Bituminous coals 

	

"Prieshnan '" 	Blend of 	"National No. 1" mine, Morgan- "Provins" mine, Sewickley — 	 West 	 Connelsville 

	

Durham, 	Scotch gas 	town, Monongalia county, West 	seam, 	Masontown, 	Fayette 	coal 

	

England 	coals 	Virginia 	 county, Pennsylvania 

Sample No 	10569 	10570 	 7628 	 8158 	 9778 	 9940 	 7019 

Moisture condition 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 

Proximate Analysis- 
Moisture 	 per cent 	4-0 	.... 	5•1 	.... 	1-8 	.... 	1-9 	.... 	1-7 	.... 	1.3 	.... 	1•5 	. 	. 
Ash 	" 6.0 	"6.3 	4•7 	4-9 	7-7 	7.9 	8.3 	8.5 	12-5 	12-7 	13-3 	13-5 	7.9 	à-Ô 
Volatile matter 	.ii 	 27-7 	28-8 	30.5 	32-2 	34-8 	35-4 	34.2 	34-9 	33-9 	34.5 	33-2 	33.6 	36.0 	36.6 
Fixed carbon 	ii• 	62-3 	64-9 	59-7 	62-9 	55.7 	56.7 	55.6 	56-6 	51.9 	52.8 	52-2 	52-9 	54.6 	55 4 

• 
Ultimate Analysis- 

Carbon 	 .... 	.... 
Hydrogen 	 • • . • 	.... 
Ash 	‘i  
Sulphur 	« 	0.9 	0.9 	0.7 	0-7 	2.3 	2.3 	2-3 	2- 4 	2-7 	2-3 	3-15 	3-0 	. 2:43 	.2-9 
Nitrogen 	‘‘ 
OxYgen 	 .... 	.... 

Calorific. Value- 
Calorzes per gramme, gross 	7,800 	8,120 	7,650 	8,065 	7,650 	7,790 	7,590 	7,740 	7,210 	7,340 	7,160 	7,260 	7,690 	7,810 
B.T.U. per lb., gross 	14,040 	14,610 	13,770 	14,520 	13,770 	14,020 	13,660 	13,930 	12,980 	13,210 	12,890 	13,070 	13,840 	14,050 

Fuel ratio 	2-25 	 1.95 	 1-60 	 1.65 	 1-55 	 1-55 	 1-50 
Carbon-hydrogen ratio 	 . 
Coking properties. 	Good 	 Good 	"Good 	*Good 	Uood 	dood 	

... • 	... 
Good 

Softening temperature of asla 	 °I' 	2700+ 	2700+ 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 

Designation of coal 	  Unscreened 	 Contains   1.r.  lump 	  Nut 	 
"Plean", par-
tially screened, 
"Hinnell", 
partially 
screened, 
"Gartshore", 
2' to'-' and 
"Polk *Em-
met",screened 

Kind of sample 	  Delivered in Montreal 	 Delivered to Ottawa Publie 	Delivered at Camp Borden, 	Delivered at 

	

Schools. 	 Ontario. 	 _Arnprior, 
Ontario. 

nab, 	 Fahruare. 1052 	  Antarnn and vaintpr. I ARA-RI 	 flef-nhar  lui  	17,7nv R  1511 	Mstv 1ARII 	 



TABT,F, III-Continued 
Analyses of Miscellaneous Solid Fuels-Continued 

Bituminous coals-Continued 

"Henning" 	"Cornish" mine, Pitts- "Allison" mine, Pittsburgh 	 mine, Pitts- 
- 	 "Royal" mine, Pittsburgh seam, Chestnut Ridge, Fayette 	seam, Allison, Fayette 	burgh seam, 	burgh seam, 

county, Pennsylvania, 	 Fayette or county 	 Fayette 

	

Westmoreland 	county county 

Sample No 	6756 	 7070 	 7121 	 7330 	 7434 	 8339 	 9111 	10261 

Moisture condition 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 

Proximate Analysis- 
Moisture 	 per cent 	4.7 	.... 	4-9 	.... 	3-0 	.... 	3.0 	 3-1 	. 	. 	4.4 	. 	. 	3.2 	. 	1-5 	. 	. 
Ash 	œ 	8.1 	i-à 	8.3 	i-i 	7-9 	i•2 	8-4 	"à: i 	

. 
9-4 	i- i 	 7-6 	i- i 	 6-1 	ô-à 	7.9 	i-ét 

Volatile matter 	" 	31-1 	32.6 	31-0 	32•6 	31-0 	31.9 	324 	33-1 	32-6 	33.6 	30-3 	31-7 	32-7 	33-8 	37-7 	38-3 
Fixed carbon 	" 	56•1 	58-9 	55.8 	58-7 	58-1 	59-9 	56-5 	58-2 	54-9 	56.7 	57-7 	60-4 	58•0 	59-9 	52.9 	53-7 

Ultimate Analysis- 
Carbon 	 per cent 	75.2 	78-9 	74-5 	78-3 	76.1 	78.5 	76-2 	78-6 	75-2 	77-5 	.... 	.... 	78-4 	80.9 	.... 	.... 
Hydrogen 	f 4 	 5-4 	5-1 	5-4 	5-1 	5.4 	5-2 	5.2 	5.0 	5-3 	5-2 	.... 	.... 	5-7 	5.5 	.... 	.. • • 
Ash 	œ 	8-1 	8-5 	8-3 	8.7 	7-9 	8-2 	8-4 	8-7 	9-4 	9.7 	.... 	.... 	6-1 	6.3 	.... 	.... 
Sulphur 	œ 	14 	1.2 	1.1 	1.2 	1-2 	1-2 	1-3 	1-3 	1.1 	1-2 	.... 	.... 	0.8 	0-9 	2-6 	2-6 
Nitrogen 	œ 	1-6 	1-7 	1-6 	1-7 	1-3 	1-3 	1-5 	1-5 	1-3 	1-3 	.... 	.... 	1-6 	1-6 	.... 	.... 
OxYgen 	it 	8-6 	4-6 	9-1 	5-0 	8-1 	5-6 	7-4 	4-9 	7-7 	5-1 	.... 	.... 	7-4 	4-8 	.... 	.... 

Calorific Value- 
Calories per gramme, gross 	7,420 	7,790 	7,365 	7,745 	7,575 	7,810 	7,555 	7,785 	7,445 	7,685 	-------- 7,800 	7,060 	7,710 	7,835 
B.T.TJ. per lb., gross 	13,350 	14,020 	13,260 	13,940 	13,640 	14,060 	13,600 	14,010 	13,400 	13,830 	-------- 14,040 	14,500 	13,880 	14,110 

Fuel ratio 	1-80 	 1-80 	 1-85 	 1-75 	 1-70 	 1-90 	 1-75 	 1-40 

Carbon-hydrogen ratio 	13-9 	15.4 	13-7 	15.3 	14-2 	15-2 	14-8 	15.9 	144 	15.0 	.... 	.... 	13-7 	14.7 	.... 	.... 

Coking  properties 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Good 	Fair 

Softening temperature of ash... °F 	About 2550 	2595 	 2605 	 2610 	 .... 	 .... 	 2720 	 .... 

Screen analysis (square screen open 
ings) 	 per cent 	  On 1•=27-8, '! 	 On 3=17-8, 3' 	  On 2'=.4•5, 2' to 	  

	

to l'=25.5, per 	 to 2'=18-4, e to 	 W=12-0, W to 
r=46•7. 	 W=16.4, W to 	 1'=7-6, r tor= 

	

r-io-2, r to y 	 10-0. r to y= 

	

=8-9, 1° to i'= 	 8-5. Y to te= 

	

6-4, per /'=-.21.-9. 	 14-8, r to y- 
16-0, per V= 

26-6. 

Designation of coal 	  Slack 	  Run-of-mine 	  4-inch mechani- "Morgan, "prob- 

	

cally cleaned 	ably run-of- 
run-of-mine. 	mine. 

Kind of sample 	 Delivered to Fuel Research Laboratories by carloads 	 IDelivered 	in 	Carload deliv- 	Delivered to 
Winnipeg. 	ered to F.R.L 	Ottawa Public 

Sclupol 
le.. le 1010 	ve....ol 	iffln 	IL,...1A 102A 	ILO...2A um 	ICarek IR um 	TnnlInev 1021 	TlInch 	ICIR1 	Tarmary 1022 



9989 9671 

R D It D 

li:4 
33-1 
52-5 

	

12-2 	12.5 

	

32.5 	33-4 

	

52.6 	54.1 

1-6 
14-1 
32-6 
51.7 

1 •5 	1-6 2-1 	2-2 

7,135 7,320 
12,840 13,180 

7,060 7,175 
12,710 12,920 

1.60 1-60 

Good Good 

10043 

11 D 

. 7:15 
29-3 
63-7 

1-2 
6-9 

29.0 
62-9 

1-5 	1-5 

7,965 8,060 
14,340 14,510 

2-15 

Good 

9239 

R D 

1.1 
10-6 
24-5 
63-8 

115:i 
24-8 
64-5 

3-6 	3-6 

7,635 7,725 
13,740 13,900 

2.60 

Good 

10185 

R D 

5-1 
30.6 
64.3 

1-4 
5-1 

30-1 
63-4 

1-4 	1.4 

8,110 8,230 
14,600 14,810 

2-10 

Good 

Run-of-mine 	  

Delivered to Ottawa Pu bli c 
Schools 

Auturan of 1931 	  

Delivered in S. W. Ontario....... 

January, 1931 .1December, 1931 

TABLE III-Continued 

Analyses of Miscellaneous Solid Fuels-Continued 

Bituminous coals-Conducled 

"Wilpen" coal 
from Pitts-
burgh seam, 
Westmore-
land county, 
Pennsylvania 

"Standard Smokeless" mine, 
lower Kittanning, or B, seam, 
Indiana, Indiana county, 
Pennsylvania. 

"Bell's Mill" 
!oal from lower 
Kittanning 

seam, Jose- 
phine, Indiana 

county 

"Yukon" coalfrom Penns ylvania "Adrian" mine, 
Pennsylvania 

Pittsburgh 
"Scot's Run" 

Sample No 	  

Moisture condition 	  

Proximate Analysis- 
Moisture 	 per cent 
Ash 	  
Volatile matter 	 ,‘ 
Fixed carbon 	 

Mtinzate Analysis-
Sulphur 	  

Calorific Value-. 
Calories per gramme, gross 
B.T.U. per lb., gross 	 

Fuel ratio 	  

Coking properties 	  

• 7923 

R D 

24-3 
63-7 

2-0 	2-0 

7,520 7,610 
13,540 13,700 

2 •60 

Good 

8136 

It D 

	

10-6 	10-9 

	

22-2 	22-8 

	

64.5 	66-3 

4-1 	4 •3 

7,520 7,725 
13,530 13,900 

2-90 

Good 

7997 

R D 

	

11-2 	11-3 

	

34.6 	35.1 

	

52.7 	53-6 

3.0 	3-1 

7,235 7,345 
13,020 13,220 

1-50 

Good 

it 

1-2 
11.9 
24.0 
62.9 

Designation of coal 	  

Kbid of sample 	  

Date. 	  

"Smokeless". 

Delivered in 
Ottawa 

November, 1930 

"Smokeless" 
1i-inch lump" 

Delivered in 
Toronto 

July, 1931 	 

11-inch bitu-
minous smoke-
less lump" 

Delivered at 
Niagara Falls 

January, 1932... 

Slack 	 

Delivered in 
Kingston 

November, 1930 



Lignite from 
Thornton 
Works in 
north of pa-
rish of Mal-
vern,  lamai-
es, British 
West Indies 

Brown coal from Leo-
pold mine, Edderitz, 
Germany 

Brown coal from West-
eregeln, near Magde-
burg, Germany 

Bellingham coal mines, Bellingham, Washington, United States 

Sample No 	  

Moisture condition 	 

Proximate Analysis-
Moisture 	per cent 
Ash 	‘‘ 
Volatile matter 	 " 
Fixed carbon 	 ‘‘ 

Ultimate Analysis- 
Carbon 	 
Hydrogen 	 
Ash 	  
Sulphur 	 
Nitrogen 	 
Oxygen 	 

Calorific Value-
Cakriespergramme, gross 
B.T.U. per lb., gross 	 

Fuel ratio 	  

Carbon-hydrogen ratio 	 

Coking properties 	 

Softening temperature of 
ash 	  

8648 

AD D 

	

6-9 	6-0 	.... 

	

17-8 	17-9 	19-1 

	

37-7 	38-1 	40-5 

	

37-6 	38-0 	40-4 

0-5 	0-5 	0-5 

5,800 5,860 6,135 
10,440 10,550 11,040 

1-00 

Agglomerat,es 

8649 

11 AD D 

	

7-5 	6-6 

	

19-51 	19-7 

	

36-9 	37-3 

	

36-1 	36-4 

0-3 	0-3 	0-3 

5,510 5,565 5,960 
9,920 10,020 10,720 

0-98 

Agglomerates 

8650 

R AD D 

	

7-5 	6-8 	.... 

	

11-7 	11-8 	12-7 

	

38-8 	39-1 	41-9 

	

42-0 	42-3 	45-4 

0-2 	0-3 	0-3 

6,145 6,195 6,645 
11,060 11,150 11,960 

1-10 

Agglomerates 

10053 

It 	D 

	

14-0* 	.... 

	

28-9 	33-6 

	

33-1 	38.5 

	

24.0 	27-9 

- 

7-4 	8-6 

4,305 5,010 
7,750 9,020 

0-72 

Non-coking 

2135 

8002 

R AD D 

	

48-5 	16-0 	.... 

	

6-8 	11-1 	13-2 

	

29-5 	48-1 	57-3 

	

15-2 	24-8 	29-5 

	

32.2 	52-5 	82-4 

	

8-3 	6-4 	5.5 

	

6-8 	11-1 	13-2 

	

2-3 	3.8 	4.5 

	

0.2 	0.4 	0-5 

	

50-2 	25-8 	13-9 

3,225 5,255 6,255 
5,810 9,460 11,260 

0-51 

3.9 	8.2 	11-3 

Non-coking 

8003 

R AD D 

	

23-2 	17-3 	.... 

	

10-9 	11.8 	14.2 

	

38-4 	41-3 	50-0 

	

27.5 	29-6 	35-8 

	

47-7 	51-4 	62-2 

	

6-3 	5-9 	4.8 

	

10.9 	11-8 	14-2 

	

2-7 	2-9 	3-5 

4,935 5,965 
8,880 10,740 

0-70 

7-6 	8.8 	13-1 

Non-coking 

de 

If 

Designation of fuel 

Hind of sample. 

Date 	  

Lignite nut 	 'Lignite lump.. 

Imported into British Columbia 	 

March 19,1931 	iMarch 24,1931 

Prospect 	 

December, 1931 December, 1930 	  

39-9 
39-0 

4,575 
8,240 

TABLE III-Continued 

Analyses of Miscellaneous Solid Fuels-Continued 

*This fuel was dried and disintegrated when received. 



8061 

R D 

	

9-5 	9-5 

	

1-1 	1-2 

	

89-2 	89-3 

0-8 	0-8 

7,060 7,075 
12,710 12,740 

2660 

Sample No 	  

Moisture condition 	  

Proximate Analysis-
Moisture 	 per cent 
Ash 	  IC 

Volatile matter 	 
Fixed carbon 	  

Ultimate Analysis- 
Carbon 	  
Hydrogen 	  
Ash 	  
Sulphur 	  
Nitrogen 	  
Oxygen 	  

Calorific "G clue- 
Calories per gramme, gross 	 
B.T.U. per lb., gross 	  

Softening temperature of ash 	°F 

Specific gravity (apparent) 	 
WeigJat per cubic foot 	lb. 
Screen analysis (square screen open-

Mge) 	 per cent 

c‘C,  

it 

CC 

CC 

2615 

9570 

R D 

	

8-7 	8-7 

	

1-0 	1-0 

	

90-0 	90-3 

0-7 	0-7 

9946 

R D 

	

7-9 	7-9 

	

1-0 	1-0 

	

91-0 	91-1 

0-8 	0-8 

9065 

R D 

	

10-7 	10-7 

	

1-6 	1-6 

	

87-0 	87-7 

	

86-1 	86-8 

	

0-9 	0-8 

	

10-7 	10-7 

	

0-9 	0-9 

	

0-8 	0-8 

	

0-6 	0-0 

7,230 7,250 
13,010 13,050 

6,895 6,900 
12,410 12,420 

6,860 6,910 
12,350 12,440 

2555 2490 

0-895 
27-5 

On 2'=6-9, 2' 
to 1Y=83.1 
le to l' = 
8-3, per 1'= 
1-7 

ony=4-3, 
to Y=15-6, 
perY=80-1 

0-86 

8063 

R D 

1-2 
89-4 

0-1 
9-4 
1-2 

89-3 

0-9 	0-9 

7,075 7,085 
12,740 12,750 

2455 

8065 

R D 

8064 

R D 

10151 

R. 	D 

0-1 
7-6 
1-0 

91-3 

T43 
1-0 

91-4 

0-8 	0-8 

	

9-6 	9-6 

	

1-0 	1-0 

	

89-2 	89-4 

0-9 	0-9 

7,010 7,020 
12,620 12,640 

2455 

Delivered to Fuel Research Laboratories 

i May, 1931 	!During July and August, 1930 	 'Nov. 13 to 22, 
1931 

September, 1931 

TABLE III-Continued 

Analyses of Miscellaneous Solid Fuels-Continued 

By-product coke made in Koppers ovens by Montreal Coke and Manufacturing Company, Ville La Salle, Quebec 

Froin blends containing "Dominion," Nova Scotia, coal 

From normal blend of coals from the United States No. 12, New Waterford, Victoria seam coal 

10 per cent 

35 per cent 
"Princess," 
Sydney 
Mines, 
Main searn 
coal,washed 15 per cent 20 per cent 

8062 

R D 

	

9-6 	9-6 

	

1-2 	1-2 

	

89-0 	89-2 

0-8 	0-9 

7,050 7,060 
12,690 12,710 

2600 

	

9-8 	9-8 

	

1-2 	1-2 

	

88-8 	89-0 

0-9 	0-9 

7,020 7,035 
12,640 12,660 

2545 

7,060 7,070 
12,710 12,720 

2320 

0-875 
28-25 

0n2'=16-O, 2' 
tolY=80-0, 
1'  to r= 
3-1, 1' to 
6"=0-1, y 
to  
per 

Designation of fuel 	  

Kind of sample 	  

Date 	  

Stove 	 IBreeze Stove Mixed Stove i zed Stove 



TABLE2III-Concluded 
Analyses of Miscellaneous Solid Fuels-Concluded 

"Peat coal" 	Char from 
Gas coke made in Glover West retorts by Ottawa Gas Company, 	"Canthra- 	 briquettes 	Ge 	an 

Ottawa, Ontario 	 cite" 	 prepared by 	brown  CO   	briquettes, 	 Rudeman's 	rm oo W 	 fo d - 	 From 	made from 	charcoa 	process, l 	 Geis 

	

Pittsburgh, 	carbonized 	 by 1Centol 	sen 
(K.V.G.) 

From normal blond of coals from the United States 	1f-inch, 	bituminous 	 Syndicate, 	retort, Crescent 	coal 	 Ltd., London, 

	

mine coal 	 EngLand 	Gfilzau 

Sample No 	7901 	9943 	9944 	9052 	8887 	10144 	7960 	7345 	8004 

Moisture condition 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 	R 	D 

.Proximate Analysis- 
Moisture 	 per cent 	0-9. 	0-2 	. 	0-2 	. 	9-8 	. 	4-7 	. 	. 	1-9 	.... 	2-9 	. 	. 	11-3 	. 	. 	0-3 	. 
Ash 	 9-9 	iii-Ô 	10-4 	1Ô-4 	10-2 	i6-2 	13- 6 	là-Ô 	9-1 	9- 5 	9-7 	Ô-Ô 	1-6 	 1-6 	2.5 	2-à 	24-0 	ii-i 
Volatile matter 	if 	1-2 	1-2 	2-0 	2-0 	2-2 	2 • 2 	2-9 	3-2 	1-8 	1-9 	6-6 	6-7 	21-0 	21-6 	54-8 	61-8 	16 • 6 	16-6 
Fixed carbon 	di 	88-0 	88-8 	87-4 	87-6 	87-4 	87-6 	73-7 	81-8 	84-4 	88-6 	81-8 	83-4 	74-5 	76-8 	31-4 	35-4 	59-1 	59-3 

Ultimate Analysis- 
Carbon 	‘‘ 
Hydrogen 	" 	.... 	•... 	.... 	.... 	•••• 	.... 20 	l0 
Ash 	« 13-6 	15-0 
Sulphur 	‘‘ 0-8 	Ô-à 	Ô•9 	0-9 	 1- Ô 	1 4) 	1-1 	1 • 2 	Ô-à 	Ô-i 	2-2 	2- 3 	-------- 1-9 	24 	2-9 	2-9 
Nitrogen 	‘< 
OxYgen 	‘.. 

Calorific Value- 
Calories per gramme, gross 	7,015 	7,075 	6,735 	6,750 	6,870 	6,885 	6,055 	6,710 	6,935 	7,275 	7,130 	7,270 	.... 	.... 	5,280 	5,955 	6,195 	6,210 
E.T.D.. per lb., gross 	  12,620 	12,740 12,120 	12,150 12,370 	12,400 10,900 	12,080 12,490 	13,090 12,840 	13,090 	.... 	.... 	9,500 	10,720 11,150 	11,180 

Softeni4g temperature of ash 	°F 	2745 	2700+ 	2700+ 	2430 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 

Specific gravity (apparent) 	 0-835 	0-925 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 

Weight per cubic foot 	lb. 	 25-75 	27-0 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 
Screen analysis (square screen open 

ings) 	 per cent On 2'=9-5, 2' On l'=23-9,  1' On 2'=29-7, 2' On r=1-3, a, 	 .... 	 .... 	 .... 	 .... 	 .... 	 .... 	 .... 	 .... 	 .... 	 .... 

t,o 1r=57-2, 	to  1'=45-9, 	t,o 1r=54-0, 	to 	y-1-8, 
ii• to r= 	1' to e= 	le to r= 	e to y= 
31-2, per r 	28-6, per r 	13-9, r to y 	18-5, r to y 
=2-1 	=1-6 	=0-7, y to 	=16-3, 	per 

r=0-5, per 	*'=624 
 r=1•2 

Designation of fuel 	  Crushed 	 Nut 	Breeze 	  

Kind of sample 	  Delivered to Fuel Research Laboratories 	  As sold in 
Ottawa 

Date 	 November, 19301Nov. 13, 1931 	  May,  1931.....rpril 25,  1931. ho.  13, 1932.. November, 	Summer of 	December, 
1930 	1930 	1930 
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Part II: Natural Gas and Liquid Fuels 

ANALYSES OF NATURAL GAS DURING 1930-31 

P. V. Rosewarne and R. J. Offord 

During the last few years the Division of Fuels and Fuel Testing has 
conducted an analysis survey of Canada's natural gas resources, in con-
junction with a special investigation of Turner Valley naphtha and "waste" 
gas. It is obvious that as a preliminary to  such  investigations the com-
position of the gas must be known  as exactly  as possible, and since this 
information was not available, samples were obtained from the principal 
producing fields in Canada, and subjected to careful and detailed examina-
tion. The analyses of several samples from the Turner Valley field have 
been reported '. previously and the results are included in this report for 
convenient reference. 

Valuable assistance was received from the various oil and gas com-
panies operating in the field and from individuals who submitted samples 
for examination. Much assistance in the collection of the samples was 
received from: R. B. Harkness, Commissioner of Natural Gas for Ontario; 
Wm. Calder, Director of Petroleum and Natural Gas for Alberta; C. W. 
Dingman, Petroleum Engineer at Calgary; G. R. Elliott, Petroleum 
Engineer at Lethbridge; C. C. Ross, Supervisory Mining Engineer of the 
Department of the Interior at Ottawa, and F. M. Steel, Petroleum Engineer 
of the Department of the Interior at Calgary. The Royalite Oil Company 
at Turner Valley and the Provincial Institute of Technology at Calgary 
assisted greatly by providing laboratory accommodation in the field. To 
all the foregoing grateful acknowledgment is made for their h.earty co-opera-
tion at all times. 

APPARATUS AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS USED 

The samples were analysed by fractional distillation in a Podbielniak 
column to determine the relative amounts of methane, ethane, propane, 
butane, pentane, and higher hydrocarbons that were present. A repre-
sentative portion of each sample was retained and tested to show the 
specific gravity and the percentage of helium, carbon dioxide, oxygen, and 
nitrogen present. The sulphur present in the gas is the subject of a special 
investigation, the results of which will be reported separately. The 
apparatus used for the determination of carbon dioxide, oxygen, and 
nitrogen, was a type of Orsat apparatus usually referred to as the Burrell, 
or the United States Bureau of Mines type. This apparatus gave excellent 
results in the analyses of gases containing a large proportion of methane, 
but for those gases which contain an appreciable quantity of the higher 
hydrocarbons, the results obtained by calculating the products of com-
bustion as methane and ethane only, are in error, somewhat in proportion 
to the amount of the higher hydrocarbons that are present. This is shown 

1"Ana1ysis of Natural Cris from the Turner Valley Meld in Alberta," Mines Branch .  No.72I, pp. 109-128, also 
Mines Branoh Memorandum Series No. 43. 
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in different places in Table I where the nitrogen content appears to be a 
negative quantity. Repeated check analyses verified these erratic results. 

The specific gravity was determined by direct weighing of the sample 
in a glass balloon, and the apparatus used for the determination of helium 
was similar to that described by Dr. R. T. Elworthy in Mines Branch 
Rept. No. 679, "Helium in Canada". 

DISCUSSION 01?  RESULTS 

The results of the analyses are shown in tabular form in Table I. 
The samples were all taken by ordinary water displacement from the pipe-
line near the well. In the case of the samples from Turner Valley the gas 
had already passed through the "separators". The separators are cylind-
rical units used for removing crude naphtha from the gas prior to its being 
purified for use as city gas, or going to waste as surplus gas. The results 
are those obtained from the analysis of a single sample, and where more 
than one sample was taken from any particular well the results obtained 
from the analyses of all the samples taken are shown. It will be observed 
that in these cases the results obtained agree very closely with one another. 
The values shown in the tables are based on percentage by volume in all 
cases. That shown for xnethane includes the percentages of all other 
gases present whose boiling point is near or below that of methane. That 
shown for pentanes includes all hydrocarbons whose boiling points are 
higher than that of pentane. The date on which the samples were taken 
is also shown. 

CHANGES IN COMPOSITION OF THE GAS 

The results obtained indicate that some changes in the composition 
of the Turner Valley gas may have occurred during the past two years. 
In 1930, these samples of gas were taken from Royalite No. 19 at intervals 
of a week or ten days. In 1931, four samples were taken from the same 
well at about the same thne of year and at about the same interval. If the 
average of the sum of the butane and pentane fractions, which are the two 
commercially important constituents present, be taken from these two 
series, the average for 1930 will be found to be 2.07 per cent and the 
average for 1931 will be 2.48 per cent. This amount represents a differ-
ence in recoverable naphtha of 0.018 Imperial gallons per 1,000 cubic 
feet of gas processed. On the basis of 15,000,000 cubic feet of gas being 
produced per day from a well, this difference would amount to 270 gallons 
of crude condensate. On account of the low boiling point of the butanes 
and of the pentanes the weathering losses would probably be excessive. 
Even if only half of it could be retained, 135 gallons, or approximately 4 
barrels per day would be recovered in addition to the present production. 
This is equivalent to an increased return of $12.00 per day, if the market 
value of the naphtha may be assumed to be $3.00 per barrel. It is pro-
posed to obtain a series of samples from this same well during 1932 in order 
to have additional data on the subject. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE APPARATUS 

At different times during the operation of the Podbielniak fraction-
ating column, difficulty has been experienced in maintaining a low tempera-
ture during the admission of the gas to the apparatus. Recently, a similar 
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occurrence took place in which it was very definitely proven that this 
difficulty was due to carbon dioxide in the liquid air used in the cooling 
chamber. When a fresh supply of liquid air containing no carbon dioxide 
was obtained, the operation of the column became normal again. Several 
results in Table I are probably affected by a similar occurrence, in such a 
way that the methane content appears to be too high and the ethane 
content appears to be too low. The error affects the relative proportions 
of methane and ethane only. The sum of the two should be substantially 
correct. In the writer's opinion, those samples which show a lower ethane 
than propane content, are the ones chiefly affected. 

With the exception of the difficulty described above, the Podbielniak 
type fractionating column has continued to give every satisfaction. More-
over, the designer has made certain improvements recently that greatly 
increase the efficiency of the column. The improved column is known as 
the Precision type, and with it much sharper separations of the various 
fractions can be made in slightly less time. With the older type, a separa-
tion of the isobutane and normal butane fractions was not clear cut and 
distinct. With the Precision type column the separation is quite good, 
and there appears evidence that, in addition to the two butanes, there is 
often present in natural gas, at least one other hydrocarbon, the boiling 
point of which is between minus 12° C. and plus 1° C. 

A quantity of gas from Foothills well No. 1 in Turner Valley was 
available at the Fuel Research Laboratories, and several samples of this 
gas were fractionated, and selected portions of the fractions were retained. 
This selected portion, containing a large proportion of the fraction between 
minus 12° C. and plus 1° C. was refractionated. The result is shown 
graphically in Figure 1. An dttempt was made to isolate the components 
other than isobutane and normal butane, but, unfortunately, the sample 
was lost in the later stages and the work must be repeated. 
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TABLF, I 

Results of Analyses of Nat-ural Gas in 1930 and 1931 

Sample 	 Date 	Methane 	 Pentanes 	Total, 	Carbon 	Nitro- 	 Specific 	Sample Name of well 	 ayEthane 	Propane Butane 	 hydro- 	.. 	0 	gen 	Helium 	gravity 	No. 

	

dioxide 	 gen No. 	 sampled 	plug 	 plus' 	carbons 	 (air=1) 

% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 
New Brunswick 

1 New Brunswick Gas ee Oil 
Co. No. 35 	14/ 8/31 	91-0 	4-5 	3-2 	1-0 	0.37 	98-82 	0-29 	0-29 	0.38 	0.024 	0.683 	1 

Quebec 

2 Lanoraie No. 1 	22/10/31 	99-5 	0.5  	97-29 	0-14 	0 • 69 	1-87 	0-010 	0-605 	2 

Ontario 

3 	Charlton No. 233 	28/10/31 	95.1 	1-4 	2-2 	1-0 	0-38 	97-29 	0-26  	2.35 	0-098 	0-619 	3 4 	Coneybeare No. 5 	29/10/31 	95-3 	1 • 4 	2 • 1 	1-0 	0-30 	94-75  	0-56 	4.49 	0.200 	0-677 	4 5 	De Clute No. 13 	29/10/31 	98-1 	0-3 	0-5 	0.7 	0-30 	89.65 	0-57 	0-28 	9-30 	0-199 	0-664 	5 6 	Olga No. 1 	28/10/31 	95-5 	1-4 	2-0 	0.8 	0.30 	94-72 	,. 	 5-05 	0-226 	0-647 	6 7 Smith No. 2 	4/11/31 	92-3 	5.0 	1-9 	0-6 	0-23 	94-50  	5-40 	0.122 	0-716 	7 

Alberta 

Aldersyde field 

8 Ranchmen's No. 1 	16/10/31 	99-4 	0.5 	0-1  	0.235  	8 
Barnwell field 

9 Barnwell No. 4 	15/9/31 	99.2 	0-4 	0-2 	0.2 	- 	90-33  	0-52 	8.77 	0.380 	0-607 	9 10 	" 	No. 7 	15/9/31 	98-0 	0-7 	0.5 	0-4 	0-37 	91-93  	0-34 	7-73 	0.372 	0-683 	10 
Border field 

11 	Mayland Southern 	3/9/31 	98-2 	1 • 2 	0.2 	0-1 	0-32 	96-57 	0-38  	2-97 	0-077 	0-602 	11 12 	Range No. 1 	3/9/31 	99-1 	0-4 	0-3 	0-32  	97.48 	0-37 	0-37 	1-72 	0-065 	0-588 	12 (Formerly Rogers Imperial) 

Bow Island field 

13 Bow Island No. 1.3 	3/9/31 	99-1 	0-6 	0-1 	0.2 	0-14 	96-84 	0-27 	0-27 	2-33 	0-291 	0-598 	13 14 	" 	No. 14 	3/9/31 	99-4 	0-2 	0.1 	0-2 	0-14 	89-98  	0-24 	9-43 	0-348 	0-602 	14 15 	" 	No. 22 	3/9/31 	99-4 	0-2 	0-1 	0-2 	0-20 	94-91 	0-29 	0.29 	4-16 	0-347 	0-599 	15 



. 95-90 0-22 0-1 
98.71 

93.41 
96-69 
97-67 
93.01 

16 
17 

18 
19 
20 
21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 
28 

29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 

Urooksfield 

Bron 	1  

" No.3 	  

Foremost field 

Foremost No. 1 	 
" 	No. 4 	 
" 	No. 5 	 

United Gas No. 3 	 

18/9/31 	59-5 	0.1 	0-1 
18/9/31 	99-8 	0.1 	0-1 

16/9/31 	99.2 	0.5 	0-2 
27/8/31 	99.2 	0.5 	0.3 
16/9/31 	90-1 	0-7 	0-2 
16/9/31 	99.7 	0-3 	 

	

0-29 	3.73 	0.075 	0-576 	16 

	

0.31 	0.90 	0.077 	0-576 	17 

	

0.31  	6-08 	0-200 	0-592 	18 

	

0.45 	2-66 	0-204 	0-589 	19 

	

0-40 	1.73 	0.204 	0-590 	20 

	

0-16 	0.32 	6.31 	0.200 	0-599 	21 

Lacombe field 

Cannon 	  

Medicine Hat field 

Medicine Hat No. 55 	 

°yen field 

Fuego No. 1 	  

Pincher. Creek field 

Weymarn No. 2 	 
(Formerly Mount Royal.) 

Redcliff  field 

Dominion Glass No. 1 	 

Red Coulee field 

Vanalta No. 1 	  
" No. 1 	  

Turner Valley field 

Advance No. 5A 	 
Associated No. 1 	 
Baltac No. 1 	  
Brit. Dominion No. 3 	 
Calmant No. 2 	  
Commonwealth No. 1 	 
Dalhousie No. 5 	 

" No. 7  
East Crest No. 2A and No. 3 
Foothills No. 1  

" 	No. 1 	  
" No. 3 	  

Freehold No. 2 	  
Freeman-Lundy 	  

	

3/31 	  

	

17/9/31 	99.6 	0.1  	0-2 	0-16 	99-03 

	

12/30 	99.2 	0-6 	0-3  	98-15 

	

17/9/31 	90.2 	5.5 	- 2-5 	1-1 	0-70 	87-43 

17/9/31 	99.8 	0-2 	 1 	96-35 

8/11/30 	90.6 	3-4 	3.9 	1-5 	0-77 	96-26 
5/9/31 	94-1 	1.0 	2-6 	1-6 	0-74 	96.50 

4/9/30 	87-2 	6-6 	3-7 	1-7 	0-8 	499-07 
8/9/30 	88.4 	6-4 	3-4 	1-3 	0-5 	499-10 

27/8/31 	85-1 	7 • 4 	4-1 	2-3 	1.11 	96-57 
10/30 	90-0 	4-2 	3.5 	1.6 	0-76 	97-98 

17/9/30 	88.2 	6-0 	3-4 	1-7 	0- 7 	96.02 
28/8/31 	86.7 	8.7 	3-1 	1-1 	0-31 	98-46 
6/9/30 	85-0 	7.4 	3.8 	2-1 	1- 7 	98-47 

20/8/30 	87-4 	6-6 	3.6 	1-4 	1- 1 	95-27 
23/8/31 	87-0 	8-1 	3-1 	1-4 	0-46 	4101.93 
16/8/30 	88-7 	5-7 	3-3 	1.5 	0- 9 	4103-99 
16/8/30 	87-0 	7.5 	3-2 	1-5 	0-81 	 
17/8/30 	89.0 	4-8 	3-6 	1.8 	0- 8 	4100.92 
23/8/31 	87-6 	6-8 	3.5 	1.4 	0.71 	4100.81 
27/8/31 	975 	6.0 	3-7 	1-8 	1-05 	98-36 

1 • 14 	0.22 	98.61  	0-072 	22 

0-22  	0-65 	0-101 	0.580 	23 

0-55 	0-41 	0-87 	0 • 020 	0-592 	21 

0-61 	0-15 	11.73 	0.082 	0-688 	25 	r.C. 

0-37 I 	3-28 I 	0-119 I 	0-579 I 	26 

1-28 	0-26 	2-16 	0-041 	0.688 	27 
0 • 69 	0.52 	2.25 	0-040 	0-685 	28 

	

1-12 	0-29  	0.008 	0.691 	29 

	

1-07 	0-27  	0-007 	0-671 	30 

	

1-05 	0.26 	2-12 	0-005 	0.715 	31 

	

0.75 	0-30 	0.96 	0.008 	0-682 	32 

	

1.09 	0-27 	2.61 	0-008 	0.687 	33 

	

0.35  	1-19 	0-008 	0.662 	34 

	

0-59 	1-05 	0-88 	0.009 	0.721 	35 

	

0-99 	044 	3.59 	0.010 	0-678 	36 

	

0.64 	0-32  	0-007 	0-675 	37 

	

0-63 	0 • 32 	 Trace 	50-687 	38 
39 

	

0-59 	0.44  	0-009 	50-688 	40 
0-16  	0.008 	0-683 	41 
0 • 89 	0.74 	0-008 	0-690 	42 



TABLE I-Concluded 

Results of Analyses of Natural Gas in 1930 and 1931-Concluded 

Sample 	Nitmeofwell 	Date 	Methane 	 PEmlanes 	ne.913 	 Specific 

	

Carbon 	Nitro- 	H 	 Sample 
No. 	 sampled 	 E thane 	Propane 	 . 2 	hyehm- 	,20ride 	Oxygen 	 elium 	gra.vity 	,- plusl 	 oane 	Butane 	 plus 	carbons 	''''' 	

gen 	Du>. 

9ô 	9ô 	9ô 	5ô 	9O 	9ô 	5ô  

43 Honleigo.1 	30/9/29 	91-0 	4.3 	3-1 	0.8 	0- 8  	 43 
44 	" 	No.1 	11/8/30 	88-9 	6.3 	3-2 	1-2 	0 •  5  	 44 
45 	" 	No.3 	9/30 	87-6 	6-8 	3-3 	1-6 	0- 7 	98-16 	1-07 	0-29 	0-47 	0-008 	0-683 	45 
46 Homestead/V.0.1 	26/8/31 	88-1 	8-4 	3.3 	1-5 	0.69  	0-061  	46 
47 Unvry- No.1 	22/8/30 	88-3 	5.4 	4.0 	1-6 	0- 7 	94-00 	0-33 	0-33 	5-33 	0-008 	0.680 	47 
48 Mayland NO. 1 	2/9/30 	87-0 	7-0 	3-5 	1-7 	0- 9 	97-70 	0-30 	0-60 	1.39 	0.010 	0-684 	48 
49 	" 	hIo.6 	26/8/31 	90.3 	5.0 	3.1 	1-3 	0-31 	97-45 	0.80 	0-27 	1-47 	0-010 	0-671 	49 
50 McDougal,SegurNo.2 	27/8/30 	87-2 	7.3 	3-4 	1-4 	0- 7 	99-13  	0-63 	0-23 	0.007 	0.675 	50 
51 	 No.4 	9/9/30 	874 	6.6 	3.5 	1.6 	0- 6 	98.22 	1-27  	0-50 	0-007 	0.682 	51 
52 McLeod No.4 	9/9/30 	90.0 	4-5 	3 • 4 	1-6 	0.71 	498-40 	1-53 	0-42  	0-014 	0.888 	52 
53 Mercury No.3 	11/9/30 	89-0 	5.2 	3-7 	1-5 	0- 6 	98-21 	0-80 	0-27 	0-71 	0-010 	0-678 	53 
54 Merlandigo.1 	16/10/31 	92-6 	4-1 	2-5 	0-7 	0-13  	0-011  	54 
55 Midfield No.1 	27/8/31 	86.9 	7-3 	3-4 	1-6 	0-75 	99.80 	0-32 	0.48 	0-19 	0-009 	0-676 	55 
56 MiracleNo. 1 	24/8/31 	85.6 	8.6 	3-6 	1-6 	0-64 	99.09 	0-47  	0.44 	0.006 	0-683 	56 
57 ModelNo.1 	10/30 	91-0 	3.4 	3.4 	1.5 	0-68 	97-94 	1.47 	0.44 	0-14 	0-008 	0-682 	57 
58 	' 	" 	No.1 	2/11/31 	89.1 	5-3 	3-5 	1-5 	0.69 	98-63 	1-25 	0-39  	0.007 	0-691 	58 
59 	Okaltallo. 1 	26/8/31 	94-9 	1.0 	1-3 	1.8 	0.96 	96-30 	1-02 	0-68 	2.00 	0-004 	0.694 	59 
60 RegentNo.1 	9/9/30 	88-3 	5.9 	3-5 	1-8 	0- 6 	96-38 	0-52 	0-27 	2-82 	0-010 	0.683 	60 
81 	Richfield.No.2 	27/8/31 	86-6 	7.4 	3.5 	1.6 	0.84 	97-38 	0.80 	0-48 	1-33 	0-008 	0-695 	61 
62 	Itoyifilte No. 4 	27/9/29 	92-2 	4-1 	2.5 	0-5 	0- 7  	62 
63 	" 	No. 6 	25/8/30 	88-5 	6-5 	3.3 	1-3 	0. 5 	4107-09 	0-36 	0-55  	0.008 	0.694 	63 
64 	" 	No.17 	27/9/29 	89.9 	5.0 	3.2 	1-7 	0-18  	 84 
65 	" 	No.17 	11/8/30 	88-3 	6-2 	3-4 	1-5 	0-64 	81-42 	0-76 	0-76 	17-76 	Trace 	60-706 	65 
66 	" 	No.18 	13/8/30 	89.8 	4-7 	3-3 	1-7 	0-59 	85-91 	0.64 	0-64 	12.80 	0-007 	60-690 	66 
67 	" 	No.19 	26/8/30 	88-2 	6.4 	3-4 	1-4 	0-62 	98-96 	1-03 	0-15 	0-86  	0.687 	67 
68 	" 	No.19 	3/9/30 	88-1 	6.5 	3-4 	1-5 	0.83 	98-64 	1-08 	0.13 	1-14 	0.007 	0-682 	68 
69 	" 	No.19 	12/9/30 	88.0 	6-5 	3.4 	1.6 	0-54 	99-10 	0-13 	0-54 	0-22 	0-009 	0.682 	69 
70 	" 	No.19 	26/8/31 	88-2 	5.9 	3-2 	1-9 	0-79  	70 
71 	" 	No.19 	2/9/31 	89-8 	4-8 	3-1 	1.6 	0-69  	71 
72 	" 	No.19 	10/9/31 	89-1 	5-2 	3-4 	1.7 	0.59  	72 
73 	" 	hTo.19 	23/9/31 	88-2 	5.9 	3-2 	1-9 	0-79  	73 
74 	" 	No. 23 	27/9/30 	87-6 	6.4 	3-4 	1-7 	0-86 	499-79 	0-52 	0-52  	0-009 	0-678 	74 
75 	" 	No.25 	26/8/31 	86-2 	8.0 	3.4 	1-6 	0-83 	98-94 	0.45 	0-30 	0-30 	0-011 	0-679 	75 
78 Southern Lowry 	16/10/31 	86-7 	8.2 	3.4 	1-4 	0-39  	 0.008  	76 
77 Spooner No. 1 	9/9/30 	87-4 	6-6 	3-7 	1-6 	0.66 	91.71 	0.63 	0-95 	6-70 	0.007 	0-699 	77 
78 	" 	No.44 	27/8/31 	87-0 	7.2 	3.4 	1-6 	0-83 	97-62 	1-18 	0.34 	0.85 	0-007 	0-685 	78 
79 	Sterling-Pacifie No.1 	7/9/30 	86-8 	7-0 	3.6 	1-8 	0-88 	499-14 	0-94 	0-43  	0.007 	0-691 	79 
80 StructureNo.1 	28/8/31 	96-1 	1-4 	0.9 	1-0 	0-59 	97-40  	0.44 	2.15 	0-009 	0-677 	80 
81 WellingtonNo.1 	23/8/31 	86-9 	7-2 	3-5 	1-6 	0.82 	4101-00  	0-33  	0.008  	R1 
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Twin River field 

Parco-Nordon No. 1... 

Werner  field 

Gas P. & T. Co.6  No. 1 	 

1 The percentage given for "methane" includes other gases noncondensible at the temperatures used, e.g., ol7gen, nitrogen and helium. 
2  The percentage given for "pentane" includes whatever higher hydrocarbons that are present. 

Total hydrocarbons were obtained by calculating results of combustion in Burrell  apparatus as methane and ethane only. 
Constittients obtained from analysis in Burrell  apparatus total over 100 without nitrogen. 
Calculated value. 
Gas Production and Transport Company. 

0-32 
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Ii  

WEATHERING OF CRUDE NAPHTHA IN TURNER VALLEY 

P. V. Rosewarne and W. P. Campbell 

During an investigation of natural gas in Turner valley in Alberta, 
conducted by the Mines Branch in 1929 and 1930, the process of weather-
ing the crude naphtha was studied. This "weathering," as it is called, 
is necessary in order to reduce the volatility of the naphtha so that it can 
be more safely and economically handled as treated or "stabilized" naphtha. 

. The apparent reduction in the volume of crude condensate by the weather-
ing process was further investigated during the summer of 1931, and this 
report is an account of the measurements taken, the observations made, 
and the conclusions drawn from them. 

The investigation was conducted principally in Turner valley. The 
writers had placed at their disposal by the Supervisory Mining Engineer 
of the Department of the Interior,laboratory accommodation and equipment, 
both at Calgary and at Turner Valley, and it is desired to acknowledge 
herewith on behalf of the Mines Branch, indebtedness to the officers of 
the Department of the Interior for their courtesy and co-operation in this 
respect. Grateful acknowledgment is also made to the Lowry Petroleum 
Company for placing one of their wells at the disposal of the writers, and to 
the staff and officers of the Imperial Oil Company and of the Royalite Oil 
Company for a great deal of assistance in manufacturing and assembling 
special equipment, and for otherwise co-operating in the work in a very 
hearty manner. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

As is well known, the gas from this field comes from the producing 
zone under great pressure carrying with it a certain amount of the heavier 
hydrocarbon in the liquid phase, which when it is collected forms the 
crude naphtha refeffed to above. The equipment that is in general use 
in the field for the separation and collection of the naphtha is called a 
separator. The separator is operated at various pressures which have an 
effect upon the product obtained. Under conditions of high pressure 
large quantities of gases and volatile vapours which would ordinarily be 
classed as gases are held in solution in the liquid condensate.' When the 
pressure is released the greater part of these gases passes off, but a certain 
portion is still held, and would remain in solution for some time if it were 
left undisturbed. The presence of gases and these very volatile vapours 
is most undesirable in naphtha which has to be held in storage, and is a 
source of both trouble and danger if it is to be transported. In the field 
when storage is limited and the stock must be kept moving, the rapid 
elimination of the gases becomes essential as in most cases the refiner 
will not accept it unless they are removed. The common field practice 
is to warm the naphtha up to a definite temperature considerably above 
32° F. by means of steam coils. When the naphtha is to be transported 
by a common carrier legislative requirements demand that the vapour 
- 

'In this paper the term "condensate '  is used to denote the produot colleoted by the separator as distinguished 
from "naphtha" or "crude naphtha," which refers to the same product after it has been weathered. 
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pressure under certain stated conditions shall not be greater than ten 
pounds per square inch. Some steaming tanks are fitted with pop-valves 
in order to give some measure of control, others simply have an opening 
in the cover of the tank. Unfortunately, during this steaming of the tanks 
the volatile vapours carry off with them a considerable quantity of market-
able naphtha. The object of this investigation was to determine the 
amount of naphtha lost by the weathering process. 

The most modern equipment for treating this class of material con-
sists of a fractionating tower capable of being operated under pressure. 
This method of obtaining the desired products is very efficient, but it 
requires a heavy outlay for equipment, and in the field requires rather 
elaborate gathering lines, in order to transfer the condensate from the 
well to the central plant. It is of course obvious that it would be imprac-
ticable to set up fractionating equipment at each well. 

The problem of determining the losses due to weathering may be 
approached from several angles; first, by considering the composition and 
quantity of gases given off from a definite volume of condensate; second, 
by determining the composition of the gases given off and that of the 
condensate before and after weathering; third, by the direct measurement 
of the shrinkage in volume of a known quantity of condensate. It was 
decided after consideration, that a combination of the second and the 
third methods of approach would present fewer practical difficulties than 
the first method, although it was not the most direct line of attack. The 
combined second and third method presented no special difficulties except 
at one point, namely, that of obtaining an average sample of the vapours 
given off in order to determine the proportion of pentanes and higher 
hydrocarbons that would be carried off with the lighter fractions. As 
already pointed out the lighter fractions in solution tend to raise the 
vapour pressure of the mixture and an appreciable amount of the pentanes 
and higher hydrocarbons passes off along with the lighter fractions. This 
means that the pentanes and higher hydrocarbons content of the weathered 
naphtha as determined by analysis is lower by the amount so lost. How-
ever, certain data were already available which would give close approxi-
mations to the amount that -would be lost in this way. The third method 
was quite simple; it merely required that a conveniently large volume of 
condensate be measured at separator pressures and temperatures and 
then be weathered down to a vapour pressure of ten pounds per square 
inch at 100° F. 

The equipment required for the method that was chosen consisted 
of a large high-pressure container which would hold pressures in excess of 
300 pounds per square inch, have convenient means of measuring the 
initial and final volume of the condensate, and be fitted with suitable 
gauges and valves for charging or withdrawing samples of condensate 
during the course of the test. In addition, there were required several 
steel cylinders capable of withstanding high pressures, a vapour pressure 
bomb, and the use of a Podbielniak fractionating apparatus for the anal-
ysis of samples. 

THE FIELD TESTS 

In order to carry out the tests satisfactorily it was necessary to secure 
the co-operation of one of the companies operating in the field. As has 
been stated before, the Royalite Oil Company was approached and readily 
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agreed to give the writers all possible assistance. After ccinsidering differ-
ent possibilities it was finally decided to use a separator similar to those in, 
general use in the field, instead of having a large high-pressure container 
specially constructed for the work. It happened that two separators had 
been installed at No 1 well of the Lowry Petroleum Company, and 
since only one of them was required for ordinary operation of the well, 
the other was placed at the disposal of the writers. A few changes 
were necessary in the fittings so that pressure could be built up in the test 
separator beforehand and then the condensate could be transferred from 
the producing separator without much change in pressure. No informa-
tion was available regarding the exact volume of the separator. Accord-
ingly it was necessary to determine its volume accurately, or the volume 
of that part of it that was to be used in the tests. This was done in two 
ways, namely, by direct measurement of the separator, and by filling it 
with water and weighing the water run off between two fixed points on 
the gauge glass. The two methods checked reasonably closely but the 
latter being the more accurate the calibration obtained by it was used in 
the tests. The volume so calibrated would take care of three barrels of 
condensate. A considerable part of the separator volume lay below the 
bottom of the gauge glass and as there was no convenient way of measur-
ing this it was decided to fill it with water up to a suitable point on the 
glass, as shown in Figure 2. The condensate would float on the top of the 
water when transferred to the separator and would occupy the calibrated 
portion of the separator. With a definite volume of condensate charged 
to the separator any diminution in volume could be observed and measured 
on the gauge glass. A thermometer well and a convenient valve for draw-
ing off naphtha for vapour pressure tests were also installed. 

A high-pressure gauge was used at the beginning of each test. This 
was replaced later by a low-pressure gauge when the pressure had dropped 
to about 50 pounds per square inch. The gases and vapours from the 
separator were vented by hand through a small valve. When the pressure 
had dropped to about ten pounds per square inch, vapour pressure deter-
minations were made periodically until a vapour pressure of less than 
10 pounds per square inch was obtained by approved methods. No 
provision was made for collecting the vented vapour as the volume was 
too large to handle unless an expensive gas-holder were built for the pur-
pose. Moreover, the gas was contaminated, at the beginning of the test 
at least, with the stripped gas used to build up pressure prior to the transfer 
of the condensate. A sample of crude condensate from the producing 
separator was taken at separator pressure in each test immediately before 
the transfer of the condensate to the test separator. At the conclusion 
of each test a sample of the weathered naphtha was also collected directly 
from the separator for analysis. 

Operating Data 

At the time of the tests the pressuré on the well was kept at 
approximately 800 pounds per square inch, and the pressure on the 
separator at approximately 300 pounds per square inch. Water was 
run into the test separatôr until its level stood well above the bottom 
of the gauge glass. Gas was then admitted from the producing separator 
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until the pressures were equal in the two separators. The blowdown valve 
of the producing separator was then opened and, by increasing the pressure 
on this separator slightly, the condensate was transferred to the test 
separator. When the desired quantity of condensate had been trans-
ferred, the valve was closed and the volume of condensate as shown by the 
height of liquid in the gauge glass was recorded. The temperature of the 

Figure 2. Diagrammatic sketch of test separator. 

condensate and other pertinent information was also noted. The pressure 
in the test separator was then slowly reduced by: venting the gases and 
vapours to the atmosphere until the pressure, as indicated by the gauge 
was 10 pounds per square inch. From this stage on, the pressure was 
released at intervals. After each release the naphtha was allowed to 
stand for a time so that the dissolved gases and volatile fractions could 
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accumulate above the liquid. Vapour pressure tests were made and if 
the naphtha showed pressure ,,Œreater than '10 pounds per square inch, it 
was again vented and allowed to stand. This was repeated until the 
required vapour pressure was reached. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Three weathering tests were made. The results obtained and a 
summary of the analyses of the condensate before and after weathering 
are shown in Tables I, II, and III. 

!Test No. 1 was used as a preliminary in order to demonstrate that the 
apparatus was in satisfactory working order, and the results obtained from 
it were not as complete as could be desired because several minor difficulties 
were encountered. First, when the valve was opened to admit the crude 
condensate some of the water, used to bring the lower level of the con-
densate being tested up to a point that could be observed in the gauge 
glass, was forced back into the line, with the result that the quantity of 
condensate being treated could not be measured accurately. An estima-
tion of the volume was made and is thought to be a reasonably close one. 
In succeeding tests the water was brought to a higher level at the beginning 

TABLE I 
Loss of Volume from Weathering 

Corrected gauge reading 
Loss of 	Specific gravity at 60° F. 

Test 	Inches 	Inches 	Difference 	volume, 	  
start 	finish 	 per cent 	Start 	Finish 

1 	35 •63? 	23.68? 	11.95? 	33.5? 	0.685 	0.693 
2 	18.38 	16.18 	2•20 	11 •97 	0.686 	0.6875 
3 	19.31 	16.91 	2 •40 	12•40 	0•678 	0.080 

TABLE II 
Fractional Analyses by Podbielniak Apparatus Showing Percentage by Volume 

Condense* before Weathering 

Sample No. 	 lA 	2A 	3A 	Average 

Methane + 	2.1 	1 •6 	1•8 
Ethane 	2.9 	3.2 	3.0 
Propane 	 6.3 	6.9 	6.6 
Butanes 	 13•2 	16.6 	14.9 
Pentanes + 	75.7 	71.7 	73.7 

Specific gravity calculated 	 0 •659 	0.6505 

Condensate after Wee.  thering 

1B 	2B 	3Bz 	3B, 	Average 
Sample No. 	 (2B (Ss 3B1) 

Methane + 	 0.2 	0.1 	o • 1 	0.2 
Ethane 	 • 	 0.5 	0.3 	0 •2 	0•4 
Propane 	1.6 	4.3 	4.6 	5.1 	4.4 
Butanes 	10.6 	12.1 	15.6 	14.0 	13.8 
Pentanes + 	87.8 	83 •1 	79.4 	80•5 	81.2 

Specific gravity calculated 	0.688 	0 •6793 	0.6858 	0•6834 
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TABLE III 

Summary of Analysis by Fractional Distillation of Crude and Weathered Con- 
densate from Weathering Test in Turner Valley, 1931 

Sample No 	2A 	3A 	1B 	2B 	3B2 	3B2 

Description 	  Condensate 	Condensate Weathered 	Weathered 	Weathered 	Weathered 
Condensate Condensate Condensate Condensate 

Name of well 	  Lowry Pet. Lowry Pet. Lowry Pet. Lowry Pet. Lowry Pet Lowry Pet. 
Number of well 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 

Taken from 	Separator 	Separator 	Separator 	Separator 	Separator 	Separator 

Date taken 	Aug. 25 	Sept. 10 	Aug. 24 	Sept. 5 	Sept. 25 	Sept. 25 

Time taken 	  
Taken by 	W.P.C. 	W.P.C. 	W.P.C. 	W.P.C. 	W.P.C. 	W.P.C. 

Average pressure in pounds per sq. in. 
On well 	800± 	800± 	  
On separator 	300± 	300± 	  

Temperature, °F. 
of sample 	 40± 	32 	73 	69 	59 	59 

Vapour pressure 	8.0 	10.0 	10.6 	10.6 

Hydrocarbon by Volume- 
Methane+ 	2.1 	1.6 	 0.2 	0.1 	04 
Ethane 	2.9 	3.2 	 0 • 5 	0.3 	0.2 
Propane 	6.3 	6.9 	1.6 	4.3 	4 • 6 	54 
Butanes 	13.2 	16.6 	10.6 	12.1 	15. 6 	14.0 
Pentanes and higher 	75.7 	71.7 	87.8 	83.1 	79.4 	80.5 

Specific gravity observed 	0.686 	0.678 	0.693 	0.6875 	0.680 	0.680 

Specific gravity calculated 	0.659 	0.6505 	0.688 	0.6793 	0.6858 	0.6834 

Date tested 	Sept. 18 	Sept. 22 	Sept. 22 	Sept. 12 	Sept. 25 . 	Sept. 26 

Tested by 	W.P.C. 	W.P.C. 	P.V.R. 	W.P.C. 	W.P.C. 	W.P.C. 

and no further trouble from this cause occurred. Second, the separator 
was vented frequently on a very warm day with the result that the vapour 
pressure of the weathered naphtha was reduced to 8.0 pounds before a 
sample was tested. On Tests No. 2 and No. 3, care was taken that the 
separator was not vented unless the atmospheric temperature was less 
than 70° F. This procedure prolonged the tests considerably but good 
results were secured thereby. Third, considerable difficulty was encount-
ered in fractionating the crude condensate due to the presence of moisture 
and practically all of sample No. 1A was used up in efforts to overcome the 
difficulty. Samples from Test No. 2 and No. 3 were dehydrated under 
pressure by calcium chloride in a specially designed bomb before fraction-
ation and gave no trouble. 

The results obtained in Tests No. 2 and No. 3 indicated that the 
reduction in volume of crude condensate of the character tested, when 
weathered until the vapour pressure is 10 pounds per square inch would 
be about 12 per cent. The actual values obtained were 12 per cent and 
12.4 per cent respectively, which were considered to be in satisfactory 
agreement. In regard to Test No. 1, the analysis of the crude condensate 
is not available, but a comparison of the specific gravities leads to the 
belief that the composition of sample No. 1A was similar to that of sample 
No. 2A. The analysis of sample No. 1B rather corroborates this con-
clusion. On account of the vapour pressure being reduced to 8 pounds 
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instead of to ten pounds only, it is obvious that the reduction in volume 
would be greater in this than in the other two cases. Therefore, the 
figure obtained should be considered as an approximation only. 

It is well to bear in mind when considering this problem of weathering 
crude condensate that a wide variation in gravity is encountered in 
naphthas from Turner Valley, as much as eighteen degrees A.P.I.' fre-
quently occurring between samples from diffierent wells. This variation 
is probably due to a difference in operating conditions at the wellhead, or to 
different conditions at the producing horizon. When such widely different 
condensates are weathered to the same vapour pressure it is obvious that 
different changes in volume will also be found. 

The Practical Value of Analyses 

Having obtained by direct measurement a value for the reduction of 
volume of naphtha due to weathering, the question arises whether the 
analysis may be used to calculate the probable reduction. 

In order to do that it is necessary to know the composition of the 
vapours given off during the weathering process. As was stated above 
the vapours given off were not collected nor analysed. However, several 
samples of similar vapours were analysed during 1929 and 1930 and the 
results obtained then can be utilized in order to indicate whether such a 
calculation is feasible. 

ANALYSES OF VAPOURS MADE IN 1929 AND 1930 

Four samples of stabilizer gas that were fractionated in a Podbielniak 
column during 1929 and 1930 yielded the results shown in Tables IV and V. 
The figures shown there indicate that the composition of this gas will vary 
greatly due to variations in the composition of the condensate being treated 
at the thne and to variations in operating conditions. A great deal of 
work will be necessary in order to determine the actual effect of each one 
of the possible factors. In addition to the above, two samples of the gases 
given off from tanks being heated to drive off the more volatile fractions 
were analysed and the results are shown in Tables VI and VII. These two 
samples were obtained from the gas being given off from two different tanks 
on two different days when condensate from the same well was being 
treated. 

TABLE IV 
Hydrocarbons in Stabilizer Gas by Volume 

Sample Nos. 	 6608 	307 	T2* 	T4* 	Average 

Methane +.  	25.3 	36.3 	73.0 	61.5 	49.0 
Ethane 	13.6 	20.7 	3.1 	8.2 	11.4 
Propane 	29.4 	15.7 	8 • 9 	11.6 	16 •4 
Butanes 	23.3 	16.9 	9.5 	11.5 	15 • 3 
Pentanes and hIgher 	8 • 4 	10.4 	5 • 5 	7 • 2 	7.9 

*Analysis by H. Stevens-Guille, Royalite Oil Company, Turner Valley, Alberta. 

iDegrees A.P.I.  refer  te  the Baumé scale adopted by the American Petroleum Institute. 
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TABLE V 
Hydrocarbons in Average Stabilizer Gas Calculated to Equivalent Liquid Volume 

	

Average 	Cubic 	Imperial 	Per cent 
Name of Hydrocarbon 	 per cent 	feet per 	gallons 	liquid 

	

Gas vol. 	Imp. gal, 	liquid 	volume 

Methane +.  	49. 0 	48.0 	1 • 02 	45 
Ethane 	11.4 	50.4 	0.23 	10 
Propane 	16.4 	43.9 	0.37 	16 
Butanes 	15. 3 	36. 9 	0.41 	18 
Pentanes and higher 	7.9 	31.0 	0.25 	11 

	

100 • 0 	 	2.28 	100 

TABLE VI 
Hydrocarbons in Vapours from Weathering Tanks 

Sample Nos. 	 T3* 	T6* 	Average 

Methane + 	 25.0 	21.7 	23.5 
Ethane 	14.1 	15.2 	14.6 
Propane 	. 	 19.9 	22.2 	21.0 
Butanes 	22. 0 	24.7 	23.3 
Pentanes and higher 	19. 0 	16.2 	17'6  

TABLE VII 
Hydrocarbons in Average Vapours from Weathering Tanks Calculated to Equiv- 

alent Liquid Volume 

	

Average 	Cubic 	Imperial 	Per cent 
Narne of Hydrocarbon 	 Per cent 	feet per 	gallons 	liquid 

	

Gas vol. 	Imp. gal , 	liquid 	volume 

Methane + 	23.5 	48.0 	0.49 	20 
Ethane 	14. 6 	50. 4 	0. 29 	12 
Propane 	21 . 0 	43.9 	0.48 	19 
Butanes 	23.3 	36.9 	0.63 	26 
Pentanes and higher 	17. 6 	• 	31.0 	O. 56 	23 

*Analysis by H. Stevens-Guille, Royalite Oil Company, Turner Valley, Alberta. 

The general agreement in the composition of these two samples of gas 
is worthy of note, and indicates a very satisfactory degree of uniformity. 
As is to be expected, the percentage of pentanes and higher hydrocarbons 
was higher in these samples than was found in the gas from the stabilizer. 
The averages for the two series of samples tabulated above show that the 
stabilizers have reduced the loss of pentanes and higher hydrocarbons from 
23 per cent to 11 per cent by equivalent liquid volume. It should be 
noted that the stabilizer used was of the low pressure type and the through-
put was not sufficiently large to operate it continuously at its greatest 
efficiency. Therefore, the results given in this paper should not be com-
pared in point of yield with those obtainable from modern high-pressure 
equipment operated at maximum efficiency. 
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Name of Product From 
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No. 3 

Condensate before weathering 	  
Condensate after weathering 	  
Gas from stabilizer tower . 	  
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II ee VIII 
II & IX 
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62.6 
90.0 
11.0 
23.0 

75.7 
83.1 

71.7 
79.4 
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In view of the foregoing discussion it would seem permissible to use 
the average results shown in the tables for pentanes and higher hydro-
carbons as a basis for calculations. 

ANALYSES OF LIQUIDS MADE IN 1929 AND 1930 

In addition to the analyses of vapours that have been discussed, a 
number of samples of liquid were fractionated during 1929 and 1930. 
Three of these samples may be considered as representing the condensate 
recovered in the Smith separators that are in general use in the Turner 
Valley field. The results obtained are shown in Table VIII. The other 
five samples may be considered as belonging to the class of "weathered" 
naphthas. Three of them were composite samples from several wells. The 
results obtained are shown in Table IX. 

TABLE VIII 
Hydrocarbons in Condensate by Volume 

Sample Nos. 	 3003 	3004 	3005 	Average 

1VIethane + 	4.2 	3.0 	5.1 	44  
Ethane 	4.6 	4.8 	4 • 8 	4 • 7 
Propane 	9.7 	9.7 	10.8 	10.1 
Butanes 	17.3 	20.3 	17.9 	18.5 
Pentanes and higher 	64 • 2 	62.2 	61 • 4 	62 • 6 

TABLE IX 
Hydrocarbons in Weathered Naphtha by Volume 

Sample Nos. 	 6589 	6609 	3006 	3007 	3008 	Average 

Propane and lower 	2 • 3 	2.0 	2.0 	0.7 	1.8 	1.8 
Butanes 	10.1 	8.8 	7.7 	9.6 	5.1 	8.2 
Pentanes and higher.....  	87.6 	89.2 	90.3 	89.7 	93.1 	90.0 

TABLE X 
Pentanes and Higher Hydrocarbon Content of Various Samples 

For convenience the figures that relate to the pentanes and higher 
hydrocarbons are brought together and arranged in Table X. The pentanes 
and higher hydrocarbons have been selected for discussion because they 
represent a product which, if recovered, is commercially valuable. The 
butanes and propanes might be dealt with in the same manner, but since 
a ready market is not yet available their commeréial value is more indefinite. 
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CALCULATIONS BASED ON ANALYSIS 

It has been shown that for Test No. 2 the pentanes and higher hydro-
carbons in crude condensate were 75.7 per cent; that the pentanes and 
higher hydrocarbons in weathered naphtha were 83.1 per cent; and if it 
be assumed that pentanes and higher hydrocarbons in vapours evolved 
during this test were 23 per cent;* then, let X equal the total reduction 
of liquid in gallons from 100 gallons of crude condensate. 

83.1 and — (100 — X) + —23 X = 75.7 gallons. 
100 	 100 

or, 0•601 X 	= 7.40 
and, 	X 	= 12.3 

= 12.3 per cent. 
The reduetion found by measurement was 12.0 per cent. 

In like manner an equation as shown below is obtained when data 
from Test No. 3 is used: 

79.4  (100 — X) + —23 X = 71.7 gallons. 100 	 100 
or, 0.564 X 	= 7 • 7 	" 
and 	X = 13.7 " 

= 13 • 7 per cent. 
The reduction found by measurement was 12.4 per cent. 

It will be apparent from the above calculations that the analysis of 
the crude condensate and of the weathered naphthas may be used to 
estimate, with reasonable accuracy, the total reduction in volume of the 
crude condensate when weathered. 

A comparison of the data shown in Table X is of interest since certain 
relations are brought out that must have a very definite bearing on the 
reduction in volume due to weathering. It can be seen from a scrutiny 
of Tables II, VIII, and IX, that the condensate samples collected during 
1929 and 1930 had a lower pentane and higher hydrocarbons content 
than those collected in 1931, and also that the weathered naphtha has a 
higher pentanes and higher hydrocarbons content than those in the second 
case. In other words the condensate collected in previous years had a 
higher volatile fraction content than those collected during 1931. Con-
sequently it is reasonable to believe that in 1929-1930 a large volume of 
gases and vapours was given off in the weathering process, since the 
weathered naphtha has a higher pentane and higher hydrocarbons content 
as shown by the analyses. A comparison of the specific gravities of the 
various samples also points to the same conclusion. It is  probable  that 
vapour pressure determinations on the weathered naphtha in 1929 and 
1930 would have shown a lower vapour pressure than was found in 1931. 
It would appear, therefore, that when discussing the process of weathering, 
the fact must be kept in mind that the crude condensate produced is not a 

This figure was used because it more nearly agreed with the conditions under which the test was run, since 
the vapours were vented to the atmosphere without passing through any fractionating equipment such as is used 
in stabilizers. 

CC 

CC 
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definite mixture of hydrocarbons, but varies greatly in composition in differ-
ent parts of the field, partly due to different operating conditions at the 
wellhead, or to different conditions underground. 

The general conclusion to be drawn from the above is that the greater 
the proportion of lighter fractions in the condensate

' 
 and the loWer the 

vapour pressure of the weathered product, the greater will be the total 
reduction in volume, and vice versa. 

The total reduction in volume by weathering during 1929 and 1930 
can be estimated from the data shown in Table X by using an equation 
similar to that shown above. If it be assumed that the average percentage 
of pentanes and higher hydrocarbons in the vapours given off during 
weathering in 1929 and 1930 be as low as 11 per cent, and X represents 
the total reduction in volume of the condensate, then from 100 gallons of 
condensate, the following equation would be obtained:— 

—90 (100 — X) + —11 
X = 62.6 gallons 100 	 100 

	

or 0.79 X 	= 27.4 " 

	

X 	= 34.7 " 
= 34 • 7 per cent. 	• 

If it be assumed that the average percentage of pentanes and higher 
hydrocarbons in the vapours be greater than 11 per cent, the total reduc-
tion in volume would be greater. If the weathering were not carried so far 
and a vapour pressure close to 10 pounds per square inch was maintained 
for the product, the reduction in volume would be less. 

As a general conclusion it would appear that the total reduction 
in volume during weathering in 1929 and 1930 was of the order of 35 per 
cent. During the tests in 1931 considerable care was taken to operate 
the separator in such a way as to cause a minimum reduction of volume. 
Therefore, there appears to be good reason for expecting the reduction to 
be somewhat larger than 12 per cent under ordinary oil field conditions. 

PROBABLE LOSS IN THE FIELD 
If controlled stablization by modern equipment were generally used 

the reduction in volume would be substantially lessened. Assuming the 
yearly production to be one million barrels, and the reduction when this 
product is subjected to open weathering to be 35 per cent, and that the 
reduction in volume when treated in stabilizers be 12 per cent, then, if 
the pentanes and higher hydrocarbons of the stabilizer gas were recovered 
the yield *would be 11 per cent (Table V) of 35 per cent and 11 per cent of 
12 per cent, respectively. This would mean a saving of from 4 per cent 
to 2 per cent of the total production which is equivalent to between forty 
thousand and twenty thousand barrels of pentanes and higher hydro-
carbons per year. The data upon which these results are based do not 
admit of a closer approximation. In the discussion above it is to be 
remembered that in those cases when total reduction in volume is mentioned 
that a large proportion of this is due to dissolved methane and ethane, 
which are not recoverable and have no greater value than the surplus gas 
being burned at the present time. The amount of dissolved methane is 
greater than it otherwise would be on account of the high pressure used 
in the separators. 
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In order to make possible the saving of pentanes and higher hydro-
carbons shown above, a large capital expenditure would be necessary to 
provide suitable gathering lines from the field to a central stabilizing 
plant. The cost of the installation, the operation of it, the depreciation 
charges, and the problematical life of the field itself, are factors, that 
must be carefully considered before coming to a conclusion as to whether 
or not the increased yields would make the undertaking commercially 
profitable.  

RECOVERY OF BUTANES AND PROPANE 

No discussion has been given to the possible recovery of butanes and 
propane because it was felt that before these products had a commercial 
value a market for them would have to built up. Such a market when 
available would of course increase materially the profits arising from the 
operation of a stabilizer plant. An estimation of the amounts of these 
components that might be recovered can be made by a method similar 
to that used above in the discussion of pentane and higher hydrocarbons. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. A measurement of the reduction in volume of crude condensate 
produced by one well in Turner Valley was made by a direct method. 

2. The reduction in volume for the condensate treated was approxi-
mately 12 per cent. 

3. A method for calculating the weathering loss from the analysis 
of the products has been worked out, the results of which agree reasonably 
well with those obtained by direct measurement. 

4. The method has been applied to crude condensate from other wells 
which had been examined previously. 

5. The additional amount of marketable product that might be 
obtained under ideal conditions of stabilizing has been estimated at between 
twenty and forty thousand barrels of naphtha per year. 

6. A method is indicated by which the recoverable butanes and propane 
can be estimated. 

7. The crude condensate produced in Turner Valley evidently varies 
considerably, partly due to operating conditions above ground and partly, 
perhaps, due to conditions at, or near the producing horizon. The com-
position of the condensate, the method of weathering, and the final vapour 
pressure, are all factors which must be taken into consideration when deal-
ing with the weathering of Turner Valley condensate. 

8. It is evident that a great deal more work could be done with advant-
age on this problem. However, the work which has been done indicates 
the order of the reduction in volume which may be expected. 

54726-8 
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III  

EXPERIMENTS ON THE HYDROGENATION OF ALBERTA 
BITUMEN, AND ON THE EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON THE 
PYROLYSIS OF METHANE 

PREFACE 

B. F. Haanel, Chief of Division, Fuels and Fuel Testing. 
R. E. Gilmore, Superintendent, Fuel Research Laboratories. 

Prior to 1929 investigational work in Canada on bitumen from the 
bituminous sands of Alberta was concerned with its use as road-paving 
material and its amenability to refining into petroleum products by ordin-
ary fire-still and pressure-cracking processes, the results thus obtained 
being compared with other results arising from crude petroleum and as-
phalt materials. Since that date, however, considerable attention has 
been paid to the value of this bitumen for hydrogenation treatment as 
compared with coal, coal tar, and petroleum residues. 

Considerable pioneer work has been carried out by S. C. Ells of the 
Mines Branch, concerning its value for road and other similar purposes 
and methods for the economic separation of the bitumen, and this has 
been continued up to the present. Research work of a similar nature, 
but with special reference to the separation of the bitumen from the sands, 
and its comparative value for refining into petroleum products, has been 
conducted during the last decade by Dr. K. A. Clark of the Research 
Council of Alberta. Other investigators in Great Britain and the United 

• States have been active in the study of Alberta bitumen, and their results 
are refened to in the comprehensive reports of both Ells and Clark, and 
in the technical literature. The work of the Division of Fuels and Fuel 
Testing, concerning laboratory methods for assaying both the raw bitu-
minous sands and the extracted bitumen may be mentioned next. The 
results of this work are published in the annual Investigations of Fuels 
and Fuel Testing for 1926, where also are to be found the results of pressure-
cracking tests by the Cross process. The hydrogenation experimental 
work conducted by E. H. Boomer at Edmonton, and by T. E. Warren at 
Ottawa, brings this chronological sketch of investigational work on Alberta 
bitumen up to date. 

The accompanying report presents the results of experimental hydro-
genation and pressure-cracking work on Alberta bitumen at the Fuel 
Research Laboratories, Ottawa, during 1930 and part of 1931. While 
the main portion of the experimental work involved the high-pressure 
hydrogenation treatment of separated bitumen, results obtained with ordin-
ary pressure cracking, without the use of hydrogen, have been included 
in order to show the relative merits of the two methods. The latter 
results were obtained by tests made in a bomb supplied by the Kansas 
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City Testing Laboratory of the Cross Company, under the pressure and 
temperature conditions obtaining with  the Cross process. In these tests 
the standard sample of dehydrated topped bitumen on hand in the Fuel 
Research Laboratories was used. The results obtained checked quite 
closely with those reported on the same sample by the Kansas City Test-
ing Laboratory of the Cross Company, which firm is the sponsor and pro-
raoter of the Cross process.' 

In his hydrogenation experiments without the use of catalysts, Dr. 
Warren studied the effect of different variable factors, one at a time, 
namely: temperature, pressure, and duration of reaction. In brief, the 
results were that gasoline formation and the tendency to form coke were 
both increased by higher temperatures and longer times of reaction, and 
that while the higher pressures decreased coke formation, the gasoline 
yield and corresponding kerosene yield were independent of pressure—at 
least within the pressure range used. Other observations were that the 
amount of hydrogen absorbed, while independent of temperature, in-
creased with both longer duration and higher pressure, and that high 
pressure and long duration favoured the removal of sulphur as hydrogen 
sulphide, whereas high temperature did not. 

Attention is to be drawn to the method of reporting the results obtained, 
or rather to the criteria used in expressing the results of the different experi-
ments in respect to the conversion of the raw bitumen into products of 
lighter specific gravity and higher boiling points. The yields of motor 
fuel expressed in terms of unrefined gasoline with  a boiling point up to 
410° F. and of the kerosene fraction are shown, instead of merely indicating 
the degree of cracking with and without hydrogen, by stating the yield of 
total cracked product irrespective of the end products to be derived there-
from, as is the custom in stating the many hydrogenation results found in 
the literature. It is interesting to note that of the several catalysts experi-
mented with, nickel carbonate proved the most efficient in respect to 
depressing carbon formation, but this and other catalysts did not greatly 
increase the yield of gasoline in comparison with experiments under similar 
conditions without the use of catalysts. It was found, however, that 
certain reagents, e.g. calcium or iron oxide, were effective after preheating 
with hydrogen, in reducing carbon formation. This permits larger quan-
tities of intermediate liquid product to be recirculated in a continuous 
hydrogenation process, resulting in a higher gasoline yield as the main 
product. 

Slightly higher yields of unrefined gasoline were obtained by pressure 
cracking than by the batch hydrogenation treatment, but the refining loss 
may be expected to be greater. Ordinary cracking also produced more 
coke. In comparison with a possible yield of 30 to 40 per cent by weight 
of gasoline by recycling in ordinary cracking processes without the use of 
hydrogen, yields of 65 to 75 per cent by weight, equal to 90 to 100 per cent 
by volume, are considered possible by continuous recycling hydrogenation 
treatment. Work on a larger scale, together with a more intensive study 
of the economics of the situation, is advisable and necessary before attempt-
ing to form an opinion regarding which process—hydrogenation or pressure 
cracking without hydrogen—is the more suitable for treating Alberta 
bitumen for the production of motor fuels. 
— ' Investigations  of Fuels and Fuel Testing 1926, p. 121. 

54726-8i 
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The accompanying report is in two parts: the first part, as summarized 
above, is confined to hydrogenation and pressure-cracking experiments on 
Alberta bitumen for the production of motor fuel; the second part, the 
effect of pressure on the pyrolysis of methane, presents the results of some 
experiments made on a sample of natural gas consisting almost entirely of 
methane. The feature of this investigation is the use of a silica tube for 
conducting experiments under conditions of high temperature as well as 
high pressure, which is not allowable with steel reaction chambers. Pyro-
lysis experiments were made at temperatures ranging from 9000  to over 
1100° C. and through a pressure range of slightly less than 0.5 up to 104 
atmospheres. It was shown that the yields of condensation products were 
not, as was hoped, increased by the use of high pressure but were on the 
contrary, decreased; further, the higher pressures tended to lower the yield 
of hydrogen. Observations as to the effect of temperature and rate of 
flow on the yields of both hydrogen and unsaturated hydrocarbons are in 
accordance with the conclusions of other investigators. While the results 
of this investigation in respect to their commercial interpretation are not 
positive, in that it has been shown that high pressure is not serviceable 
for the production of condensed products from methane or natural gas 
having a high methane content, they may, however, be considered of value 
from an academic viewpoint. 
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REPORT OF HYDROGENATION AND PRESSURE-CRACKING 
EXPERIMENTS ON ALBERTA BITUIVIEN FOR THE 

PRODUCTION OF MOTOR FUEL 

T. E. Warren 

Two different samples of bitumen were experimented on, both of 
which were barrel-lot samples supplied by Dr. K. A. Clark of the Research 
Council of Alberta. The first sample, No. 3355, was raw separated bitumen 
which was dehydrated after reaching Ottawa, and the second, No. 7295, 
was dehydrated before shipment. On these two samples, some of the 
characteristics of which are shown in Table I, comparative fire-still, pres-
sure-cracking, and hydrogenation tests were made. In the hydrogenation 
experimental work, considerable attention was paid to the effect of varying, 
one at a time, such factors as temperature, duration of reaction, and 
pressure; after which the effect of adding different catalysts was studied. 
All the results obtained are shown in tabular and graphical form. A review 
of previous and contemporary bitumen hydrogenation and pressure-cracking 
work is given, and the possible application to commercial conditions indi-
cated. 

The occurrence, extent, characteristics, and methods of mining of 
Alberta bituminous sand, from which the bitumen used in the present 
experiments was extracted, are reported by S. C. Ells'. The bitumen was 
separated from the sand by Clark's process2, by which the bituminous sand 
is -washed with hot water containing sodium silicate and sodium chloride. 

TABLE I 

Characteristics of Bitumen Samples Used 

No 	3355 	7295 
Specific gravity 	  1 •061 	1•030 
Viscosity, Saybolt- 

Furol, seconds at 210° F 	995 	820 g‘ 	" 	250° F 	282 	236 
Ash, per cent 	3.41 	2.53 
Sulphur, per cent 	5.25 	— 
Distillate in Hempel apparatus at 760 mm. up to 200° C 	 

(392° F.), per cent 	3.5 	2.8 

PRESSURE-CRACKING EXPERIMENTS 

It is apparent from the distillation yield shown that any treatraent 
which produces gasoline in commercial quantities cannot be based on the 
separation of the small amount already existing in the bitumen, but must 
produce it by molecular change. The division of the large molecules of 
which the semi-solid bitumen is composed, into the smaller ones which 
make up gasoline may be accomplished by heat treatment, and is called 
cracking. 

1  S. C. Elle,  Bituminous Sands of Northern Alberta, Report No. 032, Mines Branch, Department of Mines, 
Ottawa (1920. 

2 K. A. Clark and D. S. Pasternack, Research Council of Alberta, Report No. 20, page 41 (1931). 
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FIRE-STILL DISTILLATION 

A large proportion of the bitumen has such a low volatility that the 
temperature at which cracking begins (about 350° C.) is lower than the 
boiling point. Consequently, when it is distilled at atmospheric pressure, 
part of the vapour is the product of cracking taking place in the liquid 
phase. Therefore one method of cracking the bitumen is, to distil it at 
atmospheric pressure from an externally heated iron still such as the 
so-called "fire still" used in petroleum refining. 

Both samples of bitumen were distilled until the residue was reduced 
to coke, by means of an electrically heated iron still of about four litres 
capacity. Two litres of the bitumen was charged, and the time required 
for the distillation was about seven hours. The top of the still was heated 
so that there was no reflux. The results are tabulated below. 

Weight, per cent 
No 	3355 	7295 
Charge of bitumen 	100 	100 
Coke residue obtained 	20.8 	27 • 7 
Liquid product obtained 	61.6 	56.9 
Gas and loss 	11.6 	15.4 
Liquid boiling up to 410° F. (gasoline) 	12.1 	12.9 

Although the fire-still distillation described above is theoretically a 
cracking process, the term "pressure cracking" is usually applied to heat 
treatment at a pressure greater than atmospheric. Two well known 
pressure-cracking proCesses are those of Cross and Dubbs. 

DUBBS PROCESS 

In 1926, samples of bitumen were sent by K. A. Clark to the Universal 
Oil Products Laboratory for a test according to the conditions of the Dubbs 
process. The bitumen was charged to the cracking apparatus without 
preliminary treatment, and heated at 750° F. under a pressure of 90 pounds 
per square inch. The yield of gasoline was 27 per cent by weight of the 
charge and there was a coke residue of 28 per cent. The gasoline was 
found to have a good knock rating (benzol equivalent, 33.2)'. 

CROSS PROCESS 

At about the same time (1926), part of sample No. 3355 was sent from 
the Fuel Research Laboratories to the Kansas City Testing Laboratory of 
the Cross Company for a cracking test. The bitumen was distilled to 
coke in a fire still, and the distillate cracked in small-scale equipment 
under the conditions described below. The yield of unrefined gasoline 
obtained by this treatment was 20.3 per cent of the weight charged to the 
fire still. A larger yield of gasoline may be obtained by recycling the 
higher boiling residue from the cracking apparatus.2  

The experiments reported by the Kansas City Testing Laboratory 
were repeated at the Fuel Research Laboratories in 1930 using, as far as 
possible, the same kind of apparatus and the same procedure. The fire-
still was the same as previously described. The cracking apparatus, 

1  Egloff and Morrell, Canadian Chom. ‘44 Mot. 313, page 33 (1927). 
R. E. Gilmore, P. V. Rosewarno, and A. A. Swinnorton, Investigations of Fuels & Fuel Testing 1920, page 121. 
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which was purchased from the Cross Company, is a steel cylinder of about 
1.5 litres capacity tested to 3,000 pounds per square inch. It is equipped 
with a pressure gauge and outlet valve at one end, and a thermometer well 
at the other. It is heated from below by ten gas burners. The Cross 
experimental cracking bomb is shown assembled in Plate III A. 

The procedure is to introduce 500 c.c. of the oil to be tested and heat 
it until the pressure has reached 810 pounds per square inch at 400° C. 
The heating rate should be such that the time required is between 55 and 
70 minutes. After the correct temperature and pressure have been reached, 
the bomb is allowed to cool and the product removed at room temperature. 

A series of pressure-cracking tests conducted in this bomb at the Fuel 
Research Laboratories gave a complete verification of the results obtained 
at the Kansas City Testing Laboratory. The yields of unrefined gasoline 
from the cracking experiments are shown below. 

Yield unrefined 
gasoline; 

weight, per cent 
Kansas City Testing Lab. on No. 3355 	  20.3 
Fuel Research Labs. on No. 3355 	  (1) 20.5 
Fuel Research Labs. on No. 3355 	  (2) 20.1 
Fuel Research Labs. on No. 7295 	  (1) 21.2 
Fuel Research Labs. on No. 7295 	  (2) 20.8 

Little hard carbon was formed in cracking, but the yield in the pre-
liminary fire-still distillation was large. 

The deposition of coke in both cracking processes is a serious objection 
to their use for it not only wastes a considerable amount of raw material 
but, also, it is a hindrance to continuous operation. 

HYDROGENATION EXPERIMENTS 

REVIEW OF OTHER HYDROGENATION TESTS ON ALBERTA BITUMEN 

Results of Bergius 

In 1922 a small quantity of bituminous sand was sent to Bergius' 
laboratory at Rheinau, and in 1926 a report of the test was given to the 
Fuel Research Laboratories. No operating details are given. The yields 
are incompletely reported as follows:— 

Total 	85 

The nature of the 15 per cent not accounted for is not stated. 

Results of .Boomer and Saddington 

During the past three years, experiments on the hydrogenation of 
bitumen have been conducted at the laboratories of the Research Council 
of Alberta by E. H. Boomer and A. W. Saddington, who have published 

Per cent by weight 
of bitumen charged 

Motor spirit (up to 392° F.) 	30 
Creosoting oil 	5 
Diesel oil 	 25 
Pitch 	25 
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two papers on the subject. The first' describes experiments with an appar-
atus similar to that used at the Fuel Research Laboratories. The second' 
describes further experiments using a rocking autoclave of 1 .8 litres 
capacity. Of these two series of experiments, the part most interesting 
in connexion with this paper is that dealing with the hydrogenation of 
the residues from previous hydrogenation products after the more volatile 
fractions have been distilled off. It was found that the bitumen contained 
15 per cent of a material which was not easily cracked at temperatures 
as high as 500° C., but that the rest was capable of conversion to oil, gas, 
and coke in proportions which depended on the conditions of the experi-
ment. 

HYDROGENATION EXPERIMENTS AT THE FUEL RESEARCH 
LABORATORIES 

Apparatus 

The equipment required for discon tinuous experiments on hydro-
genation comprises a reaction chamber, a means of heating it, of applying 
a high pressure of hydrogen to the charge in it, and of measuring the tem-
perature and pressure of the charge. It is desirable also to have a stirring 
device, a means of cooling the reaction chamber quickly, and to have 
inlet and outlet tubes so placed that either liquid or gas can be added or 
removed during an experiment. 

The reaction chamber employed in these experiments is shown in 
Plate III B. The bomb proper and the head and stirring equipment 
are to be seen at the left of Plate II. The chamber is made of chrome-nickel 
(18-8) steel, with an internal diameter of 3,-.31;  inches and a wall thickness 
of .8- inch. Its capacity with the head in place is 920 c.c. The stining 
paddle is rotated from the outside by a shaft running through a water-
cooled packing gland at the rate of 23.6  revolutions per minute. Temper-
ature is measured by a thermocouple in a well beside the stirring shaft at 
about 2 inches from the bottom of the bomb. The bomb may be cooled 
by blowing air from a I-inch compressed air line against the bottom inside 
the heater. 

To compress the hydrogen to the desired pressure it is allowed to pass 
from the shipping cylinder, where its pressure is less than 2,000 pounds 
per square inch, to a thick-walled cylinder of about one-gallon capacity. 
Water is pumped into this cylinder until the hydrogen is at the required 
pressure. The hydraulic pump and pressure cylinder may be used at 
pressures up to 10,000 pounds per square inch. 

For protection in case of failure of the high-pressure apparatus, a 
wall of i-u-G-inch sheet steel was built around it, as shown in Plate II. Valves, 
gauges, switches, ammeter, rheostats, and pyrometer are mounted outside 
the wall. Inside it a fan and air duct prevent the accumulation of any 
gas leaking from the bomb or connexions. 

'Boomer and Saddington, Can. Jour. of Research, 2, 370 (1930). 
2  Boomer and Saddington, Can. Jour. of Research, 4, 517 (1931). 



PLATE II 

Hydrogenation apparatus as installed in the Fuel Research Laboratories. 



PLATE In 

A. The Cross experimental cracking bomb. 

13. II) drogenation bomb assembled with heater. 
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Procedure 

The amount of bitumen charged was 200 grammes. A smaller 
amount did not yield sufficient product for a satisfactory analysis, but 
it was found that the charge had to be kept as small as possible in order 
to maintain the gas composition and pressure at nearly constant values. 
In introducing the charge, the bomb was weighed on a balance sensitive to 
0.5 gramme, the melted bitumen poured into it to approximately 200 
grammes, and the quan tity determined exactly by difference in weight. The 
catalyst,when employed,was then added and the apparatus assembled. Hy-
drogen was introduced at the desired pressure and the apparatus examined 
for leaks and allowed to stand for an hour. If the pressure had not de-
creased during that time, the heating current was turned on. When the 
temperature, indicated by the pyrometer in the charge, was 50° C., stirring, 
which increases the rate of heating, was begun. When the desired temper-
ature had been reached the heating current was suitably reduced and the 
air blast used, if necessary, to check the rate of heating. The tempera-
ture was maintained as nearly constant as possible with the air blast and 
rheostats for the desired duration. The heating current was then turned 
off and the air blast turned on until the temperature was 350° C. at which 
point the stirrer and air blast were turned off. The rate of cracking at 
temperatures lower than 350° C. is not appreciable, so that it is not neces-
sary to cool the charge rapidly below this point. The apparatus was 
allowed to cool, usually over night, and the gas released through a meter. 
Two samples of gas were collected at atmospheric pressure before passing 
the meter. The head of the bomb was removed and the liquid product 
separated from the coke and catalyst by pouring through a screen. The 
bomb was weighed after the removal of gas, liquid, and solid respectively, 
and the amount of each determined by difference. 

The samples of gas were analysed in a Burrell apparatus for hydrogen 
sulphide, unsaturates, hydrogen, methane and higher hydrocarbons. The 
reagents used were potassium hydroxide, fuming sulphuric acid, and copper 
oxide. Combustion on a platinum spiral was used to estimate the carbon-
hydrogen ratio. 

An Engler (A.S.T.M.) distillation of the liquid product was made. 
The specific gravities of the liquid product and of the gasoline and kero-
sene fractions (up to 410° F. and 410° to 572° F. respectively) of the dis-
tillation were determined. Twenty of the gasoline samples were given a 
refining test in which the volume losses on treatment with 80 per cent sul-
phuric acid and 10 per cent caustic soda were determined, and the samples 
so purified were given a "doctor" test for sulphur. 

The solid product, as removed from the bomb, was extracted in a 
Soxhlet apparatus with petroleum ether for five hours. It was then dried, 
weighed, and pulverized. Proximate analyses on the dry powder were 
then made by the standard method for coal, to show ash, volatile matter, 
and fixed carbon contents. The Eschka method was used for the deter-
mination of sulphur in the dry pulverized residue. 



Gasoline 
(as weight 
per cent 

of charge) 

Coke 
(as veeight 
per cent 

of charge) 

Temperature, °C. 

399 	  
403 	  
420 	  
434 	  
449 	  
470 	  

7.9 
14.5 
17 • 5 
22.6 
20.4 
22.6 

1 • 0 
13.9 
19.1 
26.8 
31.1 
28 • 7 
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• 	 Definitions 

Before discussing the results of the hydrogenation experiments, it is 
thought advisable to define certain terms to be used. 

Gasoline, unless otherwise stated, is that part of the product recovered 
as distillate up to 410° F. in a standard A.S.T.M. Engler distillation. 

Kerosene is that part of the product recovered as distillate between 410° 
and 572° F. in a standard A.S.T.M. Engler distillation. 

Coke is that part of the solid product remaining after extraction with 
petroleum ether. 

Temperature, used in the sense of temperature of experiment, is the 
average temperature between the heating and cooling periods, i.e. over the 
"duration." 'It is measured at the bottom of the pyrometer well, which  is 
near the centre of the charge. 

Pressure is read on a Bourdon gauge connected to the top of the bomb 
at room temperature before the experiment is begun. It is approximately 
half the maximum pressure after full temperature is reached. 

Duration is the length of time between the heating and cooling periods. 
Hydrogen used is the hydrogen disappearing during an experiment 

based on the known volume and pressure before an experiment and the 
volume, pressure, and analysis of the gas after the experiment. 

Results 

The variables examined in the present work were temperature, pres-
sure, time, and catalytic action. Other conditions were as nearly constant 
as possible. 

Temperature Variable. The study of the temperature variable was made 
by conducting a series of experiments at different temperatures between 
400° and 470° C. No catalyst was used; the duration and initial pressure 
were 30 minutes and 1,470 pounds per square inch respectively. 

The yields of gasoline and coke in weight per cent of the charge at the 
various temperatures, are given below in tabular form, and shown graphi-
cally in Figures 3 and 4. 

1 See page 119 for method of heating. 
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Figure 3 

Gasoline 
(as weight 
per cent 

of charge) 

Coke 
(as weight 
per cent 

of charge) 

Duration (in minutes) 

12 	  
18 	  
33 	  
69 	  
90 	  

5.8 
11.9 
14.5 
19.6 
22.8 

None 
9.6 

13.9 
19.5 
23.7 
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Over the entire temperature range, the yield of kerosene remained 
nearly constant at 11 per cent. The amount of hydrogen used was also 
approximately constant at  1.1 per cent by weight of the bitumen charged. 
The amount of sulphur removed in the gas decreased with the rising tem-
perature from 11 per cent of the total sulphur in the bitumen to 5 per cent 
at 4000  and 470° C. respectively. 
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Figure 4 With duration and pressure con-
stant the yield of coke is plotted 
against temperature. 

a 

470 

Duration Variable. The study of the duration variable was made by 
conducting a series of experiments at different durations between 12 and 90 
minutes. In all of the experiments the temperature was 410° C., at which 
temperature there were sufficient amounts of gasoline and carbon for 
convenient study. The initial pressure, as before, was 1,470 pounds per 
square inch. The yields of gasoline and coke are given below, and are 
shown graphically in Figures 5 and 6. 

The yield of kerosene increased from 8 to 11 per cent between 12 and 
33 minutes, but remained practically constant at the longer durations. 
The amount of sulphur in the gaseous product increased with increasing 
durations until, at the end of 90 minutes, 12 per cent of the sulphur in the 
original charge was present in the gas. The amount of hydrogen used in- 
creased from  0.9 per cent to 1 .15 per cent over the range of duration studied. 

Pressure Variable. The study of the pressure variable was made by 
conducting a series of experiments at different initial pressures between 



Gasoline 
(as weight 
per cent 

of charge) 

Coke 
(as weight 
per cent 

of charge) 

Pressure (initial in pounds per square inch) 

	

O 	  

	

750 	  

	

1,500 	  

	

2,250 	  

	

3,000 	  

12.5 
11 • 6 
14.5 
13.6 
12.9 

31.5 
20.4 
13.9 
16.9 
9.4 

Experiment 
45 

Experiment 
46 

Temperature, °C 	  
Duration (minutes) 	  
Pressure (initial, pounds) 	  
Gasoline (% by weight of bitumen charged) 	  
Coke (% by weight of bitumen charged) 	  

422 
32 

3,000 
24.0 
26.0 

405 
186 

2085, 
26.2 
19.5 
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zero and 3,000 pounds per square inch. In all of the experiments the 
temperature was 410° C. and the duration 30 minutes. The yields of 
gasoline and coke are given below, and shown graphically in Figures 7 and 8. 

The yield of kerosene was nearly constant at 11 per cent. The amount 
of sulphur in the gaseous product increased rapidly with increase in pres-
sure up to 20 per cent at 3,000 pounds per square inch. The amount of 
hydrogen used increased in direct proportion to the pressure. At an 
initial pressure of 3,000 pounds per square inch, the weight of hydrogen 
used was  2.0 per cent of that of the original bitumen. 

Conditions for Maximum Gasoline with Low Carbon Yield. Two 
further experiments were made in an attempt to obtain simultaneously a 
high yield of gasoline and a low yield of carbon. The conditions and 
yields are as follows: 

It is apparent that the pressure, which at the maximum was 6,000 
pounds per square inch, was not sufficiently effective in suppressing carbon 
formation in either of the conditions under which high gasoline yields are 
to be obtained, namely, high temperature and long duration. 

Catalysts. Throughout the program on varying catalytic materials 
added to the bitumen, the temperature was 410° C., the duration 30 
minutes, and the initial pressure 1,470 pounds per square inch. The 
catalysts in inverse order of carbon formation with the conesponding 
yields of gasoline and coke, were: 

	

Amount 	Gasoline 	Coke 
Catalyst 	

catalyst 

	

(in weight 	(as weight 	(as weight 

	

Per cent 	Per cent 	per cent 

	

of charge) 	of charge) 	of charge) 

Nickel carbonate 	  
Copper oxide 	

3.6 	17.3 	12.7 

	

2.9 	15.7 	15.4 
Ammonium molybdate 	   
Tin 	

3.3 	17.2 	15.6 

Zinc oxide 	
3.4 	15.1 	16.2 

Chromic oxide 	
3.0 	22.3 	26.4 

Iron oxide 	
5.0 	23.5 	28.4 

	

5.0 	14.1 	37.7 
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Figure 5 With temperature and pressure 
constant the yield of gasoline is 
plotted against duration. 

00281/04,  UhVUTES 

Figure 8 With temperature and pressure 
constant the yield of coke is 
plotted against duration. 

Figure 7 With temperature and duration 
constant the yield of gasoline is 
plotted against the pressure. 

Figure 8 With temperature and duration 
constant the yield of coke is 
plotted against pressure. 
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It is to be no;ticed that under the conditions of the experiments most of 
the catalysts had the effect of forming carbon rather than preventing its 
formation. Nickel carbonate was the only catalytic material giving a lower 
yield of carbon than that which would have attended the corresponding 
yield of gasoline had no catalyst been present. 

In an attempt to remove sulphur, bitumen was treated with hydrogen 
at temperatures between 3000  and 350° C. in the presence of ferric oxide 
and calcium oxide. On being further hydrogenated at 410° C. it  gave the 
usual yield of gasoline, but without the formation of any carbon. This 
effect was at first ascribed to the removal of sulphur, but it was found 
that the sulphur in the bitumen combined with the catalyst to an appre-
ciable extent  only  at the higher temperature. Further, if the catalyst 
were removed between the first hydrogenation (at 330° C.) and the second 
(at 410° C.) carbon was formed as usual in the second period. It was 
found that when ferric oxide or calcium oxide were hydrogenated for two 
hours at 330° C. and added to a charge of bitumen which was then run 
under the usual conditions (410° C., 30 minutes, 1,470 pounds per square 
inch) no carbon was formed. The effect was, therefore, credited to pre-
hydrogenation of the catalyst. Fenic oxide (Fe203) was found to be 
converted to a large extent to the magnetic oxide (Fe304) by the pretreat-
ment. By combined pretreatment and second stage hydrogenation, 5 
and 25 per cent of iron oxide removed 56 and 100 per cent respectively of 
the sulphur present in the bitumen. 

Further study of these catalysts has been postponed until another 
apparatus, now under construction, has been completed, when it will be 
possible to investigate their behaviour in prolonged, continuous use. 

Refining Tests: The refining tests to be described were made on the 
gasoline fractions distilled from the liquid product. These fractions were 
too small to permit any preliminary study of refilling methods so that the 
following procedure was arbitrarily adopted: 

1.• As large a sample as was available (usually 15 to 40 c.c.) was shaken 
for 15 minutes with an equal volume of 80 per cent sulphuric acid. The 
gasoline was poured off, washed with water, the colour observed and the 
specific gravity and volume decrease measured. 

2. The remaining gasoline was shaken for 15 minutes with an equal 
volume of 10 per cent sodium hydroxide solution, and the colour, specific 
gravity, and decrease in volume again observed. 

3. The sample remaining after the acid and caustic refining was shaken 
with sodium plumbite according to the procedure of the doctor test for 
sulphur, and recorded as "sour' (+) or "sweet" (—). 

The results of the refining tests are given in Table II. 



TABLE II 

	

Before 	After treatment with 80 per 	Alter treatment with 10 per 

	

Sample 	Pressure, 	, 	 treatment 	 cent sulphuric acid 	 cent caustic soda 	  Total 
No. 	Temp. poundsper 	tion 	Catalyst and remark  	 volume 

	

15-F.T. 	C. 	sque ar 	' 	 Volume 	 Volume decrease Dtest
oc t o r 

-D 	 inch 	minutes 	 Sp. Gr. 	Colour 	Sp. Gr. 	Colour 	,__ 	Sp. Gr. 	Colour 	,___ 	e 

	

ueurease 	 oecreas 

% 	 % 	% 

	

12 	410 	1-470 	62 	None 	0.772 Deep orange.. 	0.774 Light yellow. 	6-0 	0-776 Light yellow. 	2-0 	8-0 	— 

	

13 	410 	1,470 	90 	None 	0-757 Reddish 	0-762 Light orange. 	8-8 	0-765 Light yellow. 	8.7 	17.5 	— 
35     Gasoline from 	fire-still 	0-812 Deep amber.. 	0.830 Deep yellow.. 	16-7 	0-829 	Deep yellow.. 	10-0 	26-7 	+ 

distillation. 

	

47 	410 	1,470 	30 	Fe?.03,5 per cent 	0-758 Reddish 	0-761 Light pinln.... 	8-0 	0-763 Almost colour- 	4-0 	12-0 	— 
less. 

	

48 	410 	1,470 	30 	(NE4)2Mo04, 	3.3 	per 	0-762 Red 	0-764 Light pink.... 	7-5 	0-765 Light yellow. 	2.5 	10-0 	+ 
cent. 

	

50 	410 	1,470 	30 	ZnO, 3-0 per cent 	0-767 Brown 	0-767 Light pink.... 	6-7 	0-767 Light yellow. 	0-0 	6-7 	— 

	

51 	410 	1,470 	30 	Sn, 3-4 	0-783 Deep orange.. 	0-782 Light yellow. 	6-7 	078l  Yellow 	0-0 	6-7 	— 

	

52 	410 	1,470 	30 	u0, 2-9 	0.778 Light brown. 	0.777 Straw 	6-7 	0-770 Strave 	0.0 	6-7 	— 

	

53 	410 	1,470 	30 	NiC0r, 3-6 	0-765 Brown 	0-765 Orange 	5-0 	0.765 Yellow 	0.0 	5-0 	± 

	

54 	410 	1,470 	30 	None, Sample No.7295 	0-780 Reddish 	0-777 Pink 	7-5 	0-778 Light yellow. 	0-0 	7.5 	— 

	

55 	410 	1,470 	30 	None, bomb copper-lined 	0-757 Medium 	0-761 Pink 	10-0 	0.764 Very light 	3-3 	13-3 	-I- 
brown. yellow. 

	

56 	410 	1,470 	30 	None, pre-run 	0.753 Very dark red 	0-757 Light pink.... 	8-0 	0.758 Light yellow.  . 	0-0 	8-0 	4- 

	

57 	410 	1,470 	30 	Fe:103,5-0 per cent pus- 	0.763 	Reddish 	0-763 Pink 	13-3 	0.764 Yellow 	3.3 	16-6 	± 
TM. 	 brown. 

	

58 	440 	1,470 	30 	Fe-203, 5.0 per cent pre- 	0.758 Very deep red 	0.761 Pink 	7-5 	0-763 Light yellow. 	1-3 	8-8 	+ 
run. 

	

59 	415 	1,470 	30 	Fe20e, 15.0 per cent pre- 	0-759 Brown 	0-761 Light pink.... 	10.0 	0-764 Light yellow. 	0-0 	10-0 	- 

Mil. 

	

60 	430 	1,470 	30 	Fes03,25-0 per cent pre- 	0-765 Deep orange 	0•766 Light yellow. 	5.0 	0.767 Light yellow. 	0-0 	5.0 	- 

SIM. 

	

62 	420 	1,470 	60 	CaO, 10-0 per cent pre- 	0-764 Deep orange 	0.764 Light yellow. 	5-0 	0-766 Light yellow. 	0-0 	5-0 	- 

MM. 

	

65 	410 	1,470 	30 	(NH4)2Mo0a, 	3.5 	per- 	0-757 Orange 	0-760 Light yellow. 	6-7 	0-761 Light yellow. 	0-0 	6-7 	— 
cent pre-run. 

	

66 	405 	1,470 	30 	CaO, 10-0 per cent cata- 	0.757 Brown .....  	0-760 Pink 	6.7 	0-762 Yellow 	0-0 	6-7 	+ 
lyst pre-run. 

	

67 	410 	1,470 	30 	Fe203,10-0 per cent cata- 	0-760 Brown 	0-763 Very light 	10-0 	0-765 Yellow 	3-3 	13-3 	-I- 
lyst pre-run. 	 Yellow.. 
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Summary and Discussion of Results 

The results obtained in the different series of experiments have been 
given above in tabular and graphical form. They may be further dis-
cussed and summarized in sections as follows: 

Effect of Varying Temperature, Duration, and Pressure. The results of 
the three series of experiments to determine the effect of varying, in turn, 
the temperature, duration, and pressure on the products obtainable from 
the bitumen hydrogenated in the absence of catalysts, are: first, that coke 
formation is increased by high temperature, long duration, and low pres-
sure; second, that gasoline formation is increased by high temperature and 
long duration and is independent of pressure; third, that the removal of 
sulphur as hydrogen sulphide is increased by low temperature, long duration, 
and high pressure; fourth, that the kerosene yield is not influenced by 
temperature or pressure and only slightly with increasing duration; and 
fifth, that the amount of hydrogen absorbed is independent of the tempera-
ture, increases slightly with increasing duration, and is directly proportional 
to the pressure. It should be borne in mind that these conclusions are 
not necessarily valid in ranges other than those studied, or in the presence 
of catalysts, or in different types of apparatus, although it is probable that 
they can be applied under conditions which might be used commercially. 

Effect of Catalysts. The catalysts studied did not greatly increase the 
yield of gasoline, nor did they cause the removal of sulphur as hydrogen 
sulphide. It was found, however, that sulphur can be completely elimin-
ated from the charge by combination with iron oxide or calcium oxide, and 
that if preheated with hydrogen, these materials are effective in reducing 
carbon formation. As shown on page 122, carbon formation varied greatly 
with the different catalysts used, that is, in the absence of hydrogen pre-
treatment. Iron oxide produced the greatest amount of carbon, and 
nickel carbonate the least, with chromic oxide, zinc oxide, tin, ammonium 
molybdate, and copper oxide showing decreasing carbon formation in the 
order stated. 

Refining . It is to be noted that the refining loss is of a magnitude which 
makes it one of the most important variables, and that by changing the 
conditions of experiment it can be varied greatly. The conditions which 
reduce the refining loss are also those which eliminate sulphur from the 
liquid product, rather than those which reduce carbon formation. For 
example, in experiment 35, in which the refining loss was the greatest, 
no sulphur was eliminated by hydrogenation or combination with a metallic 
catalyst. In experiments 60 and 62, in which the refining loss was least, 
the sulphur in the charge had been removed by the iron and calcium oxides. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS IN RELATION TO THEIR COMMERCIAL 
APPLICATION 

In commercial hydrogenation plants at present in use, the material 
to be hydrogenated is heated in a continuous stream of high-pressure 
hydrogen which carries with it the more volatile products formed by the 

• process. The liquid feed is continuously introduced, and the less volatile 
product containing solid material continuously removed. After the pro-
cess has been running some time the concentration of each material at any 
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given point in the apparatus reaches a constant value. The conditions 
of the experiments described in this paper differ fundamentally from com-
mercial practice in that the concentrations of the constituents of both gas 
and liquid are always changing. While this procedure has obvious faults, 
it possesses the advantages that the duration is known, and the effect of the 
pressure variable on hydrogenation can be studied without taking into 
account its effect on the distillation of the product. Complete data on 
ultimate yields can be obtained only in a continuous apparatus. 

Considering only the experiments herewith reported, certain obser-
vations concerning the hydrogenation of Alberta bitumen are to be made, 
namely, the bitumen in question can be hydrogenated without the forma-
tion of solid carbon to give a crude oil yield of 95.4 per cent by volume 
(90.5 per cent by weight) of the charge, the yield of unrefined gasoline 
being  24.9 per cent by volume  (18.2 per cent by weight) of the original 
bitumen; catalysts which can be used to give the results just mentioned 
are ferric oxide or calcium oxide pretreated with hydrogen at 2,500 pounds 
per square inch pressure and 330° C. for two hours; the duration of the 
actual bitumen hydrogenation test, neglecting heating and cooling periods, 
is 30 minutes, the temperature 410° C., and the initial pressure 1,470 
pounds per square inch; sulphur, which has been shown to be an important 
factor in the refining loss, can be completely removed by ferric oxide or 
calcium oxide under hydrogenating conditions. 

Considering the work done elsewhere, observations concerning the 
status of bitumen hydrogenation in general may be extended as follows. 
As shown by Boomer and Saddington, the residual oil after the removal 
of the gasoline product can be hydrogenated in the same way as the 
original bitumen, although a small portion (15 per cent) is resistant to 
thermal treatment below 500° C. 

It is reported that refined gasoline can be produced from coal at a total 
cost of 14 cents per Imperial gallon', of which 4 cents represents the cost 
of the coal. On the assumptions that bitumen is more amenable to hydro-
genation than coal, and that the difference in price between bitumen and 
coal is not too great there is a possibility that gasoline can be produced from 
Alberta bitumen at a price lower than that stated above. Such a pre-
diction, however, is s'abject to confirmation by larger scale tests and by a 
complete study of the economics of the situation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The results of small-scale cracking experiments reported by the 
Kansas City Testing Laboratory have been verified experimentally. 
Slightly larger yields of unrefined gasoline are obtained by the cracking 
process than by a batch hydrogenation process in which no coke is pro-
duced. 

2. The advantage of the cracking process stated in (1) is offset by the 
fact that much of the charging stock is degraded to coke. The ultimate 
yield of unrefined gasoline, on recycling through the cracking process, 

, 1  Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, Fuel, X, 481 (1931). 

84728-9 
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would probably be 40 to 50 per cent by volume (30 to 40 per cent by weight), 
while by recycling through the hydrogenation process the ultimate yields 
would probably be 90 to 100 per cent by volume (65 to 75 per cent by 
weight). Further, the refining loss is much smaller in hydrogenation than 
in cracking. 

3. While there is a balance in favour of hydrogenation from a technical 
point of view, the fixed charges on equipment are higher than in cracking, 
due to the higher pressures, the additional apparatus necessary for the 
production of hydrogen, and the slower passage of material through 
apparatus of given volume. The cost of raw material for the production 
of hydrogen is another charge absent in cracking. It is impossible to 
conclude at present which type of process would be better for the treat-
ment of Alberta bitumen, or if either is commercially possible. , 



Pressure in cm. of mercury 	  
Olefmes, per cent, at rate of flow of 100 cm./sec 	 

per cent, at rate of flow of 200 cm./sec 	 

40 
1.55 
0.38 

70 
0.84 

trace 

60 
1.61 
0.15 

50 
1.75 
0.16 

30 
1.25 
0.40 

20 
0.78 
0 • 27 

10 
0.13 

trace 
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THE EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON THE PYROLYSIS OF METHANE 
T. E. Warren 

This paper is a report of experiments on the influence of pressure on 
the rate of formation of hydrogen and unsaturated hydrocarbons from 
methane. Although the pyrolysis of methane has been the subject of 
numerous researches, among which the effect of pressure on the equilibrium 
has been studied, the influence of high pressure on the rate of formation of 
products has not, to the writer's knowledge, received special attention 
as in this investigation. 

The literature is so voluminous that only brief mention can be made 
herein of the more important papers. A general review of the subject 
is given by C. D. Hurd (1). On the equilibrium C +  2112=  CH4  many 
studies have been made. See references (2) to (8) inclusive, of which those 
of Pring and Fairlie are of especial interest. Calculations from the data 
given in the literature show that even at the highest pressure, and assum-
ing the presence of amorphous carbon, equilibrium was not approached 
in the experiments conducted by the writer. Accordingly, it is not neces-
sary to discuss the references in detail. 

At pressures lower than atmospheric some experimental studies have 
been made. Jones (9) obtained the following data using as a reaction 
chamber a quartz tube of one millimetre internal diameter, heated over 
80 centimetres of length at 1000° C. 

Schwab and Pietsch (10) have measured the rate of the reaction CH4—> 
C + 2H2  at pressures of 0.04  to  0.06  millimetre and conclude that the 
rate of formation of hydrogen is proportional to the pressure of methane, 
i.e. that the reaction is unimolecular. Pressures less than atmospheric 
have also been used by Friilich, White, and Dayton (11). Valuable work 
concerning the effect of temperature, rate of flow, and contact surface 
on the formation of various products has been done by Fischer (12), 
Stanley and Nash (13), Bone and Coward (14), and Wheeler and Wood (15). 

EXPERIMENTS AT FUEL RESEARCH LABORATORIES 

Material 

The methane used in all experiments was from natural gas well No. 1 
of the Lanoraie Oil and Gas Syndicate, Limited, of Lanoraie, Que., 
collected on October 22, 1930. The analysis of this sample given by the 

54726-9i 
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Oils and Natural Gas Section of the Fuel Research Laboratories, based 
on low-temperature distillation supplemented by an absorption analysis 
in a Burrell apparatus, is as follows:— 

Per Cent 
Carbon dioxide 	0.1 
Methane 	96.8 
OxYgen 	0.7 
Ethane and higher hydrocarbons 	0.5 
Nitrogen (by difference) 	1.9 
Reliura 	0.015 

After having been stored over water, under pressure in the supply 
cylinder and passed through the pyrolysis apparatus at room temperature 
the analysis obtained in a Burrell apparatus was:— 

Per Cent 
Carbon dioxide 	0.10 
Oxygen 	0.42 
Unsaturates 	0.21 
Hydrogen 	0.63 
Carbon monoxide 	0.21 
Methane 	  88.45 
Nitrogen 	9.98 

Apparatus and Procedure 

The conditions under which the reactions were to be studied imposed 
limitations on the nature of the apparatus. Since temperatures up to 
1122° C. and pressures up to 104 atmospheres were used, steel reaction 
chambers would not have been strong enough. Further, it has been found 
(15) that silica is the best contact surface for the pyrolysis of methane 
because it does not strongly catalyse the reactions producing carbon and 
hydrogen. Accordingly, the reaction chamber was made of vitreous 
silica (17). After preliminary tests it was found that a wall thickness of 
3 mm. was sufficient for a tube of 4 mm. internal diameter. Similar tubes 
were tested under pressures as high as 229 atmospheres with water. The 
pressure and manner of failure varied greatly. The silica-to-metal 
joints were made with denotinsky's cement and were water-cooled. 
In experiments 1 to 4, a tube 30.5 cm. long was used as the reaction 
chamber. In subsequent experiznents a tube 45.8 cm. in length was 
used. Heat was supplied by an electric heater, 20.3 cm. long and 2.5 
cm. in internal diameter. Temperatures were measured by a platinum 
platinum-rhodium thermocouple in contact with the outside of the re-
action tube at the centre of the heater. Temperatures measured by the 
thermocouple in contact with the reaction tube and at various positions 
along the longitudinal axis of the heater are shown in Figure 9. Pressure 
was measured in experiments 3 to 5 by Bourdon gauges of appropriate 
range on the inlet line; in experiments 6 to 7 by a mercury manometer 
on the inlet line. Rate of flow was controlled by adjustment of a needle 
valve and measured by observing the length of time required to fill the 
receiving vessel. 

In experiments 1 and 2 the exit valve was open, the rate of flow con-
trolled by the inlet valve, the sample of gas collected over sodium sulphate 
solution and stored until analysed in glass-stoppered tubes out of contact 
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with the solution. In experiments 3, 4, and 5 the pressure was brought 
to the desired value by pumping water into the bottom of the supply 
cylinder. The inlet valve was open and the rate controlled by the exit 
valve. In experiments 6 and 7 the inlet gas was stored in a 6-litre bottle 
at the pressure to be used in the experiment and the supply replenished 
from the high-pressure supply cylinder. The gas was collected in an 
evacuated bottle of 5,720 c.c. capacity and transferred from it by sodium 
sulphate solution to the sample bottles. The inlet valve was open and 
the rate controlled by the exit valve. In experiments 1 to 5, a trap was 
placed on the exit line to collect liquid or solid products. 

Analyses were made in a standard Burrell apparatus using potassium 
hydroxide, pyrogallol, fuming sulphuric acid, copper oxide, and potassium 
hydroxide in the order inentioned, followed by combustion with oxygen. 

Figure 9 Temperature is plotted against 
distance from the centre of the 
heater to show the temperature 
distribution in the reac tion tube. 
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Figure 10 With rate and pressure constant 
the yields of hydrogen and un-
saturated hydrocarbons are 
plotted against the teinperature. 

Results 

The results of the investigation of the temperature variable are given 
in Table I, and shown graphically in Figure 10. The temperature given 
in the second column of Table I is that read by-  the thermocouple in the 
centre position

' 
 as shown in Figure 9. The rate (R) given in the third 

column is that of the exit gas in cubic centimetres per second, reduced 
to 0° C. and atmospheric pressure. This value divided by the pressure 
of the experiment, is given in the fourth column k R )  The reciprocal 

(P (atm.) 	(P (atm.)  of the value of the fourth column is given in the fifth column 
R ) 
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and is proportional to the time required for the passage of any given mole-
cule through the reactor. This value, the time of contact, cannot be given 
numerically because of the temperature variation in the reaction chamber. 
In the experiments on the pressure variable it was atteinpted to maintain 
the time of contact at a constant value by increasing the exit rate (R) 
in proportion to the pressure. Because the range of experiment includes 
pressures above and below atmospheric, the pressure was recorded both 
in millimetres of mercury and atmospheres. The products acetylene, 
ethylene, and benzene, were not separated but absorbed together in fuming 
sulphuric acid. The proportion (in per cent) of exit gas absorbed in 
fuming sulphuric acid is given in the column headed "unsaturates". 
Similarly, the proportion in per cent of the contraction of the exit gas in 
the copper oxide treatment is given in the column headed "hydrogen". 

TABLE I 

Rate 	 Pressure 

Experbment Temper- 	R 	R 	P (atm) mm. 	 Unsatur- 	Hydro- 
No. 	ature °C. c ' c 'isee ' 	 	 of 	Atm. 	ates 	gen 0° C. 760 

	

mm. 	P (atm) 	(R) 	lig. 

la 	902 	 
b 	1008 	0.428 	0.439 	2.27 	740.5 	0.974 	1.75 	6.50 
c 	1063 	0.445 	0.457 	2.14 	740.5 	0.974 	3.01 	1952. 
e 	1096 	0.493 	0.506 	1.08 	740.5 	0.074 	3 • 73 	33.07 
f 	960 	0.443 	0.455 	2.19 	742.0 	0.976 	0.87 	2.71 
u 	1037 	0.463 	0.475 	2.11 	742.0 	0.976 	2.79 	9.28 
h 	1079 	0.491 	0.503 	1.09 	742.0 	0.976 	3.26 	23.81 
i 	1122 	0.551 	0 • 565 	1.77 	742.0 	0.976 	2.84 	46.30 

The experimental results of the investigation of the rate variable are 
given in Table II, and shown graphically in Figure 11. 

TABLE II 

Rate 	 Pressure 

	

Experiment Temper- 	R. 	R 	P (atm) 	mm' 
	

Unsatur- 	Hydro- 
N o. 	ature °C. 	edbise° '  	 of 	Atm. 	ates 	gen 0° C. 760 

P (atm) 	(R) 	Hg. 
ELIDR. 

2a 	1097 	0.377 	0.372 	2.69 	770.0 	1.014 	3.61 	36.75 

b 	1103 	0.531 	0.524 	1.91 	770.0 	1.014 	3.60 	30.53 

d 	1101 	2 • 02 	2.88 	0.347 	770.0 	1.014 	1.84 	5.85 

c 	1097 	1 • 51 	1.49 	0.671 	770.0 	1.014 	2.48 	9.70 
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The experimental results of the investigations of the pressure variable 
are given in Tables III and IV, and shown graphically in Figures 12, 13, 
and 14. 

TABLE III 

Rate 	 Pressure 

Experiment Temper- 	It 	It 	P (atm) 	nana. 	 Unsatur- 	Hydro- N o. 	ature °C. 	0.0./sec.  	 of 	Atm. 	ates 	gen 

	

0° C. 760 	P (atm) 	(R) 	Hg. mm. 

3e 	1099 	0.867 	0.389 	2 • 57 	1,692 	2.13 	3.36 	41.00 
b 	1105 	1.734 	0.427 	2.34 	3,090 	4 • 06 	2.31 	43.40 
c 	1115 	2.44 	0.400 	2.50 	4,640 	6.11 	1.86 	44.20 
d 	1107 	3.45 	0.427 	2.34 	6,140 	8.09 	1.41 	41.80 
e 	1100 	3.47 	0.336 	2.97 	7,850 	10.33 	0.86 	42.10 

4b 	1100 	10.49 	0.232 	4 • 31 	34,400 	45.30 	0.30 	30.93 
5e 	1105oto se 	e 	 56,400 	74.2 	0.46 	32.35 

b 	1088 	19% 	b  e186) 	5.40 	78,800 	103.7 	0.32 	20 • 09 
c 	1110 	(Much slower; notobserved) 	75,100 	08.9 	0.53 	21 10 

TABLE IV 

Rate 	 Pressure 

	

Ibmetiment Temper- 	It 	Ft 	P  (atm) 	m 	 Unsatur- 	Hydro- 
No. 	ature °C• 	 tri 

	

o.o./see. 	 

	

0° C. 760 	 of
. 	

Atm. 	ates 	gen 

	

mm. 	P (atm) 	(R) 	Hg. 

6a 	1098 	0.533 	1.093 	0.915 	371 	0.488 	2.49 	16.90 
d 	1104 	0.693 	1.581 	0.632 	481 	0.633 	2.70 	18.72 . 

	

1104 	0.774 	1.309 	0.764 	582 	0.755 	2.78 	20.50 Y 	1099 	0.925 	1.361 	0.734 	679 	0.894 	2.55 	17.37 
g 	1008 	1.087 	1.088 	0.920 	759 	0.999 	2.79 	18.28 

7e 	1008 	0.291 	0.624 	1.600 	355 	0.467 	2.49 	19.10 
b 	1104 	0.389 	0.657 	1.520 	450 	0.502 	2.77 	23.57 

	

1103 	0.490 	0.678 	1.475 	549 	0.723 	2.86 	20.00 d 	1098 	0.524 	0.615 	1.626 	649 	0.854 	2.02 	21.93 
e 	1103 	0.690 	0 • 707 	1.444 	742 	0.976 	2.55 	22.90 

It was found difficult to maintain the rate in proportion to the pressure 
over the entire pressure range. As has been mentioned, this is necessary in 
order to have comparable times of contact. Since the time of contact was 
different, the yields in experiments 4 and 5 should not be compared with 
those of experiment 3. Experiments 6 and 7 were also made at different 
times of contact and the yields are not to be compared with those of the 
other experiments. 

Carbon was removed from the apparatus after experiments 1, 2, 3, 4, 
and 5. Two forms of carbon were observed; one was powdered and non-
coherent, the other was coherent and was removed from the walls of the 
reaction chamber in lustrous curling sheets. At low pressures the latter 
form predominated, but neither was quantitatively measured. 
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No evidence of the formation of paraffin hydrocarbons was given by 
the combustion analysis in any experiment. In experiments le, 1h, and 
li (Table I), the solid product was collected and weighed. It smelled of 
naphthalene and amounted to approximately 1.3, 1.3, and 1.0 per cent, 
respectively, of the weight of the inlet gas. In no other experiment was 
so large a yield obtained, and the amounts obtained were not quantitatively 
measured. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Experiments on the pyrolysis of methane were conducted in a vitreous 
silica tube of 4 mm. inside diameter. Observations have been made on 
the effect of pressure on the yields of hydrogen and unsaturated hydro-
carbons between 0.467 and 104 atmospheres; the effect of temperature 
between 902° and 11220.; and the effect of rate of flow between 0 • 377 and 
2.92 c.c. per second. 

The following conclusions may be drawn from the results obtained: 
(1) Increase in pressure from 2 to 10 atmospheres decreases the yields 

of unsaturated hydrocarbons and has little effect on the yield of hydrogen. 
At higher pressures there is evidence that the yield of hydrogen also 
decreases. 

(2) Variation in pressure below one atmosphere has little effect on the 
yield of either hydrogen or unsaturated hydrocarbons. 

(3) If the object of the pyrolysis is to produce unsaturated hydro-
carbons, there is no advantage in using pressures other than atmospheric. 

(4) The variation of the yields of hydrogen and unsaturates with 
temperature and with the rate of flow are in agreement with the con-
clusions of other investigators. 
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IV 

REPORT ON OIL SHALES FROM NEW GLASGOW AREA, PICTOU 
COUNTY, NOVA SCOTIA, AND FROIVI PORT DANIEL, BONA-
VENTURE COUNTY, QUEBEC 

A. A. Swinnerton 

NEW GLASGOW AREA—PICTOU COUNTY, N.S. 

In previous field work' conducted in 1928 by the writer in this area 
outcrop samples were obtained from five different locations designated as 
beds Nos. A, AB, B, C, and D. From the results of examination of the 
sainples obtained at that time it was decided that all but two locations, viz. 
B and C, were worthy of further investigation. Consequently fresh samples 
were obtained from locations A, AB, as well as from E and F as shown in 
sketch map, Figure 15. Bed A was sampled from the tunnel that had been 
started by the Torbanite Products, Ltd., at this point; bed AB was sampled 
where it outcropped again on the bank about 20 feet above low water level. 
Samples from bed D were not obtained in 1929 as development on the 
Spence leases at this point was not sufficiently advanced at the time of the 
Writer's visit, and it was also impossible to obtain samples in 1930 as the 

Figure 15. Sketch map showing location of oil-shale outcrops and bore holes, Pictou 
county, Nova Scotia. 

workings were full of waier due to the spring floods. The test pit E which 
had been opened by Mr. A. T. 1VIcKinnon was deepened in order to deter-
mine the thickness of the beds of stellarite and underlying shale which were 
reported to be very thick at this point. Samples were also taken from a small 
outcrop (F) near Trenton on a lease recently granted to Mr. F. J. Foley. 

Of the five different outcrops sampled in 1928 two beds, viz. B and C, 
with thicknesses 11 and 131 feet respectively had oil contents of only 8.5 

mines Branch, Dept. of Mines, Canada, Investigations of Fuels and Fuel Testing 1928, pp. 13-24. 
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and 6.0 Imperial gallons per ton with no section of either seam showing 
over 11 gallons of crude oil. As judged by the outcrops these two beds 
were not considered of commercial value and therefore not worth further 
sampling. Bed A, zq feet or more in thickness, showed, according to the 
.1929 samples, an average yield of slightly over 20 gallons per ton which 
represents an increase of 2 gallons over the average for the 1928 samples. 

A bed to be worthy of commercial development should, in the opinion 
of the writer, show an oil yield of at least 20 Imperial gallons per short ton; 
and as the laboratory yield is likely to be consistently higher than the 
commercial yield, the figure of 25 gallons per ton as the laboratory assay 
yield is a preferable standard for judging the commercial possibilities of a 
given oil-shale deposit. As judged by the 1929 samples, therefore, only one 
bed, viz. E, showed up to advantage, the laboratory yield being roughly 
32 gallons per ton. Bed AB near the junction of Steep brook and 1VIcLellan 
brook when sampled in 1929 at a higher (outcrop) level than in the previous 
year showed an average oil yield of 16.4 gallons in comparison with 26.4 
gallons in the 1928 samples. Indications therefore are that the richer shale 
worthy of development is to be found at the lower levels of the seam. This 
observation also applies to bed A from the lower levels of which the 1929 
samples, which gave the increased oil yields referred to above, were taken. 

DESCRIPTION OF BEDS SAMPLED 

Bed "A". This bed outcrops in a cliff on the north side of a small 
brook running into McLellan brook at Steven Brook's brickyard, about 
1-1,  miles south of New Glasgow, and the samples were taken from a short 
tunnel that had been driven into this bed by the Torbanite Products 
Company. This is the same bed that was sampled in 1928, but the samples 
taken in 1928 were higher up the dip than those taken in 1929. 

Section of seam: Al 	Cannel shale 	1 foot 3 inches. 
A2 	Flaggy shale 	2 " 6 " 
A3 	Cannel shale 	1 " 0 " 

Bed "AB." This bed is exposed in 1VIcLellan brook about t of a mile 
upstream from "A" and the samples from this bed were taken from an 
outcrop on the bank about 20 feet above low water level. 

Section of seam: AB1... Massive shale.. . .1 foot 3 inches. 
AB2... . Flaggy shale 	2 " 0 " 
.A.B3 	Massive shale.. . 	1 " 3 " 

Bed "E". This bed outcrops near Stellarton and is shown as the Oil 
Coal Seam in Map No. 833 of the Geological Survey. The samples from 
this bed were taken from a test pit which had been started on the bank of 
a creek close to the crossing of the Albion Mine road and the S tellarton-
Westville branch of the Canadian National railway. 

Section of seam: El 	Coal 	1 foot 0 inches 
E2 	Stellarite.. 	2  £c 6  ic 
E3 	Massive shale.. . .2 " 0 " 

Bed "F". This bed outcrops near Trenton on the north bank of Smelt 
brook about 300 yards east of the New Glasgow-Trenton highway. The 
samples from this bed were taken from a short tunnel that had been driven 
into the bank at this point by a 1VIr. F. J. Foley who had taken up some 
shale leases in this area. 

Section of seam: F 	Grey shale 	 .2  feet 6 inches 



TABLE I 

Distillation Data—Beds A, AB, E, and F 
(Maximum Temperature, 550" C.) 

Bed 	 A 	 AB 	 E 	 F 

Section, 	Al 	A2 	A3 	AB1 	AB2 	AB3 	El 	E2 	E3 	F 
Thickness.  	1'3' 	2'6' 	VO' 	l' 3° 	2' 0' 	1'3' 	l' 0" 	2'6' 	2' 0' 	2'6' 

Shale charged (guns.) 	350 	400 	350 	350 	350 	350 	350 	350 	350 	400 

Proximate Analysis: 
Moisture 	 per cent 	1-4 	1-9 	1-7 	1-5 	2-2 	1-6 	1-9 	0-9 	F8 	3-5 Ash 	" 57-4 	75-4 	64-0 	54-4 	76-3 	63-3 	35•5 	59-3 	67-3 	87-9 
Volatile rnatter 	 ‘‘ 	25-3 	17-4 	21-7 	26-3 	154 	21-3 	26-4 	33.5 	28-5 	8-2 
Fixed carbon 	ce 	15-9 	5-3 	12-6 	17-8 	6-4 	13-8 	36-2 	6-3 	2-4 	0-4 

Products, Weight Balance: 
Spent shale 	CC 	80-8 	87-7 	82-7 	81-8 	88.7 	84-9 	81.6 	74-2 	77.2 	93-5 
Oil (water-free) 	"1F9 	6-4 	9-7 	10-5 	5-0 	7-8 	10-5 	20-1 	13-9 	0-4 
Aqueous distillate 	<‘ 	2-7 	3-5 	3-6 	3-5 	4-3 	3-7 	3-6 	2-9 	3-7 	4-6 
Gas (calculated) 	" 4•3 	1-8 	3-3 	3-6 	1-2 	3-1 	3-9 	3-0 	4-5 	1-2 
Loss (by difference) 	‘‘ 	0-3 	0-6 	0-7 	0-6 	0-8 	0-5 	0-4 	—0-2 	0•7 	0.3 

Shale Oil: 
Imperial gal. per 2,000 lb 	26-3 	16-5 	21-1 	22-9 	11-3 	16-9 	21-9 	46-7 	32-0 	0-9 
Specific gravity at 60° F 	0-908 	0-891 	0-919 	0-917 	0-889 	0-929 	0-958 	0-862 	0-872 	 
Degrees Baumé (A.P.I) 	24-3 	27-3 	22-5 	22-8 	27-7 	20-8 	16.2 	32-6 	30.8 	 

Gas: 
Cubic feet per 2,000 lb 	1,350 	1,000 	1,570 	1,500 	730 	1,210 	1,700 	1,360 	1,800 	510 Calorific value  (cale.) B.T.U. per c.f 	315 	440 	445 	580 	570 	480 	530 	610 	290 	245 Density (air = 1) 	0•83 	0•46 	0-54 	0-58 	0-44 	0-65 	0-60 	0-77 	0-75 	0-85 

Spent Shale: 
Pounds per ton 	1,616 	1,754 	1,654 	1,636 	1,774 	1,698 	1,632 	1,484 	1,544 	1,870 

Proximate Analysis: 
Moisture 	 per cent 	1-2 	0-6 	0-6 	0-6 	0-6 	0.6 	0-7 	0-4 	0-6 	 Ash 	" 68-7 	83-3 	72-8 	66-9 	85-2 	73-6 	42-3 	78-5 	84-7 	 
Volatile matter 	i‘ 	 9.0 	8-6 	9-1 	7-2 	7-3 	8-3 	8-1 	10-2 	7-4 	 
Fixed carbon 	“ 	214 	7-5 	17-5 	25-3 	6-9 	17-5 	48-9 	10-9 	7-3 	 



A 

16 • 5 
1.0 

20.1 

26.3 32.0 21.9 1.69 22.9 21-1 

AB 

11.3 
1.0 

16.4 

1.0 

1 • 0 

46.7 
0 • 6 

36 • 9 

Summary 

Oil Yield: 
Imperial gal,  per ton. 	  

Average nitrogen content of bed 	 per cent 

Average oil content of bed: 
Imperial gal. per ton. 	  



Vacuum distillation at 40 mm. 

up to 200 
200-2?5.. 
225-250.. 
250-275.. 
270-300.. 

4.8 
7.8 
9.9 
8.2 

10.2 

up to 392 
392-437 
437-182 
482-527 
527-572 

4.8 
12.6 
22.5 
30.7 
40.9 

33 
34 
37 
43 

28.2 
26.1 
23.0 
18.7 
15.0 

35 
50 
75 
90 

105 

0.886 
0 • 898 
0.916 
0.942 
0 • 966 

43 
53 
84 

190 
890 

(est.) 

140 

TABLE II 

nalysis of Oil Obtained by Distillation 

Bed A 

Characteristics of Crude 

Specific gravity at 60°F 	0.913 	Degrees A.P.I. at 60°F 	23.5 
Sulphur, per cent: 	 Water, per cent 	0.4 
Saybolt TJniv. Vise. at 70° F 	secs. 	Pour point 	75°F. 
Saybolt Univ. Viso. at 100° F. 64 secs. Colour: Brownish black. 

Distillation Hempel Method 

Air distillation: Barometer: 757 mm. 	First drop: 45°C. (113°F.) 

	

Per 	Cum. q 	 Viscosity 	Cloud 	Tempera- 
Temperature °C. 	cent 	Per 	,..p. Gr. 	A.P.I. 	Say. Univ. at 	Test 	ture cu t 	cut  	. 

	

cut 	cent 	 100°F. 	212°F. 	
.F 	.F .  

Up to 90 	up to 122 
90- 75 	1.5 	1.5 	0.699 	70.9  	 122-167 
75-100 	2.7 	4.2 	0.739 	60.0  	 167-212 

100-125 	0.9 	5.1 	0.780 	57.2  	 212-257 
125-150 	2.9 	8.0 	0.773 	51.6  	 257-302 
150-175 	4.7 	12.7 	0.800 	49.4  	 302-347 
175-200 	5.4 	18.1 	0.832 	38.6  	 347-392 
200-225 	5.5 	23.6 	0.853 	34.4  	 392-437 
228-250 	 6.0 	29.6 	0.863 	32.5  	 437-482 
250-275 	7 • 6 	37.2 	0.875 	30.2  	 482-527 

Total distillate: 78.1%. 	Residuum: 20 6%. 	Distillat on loss: 1.3%. 
Carbon residue of residuum: 12.8%. 	Carbon residue of crude: 2.6%. 

Approximate Summary 

-- 	 Per cent 	 Viscosity 
Sp. Gr. 	A.P.I. 	Say. Univ. by vol. 	 at  100°F.  

Light gasoline 	4.2 	0.726 	63.4 
Total gasoline and naphtha 	12.7 	0.766 	53.2 
Kerosene distillate 	  
Gas oil 	31.0 	0.864 	32.3 	Below 50 secs. 
Non-viscous lubricating distillate 	12.5 	0.894-0.920 	26.8-22.3 	50-100 
Medium lubricating distillate 	8.0 	0.920-0.943 	22.3-18.6 	100-200 
Viscous lubricating distillate 	13.9 	0.943-9.980 	18.6-12.0 	Above 200 
Residuum 	20.6 	  
Distillation loss 	1.3 	  
Base of crude 	  Shale (hybrid ) 
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Core Drill Samples from New Glasgow Area 

During recent years, several important boring operations have been 
undertaken in the New Glasgow district by the Acadia and Greenwood 
Coal Co's., in search of coal. The diamond drill cores obtained from 
these bores were examined by W. A. Bell and samples were taken of all 
those parts which gave promise of yielding oil on distillation. Although it 
was realized that the majority probably represented lean oil shales of no 
commercial value, it was considered that the information obtained from 
their examination would prove of value when further exploration of the oil 
shale of Pictou county is undertaken. 

The location of the bore holes sampled, and designated 1, 2, 3, 4, 
Coalburn, and Greenwood, are shown on the accompanying sketch map. 
From these bore holes 29 samples were taken and submitted for analysis, 
the results of which are summarized in Table III. A composite sample 
of the oils obtained by distillation was made and examined by the 
standard Hempel method and it is considered that the result gives a fair 
idea of the nature of the oil that would be obtained by the distillation of the 
oil shales in this field. 

TABLE III 

Sumrnary of Results 

Maximum yield 

	

Total 	Average 	  
Bore hole 	 thickness 	oil yield, 	Oil, 	Ammonium 

sulphate, 

	

of shale 	Imp. gals. 	Imp. gals.  bands, ft. 	per ton 	per ton 	pound
per ton 

No. 1 	37.7 	7.1 	13.0 (7.5 ft.) 	  
No. 2 	 23  

	

43.7 	7.4 	18.1 (2 • 5 ft.) 
No. 3 	10.0 	7.2 	7.6 (4 ft.) 
No. 4 	14. 0 	5.0 
Coalbum 	45.1 	11.4 	 21 

	

8. 0 	21.0 	
22391 996 (((4614ifttft:)).)  

Greenwood 	 21 



TABLE IV 

Distillation Data—Core Drill Samples, Pictou County, N.S. 

Products 	 Shale Oil 	 Gas 
	  Ammon- 

Thick- 	 ium 	 Cal. 
ness Depth 	 oil 	Ague- 	Gas 	irap. 	SPeelfic 	Pyi 	sulphate, 	Cu.  ft. 	jque.  Field No. 	in 	of 	Spent 	(pie 	ous 	and 	gals. 	graztity 	A.P.I. 

 . 
	lb. per 	per t,on 	per hole 	band 	shale 	free) 	distil- 	loss 	per ton 	60 °F. 	60° F. 	ton 	 Cu.  ft. late 

ft. 	ft. 	ft. 	% 	% 	% 	% 

BORE HOLE No. 1: ACADIA COAL CO., 1928 

	

2812 (4) 	79 	—84 	5-0 	87-4 	4-6 	4-9 	3-1 	10-6 	0-872 	30-8  	1,000 ' 

	

2812 (3) 	 111 	--114-7 	3-7 	91.5 	3-2 	3-8 	1-5 	7-0 	0-895 	26-6  	630 

	

2812 (8) 	 131 	--141 	10-0 	91.6 	1-3 	4-3 	2-8 	3-0 	0.879 	29-5  	630 

	

2812 (2) 	 141 	--144 	3-0 	93-1 	2-4 	3-0 	1-5 	5-4 	0-895 	26-6  	470 	320 

	

2812 (7) 	 436 --440 	4.0 	90-6 	2-5 	4-0 	2.9 	5-8 	0-879 	29-5  	790 

	

2812 (5) 	 440-5-448 	7-5 	87-9 	5-9 	3-9 	2-3 	13-0 	0-873 	30-6  	860 

	

2812 (6) 	 470-5--472-5 	2.0 	92-2 	2-9 	3-1 	1-8 	6-5 	0-889 	27-7  	700 

	

2812 (1) 	 512-3--514-8 	2-5 	94-2 	1-3 	2-3 	2-2 	2-9 	0.875 	30-2  	680 

BORE HOLE NO. 2: ACADIA. COAL CO., 1928 

	

2811 (5) 	 195 	--202 	7-0 	97.1 	trace 	1-6 	1-3 	trace  	 360 	 

	

2811 (6) 	 204-7--209-7 	5.0 	87-5 	6 •8 	3-4 	2-3 	15.5 	0-873 	30.6 	19 	720 	530 

	

2811 (4) 	 247 	--249-5 	2.5 	87-0 	7.8 	3.4 	1-8 	18-1 	0-862 	32-7 	23 	770 

	

2811 (1) 	 317 	--318 	1-0 	90-9 	2-8 	4-6 	1-7 	6-5 	0-873 	30-6  	570 

	

2811 (2) 	 421 	--428.2 	7-2 	93-6 	0.6 	3.3 	2-5 	1-4 	0-875 	30-2  	550 

	

2811 (8) 	 446.5--456-5 	10-0 	90-4 	4-5 	3-1 	2-0 	10-2 	0.873 	30-6  	700 	330 

	

2811 (3) 	 598 	--599 	1-0 	90-3 	3-4 	3-6 	2.7 	7.6 	0.878 	29-7  	770 

	

2811 (7) 	 838 	--848 	10 • 0 	90-5 	3.2 	3-8 	2-5 	7.3 	0.873 	30-6  	750 



590 6-0 3-1 2-1 1-7 6-9 
750 4-0 2-9 3.5 2-4 7-6 

} 	350 

	

0-892 	27-1 

	

0.913 	23-5 
93.1 
91-2 

95 --101 
248 --252 

	

I  2834 (2) 	 

	

° 2834 (1) 	 

I 88 --102 I 	14-0 1 	90-3 I 	2-7 1 	3-1 	3-9 1 	5-9 1 	0-920 22-3 1 	I 	1,130 1 	 

Greenwood (1) 
(2) 

354 --358 
393 --397 

83-3 
83.0 

21-6 
20.3 

0-871 
0-871 

31-0 
31-0 

1,090 
1,220 

} 	520 4-0 
4-0 

9.4 4-0 3-3 
8-8 4-1 4-1 

21 
19 

BOR,E7H0LE No. 3: ACADIA COAL CO., 1928 

BORE HOLE No. 4: ACADIA COAL  CO,  1928 

COALBURN BORE HOLE: ACADIA COAL CO., 1928 

Coalburn 	73 	— 76 	3-0 	85-7 	4-3 	4.6 	5-4 	8-8 	0.966 	15-0  	1,330 
B.11.1928. 	231-7—.235 	3-3 	86-7 	6-9 	3-6 	2-8 	15.8 	0-871 	31-0 	17 	750 	520 

334 	--340 	6-0 	82-8 	10-4 	3-9 	2-9 	23-9 	0-869 	31-3 	21 	800 
425-6-429-4 	3-8 	89-6 	4-3 	3-9 	2-2 	9-8 	0-882 	28-9  	570 
652 	--655 	3-0 	90-5 	2-8 	3-8 	2-9 	6-3 	0-879 	29-5  	770 
664 	--675-5 	11-5 	87-8 	4 • 4 	3-4 	4-4 	9-8 	0-899 	25-9  	1,110 	340 
664 	--675-5 	11-5 	88-6 	4-0 	2.9 	4-5 	8.9 	0-895 	26-6  	1,220 
889 	--892 	3-0 	91-2 	3-3 	3-8 	1-7 	7-5 	0-885 	28-4  	410 

GREENWOOD BORE HOLE: GREENWOOD COAL CO. 

Narn.—Tons in above table =2,000 pounds. 
Ammonium sulphate figures are based on a 60% yield (the maximum recoverable in practice). 
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TABLE V 

Analysis of Oil Obtained by Distillation of Core Drill Samples 

(Composite Sample) 

Characteristics of Crude 
Specific gravity at  60°F 	0.881 	Degrees A.P.I. at 60°F 	29.1 
Sulphur, per cent: 	 Water, per cent 	 1.6 
Saybolt lJniy. Vise. at 	 secs. Pour point 	65°F. 

70°F. 
Saybolt Univ. Vise. at 	92 secs. Colour: brownish black 

100°F 
B .T.U. per pound 

Distillation Hempel Method 

Air distillation: Barometer: 704 mm. First drop: 55°C. (131°F.) 

	

Per 	Cum. 	 Visc°*37 	Cloud 	Temp- 

	

Sp.Gr. 	A.P.I. 	Say. Umv. at 	Test 	erature Temperature °C. 	cent 	Per 	cuo. 	cut.  	.T. 	°F. 

	

cut 	cent 	 100°F. 	212°F. 

up o50 	  L 	 up to 122 
00-70 	1.9 	1.9 	0.709 	68.1  	 122-167 
70-100 	4.7 	6.6 	0.747 	57.9  	 167-212 

100-120  	0.6 	7.2} 	0.774 	51.3  	 f 	212-257 
125-150f 	0.6 	7.8 	 257-302 
100-175 	4.2 	12.0 	0.790 	47 •6  	 302-347 
175-200 	5.4 	17.4 	0.809 	43.4  	 347-392 
200-220 	5.0 	22.4 	0.822 	40.6  	 392-437 
220-200 	5.9 	28.3 	0.837 	37.6  	 437-482 
250-275 	8.0 	36.8 	0.890 	35.0  	 482-527 

Vacuum distillation at 40 mm. 

B.T.U. per Imp. gallon. 

40 
60 
70 
85 

100 

32.5 
30.6 
26.8 
25.7 
23.3 

3.6 
10.4 
20.4 
27.7 
35.8 

up to 392 
392-437 
437-482 
482-527 
527-572 

Total distillate: 72.6%. Residuum: 25.4%. Distillation loss: 2.0%. 
Carbon residue of residuum: 8.6%. Carbon residue of crude: 2.2%. 

Approximate Summary 

Per cent 	 Viscosity 
- 	 Sp. Gr. 	A.P.I. 	Say. Univ. by vol. 	 at 100° F. 

Light gasoline 	6.6 	0.736 	60.8 
Total gasoline and naphtha 	17.4 	0.774 	51.3 
Kerosene distillate 	5.0 	0.822 	40.6 
Gas oil 	22.2 	0.853 	34.4 	Below 80 secs. 
Nonviscous lubricating distillate 	17.2 	0.878-0.902 	30.2-25.4 	no-ao 
Medium lubricating distillaffl 	10.8 	0.002-0.921 	25.4-22.1 	100-200 
Viscous lubricating distillate 	Above 200 
Residuum 	28.4 	  
Distillation loss  	2.0 	  
Base of crude 	Shale (inter- 

mediate) 

up to 200 	  
200-225 	  
225-290 	  
250-275 	  
275-300 	  

3.6 
6.8 

10.0 
7.3 
8.1 

0.863 
0.873 
0.894 
0 •900 
0.914 

41 
47 
78 
92 

161 

33 
34 
37 
38 
43 
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EXPERIMENTAL OIL-SHALE PLANTS NEAR NEW GLASGOW 

During 1928 and 1929 two companies, the Torbanite Products, Ltd., 
and the Canadian Torbanite and Oil Products, Ltd., erected experimental 
oil-shale plants near New Glasgow, which plants are briefly described 
below. 

Torbanite Products, Ltd. 

The building of a shale distillation plant begun by this company near 
New Glasgow in 1928 was completed in 1930, the opening ceremony taking 
place on July 4. In September a fire destroyed some of the buildings, 
and as a result the company ceased operations and is now in liquidation. 
The main feature of the plant was the patent `Ginet' retort, which is an 
externally heated steel cylinder, 3 feet in diameter and 20 feet long, through 
which the charge is moved by means of scrapers attached to a central 
revolving shaft. The oil vapours are led off to a condenser by means of an 
outlet pipe at the top of the retort, and the condensed oil collected in 
storage tanks. The uncondensed gases are used to heat the retort setting 
and the spent shale after being cooled is crushed and bagged for shipment, 
the company claiming to have a market for this material. In addition to 
the retort the equipment includes a small bank head for mining the shale, 
crushers, bucket elevators, storage tanks and warehouse for spent shale, 
etc. Unfortunately, this plant never got beyond the experimental stage 
owing to the fire in September and its future is, at present, a matter for 
speculation. 

The Canadian Torbanite and Oil Product,s, Ltd. 

This company constructed a small test plant at McLellan brook, about 
5 miles from New Glasgow, and sufficient shale was retorted in the latter 
part of 1929 to provide a few thousand gallons of oil, but during 1930 only 
experimental work on the oil was carried on. The shale was obtained from 
a slope driven into an outcrop at the plant side and retorted in two inter-
nally fired vertical retorts of 2,500 pounds capacity. The equipment 
included exhaust pumps, condensers, etc., and a small laboratory building 
in which refining tests on the oil were conducted. 

PORT DANIEL OIL SHALES 

The occurrence of bituminous shales in the vicinity of Port Daniel, 
Bonaventure county, Quebec, has been known for a long time, having 
been reported by Logan in 1863 and later noted by Ells in 1880. As far 
back as 1834, this region was prospected as a possible coal area, and pits 
have been sunk at various times in the hope of locating a seam of coal. 
About ten years ago, the Imperial Oil Company became interested in 
these shales and had a report prepared by Mr. J. V. Culbert which, how-
ever, contains no analyses nor remarks on the bituminous content of the 
shales. 

547213-1n 
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OCCURRENCE 

The bituminous shales in the Port Daniel area are almost entirely 
restricted to the Mictaw series of interbedded graptolitic bituminous shales 
and tuffaceous greywackes of Ordovician age, which have a wide belt of 
outcrop. On the Middle branch of Port Daniel river they extend from 
near the head of the barachois to the outcrops of the Clemville formation 
in range XIII, a distance by airline of 5 miles. Along the combined 
courses of Middle branch and Mictaw rivers the belt extends over a width 
of 6 miles by airline. On the North branch the strata extend from the 
head of the barachois for a distance of a little over two miles to a point 
in range IX where their place is taken by the Maquereau series.' 

In spite of the attention that has been paid to these oil shales from 
time to tirae, there appears to be practically no record of any analyses. 
Consequently in August of 1930 the writer was instructed to obtain samples 
for analyses from outcrops in the neighbourhood of Port Daniel, and the 
following report gives a description of the beds sampled and the results of 
distillation tests. 2  

DESCRIPTION OF BEDS SAMPLED 

Seven beds in all were examined, six on the Middle branch of the 
Port Daniel river and one on the North branch, and their locations are 
shown on the accompanying sketch map (Figure 16). 

Bed No. 1: This bed outcrops in the bed of a small stream, range 
VI, about 200 yards above its junction with Port Daniel river. 

Bed No. 2: This bed outcrops in lot 17, range VII, as a high bank 
on the south side of the river and is composed of black shale. 

Beds Nos. 3 and 4: Greyish shales (possibly same bed) occur close 
together near the junction of lot 15, range VIII and lot 16, range VII. 

Bed No. 5: This bed outcrops in lot 16, range VIII, on the north 
bank of Mictaw river (also known locally as Micwic). This is black shale 
and very much contorted. 

Bed No. 6: This bed of black shale outcrops in lot 13, range IX, on 
both sides of a small brook which runs into the Middle branch from the 
south, and saraples were taken from both outcrops. 

Bed No. 7: This bed outcrops 'on the North branch of Port Daniel 
river just above the baseline separating ranges IX and X. It is a lens of 
"anthracitic" shale of very limited extent and does not appear to be related 
to the shales on the Middle branch. A test pit was sunk into this bed some 
8 or 9 years ago, in the hope of striking coal, and samples were taken from it 
from time to tizne, the last occasion being in 1929. At the time of the 
writer's visit in 1930, the test pit contained about 15 feet of water, so the 
only samples that could be obtained were from material lying on the dump, 
which appeared to consist of uniform material. 

The above summary is taken from Dr. W. A. Parks' "Report on the Oil and Gas Resources of the Province 
of Quebec," pp. 67 et seq., Ann. Rept. Quebec Bureau of Mines, 1929. This should be consulted for further details 
regarding the geology of these deposits. 

A detailed description of the apparatus and rnethod used for the examination of oil-shale samples is given in 
the Investigations of Fuels and Fuel Testing, 1828, pp. 17-19. 
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Figure 16. Sketch map showing location of shale outcrops sampled in 1930, Port Daniel, 
Quebec. 
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TABLE VI 

Distillation Data: Beds 1-7 

(Maximum Temperature 650°C.) 

Bed No 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	611 	6L 	7 
Lab. No 	7649 	7642 	7643 	7644 	7647 	7645 	7646 	7648 

Shale charged  (arma.) 	400 	400 	400 	400 	400 	400 	400 	400 

Proximate Analysis- 
Moisture 	 per cent 	1.7 	2.0 	2.5 	2.0 	1.0 	1.3 	F6 	0.9 
Ash 	" 	88.0 	92.9 	92.9 	93.4 	78.8 	92.8 	94.3 	93.0 
Volatile matter 	"10.8 	5.8 	5.9 	6.1 	20.4 	7.4 	54 	4.3 
Fixed carbon 	" 	9.5 	 1.8 

Products,IVeight Balance- 
Spent shale 	94.6 	94.3 	03.5 	94.0 	93 • 3 	94.1 	95.1 	97 • 0 

Oil (water-free) 	0.3  	 0.3    	trace 
Aqueous distillate 	3.7 	5.2 	5.9 	5.4 	2.5 	4.1 	3.9 	2.3 
Gas 	1.4 	0.4 	0.4 	0.6 	3 • 7 	1.6 	0.9 	0.7 
Loss 	0.1 	0.2  	0.2 	0.2 	0.1 	 

YIELDS 
Shale Oil- 

(Imperial gals. per ton) 	0.6 	nil 	nil 	nil 	0.6 	nil 	nil 	trace 

Gas- 
(Cubic feet per ton) 	410 	90 	90 	180 	860 	410 	350 	180 

Spent Shale- 
(Pounds per ton) 	  1,892 	1,886 	1,870 	1,880 1,866 	1,882 	1,902 	1,940 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 	
• 

The results of the analyses and distillation of samples from seven beds 
are summarized in Table VI, from which it will be seen that there 
is little or no possibility for the economic extraction of oil from the Port 
Daniel shales-the best yields being less than one gallon per ton. This 
is not altogether unexpected in view of the general conclusions reached by • 

Parks' and other investigators, but to the best of the writer's knowledge, 
this report contains the first published analytical data regarding these 
deposits. 

1  Op. cit. 
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V 

GASOLINE SURVEYS FOR 1930 AND 1931 

H. McD.  Chantier 

The Division of Fuels and Fuel Testing of the Mines Branch has 
made a continuous study of the gasoline being sold in Canada for the 
past seven years, and annual reports' have been prepared from the results 
obtained in the laboratories. During the early part of August in 1930, 
124 samples were collecteclz from wholesalers or distributors in 13 cities 
and during the early part of July in 1931, 134 samples were collected in 
17 cities. The results of the detailed analysis of the individual samples, 
collected in these two years have been reported in the Mines Branch 
Memorandum Series.' This report contains a summary and discussion 
of the results of the laboratory examination of the 1930 and 1931 surveys, 
a statement of the methods of analysis used, as well as a discussion of the 
significance of the laboratory tests and the relationship between these 
tests and actual operation of the fuel in the engine. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In August 1930, 124 samples of gasoline were collected from 13 widely 
separated Canadian cities, and in July 1931, 134 samples of gasoline 
were collected from 17 cities, and may be accepted as representative of 
the gasoline sold in Canada at that time. 

The analysis of these samples has shown that the average gasoline 
sold during 1930 and 1931 was of good quality. The average gasoline 
sold during 1930 had practically the same volatility as that sold during 
1929, and the average gasoline sold during 1931 was slightly less volatile 
than that sold during the three previous years. 

The variation in quality of the average gasoline during 1930 was 
greater than in the four previous years; but the variation in quality during 
1931 was less than in any previous year, indicating a tendency towards a 
more uniform grade of gasoline. 

As indicated by the distillation range, there has been a gradual change 
in the characteristics of the average gasoline marketed in Canada since 
1925. The average temperature of the first drop, 10 per cent, 20 per 
cent, and also the end point has been lowered, while the average tempera-
ture of the 50 per cent, 70 per cent, and 90 per cent has remained fairly 
constant. 

The sulphur content of the gasoline sold during 1930 was  0.07  per 
cent and during 1931 was  0.05  per cent. These amounts are considerably 
less than the amount usually accepted as the limit for good gasoline, viz. 
0.10 per cent. In 1931, the average sulphur content of gasoline obtained 
in the western provinces was somewhat higher than for the samples obtained 
in the eastern provinces. 

A marked tendency is shown during the past five years towards the 
marketing of an increased number of artificially coloured gasolines. 

The knock rating of the samples collected in the city of Ottawa shows 
a relatively high anti-knock value. 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF TESTS ON GASOLINE 

The quality of gasoline is a difficult matter to determine, because 
quality in this case depends on many factors. If any one of these 
is low in value the product becomes unsatisfactory, no matter how excel-
lent other factors may be. For instance, if a certain gasoline 
contained so much gum that the valves of an engine stuck when the fuel 
was used, the owner of the engine would be prejudiced against the use of 
it, no matter how satisfactory it might be in all other respects. Another 
feature that causes much uncertainty among users, is a lack of uniformity 
in quality. A certain brand of gasoline may be used for a considerable time 
with every satisfaction by an individual. Then, a poor consignment is 
received and the user becomes dissatisfied to such an extent that he decides 
to buy some other brand that is highly recommended. It is a remarkable 
tribute to the skill and efficiency of the refiners and distributors that so 
little really poor gasoline is being sold to the public. 

It is obvious that laboratory analyses of gasoline are most valuable 
when they serve to indicate probable performance of a fuel in an engine. 
The owner of the engine is the final judge of the quality and he generally 
reaches his conclusion from the responsiveness of the engine. Therefore, 
the character of motor fuels must change as rapidly as important changes 
are made in the engines. It appears to the writer that new and desirable 
characteristics in fuels must not only show at their best in the new engines, 
but they must also operate the old ones without serious difficulties. 

Since the average life of an automobile is about five years, a satis-
factory fuel, from the standpoint of the general public must necessarily 
be somewhat different from the best fuel on the proving grounds of the 
motor manufacturer, where new engines are tested. The comments on 
quality of gasoline in relation to laboratory analysis given below, are to 
be understood as being offered from the standpoint of the average owner 
of the automobile. 

The Characteristics of a Good Motor Fuel 

It may be accepted that a good gasoline should possess the following 
characteristics:— 

(1) Permit the engine to start easily. 
(2) Permit the engine to develop maximum power. 
(3) Allow the engine to run evenly and steadily when throttled down. 
(4) Should not evaporate too readily at atmospheric temperatures. 
(5) Should not contain sufficient gum to cause sticking valves. 
(6) Should not "knock." 
Easy Starting. A gasoline, to permit an engine to start readily, should 

have a reasonably low initial boiling point. Under normal atmospheric 
temperatures an initial point of about 100° F. will be found satisfactory. 
In addition, the temperature reached, when 10 per cent has been distilled, 
should be reasonably low; about 150° F. will give good results. These 
requirements provide a reasonable quantity of highly volatile materials 
that will ignite easily. 
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Maximum Power. Maximum power will be secured from an engine when 
the carburetor supplies it with an even mixture of gasoline vapour and air, 
which can be, and is properly burned. The gasoline vapour shoud not 
carry too much material of high boiling point because such material is 
usually more difficult to ignite. Neither should it contain too much low-
boiling material because such material will burn so rapidly that the engine 
cannot convert it efficiently into useful work. Therefore, the gasoline 
should be composed of a series of constituents with gradually increasing 
boiling point, as is indicated by a smooth, gradually rising, distillation-
range curve. A gasoline that will permit an engine to start readily should 
also permit a satisfactory development of power, provided the distillation 
range shows 70 per cent distilled over at about 300° F. In addition, the 
end point should not be too high, a little over 400° F. may be accepted. 

Even Running. Smooth running at low speed is more dependent on 
the design and condition of the engine and accessories, than on the fuel 
used. However, the volatility of the fuel as a whole should not be so 
high as to cause it to vaporize or boil in the gasoline lines or carburetor. 
This condition is known as "vapour lock" and when it occurs the engine 
usually stops suddenly for no apparent reason. After cooling down, the 
engine may often be started again as if nothing had happened. 

Evaporation. The quantity of ga,soline evaporated at normal temper-
atures is only a factor in the valuation of fuel when the volatility is high. 
The readiness with which a gasoline evaporates is indicated by the amount 
of the recovery after distillation. When the recovery is less than 95 per 
cent the evaporation loss is likely to be excessive. Thus it naturally follows 
that the mileage obtained from such fuel is low. This would be especially 
noticeable after the gasoline tank had been allowed to stand for some time 
exposed to the full rays of the sun. 

Distillation Range and Index Number 
All of the above points can be estimated from the distillation range 

that is determined in the laboratory. As an aid in summing up the value 
to be allotted to the distillation range an index number' has been calculated 
from the temperature readings at which 10, 20, 50, 70, and 90 per cent of 
the distillate has been recovered. To the sum of these readings is added 
the temperature reading at the end point of the distillation. The resultant 
sum is called the "index number". Generally speaking, the smaller the 
index number the greater the volatility of the fuel. Gasolines may be 
classified arbitrarily, according to their index numbers, into three groups 
as follows:— 

(a ) Gasolines of high volatility having index numbers less than 1,650. 
(b) Gasolines of average volatility having index numbers between 

1,650 and 1,725. 
(e)  Gasolines of low volatility having index numbers greater than 1,725. 

Specific Gravity 
The specific gravity has been used in the petroleum industry for 

many years as an easy and convenient method of refinery control. On that 
account it has often been used as a test for the quality of gasoline, although 
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it is not of very much value for that purpose when used alone. It is valu-
able, however, when used in conjunction with the distillation range to 
indicate the source of the fuel or the treatment it has received. A gasoline 
having a low specific gravity is more probably made from a paraffin-base 
petroleum, and by an ordinary distillation of crude oil, than a gasoline 
of the same laboratory distillation range having a high specific gravity. 
The latter would be obtained by cracking petroleum in modern equipment, 
and probably would be derived from naphthenic-base petroleum. 

Baumé and A.P.I. Gravity. The method in common use for express-
ing specific gravity is often called the "Baumé gravity". According to 
this method, a scale on which the extreme range of petroleum products 
could be measured, was divided into one hundred equal parts called degrees. 
The ten degree point was equivalent to the specific gravity of pure water. 
Unfortunately, some uncertainty arose regarding the correct value of some 
of the other points and two slightly different scales came into use, both 
being called "Baumé"  scales. The American Petroleum Institute, with the 
co-operation of the petroleum industry and the United States government 
departments adopted one of these scales and described it in such a way 
that no ambiguity is possible. The initials of the Institute (A.P.I.) were 
chosen to designate this scale in order to avoid confusion. The degrees 
.A..P.I. have nearly the same value in specific gravity as the other Baumé 
degree scale. The greatest difference occurs when the lighter products 
are measured and the difference is always less than one degree. The 
relation between degrees A.P.I. and specific gravity is expressed by the 
following equation:— 

141.5 	 

	

Degrees A.P.I. = 	 131.5 Sp. Gr. at 60° F. 
A comparison of A.P.I. degrees, Baumé degrees, and specific gravity, 

is shown in Table I. 

	

• 	Colour 

Gasoline is a clear water-white liquid when freshly distilled. Exposure 
to air or sunlight changes the chemical structure slightly, so that a yellowish 
colour appears and a certain amount of "gum" or "resin" may, or may 
not, appear. Some gasolines develop more colour than others under the 
same conditions. Gasoline is treated at the refinery before it is sold to 
render it more stable to light and air, so that the above change of colour 
may be minimized. The colour in itself has no effect on quality. It should 
be stated that the change in colour is not proportional to the amount of 
gum that may be formed. However, the user of gasoline seems to prefer 
a clear colourless fuel or one that is artificially coloured. Many gasolines 
on the market have dissolved in them small quantities of various brightly-
coloured dyes in order to make the product more attractive, to distinguish 
between grades or brands readily, or to indicate the presence of tetra-ethyl 
lead, so that the gasoline shall not be used for any other purpose than a 
motor fuel. 

Gum 

The amount and character of the gum present in gasoline varies 
greatly. A gasoline may show no gum formation when freshly distilled, 
but at some later time definite gummy deposits may be obtained. The 
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time and the condition required for the deposition of gum also vary greatly. 
It is believed that gasolines produced by cracking equipment are more 
likely to deposit gum than gasolines produced by the ordinary distillation 
of crude petroleum. The conditions under which it is stored also affect 
the liability of gasoline to produce gum. It has been provedl recently 
that the soldering fluxes used in the manufacture of gasoline tanks react 
with the gasoline in an unfavourable manner in this respect. The amount 
of gum cannot be determined in the laboratory with any degree of cer-
tainty so that it represents the result obtained under actual operating 
conditions. Laboratory results showing gum content of gasoline must 
be regarded, therefore, as approximations only. 

Sulphur 

All commercial gasolines contain certain compounds that have a small 
amount of sulphur present. Some of these materials are detrimental and 
some are not. Most of them have an offensive odour. Those that are 
injurious combine with copper or brass to form a grey or a black coating. 
In severe cases this may become a scale that flakes off and clogs the small 
carburetor jets. After fuel containing sulphur is burned an acid substance 
is formed that has a tendency to pit and corrode the polished steel and 
iron surfaces of the engine bearings, especially those that are not thor-
oughly lubricated. It has become an accepted practice for the refiner 
to reduce the sulphur content to less than 0.1 per cent of sulphur. In 
some cases it may be possible to permit a higher percentage of sulphur 
without injurious effects, but the difficulty lies in not being able to deter-
mine readily whether the sulphur is present in an injurious form or not. 
In order to be on the safe side the above limit has been accepted. 

Anti-Knock  Value  

Actual operation of internal combustion engines using gasoline as 
fuel has demonstrated that some fuels burn a great deal more smoothly 
than others. The smoothness of burning is indicated by an absence of 
"knocking" in the engine when it is pulling heavily. This tendency of 
fuels to knock hindered progress in the design of more efficient internal 
combustion engines for many years, and it is only recently that a method 
has been developed for improving the fuel to such an extent that the 
efficiency of the engine could be increased. It was found that the addition 
of some materials to the fuel improved the burning quality greatly. One 
of the most satisfactory substances used for this purpose is known as 
tetra-ethyl lead. A very small amount of this material changes the rate 
of combustion greatly. It was also found that some materials formed 
during the treatment of crude petroleum to produce gasoline, which it 
had been the custom to remove later in the refining process, influenced 
the combustion beneficially. These materials are known as unsaturates 
and aromatics. Enormous sums of money have been spent in an effort 
to devise a really satisfactory laboratory method for establishing the 
knock-rating of gasolines. The method that has obtained greatest support 
involves testing the fuel in a single cylinder engine operated under specified 

'Aldrich, E. W., Jour. Soc. Automotive Eng., vol. 30, No. 5, p. 200. 
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conditions and expressing the results in Octane numbers. Octane numbers 
are really only arbitrarily chosen values. It was found that a certain 
liquid (2-2-4 tri-methyl-pentane, an iso-octane) burned very smoothly 
in an ordinary internal combustion engine. Also that another liquid 
(normal heptane) knocked very badly indeed under the same conditions. 
Further, that these two compounds could be mixed in all proportions 
and that the tendency to knock was proportional to the amount of heptane 
present. Therefore, it was agreed that a scale should be established from 
the above data so that other fuels might be rated against it. The scale 
was from 1 to 100, and each division was called an Octane number. Gaso-
lines that are rated against this scale burn more smoothly the higher the 
Octane number. Pure iso-octane is very expensive and it is obvious that 
this rating does not mean that there is actually a quantity of iso-octane 
present in the fuel equivalent to the Octane num.ber. Unfortunately, the 
knock-ratings obtained by the laboratory engine, under the specified con-
ditions, do not always agree exactly with the observations of operators 
of motor cars under actual driving conditions. This was particularly 
noticeable between fuels which had been improved by the addition of tetra-
ethyl lead and those which contained a certain proportion of those com-
ponents produced during the manufacture of the fuel and which were re-
tained in the finished product. The whole problem is under investigation 
in a number of laboratories in Canada and the the United States. 

Chemical Components 

Gasoline is composed of an intimate mixture of chemical compounds 
known as hydrocarbons. These hydrocarbons are subdivided into differ-
ent classes, viz., unsaturates, aromatics, naphthenes, and paraffins. Of 
these groups the unsaturates, aromatics, and naphthenes have a beneficial 
effect on the anti-knock value of the fuels of which they are a part. The 
paraffins might possibly be considered as neutral or normal. Several 
efforts have been made by different investigators to obtain fr om the 
chemical analyses of fuels an estimation of the anti-knock value of the 
fuel as a whole. One of these methods was suggested by Egloff and 
Morrell', who obtained a figure which was referred to as a toluene value. 
This toluene value is obtained by dividing the percentage of unsaturated 
hydrocarbons by fi ve, by dividing the percentage of naphthenes by four, 
and adding the sum of these two to the percentage of aromatics. This 
method of estimating anti-knock values cannot be used when the samples 
contain tetra-ethyl lead. A large number of tests on engines has failed 
up to the present time to prove that a definite comparison is possible between 
the result obtained from the engine and other ratings obtained from the 
chemical analyses. The results obtained by the writer have also failed 
to show a definite relationship, although it is evident that different propor-
tions of the hydrocarbons do affect the anti-knock value of the fuel. 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS USED . 

The distillation range was determined according to the American 
Society for Testing Materials method No. D86-30. The specific gravity 
was obtained by the use of the chainomatic specific gravity balance at 
room temperature, and the result calculated to 60° F. according to the 
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National Petroleum Oil Tables,' published by the United States Bureau 
of Standards. The degrees A.P.I. were obtained by converting the specific 
gravity according to the above oil tables. The percentage of sulphur 
was determined according to the A.S.T.M. tentative method No. D90-30T. 
The knock ratings of the gasoline from the city of Ottawa are expressed in 
Octane numbers, and were determined in a knock-testing  engine manu-
factured by the Ethyl Gasoline Corporation, known as their Series 30. 
The operating conditions were 600 r.p.m., a jacket temperature of 212°F., 
and a spark advance 22 degrees below top dead centre. The percentages 
of the four series of hydrocarbons and the toluene value were determined and 
calculated according to the method of Egloff and Morrell.' 

RESULTS OF LABORATORY EXAMINATION 

The average results by cities of the laboratory examination of the 
gasolines tested in 1930 and 1931 are shown in Tables II and III. The 
average results obtained by the examination of samples during the nine 
years from 1923 to 1931 are shown in Table IV, and Figure 17 shows gra-
phically the ranges of average distillation temperatures for the same nine 
years. In order to determine the variation in quality of the gasoline being 
sold, the average of the 10 per cent having the highest index numbers and 
the average of the 10 per cent having the lowest index numbers were cal-
culated for 1930 and 1931. The difference between the average index 
numbers of the maximum and minimum 10 per cent of the samples col-
lected in the nine years 1923 to 1931 was also calculated and is shown in 
Table V. Table VI shows the knock ratings of the samples collected in 
the city of Ottawa in 1931 and, also, the percentage of the four series of 
hydrocarbons present in gasoline for the same samples. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

It is interesting to compare the results obtained with others obtained 
in previous years. In Table IV are given the average results of eighty-
eight samples collected in Canada presumably in 1916, and reported' by 
the laboratories of the Department of Inland Revenue; the average results 
of the following number of samples collected' in Canada in successive years; 
48 in 1923; 59, 73, 76, 83, 77, 84, 124, and 134 in 1924-1931 respectively. 
When judged by the distillation range, which has been the ordinary accepted 
standard, it will be observed that the gasoline sold in Canada in 1930 shows 
an average of good quality with practically the same volatility as that sold 
during 1929. The gasoline sold in Canada in 1931 shows an average of good 
quality with a lower volatility than that sold during the three previous 
years. This decrease in volatility in 1931 is equivalent to approximately 
3° F. rise in the average temperature of the 20, 50, 70, and 90 per cent 
points in the distillation range. 

Since 1925, there has been a gradual change in the characteristics of 
the average gasoline marketed in Canada, as indicated in Figure 17. This 
change is particularly noticeable at the lower end of the distillation range 
as the average temperature of the first drop, 10 per cent, and 20 per cent 
points has been lowered. The average temperature of the 50 per cent, 70 
per cent, and 90 per cent points has remained fairly constant. The average 
temperature of the end point has been lowered. 
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The lowering of the average first drop, 10, and 20 per cent is probably 
due to the increased production of gasoline from natural gas and the 
increased use of cracking equipment at the refineries. The lowering of 
the average end point with a corresponding smaller difference between the 
average 90 per cent point and average end point, is probably due to the use 
of more efficient fractionating equipment such as bubble towers, etc., at 
the refineries. 

Table V shows the difference between the average index numbers of 
the maximum 10 per cent and minimum 10 per cent of the samples collected 
in Canada in the nine years, 1923 to 1931. The difference between the 
two averages has been used previously for the purpose of comparison, as a 
measure of the variation in quality. It will be observed that the variation 
in quality during 1930 was greater than in the preceding four years; while 
the variation in quality during 1931 was less than in any previous year. 

It will be further observed from Table V that, in 1930, the group 
having the higher volatility has an average volatility greater than corre-
sponding groups examined in the preceding five years. It will be noted 
that, in 1930, the group having the lower volatility has an average vola-
tility less than the corresponding group examined in 1929. 

In 1931, the group having the higher volatility has an average vola-
tility less than corresponding groups examined in previous years. The 
group having the lower volatility has an average volatility higher than 
corresponding groups examined in previous years, with the exception of the 
year 1929, when the volatility of these groups was practically the same. 
This decrease in the difference of the average volatility in the higher and 
the lower groups in 1931, indicates a growing tendency towards a more 
uniform grade of gasoline. 

The average sulphur content of gasoline sold in Canada during 1930 
was 0 • 07 per cent and only 6.5 per cent of the 124 samples tested had a 
sulphur content exceeding 0.1 per cent. The average sulphur content of 
gasoline sold in Canada during 1931 was 0.05 per cent and only 6.7 per 
cent of the 134 samples tested had a sulphur content exceeding 0.1 per 
cent. In 1931, the average sulphur content of samples from the western 
provinces was 0.08 per cent, while the average sulphur content for the 
eastern provinces was 0.04 per cent. The reason for this difference is not 
apparent. 

Since 1927 there has been a gradually increasing tendency apparent to 
colour, artificially, the gasolines being put on the market. The percentages 
of artificially coloured gasolines sold in Canada during the past five years, 
according to the samples examined in the annual surveys, were as follows: 

Percentages of Artificially Coloured Gasolines in Different Years 

Artificially 
coloured 
gasolines 

1927 	  
1928 	  
1929 	  
1930 	  
1931 	  

Year 
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The highest knock rating obtained from the samples collected in the 
city of Ottawa was 75 Octane numbers and .the lowest was 57 Octane 
numbers. Eight samples, or approximately 27 • 6 per cent, are in a group 
ranging from 57 to 64 Octane numbers and the twenty-one samples, or 
72.4 per cent, are in the range 65 to 75 Octane numbers. The greater 
quantity of gasoline sold in Ottawa during 1931 had a relatively good 
anti-knock value. 

TABLE I 

Co mparison of A.P.I. Degrees, Baumé Degrees, and Specific Gravity 

A.P.I. degrees 	Baumé 	Specific 	ILP.I.degraes 	Baumé 	Specific 

	

degrees 	gravity 	 degrees 	gravity 

40 	39.68 	0.8251 	50 	55.51 	0.7547 
41 	40.67 	0.8203 	57 	56 • 50 	0.7507 
42 	41.66 	0.0156 	58 	57.49 	0.7467 
43 	42.65 	0.8109 	59 	58.48 	0.7428 
44 	43.64 	0.8063 	00 	59.47 	0.7389 
45 	44.63 	0.8017 	01 	60.46 	0.7351 
46 	45.62 	0.7972 	62 	61.45 	0.7313 
47 	46.61 	0.7927 	03 	62 • 44 	0.7275 
48 	47.00 	0.7883 	64 	63 • 43 	0.7238 
49 	43.59 	0.7839 	05 	64.42 	0 • 7201 
50 	49.58 	0.7796 	60 	65.41 	0.7165 
51 	50.57 	0.7753 	67 	66 • 40 	0.7128 
52 	51.56 	0.7711 	68 	67.39 	0.7093 
53 	52.55 	0.7669 	69 	68.38 	0.7057 
54 	53.54 	0.7028 	70 	69.37 	0.7022 
55 	 Mil-fiR 	n.M7 



TABU; II 

Average Results of Analyses by Cities for 1930 

City 	1st 	Distillation range 	End 	 Distil- 	Index 

	

drop 	10% 	20% 	50% 	70% 	90% 	point 	Recovery 	Residue 	lation 	No. 	Specific 	Degrees 	Sulphur 

	

F. 	 ° 	°F. 	 loss 	°F. 	gravity 	A.P.I. 	% 
°F. 	°F. 	°F. 	°F. 	°F. 

Halifax, N.S 	96 	151 	184 	265 	316 	372 	410 	07-0 	1-1 	1-9 	1698 	0-748 	57 • 7 	0-05 
St. John, N.B 	100 	162 	190  j 	256 	295 	347 	389 	97.3 	1.0 	1-7 	1639 	0.741 	59-5 	0.05 
Quebec, Que 	97 	152 	179 	251 	299 	361 	402 	97.3 	1.1 	1-6 	1644 	0-740 	59-8 	0-05 
Montreal, Que 	101 	159 	189 	269 	320 	380 	416 	97-1 	1.1 	1.8 	1733 	0.750 	57-2 	0.06 
Ottawa, Ont 	100 	149 	176  J 	255 	306 	368 	408 	97-0 	1-1 	1-9 	1662 	0-741 	59.5 	0-06 
Toronto, Ont 	102 	154 	183  I 	258 	305 	366 	403 	97-0 	1 • 1 	1.9 	1669 	0.736 	60-8 	0.05 
London, Ont 	100 	157 	186  I 	262 	308 	368 	407 	96-9 	1.1 	2.0 	1688 	0-740 	59-7 	0-07 
Winnipeg Man 	101 	159 	187  j 	255 	297 	354 	400 	97-5 	1-1 	1-4 	1652 	0.735 	61-0 	0-03 
Regina, Sask 	103 	157 	183  I 	249 	291 	350 	395 	97-2 	1.0 	1.3 	1625 	0-731 	62-0 	0.04 
Calgary, Alta 	103 	155 	180j 	247 	293 	359 	407 	97-5 	1-2 	1 • 3 	1641 	0.738 	60.2 	0-09 
Edmonton, Alta 	107 	157 	179  I 	243 	288 	355 	407 	97-2 	1.1 	1-7 	1629 	0-736 	60.8 	0 • 09 
Vancouver, B.C. 	104 	163 	192  I 	255 	298 	360 	409 	97-7 	1.1 	1-2 	1677 	0 • 752 	56-7 	0.06 
Victoria, B.0 	103 	162 	190 	249 	293 	354 	402 	97-7 	1-1 	1-2 	1650 	0.750 	57-2 	0.05 

Average for Canada* 	101 	155 	182  I 	254 	301 	362 	406 	97-2 	1-1 	1.7 	1660 	0.741 	59-5 	0-07 

*This is the average value for all the samples tested. 



TABLE III 

Average Results of Analyses by Cities for 1931 

Distillation range 1st  	End 	 Distil- 	Index 

	

City Specific 	Degrees 	Sulphur 
dr°13 	10% 	20% 	50% 	70% 	90% 	Point 	Recovery Residue 	lation 	No. 
om.. 	

° 	°F. 	 loss 	°F. 	gravity 	A.P.I. 	% 
' 	°F. 	°F. 	°F. 	°E. 	°F. 

Halifax, N.S 	107 	166 	196 	263 	303 	357 	399 	97.0 	1-2 	1-8 	1684 	0-744 	58-7 	0.03 
St.John,NJ3 	104 	162 	192 	262 	303 	358 	401 	96-9 	1-2 	1-9 	1678 	0-744 	58-7 	0.04 
Qœbec,Que 	113 	167 	193 	255 	294 	349 	396 	96.9 	1-3 	1-8 	1654 	0-741 	59.5 	0-04 
Montreal, Que  	106 	155 	183 	261 	310 	372 	410 	96-6 	1-3 	2-1 	1691 	0.745 	58-4 	0.04 
Ottawa, 	nt 	104 	152 	180 	259 	308 	372 	410 	96-6 	1-2 	2-2 	1681 	0-742 	59-2 	0-04 O 
Toronto, Ont 	104 	161 	191 	266 	311 	369 	405 	97-1 	1-2 	1-7 	1703 	0.743 	58-9 	0-04 
Hamilton, Ont 	104 	157 	186 	260 	309 	373 	408 	96.7 	1-2 	2.1 	1693 	0-740 	59-7 	0.04 
London, Chit 	103 	164 	197 	270 	314 	372 	407 	96-8 	1-1 	2.1 	1724 	0-743 	58-9 	0-05 
Fort William., Chit— 	109 	166 	196 	259 	299 	353 	396 	97-4 	1-2 	1-4 	1669 	0-737 	60-5 	0-04 
Winnipeg, Man 	115 	156 	183 	254 	300 	364 	408 	96-8 	1-2 	2-0 	1665 	0-732 	61-8 	0.06 
Brandon, Man 	100 	155 	186 	256 	298 	355 	399 	97-1 	1-2 	1-7 	1649 	0.734 	61-3 	0.04 
Regina, Sask 	102 	151 	180 	261 	312 	377 	417 	97-2 	1-3 	1-5 	1698 	0-738 	60-2 	0.09 
Saskatoon, Sask 	101 	154 	180 	256 	306 	373 	412 	97-2 	1-2 	1.6 	1681 	0-737 	60-5 	0-07 
Calgary, Alta 	102 	150 	174 	239 	285 	350 	403 	97-2 	1-3 	1-5 	1601 	0.733 	61.5 	0.11 
Edmonton, Alta 	103 	154 	179 	249 	296 	363 	406 	97.2 	1.2 	1-6 	1647 	0-739 	60-0 	0-09 
Vancouver, B.0 	102 	162 	191 	256 	297 	359 	398 	96-7 	1-0 	2-3 	1663 	0-748 	57.7 	0.07 
Victoria,l3.0 	104 	160 	191 	254 	294 	360 	402 	96-9 	1.0 	2-1 	1661 	0-747 	57-9 	0-07 

Average for Canada* 	104 	157 	186 	258 	304 	366 	406 	96-9 	1-3 	1.8 	1677 	0-741 	59-5 	0.05 

*This is the average value for all  the samples tested. 



TABLE IV 

Average Results for Comparison for Canada 

	

1st 		Distillation range 	End 	 Il(3sidue 
and 	Index 	Speclac 	Degrees 	Sulphur 

Year 	 drop 	10910 	20% 	509e0 	709e0 	909e0 	point 	Recovery 	distilla-
N?,. 	gravity 	A.P.I. 	

%l''' 	°F. 	°F. 	F. 	°F. 	°F. 	, 	 tion loss 

1916 	125 	170 	192 	237 	270 	330 	380  	 1579 	0.732 	61-8. 	 

1923 	120 	170 	193 	255 	296 	358 	423 	97.1 	2 • 9 	1695 	0 • 737 	60-5 	 

1924 	113 	173 	195 	249 	288 	347 	410 	97.4 	2-6 	1662 	0.736 	60 • 8 	 

1925 	116 	174 	199 	258 	299 	359 	412 	97-0 	3-0 	1701 	0.739 	60 • 0 	 

1926 	110 	164 	191 	256 	300 	360 	410 	97-4 	2 • 6 	1681 	0 • 739 	60-0 	 

1927 	107 	161 	189 	259 	304 	366 	416 	97 • 0 	3 • 0 	1693 	0 • 741 	59-5 	 

1928 	107 	160 	186 	255 	298 	359 	409 	97 • 3 	2-7 	1667 	0-737 	60-5 	 

1929 	102 	153 	181 	255 	300 	363 	411 	97-0 	3-0 	1663 	0 • 736 	60.8 	 

1930 	101 	155 	182 	254 	301 	362 	466 	97-2 	2 • 8 	1660 	0-741 	59-5 	0-01 

1931 	104 	157 	186 	258 	304 	366 	406 	96 • 9 	3 • 1 	1677 	0 • 741 	59.5 	0•1g 
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TABLE V 
Difference Between Maximum and Minimum Indexl Numbers 

Ye,ar 	1923 	1924 	1925 	1920 	1927 	1928 	1929 	1930 	1931 

llaximunx10%—. 	1791 	1806 	1821 	1815 	1823 	1791 	1773 	1787 	1774 
llinixnun11070 	1500 	1428 	1497 	1524 	1818 	1488 	1503 	1471 	1547 

Difference 	291 	378 	324 	291 	305 	203 	270 	316 	227 

iThe index number is the sum of the fo lowing points in the distillation range: 10%, 20%, 
80%, 70%, 90%, and the end point. 

TABLE VI 
Knock Ratings and Chemical Analyses of Samples from Ottawa 

Hydrocarbons 

	

Octane 		 Wuene 	Index 
No. Sample  No. 	No. at 	Unsatur- 	Aminatics 	NaPh" 	Paraffina 	Indue 	17.  

	

212° 17 . 	ntes 	 thenes 

48 	78 	6 	10 	34 	50 	19.7* 	1861 
42 	74 	4 	8 	32 	86 	16.8* 	1687 
32 	73 	5 	6 	29 	60 	14.3* 	1693 
35 	72 	21 	21 	26 	32 	31.7 	1573 
39 	72 	4 	8 	26 	62 	15.3* 	1728 
54 	71 	4 	10 	29 	57 	18.1* 	1774 
55 	70 	0 	10 	24 	87 	17.8 	1583 
50 	70 	11 	14 	27 	48 	23 •0 	1750 
29 	69 	8 	11 	26 	85 	19.1* 	1703 
38 	69 	8 ' 	8 	24 	60 	15 • 6 	1550 
37 	69 	7 	7 	25 	61 ' 	14 • 7 	Inaa 
40 	67 	10 	14 	26 	50 	22.5 	1683 
41 	60 	8 	11 	26 	85 	19 • 1 	1739 
28 	66 	10 	7 	25 	58 	15.3 	1623 
44 	66 	14 	19 	25 	42 	28.1 	1761 
31 	66 	7 	10 	27 	56 	18.2 	1711 
33 	65 	6 	9 	25 	60 	16.5 	1691 
49 	65 	6 	8 	33 	83 	17 •5 	1613 
51 	65 	6 	11 	26 	57 	18.7 	1731 
36 	65 	5 	11 	27 	57 	18.8 	1736 
83 	65 	5 	11 	28 	56 	19 • 0 	1723 
52 	63 	9 	9 	26 	na 	17.3 	1693 
45 	63 	13 	15 	22 	50 	234 	1730 
30 	61 	3 	4 	30 	63 	12.1 	1587 
27 	60 	9 	14 	22 	55 	21.3 	1793 
46 	88 	8 	9 	24 	59 	16 • 6 	1720 
47 	88 	4 	4 	28 	64 	11.8 	1656 
43 	58 	4 	a 	29 	62 	13.1 	1664 
34 	87 	8 	8 	21 	63 	14 •9 	1734 

Average 	66 	8 	10 	27 	88 	18 •2 	1881 

*These samples contain tetra-ethyl lead and therefore the to uene value does not indicate the 
anti-knock value of the fuel. 
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